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Abstract 

 An opportunity was identified for the suppression of unmixed high bypass ratio turbofan engine 

thermal signatures via forced mixing nozzles to increase mission safety. A feasibility study was proposed 

quantifying potential temperature and pressure uniformity factor enhancement at the expense of net thrust 

and added weight. An in-depth RANS-CFD parametric study of forced mixers on a full-scale target engine 

was warranted by gaps in the literature. First, a low-Mach experiment was designed to study the impact of 

fan generated swirl on mixing nozzle performance. Successful mixer design through reproducible methods 

observed no flow separation and converted angular momentum into enhanced thrust through the lobe 

passages. Normal and streamwise vortex features were quantified. Increased entrainment of mass flow 

accompanying greater than freestream levels of normal vorticity correlated best with total pressure 

uniformity index. Second, lack of full-scale engine geometry and operating conditions forced the creation 

of a quasi-2D design-point engine model of the PW2040 (F117-PW-100). An axisymmetrical geometry of 

the low-pressure system, derived from the model, was simulated at take-off and top-of-climb conditions 

using core intake and outlet modeled properties and a fan-stator source term user defined function. Taking 

the CFD results as baseline, mixer performance metrics could be readily compared. Finally, a full-scale 

lobed mixer parametric study, featuring 12 well-defined geometries, was performed by matching the core 

choke point. The effect of lobe number, length, height, crest/keel ratio, scalloping, and swirl was 

investigated on vorticity, drag composition, thrust, and mixing indices at top-of-climb. A direct tradeoff 

between net thrust and vorticity levels was observed with changes in mixer length for constant lobe height. 

Designs could enhance wake uniformity up to 25% at a cost of 5% in net thrust. Optimization would 

improve this result. Detailed engine maps could allow for the reduction in back pressure associated with 

enhanced mixing and jet perimeter to be propagated through the core engine.  A vast quantity of literature, 

experimental methods, numerical setup, practical codes/scripts, and standard operating procedures were 

included to support the work and provide guidance and inspiration for future researchers.     
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Words are Wind – George R.R. Martin 
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*Figure edited from GasTurb13



 

1 

 

Chapter 1. Introduction 

 Mixing nozzles increase flow vorticity, entrainment, and jet perimeter by introducing a well-

designed aerodynamic blockage to a flow for the purpose of rapidly mixing its thermo-fluid properties with 

the surrounding fluid, thus achieving greater uniformity. Enhanced mixing, in the form of increased flow 

pressure and temperature uniformity, had vast engineering applications including: pollutant/species spread 

in manufacturing and power, fuel-air mixing in combustors, and noise and infrared signature suppression 

(IRSS) in gas turbine engine exhaust systems (Hu et al. 2001, Mao et al. 2009). A variety of nozzles are 

illustrated in Figure 1.1 to demonstrate the range of shapes. Generally mixing progressed from vorticity 

dominated to vacuum dominated as aerodynamic blockage decreases. 

 

 

Figure 1.1. Pratt & Whitney exhaust mixer (left) on the JT8D low-bypass ratio turbofan engine, 

sound suppression kit (middle) on the General Electric CJ805 turbojet engine, a Keliying stainless 

steel venturi nozzle (right).  

  

 The potential benefits of enhanced mixing rate were clear. First and most general, space savings 

opportunities relative to conical nozzles existed to reduce overall system weight, size, and cost. Second, 

noise suppression by effectively reducing the jet velocity and therefore the shear stress between the jet and 

external fluid. Social and safety implications from excessive noise limited system operability and raised the 

DECREASING AERODYNAMIC BLOCKAGE 
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cost of worker protective equipment or sound dampening systems. Third, infrared signature suppression 

through reduced plume temperatures in mainly military applications where thermal detection and tracking 

by external threats is a risk.  

 In this project, the aero-thermal performance of lobed mixers on high-bypass ratio unmixed exhaust 

turbofan engines was of primary interest. For this application, aerodynamic drag and cooling performance 

were in direct competition. Therefore, the stealth benefits of modifying the exhaust system needed to 

outweigh loss in net thrust and gain in weight. Vast resources were spent on drag analysis because, ceteris 

paribus, an increase in drag leads directly to a decrease in fuel efficiency (VanDam 1999). Increasing fuel 

consumption then resulted in higher operating cost, greater environmental impact and decreased maximum 

mission range. The importance of drag prediction was illustrated by (Meredith 1993) who indicated that the 

payload of a typical twin-engine airliner decreases by 200 lb per drag count (Δ𝐶𝐷 = 0.0001). Thus, 

negating the usefulness of an aircraft through thermal suppression of exhaust was a risk. 

1.1  Background of Mixers on Turbofan Engines    

 Mixed exhaust turbofan engines, see Figure 1.2, have employed forced mixers to enhance heat 

transfer between the core and bypass jets, for example Figure 1.3, confined by the outer shroud upstream 

of the engine outlet since circa 1970. It was well established that several performance increases were 

realizable through enhanced mixing depending on the design objectives (Shumpert 1980, Lei et al. 2012, 

Mao et al. 2009, Lei et al. 2016): First, a reduction of nacelle length and weight compared to engines using 

standard round nozzles. Second, net thrust increased up to 5% as the cool bypass air was heated and 

expanded. Third, fuel consumption reduction up to 3% due to the reduction in backpressure which allowed 

for greater work extraction from the core engine. Furthermore, noise reduction up to 3.8dB was achievable 

through increasing shear interaction perimeter causing lower maximum shear strength at the exhausts (Lei 

et al. 2016). In addition, reduced exhaust plume temperature through enhanced mixing could lead to infrared 

suppression benefits.  
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Figure 1.2.  Mixed exhaust (without mixing nozzle just shrouded) turbofan engine schematic from 

GasTurb13. 

 

 

Figure 1.3. Safran Silvercrest mixed exhaust high-bypass ratio turbofan engine, 2012. 

 

 However, unmixed high-bypass ratio turbofan engines, Figure 1.4, were limited to chevron type 

mixing nozzles aimed at noise hazard mitigation and not specifically IRSS. Public domain research was 

limited on large lobed mixers on unmixed, unshrouded, exhausts despite the potential for realizing similar 

benefits as in the mixed turbofan engine case and despite the existential risk encountered by aircraft such 

as the C-17 and A-10 which use this style of engine, see Figure 1.5. Note, A-10 engine architecture lies 

between unmixed and mixed as the bypass and core exhaust are on the same plane. 
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Figure 1.4. Unmixed turbofan engine schematic from GasTurb13. 

 

 

Figure 1.5. C-17 engine exhaust for the F117-PW-100 turbofan engine (left) and the exhaust of the 

A-10 from the TF34-GE-100 turbofan engine (right). 

 

1.2 Project Motivation    

 Turbofan engines were used extensively in civil and military aircraft applications where higher 

bypass ratios improved the fuel economy of long-range missions with a high proportion of subsonic cruising 

time. However, infrared (IR) guided threats could identify the large thermal signature produced by the hot 

core engine exhaust. This presented opportunities for forced mixing nozzles to act as IR suppressors if the 
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increase in mission safety outweighed the added drag. Turbofan drag and forced mixer performance were 

of great interest in the turbomachinery and engine integration communities. Experimental studies such as 

(Paterson 1984, Mundt and Lieser 2001, Hu et al. 2002) and computational investigations like (Xie and Liu 

2011, Wright et al. 2013, Lei et al. 2016)  as well as a review by (Zaman, Bridges, and Huff 2011) contain 

a wealth of knowledge. However, studies focused on shrouded exhaust systems and publishers avoided 

detailing the engine/nozzle geometry or the operating conditions to protect proprietary/intellectual 

information. As such, gaps in the public literature formed leading to problems for industry seeking to design 

infrared suppressing devices for unmixed turbofan engines.  

 One such company, Davis Engineering Ltd., designs exhaust components with the goal of 

increasing pressure recovery and reducing the IR signature of vehicles ranging from naval vessels to 

helicopters to turboprop aircraft. There was a keen interest in developing a product for turbofan engines. 

Holding them back were several topics: 

1. Gaps in the literature – lack of available knowledge due mainly to intellectual property. 

a. Lack of aerodynamic studies of mixers on unmixed exhaust (unshrouded) turbofan engines. 

b. Missing engine geometry and operating condition data. 

c. Minimal guidance on lobed mixer design parameters. 

2. Computational fluid dynamic (CFD) specifications – the requirements of an accurate and pragmatic 

simulation.    

a. Mesh refinement and wall treatment to resolve critical flow features. 

b. Turbulence model and discretization scheme for accurate and converged solution. 

3. Opportunity cost – the risk of investing research into and development of low probability projects. 

 For perspective, the C-17 Globemaster III was one example of a target aircraft for an aftermarket 

IRSS. The United States of America operated roughly 80% of the total 279 constructed units, with 157 units 

active as of May 2018. Each aircraft has four F117-PW-100 turbofan engines (based on the commercial 
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PW2040) to be suppressed, protecting the initial investment of US$279 million in 2007. Hypothetically, if 

each device were to cost US$100 thousand and each active American aircraft was outfitted with one then 

potential revenue from that stream is US$63 million. Furthermore, expertise and tooling will have been 

established for development and manufacturing of similar products. Identical platforms, in fewer numbers, 

were run by many other nations.    

1.3 Drag Limit Reality Check 

 Preliminary estimation of lobed mixer drag based on the bypass exhaust of the PW2040 turbofan 

engine was performed using published engine specifications and drag correlations for a cone in transonic 

flow. Under choked flow the bypass nozzle Mach number is 1 and the Reynolds number is past the critical 

value at 5.6×106 (Wright et al. 2013). Letting the acceptable drag penalty be 2% of cruise net thrust, a limit 

of 500 N is established. Designing for an 8-lobe device with a 1/8th blockage, the half angle of 8 similar 

cones becomes the independent parameter. Meeting the drag limit requires a drag coefficient of 0.56 

(Hoerner 1965) corresponding to a half angle less than 30o. This is analogue to the mixer rise angle. If a 

larger 50% blockage was used the half angle becomes a still reasonable 10o. Clearly the drag is sensitive to 

blockage and penetration angle. A much greater level of analysis is required, but this suggests manipulating 

the bypass nozzle was worth further investigation.   

1.4 Objectives and Scope 

 The objective of this project was to investigate the feasibility of including a mixing nozzle between 

the core and bypass flows of a previously unmixed exhaust high bypass ratio turbofan engine for the purpose 

of infrared suppression. An investigation was proposed – vortex generation and enhanced entertainment 

from lobe style nozzles can sufficiently reduce the wake temperatures and achieve high total pressure 

uniformity on unmixed turbofan engines to a level deemed beneficial over decreased net thrust. To validate 

this statement the project is separated into modules, each targeting a specific inquiry. 
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Module 1 – Baseline engine modeling 

What is the geometry and operating conditions of a turbofan engine which would be compatible with the 

mixing nozzle? 

 An engine model was developed to calculate the thermo-fluid data and geometric information at 

discrete stations across a chosen target turbofan engine for use in full-scale simulation of the baseline 

engine. The model could determine on-design top-of-climb (TOC) and takeoff performance assuming an 

axisymmetric engine shape given publicly available target engine specifications, practical constraints, and 

closure from literature. The model was validated against available databases and literature as well as 

compared to CFD of the baseline engine. Once completed, mixing nozzles could be studied under 

appropriate, previously unknown, operating conditions on a realistic geometry facilitated by station-by-

station property and area data. Which allowed the core flow to be modeled and the low-pressure system to 

be simulated with the use of a source term based fan-stator user-define function (UDF). 

Module 2 – Lobed mixer design 

What design features dictate the performance of lobe type mixers? Why are mixing and drag dependent 

on these features? How can a lobed mixer be parameterized? 

 An in-depth literature review of mixing nozzles identified the major aspects of lobed mixer design 

and performance metrics. A repeatable and parameterized lobed mixer design method was established based 

on guidelines from literature. In this manner, a fully described mixer was manufactured for experimentation 

and a meaningful parametric study was permitted. The lobed mixer geometry was designed in MATLAB, 

drafted in Solid Edge ST10, and produced by additive manufacturing based on 5 key parameters. 

Module 3 – Ducted fan experiments and CFD validation 

Can the Queen’s University low-speed wind tunnel be modified for ducted fan experiments? Is CFD 

validation possible given the obtained experimental data? 
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 A ducted fan was mounted, instrumented, and tested with a basic round nozzle, a lobed mixer, and 

a scalloped mixer based on module 2. Geometry, power level, and angle of attack were variable. Body 

forces were measured by six-component loadcells, time-averaged pressure and a velocity vector were 

captured in a 2D plane via a seven-hole probe traverse, and flow visualization was conducted by laser-

smoke illumination. Experimental results described the change in mixing and drag between devices, gave 

insight into the mechanisms dominating mixing as well as provided an avenue for simulation validation. 

CFD was limited to Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) numerical methods using industry 

(unmodified) turbulence models such as the Realizable 𝑘 − 𝜖 (Rke), SST 𝑘 − 𝜔 (SST) and Renormalization 

Group 𝑘 − 𝜖 (RNG) in the commercially available ANSYS Fluent 18.3 software package. Computational 

cost was limited by available license seats and core-years on a shared computer cluster. This meant a single 

case, generally, used 16 cores and 64 Gb of random-access memory (RAM) for up to 24 hours.  

Module 4 – Full-scale parametric study of lobed mixers  

What are the effects of mixers on unmixed turbofan engines? What parameters of lobed mixer design 

dominate at full-scale? What balance of temperature and pressure mixing is achievable for an increase in 

drag? 

 All modules led up to this. A parametric study of lobe type mixers on the target engine was 

simulated using the baseline geometry and core engine boundary conditions from module 1, the lobed mixer 

design method described in module 2 and guidance from the CFD validation as well as experimental insight 

from module 3. Grid convergence was investigated using a peer-reviewed standard method. The parametric 

study focused on lobe height, mixer length, lobe number, scalloping, and outlet plane location under TOC 

operating conditions. In addition, several one-off studies were conducted on lobed mixers including 

variation in core turbulence intensity, core swirl, and takeoff. Comparing a vast quantity of performance 

metrics determined the degree of mixing achievable for a change in net thrust. Thrust increase due to added 

weight was considered. Combining, feasibility was accessed. 
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1.5 Contributions to the Field 

 Integration aerodynamics and turbomachinery are mature fields of aerospace engineering with vast 

resources spent yearly to make small, yet meaningful, improvements. Continued interest from industry 

suggested that this was an active area of research. A comprehensive engineering investigation which pushed 

forced mixer technology into unmixed high bypass ratio turbofan engines, a region shrouded by intellectual 

property restrictions, will benefit future designers. The community, not just the industrial sponsor, can 

benefit from each module: 

1. Engine modeling was reemerging as an important aspect of both preliminary design as well as in 

twin (digital-double) engine monitoring technology. The success of the model, and sharing of its 

construction, is another data point for future modelers. It was proposed that key engine constraints 

could bridge the gap in missing engine specifications, such as like fan pressure rise, fan rpm, core 

and bypass nozzle static and total properties, and mass flow rates.   

2. A repeatable design method for lobed mixers was proposed for the rise/fall curves of each lobe, the 

lobe exit cross-sectional area and the scalloping procedure allowing for comparison between 

projects. Lobed mixer geometries were seldom described in detail in literature and rarely were they 

mathematically reproducible.    

3. Lobed mixer primary flow was often driven by a pressure reservoir or wind tunnel to provide a 

relatively uniform flow condition. Swirl was generated by turning vanes. In these experiments, a 

fan-stator combination fed the primary flow to produce swirl and axial velocity spanwise profiles. 

4. Quantification of the dominant features of lobed mixer design, which dictate mixing and drag 

performance on unmixed turbofan engines, was supplied by the full-scale parametric study to a 

scale previously never publicized.  
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Chapter 2. Theory and Literature Review 

 To evaluate mixer performance and understand the flow physics a detailed review of the 

fundamental concepts in fluid mechanics, Appendix A, and key performance parameters, Section 2.1, was 

required. Next, forced mixers are discussed in Section 2.2 as a means for improving mixing performance 

by altering the naturally occurring flow development, introducing, and enhancing vorticity. A background 

on engine components was necessary pertaining to the engine model and baseline engine simulation, this 

can be found in Section 2.3. Drag measurement was both vital to performance quantification and a sensitive 

metric to measure, it received a focused review in Section 2.5. Finally, the formulation, application, and 

limitations of CFD is covered in Section 2.6 with a focus on RANS simulations.  

 Flow development in forced mixers was challenging to analyze since several factors influence both 

the operating conditions and the downstream flow physics. Downstream propagation of the fluid 

characteristics interacts with a complex geometry to alter the flow relative to round conical nozzles. Despite 

this complexity, lobed mixers, Figure 2.1, can be addressed as a series of nozzles and diffusers wrapped 

circularly between the interface of two streams, see Figure 2.2. For exhaust system applications, it was of 

interest to understand the factors influencing diffuser pressure recovery and nozzle velocity uniformity 

using standard engineering practices. See Appendix A for a discussion of these fundamentals.   

 
Figure 2.1. Schematic of a lobed mixer on a mixed turbofan engine identifying the core and 

bypass streams. Altered from (Hu et al. 2002).  
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Figure 2.2. Identifying nozzle and diffuser type flow on a lobed mixer. Altered from (Mengle 

and Dalton 2002).  

 

2.1 Variables and Dimensional Analysis 

 The selection of performance parameters was linked to the objective of achieving maximum 

temperature and pressure mixing for a minimal increase in drag. Global performance considered net thrust 

coefficient (𝐶𝐹𝑥), total temperature uniformity index (𝐼𝑇𝑜), and total pressure uniformity index (𝐼𝑝𝑜) to 

evaluate the performance of mixing nozzles on turbofan engines. However, these parameters had not 

communicated the flow details responsible for changes in performance. For that purpose, other dependent 

parameters were evaluated including: normalized fundamental flow properties, vorticity (𝜁), entrainment 

( �̇�𝑒𝑛𝑡) and back pressure (𝐶𝑏). Independent parameters were separated into flow and geometric categories. 

Flow independent-parameters were specified by the target engine and the engine model for the full-scale 

simulations and by the wind tunnel characterization during experimentation. Geometric independent-

parameters pertained to the lobed mixer d esign where literature suggested lobe number (𝑛), lobe height 

(ℎ𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑒) and mid-lobe radius (𝑟𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑒) were key design variables (Mengle and Dalton 2002, Wright et al. 2013, 

Lei et al. 2016). However, full specification required function based streamwise and spanwise equations, 

otherwise geometry reproduction was impossible. Experimental and computational geometries were 

complex, a great deal of effort was made to describe the setups in subsequent sections. 
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2.1.1 Averaging Methods 

 Obtaining average performance parameters of highly nonuniform flow required an appropriate 

averaging method. First, a generic flow property, 𝜒, was temporally averaged by the experimental data 

acquisition system (DAQ) and steady-RANS calculations of the same. Next, spatial averaging of 𝜒 could 

be achieved by an area-weighted or mass-weighted averaging method. Integrating over all the cells that 

subdivide a cross-section and normalizing by total area produced an area-weighted average according to  

  
〈𝑋〉 =

1

𝐴
∫𝜒𝑑𝐴 . 

2.1 

For highly convecting flows, the dominant flow properties are contained in the regions of greatest 

momentum flux. Thus, the mass-weighted average, 

 
�̅� =

∫𝜒𝜌𝑢𝑑𝐴

∫𝜌𝑢𝑑𝐴
 , 

2.2 

was preferred (Tindell and Alston 1992) because skewing the parameters by regions of low momentum was 

avoided. Because of the density ratio across the bypass and core of a turbofan engine, use of mass-weighted 

average was important.  

2.1.2 Independent Parameters 

 Independent performance parameters were numerous and depend on which module of this 

investigation was being addressed. A full list of the independent parameters was long and not useful. For 

example, the engine model identified a target engine, thus its operating conditions were independent 

parameters of the performance output, which then constructed an independent engine geometry for the full-

scale mixer study. Such parameters will be discussed in their relevant sections. For brevity and insight, a 

list of the key independent variables for the full-scale lobed mixer are included here. Parameters can be 

grouped into geometric, Table 2-1, flow properties, Table 2-2, and dimensional groups,  

Table 2-3. 
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 Independent geometric parameters for a given mixer geometry included the outlet shape, nozzle 

length, wavelength, number of lobes, key radii, and the defining scalloping cutout. The nozzle then 

underwent testing at independent flow parameters which were described by the wavelength-based Reynolds 

number, freestream Mach number, ambient to jet inlet pressure and temperature ratios, turbulence intensity 

and swirl conditions. The interaction between device surfaces and the fluid were then reproducible.  

Meaningful quantification of the dependent parameters, whether at small or full scale, then became possible. 

However, compressibility effects were not explored by the low-Mach experiments. Choked flow, shock 

formation, and shock induced BL separation must be considered at full-scale without previous guidance. 

With these effects known, the CFD grid density could be improved in regions where these phenomena 

originate and the appropriate numerical settings, like using density-based solver, could be selected. 

Table 2-1. List of independent geometric parameters for full-scale mixer study. 

Parameter Symbol Value Comments 

Nozzle blockage 

Area Ratio 
𝐴𝐵 =

𝐴𝑐

𝐴𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑒
 

~0.7 Varied to provide same 

choking point  

Number of lobes 𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑒 12-16 This range gave best 

performance 

Lobe wavelength 
𝜆𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑒 =

𝑟𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑒̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅

𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑒
 

~200 mm Varied depending on 

𝑁𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑒 and average 𝑟𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑒 

to give 𝑅𝑒 

independance 

Height of lobes ℎ𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑒 𝜆𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑒 - 2.3𝜆𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑒 Parametric study 

Length of mixer 𝐿𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑒 𝜆𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑒 - 5𝜆𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑒  Parametric study 

Mixer offset 

(Crest-to-Keel 

Ratio) 

𝑂𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑒 =
max(𝑟𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑒) − 𝑟𝑐
𝑟𝑐 − min(𝑟𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑒)

  
0.2 - 5 Depends on allowed 

rise/fall angle to avoid 

separation 

Crest streamwise 

profile, keel 

streamwise profile 

𝑟𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 , 𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑒𝑙 Function Normalized function to 

provide smooth 

streamwise transition  

Mixer cross-

sectional perimeter 

profile at exit plane 

𝑟𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑒 Function Specified by all above 
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Percentage of 

scalloping 

%𝑠 50% Amount of side wall 

area removed from 

lobed mixer  

Training-edge lean 

angle 
𝜃𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑛 7o Suggested by (Mengle 

and Dalton 2002) 

Table 2-2. List of independent flow parameters for full-scale mixer study. 

Parameter Symbol Range Comments 

Cruise altitude 𝑎𝑙𝑡. 11,000 m Target engine 

Ambient conditions 𝜌∞, 𝑇𝑜,∞, 𝑝𝑜,∞  Fixed for operating 

point (TOC or takeoff) 

Determined by altitude 

and aircraft speed 

Core engine outlet 

conditions 
𝜌𝑐, 𝑇𝑜,𝑐, 𝑝𝑜,𝑐   Fixed for operating 

point (TOC or takeoff) 

Determined by engine 

model 

Core swirl angle 𝜃𝑠𝑤𝑖𝑟𝑙,𝑐 0o, 10o Parametric study 

Turbulence Intensity 

(freestream, core) 
𝑇𝑢∞, 𝑇𝑢𝑐 5%, 10%, 15% Parametric Study 

 

Table 2-3. List of independent dimensional groups for full-scale mixer study. 

Parameter Symbol Range Comments 

Cruise Mach number 𝑀∞ Fixed at 0.85 Target aircraft cruise 

speed 

Lobe Reynolds number 𝑅𝑒𝜆 3.2 × 105 Re independent for 

𝑅𝑒𝜆 > 1.2 × 105 

 

2.1.3 Dependent Parameters 

 Dependent parameters were measured or calculated to evaluate the local flow features and global 

performance qualitatively and quantitatively. They provided a direct means for comparison between devices 

and operating conditions.   

2.1.3.1  Pressure 

 The pressure coefficient related the difference in pressure between any point in a flow field to a 

reference value and normalized it by the dynamic pressure. It applied mainly to passive devices. Where 

pressure recovery was concerned, a static pressure coefficient (𝐶𝑝) was calculated using  
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𝐶𝑝 =

〈𝑝𝑒〉 − 〈𝑝𝑖〉

〈𝑞𝑖〉
 . 

2.3 

The reference in Equation 2.3 could be the static pressure at the inlet of a nozzle or the freestream value.  

 Likewise, aerodynamic losses were assessed by the total pressure low coefficient,  

 
𝐶𝑝𝑜 =

〈𝑝𝑜,𝑒〉 − 〈𝑝𝑜,𝑖〉

〈𝑞𝑖〉
  , 

2.4 

which describes the reduction in energy potential between two points in the flow. Similarly, a backpressure 

coefficient, 

 
𝐶𝑝 =

𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑚 − 〈𝑝𝑖〉

〈𝑞𝑖〉
  , 

2.5 

was useful for quantifying the resistive pressure that downstream devices impart on upstream components. 

For example, increasing backpressure directly limited the power extraction capacity of turbine stages for a 

set mass flow rate by reducing the pressure ratio. Since active devices do work on the fluid, the total pressure 

was altered proportionally to the change in enthalpy caused by flow turning and torque. A pressure ratio, 

 
𝑃𝑅 =

〈𝑝𝑜,2〉

〈𝑝𝑜,1〉
  , 

2.6 

became more descriptive of the power input in compressors or output from turbines. For a hypothetical 

compressor stage, the denominator was simply the rotor inlet total pressure at station 1 and numerator the 

stator outlet total pressure at station 2.  

2.1.3.2  Mixing 

 A total pressure uniformity factor (Lei et al. 2012, Lei et al. 2016, Wright et al. 2013) was defined 

to compare the discrete total pressure values on the analysis plane to the freestream (𝑝𝑜,∞) and core jet inlet 

(𝑝𝑜,𝑐), stated as 

 𝜙𝑝𝑜 =
𝑝𝑜 − 𝑝𝑜,∞

𝑝𝑜,𝑐 − 𝑝𝑜,∞
  . 2.7 
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𝜙 was calculated at each coordinate and mass-averaged to obtain a single metric for comparison of global 

total pressure mixing. This is the total pressure mixing index, 𝐼𝑝𝑜 = 𝜙𝑝𝑜
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅. The same calculation was 

performed on total temperature, 

  
𝜙𝑇𝑜 =

𝑇𝑜 − 𝑇𝑜,∞

𝑇𝑜,𝑐 − 𝑇𝑜,∞
  , 

2.8 

and 𝐼𝑇𝑜 = 𝜙𝑇𝑜
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅. 𝜙 tends to zero as the discrete value approaches the freestream value, thus 𝐼 is reduced to 

zero for a fully mixed flow. In general, substitution of a maximum value can replace the core outlet value 

but in turbofan engines the core engine properties are the target of mixing. Comparison of 𝜙 contours and 

profiles complemented the global 𝐼 assessment to identify regions of poorly mixed flow.  

2.1.3.3  Forces 

 Net thrust was measured using near-field, NF, and far-field, FF, data. Integrating the surface 

pressure (𝑝𝑠) and wall shear-stress components (𝜏𝑖𝑗) acting on the body surface (dS) in the flow direction 

yields the near-field forces, 

 
𝐹𝑁𝐹 = ∫ (−𝑝𝑠 ∙ �̂�𝑖 + ∑𝜏𝑖𝑗 ∙ �̂�𝑗)𝑑𝑆

𝑆

 .  
2.9 

This calculation was trivial in CFD. However, experimental measurement of the discrete wall shear forces 

was not feasible due to cost and number of required sensors. Flow intrusion on the surface was a problem. 

Instead, loadcells measured the sum of forces required to hold the body, 𝐹𝑥 (Brune 1991). Axial structural 

forces were sampled above the Nyquist frequency, averaged, then equated to Equation 2.9 to provide the 

net thrust for propulsion devices or drag for bluff bodies (unpowered devices).  

 Conversely, the far-field net thrust was based on conservation of momentum in a control volume, 

see Figure 2.3, where the body forces internal to the volume result in a momentum difference on the control 

volume surfaces according to Newton’s third law. Assuming a uniform axial flow upstream of the test 

object and negating shear forces on the longitudinal surfaces, the far-field net forces could be described in 
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terms of time-averaged wake data on a traverse plane with area elements 𝑑𝐴𝑡𝑟 according to (Vos, Sanchi, 

and Gehri 2013, Vooren 2008)    

 

 
𝐹𝐹𝐹 = −∬𝜌𝑢(�̿� − 𝑢∞)𝑑𝐴𝑡𝑟 +

1

2
∬𝜌(𝑣2 + 𝑤 2)𝑑𝐴𝑡𝑟  ,  

2.10 

 

where for incompressible flow 

 

�̿� = √
2

𝜌∞
(𝑝𝑜 − 𝑝𝑜,∞) + 𝑢∞  .  

2.11 

In an ideal system Equation 2.9 and Equation 2.10 are equal, though minimal shear on the control volume 

surfaces and upstream unsteadiness led to small discrepancies typically within transducer uncertainty.  

 In passive devices, profile drag (𝐹𝑝) represented a loss in axial momentum due to a drop in total 

pressure by surfaces forces (viscous drag) and shock waves (wave drag) inside the control volume. For 

propulsion devices losses were still contained but a dominant increase in wake 𝑝𝑜 led to thrust. The Induced 

drag (𝐹𝐼) accounted for axial momentum transferred into secondary flow momentum assuming no off-axial 

momentum upstream of the device. A full derivation of drag decomposition by thermodynamic analysis 

and the separation of drag into irreversible and reversible terms was performed by (Vos, Sanchi, and Gehri 

2013). Ram drag (𝐹𝑅) was another convenient parameter. It describes the axial momentum at engine inlets 

present for the desired flight speed and engine breathing. Gross thrust (𝐹𝑔) was similarly the total axial 

momentum at engine outlet planes. A seven-hole probe and thermocouple obtained the data necessary for 

far-field calculations and the ideal gas law was used for density. Again, implementation in CFD was trivial. 

Finally, normalizing by a reference dynamic pressure and frontal area yielded the force coefficients, the 

profile drag coefficient for example:  

𝐹𝑝, Profile Force (Irreversible) 𝐹𝐼, Induced Drag (Reversible) 
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𝐶𝑑,𝑃 =

2𝐹𝑃

𝜌𝑢2𝐴
  .  

2.12 

Equation 2.12 was adapted for all forces. 

 

Figure 2.3. Control volume and control surface analysis of turbofan engine. 

 

2.1.3.4  Vorticity 

 The local rate of rotation of a fluid element is called vorticity (𝜁). Vorticity magnitudes were 

indicators of vortex strength (Lei et al. 2016, Wright et al. 2013) downstream of mixers. High levels of 

vorticity enhance mixing when the vorticity was centered around the highest property gradients.  

Mathematically, vorticity was calculated by taking the curl of the velocity vector according to 

 
𝜻 = 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑙(�⃗� ) = ∇ × �⃗� = (

𝜕𝑤

𝑑𝑦
−

𝜕𝑣

𝜕𝑧
) �̂� + (

𝜕𝑢

𝑑𝑧
−

𝜕𝑤

𝜕𝑥
) 𝒋̂ + (

𝜕𝑣

𝑑𝑥
−

𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑦
) �̂�   .  

2.13 

Notice the axial vorticity, 𝜁𝑥 in the �̂� direction, is only dependent on data captured on a perpendicular plane 

and was therefore readily calculated by a 2D traversing probe. 𝜁𝑦 and 𝜁𝑧, on the other hand, are functions 

of the velocity gradients in the axial direction. There was no streamwise resolution in the two-dimensional 

traverse to obtain axial gradient. Consequently, the off-axial vorticity must be calculated from the 
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incompressible Helmholtz equation according to the method proposed by (GregorySmith, Graves, and 

Walsh 1988), such that 

 
𝜁𝑦 =

1

𝑢
(
1

𝜌

𝑑𝑝𝑜

𝑑𝑧
− 𝑣𝜁𝑥)  

2.14 

and  

 
𝜁𝑧 =

1

𝑢
(
1

𝜌

𝑑𝑝𝑜

𝑑𝑦
− 𝑤𝜁𝑥) .  

2.15 

In CFD, three-dimensional fluid properties are known and 𝜻 can be solved directly. The axial vorticity 

quantified the strength of rotating flow about the x-direction. Rotating flow perpendicular to the axial 

direction is call normal vorticity, its magnitude was expressed by 𝜁𝑛 = √𝜁𝑦
2 + 𝜁𝑧

2. 

 Normalization of vorticity into the vorticity coefficient occurs when the vorticity was multiplied 

by a reference length and divided by a reference velocity. Therefore, axial vorticity coefficient for the lobed 

mixer was normalized by the characteristic diameter and mass-weighted average axial velocity. For 

example, at the core according to   

  
𝐶𝜁𝑥 =

𝐷𝑐

𝑢𝑐
𝜁𝑥  .  

2.16 

2.1.3.5  Entrainment 

 Entrainment ratio, also referred to as pumping ratio, was an important element of ejector 

performance. The low pressure of a high-speed jet entrains surrounding fluid increasing the overall mass 

flow rate according to the venturi effect. If the two streams were initially at different temperatures, species 

concentration, etc., then the outlet flow would become a mixture. The general entrainment ratio was simply 

mass flow rate of entrained fluid (secondary fluid) to the mass flow rate of driving fluid (primary fluid). 

However, in typical ejector systems the entrained �̇� can be measured by a venturi meter prior to the 
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primary-secondary interaction or the total  �̇� could be measured after by a venturi meter or pitot-static 

probe traverse. At either location, the flow was typically enclosed making such a measurement trivial.  

 Downstream of mixing nozzles this was not the case. A separate definition was proposed whereby 

the core engine outlet mass flow rate was compared to the mass flow rate contained in non-freestream levels 

of normal vorticity. Thus, entrainment ratio between the core engine and the bypass was given by 

 �̇�𝑒𝑛𝑡

�̇�𝑐
=

∫∫ 𝜌𝑢
∞

1.01𝜁𝑛,∞
𝑑𝜁𝑑𝐴

𝑚𝑐̇
  , 

2.17 

where no downstream geometry exists. Normal vorticity was generated in the shear-layers dividing two 

streams so its use as a boundary was justified.  

2.2 Forced Mixers 

 Forced mixer designs were developed to enhance mixing of flow properties downstream of a jet 

outlet plane. Mixers were generally tab-type, where a plane protruded into the freestream from the otherwise 

unmodified nozzle, or lobe-type, where the nozzle outlet shape was modified by altering the duct walls. 

Geometries varied in complexity but share the mechanism for mixing - vorticity generation. Understanding 

both was relevant. 

2.2.1  Tabbed Nozzles 

 A schematic of the main vortex structures generated by a tab is shown in Figure 2.4 (note that z is 

the axial-direction). Vortices were identified as follows (Habchi et al. 2010):  

• Primary Counter-Rotating Vortex Pair (CRVP) 

o Formed by the pressure difference between the low momentum flow behind the tab and the 

radially inward diverted main flow. 

o Propagated in the streamwise direction and were responsible for most of the macro-mixing 

(Kaci et al. 2009).  

o Decayed to 50% 𝜁𝑧 at 𝑧 ≈ 5ℎ (h is tab radial height in this case).   
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• Secondary CRVP 

o Large scale primary-CRVP could generate a significant secondary-CRVP. 

• Necklace Vortex 

o Caused by low momentum in the corner interacting with the main flow where the tab meets 

the nozzle wall. 

o A minor loss was developed as momentum was pulled from the main flow to feed the 

vortex. 

• Transverse Vortices 

o Caused by flow separation directly behind the tab. 

o Flow was unable to navigate the sharp turn on either side of the tab therefore two 

recirculation zones form. 

o Strength was dependent on the aerodynamic blockage. 

o Drag was produced by the momentum deficit.   

• Hairpin Vortices 

o Transient structures form along the edges of the primary CRVP due to the shedding of the 

tab and the shear-layer produced by the deflected jet. 

o Enhanced mixing by transporting the main flow towards the CRVP increasing the cross-

stream area of significant vorticity. 

o Convect away from the wall. 

o The ends, legs, interact with the wall, were slower, and led to a 𝜁𝑧 component as the vortex 

was skewed by shear. 

o  Decayed by 𝑧 ≈ 8ℎ.  

• Reverse Vortices 

o Like hairpin vortices but had lower and opposite vorticity. 

o Decayed by 𝑧 ≈ 3ℎ.  
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Figure 2.4. Schematic of flow structures produced by a trapezoidal tab (Habchi et al. 2010). 

 

 Studies on cylindrical tubes with rows of tabs showed that up to 40 times the dissipation rate of 

turbulence kinetic energy could be achieved (Kaci et al. 2009). Experiments by (Zaman, Reeder, and 

Samimy 1994) used pitot tubes, hot-wire probes, and laser sheet illumination to study tabs with a 1.5% - 

2% blockage. Delta tabs were found to produce equal mixing for less pressure loss over square tabs. Tab 

height must exceed boundary layer height else the pressure difference across the tab was not significant 

enough to drive vorticity generation (Zaman, Reeder, and Samimy 1994). Tabs angled in the direction of 

flow produced a better balance of pressure drag to vorticity (Hisanaga 2004). The number of tabs on a 

circular nozzle was explored by (Bradbury and Khadem 1975), it was observed that two tabs divide the 

wake into two sections, four into four sections but six tabs separate the flow into only three sections 

producing less mixing, see Figure 2.5. This suggested that turbulent structures were interacting and not 

generating additional turbulence. 
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Figure 2.5. Mach number contours for 0, 2, 4 and 6-tab nozzles (Zaman, Bridges, and Huff 2011).  

 

2.2.2 Lobed Nozzles 

 Limitations of tabbed designs disqualified them from participating in engine exhaust mixing. Tabs 

directly increased the nozzle blockage, are difficult to cool, and suffer from vibration. The need for greater 

mixing further aggravates these problems by requiring larger tabs. Lobed nozzle designs were developed. 

Lobed mixers altered the round nozzle outlet shape to one resembling a flower in bloom. Mixing was greatly 

increased compared to circular nozzles. Lobed designs could decrease the potential core length up to 80% 

and increase entrainment by a factor of 2 (Hu et al. 2000) due to the large scale vortices enhancing 

momentum transfer on a larger interaction area.  

2.2.2.1  Streamwise Vorticity  

 First, as the bypass and core flows interact with the sidewalls of the lobed geometry, they were 

deflected radially inward and outward, depending on the angular position. The lobe trough, see Figure 2.6, 

accelerated the interior flow, increasing velocity, similar to mixing tabs. Meanwhile, the lobe crest 

expanded the flow radially to allow the nozzle jet to penetrate the exterior flow stream by a function of the 

lobe crest height (maximum radius). CRVPs were generated by the shear interaction between neighboring 

lobe streams which were moving in opposite radial directions (Belovich and Samimy 1997, Koutmos and 
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McGuirk 1995). CRVP continued to translate radial outward, penetrating the surrounding fluid, and 

persisted up to 3 to 10 lobe wavelengths downstream (Paterson 1984, Waitz et al. 1997). Streamwise 

vorticity breakdown dominated the turbulence production. Rapid mixing occurred in the first 6 lobe heights 

due to intense small-scale mixing. Where the CRVP dissipate, the mixing rate returned to that of circular 

jet flow (Hu, 2002).  Laser-induced fluorescence flow visualization in Figure 2.7 illustrates the change in 

the turbulence scales. Transition to non-circular duct shapes produced secondary circulation from boundary 

layer interaction and curvature (Demuren and Rodi 1984). Laser doppler velocimetry experiments showed 

that CRVPs are generated by each lobe, see Figure 2.8, without the need for transverse vortices produced 

by tabs (Belovich and Samimy 1997). Existence of CRVP was also observed by RANS-CFD (Koutmos 

and McGuirk 1995). The non-symmetrical jets leaving each lobe experienced axis-switching (Gutmark and 

Grinstein 1999) due to faster minor-axis shear layer growth leading to uneven but higher mixing. This effect 

intensified with lobe aspect ratio. 

 

Figure 2.6. Lobed nozzle schematic and nomenclature (Hu et al. 2000). 
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Figure 2.7. Laser induced fluorescence visualization of a circular (left) and lobed peak-to-peak 

(right) jet flow (Hu et al. 2000).  

 

 

Figure 2.8. Cross-sectional vector plots of 3:1 velocity ratio coaxial jets (Belovich and Samimy 

1997). 

 

2.2.2.2 Normal Vorticity 

 Second, the meridional length of shear interaction increased proportional to the nozzle perimeter 

change. Kelvin-Helmholtz (K-H) instability led to small-scale periodic vortex structures (Litvinenko et al. 

2004), called Brown-Roshko structures, in these shear layers (McCormick and Bennett 1994, Yu, Yeo, and 

Teh 1995, Yu, Yu, and Yip 1996). High levels of turbulent kinetic energy followed the breakdown of small 

turbulent structures through interaction with the streamwise vortices they partially surround (Yu and Yip 
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1997). K-H instabilities manifested themselves in laminar round jets where tight toroidal vortex rings 

rolled-up from the nozzle trailing edge due to a perturbation in the shear layer between jet and outer flow. 

In turbulent jets, K-H instabilities contribute to normal vorticity (also called azimuthal vorticity(Litvinenko 

et al. 2004)) production(Belovich and Samimy 1997). At a velocity ratio of 1:1 (core:bypass) increased 

contact area dominated the mixing efficiency and the effect of K-H was minimized. When the velocity ratio 

increased past 2:1, large streamwise vortices interacted with normal vortices to mix the core jet(Belovich 

and Samimy 1997, McCormick and Bennett 1994). Core dominated pressure ratios around 2:1 were 

expected in unmixed turbofan engines. K-H instabilities in lobed mixers were dominated by the total 

pressure ratio and local velocity ratio. They emanated from the trough at the lobe angle(McCormick and 

Bennett 1994), see Figure 2.9. Interaction with streamwise vorticity led to intense turbulence due to the 

merging process. Both 𝜁𝑥 and 𝜁𝑛 were vital to mixing and must be resolved.   

 

Figure 2.9. Streamwise laser sheet visualization of lobed mixer free shear layer(McCormick and 

Bennett 1994). 
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2.2.2.3  Range of Previous Work 

 Previous studies have focused on: 

• The lobe geometric 

o Shape (Mao et al. 2009), height (Gutmark and Grinstein 1999) 

o Rise/fall angle (Mengle and Dalton 2002) 

o Number (Mundt and Lieser 2001, Xie and Liu 2011, Sinha et al. 2008, Kuchar and 

Chamberlin 1980) 

• The aerodynamic parameters 

o 𝑅𝑒𝜆 (Litvinenko et al. 2004) 

o Velocity ratio (Mao et al. 2009, Belovich and Samimy 1997, McCormick and Bennett 

1994) 

o Temperature ratio (Mao et al. 2009, Anderson, Povinelli, and Gerstenmaier 1980, 

Anderson and Povinelli 1981) 

o Swirl angle (Wright et al. 2013) 

A review of lobed mixer design and geometry definitions can be found in a NASA report by (Mengle and 

Dalton 2002). For CFD RANS simulations, a narrow range of turbulence models were justified: 

• Standard 𝑘 − 𝜖 (Kusunose 1998) 

• Chien low-𝑅𝑒 𝑘 − 𝜖 (Mengle and Dalton 2002) 

• RNG 𝑘 − 𝜖 (Shan and Zhang 2009) 

• 𝑅𝑘 − 𝜖 (Mundt and Lieser 2001) 

• SST 𝑘 − 𝜔 (Wright et al. 2013) 

• LES (Ooba et al. 2002) 
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Preference for 𝑅𝑘 − 𝜖 and SST 𝑘 − 𝜔 was based on good separation and swirl modeling. Computational 

resources drove users to select 𝑅𝑘 − 𝜖 over SST 𝑘 − 𝜔 where low y+ and high surface resolution was 

impractical.  

  The following are some key conclusions. Reynolds number independence was achieved for 

𝑅𝑒𝜆>1.2×104 (Litvinenko et al. 2004) using the velocity and kinematic viscosity on each side of the mixer 

simultaneously. Up to the critical 𝑅𝑒𝜆, vortex shedding frequency increased and the K-H structures 

decreased in scale. Core dominated velocity ratios (core:bypass) had higher mixing performance. Ratios 

above 2:1 saw rapid mixing where the streamwise vortices were broken down by small scale mixing 

permitted by the normal vortex structures. Jet spreading was discontinuous where the streamwise vorticity 

terminated (Belovich and Samimy 1997, McCormick and Bennett 1994) indicative of its importance in the 

mixing process. Conversely, velocity ratios of 1:1 were dominated by jet perimeter which was proportional 

to the shear area. In both cases, normal vorticity emerged mainly from the lobe trough and was 

geometrically controlled by the core penetration length. Thrust specific fuel consumption (TSFC) gain 

through thermal mixing in mixed turbofan engines was limited by the total pressure ratio between the 

streams (Frost 1966). Departing from a ratio of unity led to proportional mixing losses. 

2.2.2.4  Scalloping 

 Lobed mixers that underwent partial removal of the radial side walls were called scalloped mixers. 

Scalloping could generate mixing enhancement from the notch created by the removal of the side walls. 

Here the pressure gradient was released along the notch producing additional streamwise vorticity (Wright 

et al. 2013, Prez, Reynolds, and McCormick 1994).  Axial vorticity was in the same orientation as if 

produced by curvature effects. The shear interaction was axially extended (Tanna 1973) as the jets no longer 

began merging at one axial distance. Scalloping resulted in a degree of weight savings and extended engine 

core swirl level operability (Lei et al. 2012, Wright et al. 2013) as there was less material in the tangential 

direction for pressure and viscous drag to develop. As swirl increased, flow separation on the suction side 

of the lobe was inevitable, increasing aerodynamic blockage, and total pressure losses. Experimental results 
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showed a 6% loss in thrust coefficient at swirl angles above 5o and loss in total pressure coefficient exceeded 

15% at 20o (Lei et al. 2012). Results were replicated by RANS-CFD using the SST k-𝜔 turbulence model 

(Lei et al. 2016). Though other RANS-CFD studies saw performance improvements up to a 10o swirl  

(Wright et al. 2013) with 30o swirl leading to thrust-mixing tradeoffs. Furthermore, scalloped lobed nozzles 

with a rise angle of 30o resulted in more mixing in entraining diffuser experiments. Additional non-planar 

vorticity generation allowed for a 75% reduction in mixing tube length and minimal losses provided the 

primary flow did not impact the walls due to increased jet spreading rate (Prez, Reynolds, and McCormick 

1994).  

 

Figure 2.10. CRVP and additional streamwise vortex features from the scalloping behind one lobe 

of a scalloped mixer (Mao et al. 2009).  

 

 

Figure 2.11. Velocity fields for a scalloped lobed mixing nozzle at 0 swirl angle (Lei et al. 2012). 
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2.2.2.5  Additional Details 

 The lobe arrangement and number had significant impact on performance. Studies showed aligned 

lobes were beneficial (Hu et al. 2001) and that noise emissions increased when the lobe spacing was too 

dense (Sinha et al. 2008, Xie and Liu 2011). The effect of lobe number in a shrouded turbofan exhaust 

system was studied experimentally and numerically by (Mundt and Lieser 2001). It was shown that lobed 

mixers with up to 20 lobes can enhance mixing efficiency, up to 8%, and reduce mixer losses, up to 15%, 

simultaneously. The plume temperature difference in 12 versus 16 lobes is illustrated by wake contours in 

Figure 2.12.   

  

Figure 2.12. CFD plume temperature contours for 12 (left) and 16 (right) lobe mixers, right image 

clearly shows a smaller temperature core and reduced lobe peak temperatures (Mundt and Lieser 

2001). 

 

 The lobes were not necessarily rounded in shape. Outlet shape was compared in experiments at 

velocity ratios of 1 and 2.5, wavelength to height ratio of 2, 50% flat side wall, a 22o rise angle and 70% 

scalloping (Mao et al. 2009). Square and round lobes had better performance than triangular lobes and 

scalloping was beneficial, but scarfing (cutting the nozzle outlet at an oblique angle, usually ~45o, to the 

flow) was not. Vortex shedding frequency at a velocity ratio of 2.5 was double that of the velocity ratio of 

1 at the lobe tip but the side wall frequency was unchanged within error. Strouhal number indicated the 

number of roll-ups per lobe wavelength and increased with Reynolds number, up to 𝑅𝑒𝜆 = 2.5 × 104, when 

the K-H vortex wavelength became stable and small. Scalloping further reduced the maximum Strouhal 
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number. Secondary flow velocity reached 75% of streamwise velocity at 𝑥/𝜆 = 1, where the CRVPs merge 

with the streamwise vorticity from the scalloped notch, before diffusing. Scalloping increased maximum 

vorticity by 6% and increased decay rate due to the vortex merging, see Figure 2.10 (Mao et al. 2009).  

 An experimental study on scaled mixed flow high-bypass turbofan engine investigated the 

geometric variables that influence exhaust systems as part of the NASA Energy Efficient Engine program. 

Lobe number, penetration height, and lobe outlet perimeter were varied. Losses in lobed mixers on turbofan 

engines were related to the flow turning which may induce separation, friction was a lesser issue (Kuchar 

and Chamberlin 1980). Penetration had the most influence on drag and scalloping saw greater benefits at 

smaller lobe numbers where the spacing allowed for CRVPs to fill gaps. Adding trailing edge lean could 

reduce weight and achieve similar performance to higher penetration cases when separation was present. 

Minimizing the gap between the core lobes and the nozzle center body increased mixing most effectively. 

Ideal thrust gain through bypass heating achieved 70% of the ideal level, using lobed nozzles with a L/D of 

1, but resulted in a 1.6% increase in TSFC.  

 In terms of targeted noise radiation reduction, perhaps some mixer designs can take inspiration 

from the biological aeroacoustics of silent owl flight. It has been well documented that a comb of leading-

edge fibers, an elastic trailing-edge fringe, and a porous velvety suction surface has led to lower frequency 

noise and a 3 to 8 dB reduction above 1.6 kHz for a variety of owls (Jaworski and Peake 2020). Wind tunnel 

experiments of poroelastic airfoils observed success. It was suggested that porosity reduces sound scales 

comparable to the chord while elasticity impacts the higher frequencies. The combination has led to 

destructive interference of coherent structures and generally high hydrodynamic energy absorption, 

weakening vortex shedding. However, the translation of these strategies into lobed mixers necessarily 

increase complexity, cost and perhaps weight, while potentially leading to cooling problems in engine 

exhaust applications.          
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2.2.3 Summary and Thoughts 

 Despite the vast number of studies, researchers continued to run focused studies. The main reason 

for this appeared to be intellectual property concerns leading to a wide range of performance conclusions 

which were difficult to extrapolate to individual engineering problems. The investigated geometries were 

rarely described in detail and varied by wide margins. Individual studies seldom varied turbulence models, 

and rather selected them based on accuracy and stability with separation and swirling flow. Papers discussed 

performance but avoided mixer design methodologies. Furthermore, swirl was often introduced artificially 

via swirl inducing vanes upstream of the nozzles. The outcome was an artificial tangential velocity profile 

not representative of engine exhausts due to ignoring the radial equilibrium of the rotating streamlines and 

the temporal nature of rotating blades. At a minimum, these profiles needed to be characterized and often 

were not. Furthermore, literature was saturated with shrouded turbofan exhausts. Not one paper addressed 

larger lobed mixers on unmixed high bypass ratio turbofan engines. The literature mainly provided 

understanding of the mixing mechanism, justification of the CFD methods, and some guidance on lobed 

mixer design.  

 An opportunity to analyze lobed mixers on larger bypass ratio unshrouded engines had been 

identified. A parametric study of lobed mixers would help fill this gap. Discussion and documentation of 

the mixer design methodology and performance data will assist future designers. 

2.3 Engine Components 

 Full-scale lobed mixer simulations required the construction of an axisymmetric turbofan engine 

geometry. Dimensions of a target engine were calculated in an engine model mainly in terms of station 

areas and mid-span radii. Guidance from literature was important to provide additional details, adding 

closure to the geometry, so that the CFD domain was representative of the target engine. Intake droop, 

bypass boat-tail angle, choked flow, and geometry curvature/smoothing method were identified as key 

concepts. 
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2.3.1 Intakes and Nacelles 

 Intake flow is highly complex because of flow acceleration due to curvature, transition to turbulent 

flow, and possible shocks and separation regions at off-design conditions. Nacelle and intake design has 

been studied both experimentally (Larkin and Schweiger 1992, Boldman et al. 1993), and numerically (Li 

and Zhong 2016, Christie, Heidebrecht, and MacManus 2016). Larkin used a powered fan on a motorized 

sting, see Figure 2.13, to study the impact of incidence angle and intake distortion on engine performance 

by measuring the intake separation with a pitot-rake and net thrust through a force balance. A baseline and 

‘plug’ intake design were tested over a range of angles. It was determined that an elongated front cone could 

extended the acceptable angle of attack (AoA) up to 40o from the baseline 30o but the added weight had to 

be justified by the desire for more maneuverability. Distortion caused a loss in fan pressure ratio and 

structural instabilities due to the radially and angularly non-uniform operating conditions. 

 

Figure 2.13. (Left) A powered fan is shown actuated to 31o AoA in a subsonic wind tunnel. (Right) 

Geometric measurements of a baseline and ‘plug’ intake design (Larkin and Schweiger 1992).  

  

 Optimization of a 2D nacelle was performed by (Li and Zhong 2016) extending the laminar flow 

region near the leading edge to reduce overall drag by 6.5%. Leading edge droop, shown in red in Figure 

2.14, was vital to ensure incoming streamlines were well aligned and sufficient diffusion to a Mach number 

of 0.6 occurred before the fan. Leading edge droop was identified as a key parameter in controlling intake 
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distortion and stall margin (Li and Zhong 2016, Larkin and Schweiger 1992). Intake vortex generators and 

the effects of strong crosswinds was studied by (Wakelam et al. 2012). Shock losses occurred due to high 

curvature at steep AoA or for poorly streamlined intakes. A smoothing function was applied to the intake 

and cowling geometry to reduce the rate of change of area which led to 7% less drag and 4o higher stall 

limit (Heidebrecht, Stankowski, and MacManus 2016, Christie, Heidebrecht, and MacManus 2016), see 

Figure 2.14 for geometry and RANS-CFD results. In another study, variable intake guide vanes (IGVs) 

scheduled to reduce incidence losses saw great increase in surge margin over the static design (Kim et al. 

2015).   

 

Figure 2.14. (Left) The results of a geometry smoothing algorithm used to produce engine intakes. 

(Right) Smooth versus unsmooth intake total pressure and iso-contour of separation region at 22o 

AoA both from (Christie, Heidebrecht, and MacManus 2016). 

 

 In a CFD study on intake, RANS simulations (Cao et al. 2017) showed that decreasing L/D of the 

fan position resulted in a 5o difference in separation-free AoA as seen in Figure 2.15. It was noted that high 

fan power at zero AoA resulted in an increased stream tube area upstream of the engine. Consequentially, 

local incidence angles were steeper than the physical engine angle. Crosswind could further compound this 

relative AoA effect. 
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Figure 2.15. Total pressure contours at several fan locations and without a fan (Cao et al. 2017). 

 

 Throughout these studies publishers were either provided with industry geometries, which were not 

disclosed, or developed in-house geometries through parametric studies. Overall, literature has shown 

RANS-CFD of the low-pressure system of a turbofan is practical. Sufficient guidance on geometry 

smoothing and intake droop was also reached to avoid significant intake separation leading to distortion.  

2.3.2 Exhaust Nozzles 

 Baseline turbofan engine exhaust systems have two major parameters: boat-tail angle and choked 

flow. In conjunction with Rolls-Royce, bypass duct optimization simulations were performed by (Clemen, 

Albrecht, and Herzog 2012) aimed to minimize duct pressure losses. The bypass duct included outlet guide 

vanes and support struts which were simulated in the fluid and structural domain using an in-house code. 

End wall losses, corner losses, and support drag dominated. Optimization provided a decrease in specific 

fuel consumption (SFC) by efficiently turning the bypass flow to axial direction and designing a long/thin 

bifurcation support to follow the streamlines between the guide vanes.  Noise studies, such as the one by 

(Huang et al. 2008), highlighted shear interaction between bypass and core exhausts as the key contributor 

of tonal noise radiation. An exhaust boat-tail angle of 14o was found to reduce noise by aligning the bypass 

jet angle to the core flow nozzle angle. Improvements in thrust coefficient at subsonic cruise was 

numerically studied by (Zimmermann et al. 1993). Wall functions and the standard 𝑘 − 𝜖 turbulence model 

were used to compare different bypass and core nozzle configurations. A boat tail angle of 11o was 

preferable but not accurately identified. At cruise, shown in Figure 2.16, the bypass choked downstream of 

its nozzle outlet and provided 90% of total thrust at a bypass ratio (BPR) of 12.2. Supersonic test-rig 
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experiments at the NASA Lewis Research Center (Steffen 1974) concluded that 15o boat tail angle and 

maximum 10o curvature maximized propulsion efficiency by limiting pressure losses from the bypass duct 

flow turning and external losses from the shear interaction. This was taken to be hard constraints for the 

engine geometry in this project. 

 

Figure 2.16. Mach number contour showing the expansion of the bypass flow to supersonic velocity 

aft the bypass nozzle at cruise (Zimmermann et al. 1993). 

 

 Numerous mixed versus unmixed exhaust turbofans were numerically studied at sea-level takeoff 

and top-of-climb (TOC) conditions with variable BPR turbofan engine. Excess mixing losses exceeded 

improvements in SFC for mixed exhaust configurations with BPRs > 7 (Cohen, Rogers, and 

Saravanamuttoo 1996) (Khalid 2016). Early turbofan designs tended to low BPR based on problems with 

fan tip speed leading to noise based on the relative 𝑀 at the fan tip and excessive strain on longer blades. 

The present study focuses on the category of high BPR, greater than 5, where two distinct jets from the 

bypass and core exhaust into the wake.  

2.4 Engine Modeling 

 Full three-dimensional (3D) time-dependent turbofan engine simulations represent the cutting edge 

of research and development but are impractical early in the design cycle. Traditionally, ‘numerical 

zooming’ decoupled modeled engine components and imposed adjacent component predicted flow 
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properties as boundary conditions at the interfaces, Figure 2.17 for example. Interfaces are necessary 

because complete numerical analysis is prohibitively expensive, and the implemented numerical models 

have limited versatility. Combustor CFD differs greatly in dominant flow features relative to compressor 

flow. Final full engine simulations by ‘numerical zooming’ costed up to 4250 processor-hours in 

computational resources and suffered from CAD-to-mesh conversion issues (Dawes et al. 2001). 

Furthermore, individual component simulation is insufficient to explain system reaction to pressure waves, 

blade wakes, and high temperature streaks which propagate between components (Medic et al. 2006). In 

perhaps the greatest simplification of the ‘zooming’ method, high fidelity component simulations provided 

the meanline conditions to the well-known Numerical Propulsion System Simulation engine model where 

performance maps for the GE90 were generated over a small operating range (Turner et al. 2004). 

Experimental test-cell data confirmed that the simulation did not exceed 0.5% deviation.  Experiments were 

necessary for CFD validation but were expensive, have reduced geometric flexibility, and collect limited 

flow data. Thus, the popularity of numerical methods is growing. However, ‘numerical zooming’ was seen 

as labor intensive, therefore automated coupling of geometry, mesh, and boundary condition were rapidly 

developed. While full engine simulations were possible, top industrial companies still opted for some level 

of analytical component modeling to reach an acceptable turnaround time and alleviate computer resources. 

 

Figure 2.17. Results of a whole engine simulation using the zooming technique broken down by 

solution method (Medic et al. 2006). 
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 Further reductions in turnaround time were achieved by modeling, not simulating, individual 

components (Templalexis et al. 2016). Zero-D, 1D and 2D models were acceptable for preliminary design 

of turbofan engines and provided governing performance metrics such as fan pressure ratio, thrust, and fuel 

consumption (Kurzke 2005) through station-by-station analysis using conservation of mass, momentum 

and energy. GasTurb™ is a well-known commercially available engine modeling software used to quickly 

estimate engine performance when the key performance details were not known or when junior engineers 

were not privy to protected data (NATO 2002). Zero-D models were valid for the core engine since they 

were constrained by the overall performance inputs and the loss information was well known (Cohen, 

Rogers, and Saravanamuttoo 1996). One-D models predicted engine performance on the meanline whereas 

2D models acknowledge the radial variance of flow parameters that are pronounced for low hub-tip ratio 

turbomachines.  

 Numerous models have been developed to represent fan flow. It is a significant challenge to conduct 

simulations that resolve large blade geometries in rotating reference frames. The challenge lay in both 

physical and geometric modeling. The large variance in length scales between the intake diameter and blade 

trailing edges is expensive to discretize and the flow features included highly swirling and transonic flow 

in adverse pressure gradients. For axisymmetric simulations, domain volume is a function of the minimum 

section angle to contain a repeatable geometry. This was a problem when the number of rotor blades, stator 

blades and mixer lobes did not divide into each other. Often prime numbers are used for rotational balance. 

A fan source term model eliminates these concerns and was adequate for simulation for the purpose of 

designing downstream components, such as mixing nozzles.  

 Streamline curvature models coupled with radial equilibrium fan formulations have found success 

in intake distortion studies (Doulgeris et al. 2011). Having said that, modeling the fan and bypass guide 

vanes of a turbofan engine with the actuator disk model (Joo and Hynes 1997) resulted in discrepancies in 

overall performance due to the enforced uniform pressure rise and omission of viscous losses and tip effects. 

Radially separating the fan into bypass and core flows (Curnock et al. 2001b) by the dividing streamline 
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improved net thrust accuracy but did not address the truncation of axial geometry when the fan volume was 

replaced by a surface model. Accounting for the local upstream flow vectors, lift/drag coefficients were 

assigned along the disk radius allowing for an increased compressor power estimate (Meyer and Kroger 

2001). A 3D fan model was the preferred approach because it avoided truncating the axial flow path and 

could account for radially dependent pressure rise. Often, radial equilibrium was assumed (Adamczyk 

1986), which limited the required design data (Damle, Dang, and Reddy 1995), and allowed for secondary-

flow to locally reduce pressure rise (Yin and Pilidis 2002). This method was used in the present study to 

model the fan-stator flow at full-scale.  

2.5 Drag 

 Drag has a direct and meaningful impact on aircraft performance, which is why such great effort 

was extended to its precise prediction. Economically speaking, fuel cost alone represented approximately 

20% of an aircraft’s operational costs (Gariepy et al. 2012). Practically, it limited the maximum mission 

range and payload. Environmentally, a lower SFC meant less pollution. A one percent change in lift to drag 

ratio of a typical subsonic transportation aircraft was equivalent to 2800 lbs of payload (VanDam 1999).    

 Drag had been extensively studied in literature, and methods for the accurate determination of drag 

were well documented for both CFD and experimental implementations. However, the CFD studies often 

fell into two categories: ones studying simplified geometries such as cylinders (Rodi 1997) and Ahmed 

bodies (Ichinose and Ito 1997) to improve drag theory and ones of full aircraft bodies which utilize in-house 

solvers and hyperfine meshes to address industrial needs (Yamazaki, Matsushima, and Nakahashi 2006b), 

(Gariepy et al. 2012) and (Vos and Sanchi 2013).  

2.5.1 Drag Decomposition 

 Definitions and principals of drag analysis are described in Appendix B. These include 𝑅𝑒 effects, 

streamlining and angle of attack (AoA). With those defined, the methods for determining drag are 

discussed.  
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2.5.1.1  Near-Field 

 Ultimately the forces on the body were desired. The near-field method directly measured the 

pressure and viscous forces acting on the body and projected them in the lift and drag direction. For 

example, the 𝑥, 𝑦 components of 𝑝𝑤 and 𝜏𝑤 on this airfoil, Figure 2.18, could be integrated and aligned 

with the freestream to calculate drag force. Pressure force was everywhere perpendicular to the surface. 

The wall shear stress, due to the presence of the boundary layer, was aligned with the body and acted in the 

flow direction, in absence of reversed flow.  

 

Figure 2.18: The pressure (a) and shear stress (b) distribution around an airfoil with unseparated 

flow. Image (c) shows the direction of the forces by definition of lift and drag (White 2008). 

 

 A control surface around the body was taken, a unit normal vector, �̂� = 𝑛𝑥𝑖̂ + 𝑛𝑦𝑗̂ + 𝑛𝑧�̂�, was 

defined outwards from the body surface, 𝑆𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦, and 𝝉 is the viscous stress tensor given by 

 
𝝉 = [

𝜏𝑥𝑥 𝜏𝑥𝑦 𝜏𝑥𝑧

𝜏𝑦𝑥 𝜏𝑦𝑦 𝜏𝑦𝑧

𝜏𝑧𝑥 𝜏𝑧𝑦 𝜏𝑧𝑧

] . 
2.18 

The coordinate 𝑥-axis was aligned with the freestream flow such that the forces on the body are 
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  𝐹𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦 = 𝐹𝑑𝑖̂ + 𝐹𝑌𝑗̂ + 𝐹𝐿�̂�  , 2.19 

with 𝑌 representing the side force. The near-field expression for drag force on a three-dimensional body 

(equivalent to Equation 2.9) is 

  

𝐹𝑑 = ∬ (−𝑝𝑛�̂� + 𝜏𝑥𝑥𝑛�̂� + 𝜏𝑥𝑦𝑛�̂� + 𝜏𝑥𝑧𝑛�̂�)𝑑𝑆  .

𝑆𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦

 

2.20 

 Experimentally, this method was difficult to apply. Sufficient wall pressure taps must be placed on 

a model to integrate the pressure force. Even then, viscous forces must be estimated, or measured using a 

surface hot-wire. For complex geometries, the number of pressure ports quickly reach impractical 

quantities. Leading to the need for a load cell to determine total drag through net structural forces. 

Furthermore, pressure drag could not be further broken down, limiting the usefulness of the near-field 

method in research and design (VanDam 1999). In CFD, surface grid density had a large impact on near-

field drag (Paparone and Tognaccini 2003). However, (Trapp and Argentieri 2010) found the near-field 

approach identified the effect of small changes in trailing edge geometry with high overall accuracy.     

2.5.1.2  Far-Field  

 Alternatively, drag could be determined from momentum conservation on a control volume. The 

sum of forces on the fluid must consider the force the body exerts on the flow as well as the pressure and 

viscous shear stress on the control volume bounds. The sum of forces on the control volume, shown in 

Figure 2.19, is 

 

∑𝐹 = −𝐹𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦 + ∬−𝑝�̂� 𝑑𝑆

𝑆∞

+ ∬𝝉 ∙ �̂� 𝑑𝑆  .

𝑆∞

 

2.21 

Next, the body force in the x-direction is identified as drag and must balance the linear momentum, 
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𝐹𝑑 = ∬(−𝑝𝑛�̂� + (𝜏𝑥𝑥𝑛�̂� + 𝜏𝑥𝑦𝑛�̂� + 𝜏𝑥𝑧𝑛�̂�) + 𝜌𝑢(�⃗� ∙ �̂�)) 𝑑𝑆.

𝑆∞

 

2.22 

The crucial difference between Equations 2.20 and 2.22 is that pressure and viscous effects in Eqn. 2.22  

are on the control surface and not the surface of the body. When the control volume is defined into the 

freestream the axial velocity gradient is reduced to zero and shear stress negated. Studies by (Cole and 

Wadcock 1979) suggested that viscous stress was a significant factor affecting drag when the measurement 

plane was within 10% of a chord downstream of a NACA 4412 airfoil operating at 𝑅𝑒 = 1.5 ∙ 106. In the 

present experiment, the wake measurements were taken half a chord downstream where the relative 

momentum differences would be statistically significant. The viscous stress term was ignored in the 

experiment due to limitations of the apparatus but CFD verified it was unimportant. Ignoring surface shear-

stress, drag is only a function of the momentum difference between upstream and downstream planes of 

the body (Betz 1925) 

 

𝐹𝑑 = − ∬[(𝑝 − 𝑝∞) + 𝜌𝑢(𝑢 − 𝑈∞)]𝑑𝑆  .

𝑆𝑓𝑎𝑟

 

2.23 

It was suggested by (Rogers, Roth, and Nash 2001) that wind tunnel wall effects were between 1% and 3% 

lift and can be ignored in most validation studies. 
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𝑺𝒇𝒂𝒓 

 

Figure 2.19: Control volume around an airfoil illustrating the different control volume surfaces and 

unit normal directions. Modified from (Gariepy et al. 2012). 𝑺𝒇𝒂𝒓 describes the entire control 

volume surface. 

 

 Implementation in this study continued to be troublesome for two reasons. First, a full integral over 

the wake surface was required. In the present experiment, the mechanical traverse had limited range and 

was unable to cover the entire wind tunnel cross-section and fan battery capacity limited traverse operating 

time. Second, drag decomposition was still not achieved. A thermodynamic approach was taken to separate 

drag due to irreversible and reversible processes. The derivation was well known. It includes work from 

(Oswatitisch 1956), who proposed the original idea for velocity deficit measurements, (Maskell 1973) who 

expressed induced drag based on the stream functions, 𝜓, and velocity potential, 𝜉, in the wake, and (Vooren 

2008) who generalized the irreversible drag equations to include the effect of compressibility and entropy 

introduced from mass injection. Combining their efforts, the total drag could be expressed as 

 

𝐹𝑑 =
𝑝∞

𝑅
∬ (Δ𝑠)𝑑𝑆 +

𝜌∞

2
∬ (𝜓ξ)dS .

𝑆𝑤𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑆𝑤𝑎𝑘𝑒

 

2.24 

The first term represents drag due to irreversible effects and the second term drag due to reversible 

processes. Entropy change, Δ𝑠, and variation in enthalpy, Δ𝐻, must be expressed in terms of the equation 

of state and measurable flow properties:  
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Δ𝑠 =

𝑅

(𝛾 − 1)
log [

𝑝

𝑝∞
(
𝜌∞

𝜌
)
𝛾

] 
2.25 

and  

 
Δ𝐻 = 𝐻 − 𝐻∞ =

𝛾

𝛾 − 1
(
𝑝

𝜌
−

𝑝∞

𝜌∞
) +

𝑣𝑥
2 + 𝑣𝑦

2 + 𝑣𝑧
2

2
−

𝑣∞
2

2
 . 

2.26 

The axial defect velocity was defined by (Vooren 2008) and (Gariepy et al. 2012) to allow the velocity to 

be written in terms of pressure change, entropy variation, and enthalpy difference by 

 𝑣𝑥

𝑣∞
= 𝑓 (

Δ𝑝

𝑝
,
Δ𝑠

𝑅
,
Δ𝐻

𝑣∞
2 , 𝑀∞) . 

2.27 

For incompressible flow, without injected entropy, the defect velocity simplified to 

 

𝑣𝑥̿̿ ̿ = √
2

𝜌∞

(𝑝𝑡 − 𝑝𝑡∞) + 𝑣∞
2   . 

2.28 

Consequently, the profile and viscous drag was only a function of density, total pressure loss and axial 

velocity according to  

 
 𝐹𝑑,𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑣 = 𝐹𝑃 = −∬𝜌𝑢(�̅� − 𝑢∞)𝑑𝑆 . 

2.29 

Next, the second term in Equation 2.24, the Maskell integral, was written in terms of fundamental flow 

properties. For incompressible flow, with no upstream secondary momentum, the induced drag was only a 

product of the secondary flow momentum in the wake, 

 
 𝐹𝑑,𝑟𝑒𝑣 = 𝐹𝐼 =

1

2
∬𝜌(𝑣𝑦

2 + 𝑣𝑧
2)𝑑𝑆 . 

2.30 
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 Now sufficient drag decomposition is achieved, and integration of experimentally measurable flow 

properties is only required in the wake. Equations 2.29 and 2.30 formed the basis for the far-field method 

used in this study. The assumptions were: 

• measurements are taken on a plane normal to the freestream flow. 

• measurement plane is outside of region where viscous shear stress is important. 

• 𝑣∞ is uniform. 

• 𝑣∞ = 𝑣𝑥,∞, 𝑣𝑦,∞ = 𝑣𝑧,∞ = 0. 

• there is no mass injection through or out of the model. 

2.5.2 Experimental and CFD Capabilities 

 Experimental work performed by (Brune 1991) demonstrated the power of the far-field method on 

a NACA 0016 wing model and nacelle model operating at subsonic speeds. A traversed five-hole probe 

captured three-component velocity and pressure information on a two-dimensional plane one chord 

downstream of the trailing edges. Excellent agreement between a force balance and the wake survey was 

obtained up to moderate AoA, see Figure 2.20 and Figure 2.21. Similar work by (Ganzevles, de Bruin, and 

Puffert-Meissner 2002) and (Kusunose 1998) on half-span airliner models demonstrated near and far-field 

total drag was within experimental uncertainty. 

 

Figure 2.20: Lift and drag polar for a NACA 0016 obtained by wake analysis and a force 

balance (Brune 1991). 
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Figure 2.21: Upswept nacelle drag from force balance and wake surveys (Brune 1991). 

  

 Early drag comparisons between CFD and experiments by (Cummings 1996) and (Chao and 

VanDam 1999) showed promising results for airfoil simulations. The Spalart-Allmaras (SA) turbulence 

model was used for two-dimensional transonic airfoil simulations (Chao and VanDam 1999, Paparone and 

Tognaccini 2003). Agreement between experimental total drag and CFD predicted drag via the far and near-

field methods was within several drag counts, see Figure 2.22, and provided useful decomposition Figure 

2.23.   

 

Figure 2.22: Total drag of airfoil study at 𝑹𝒆 = 𝟒. 𝟎 ∙ 𝟏𝟎𝟔 showing force balance data and 

RANS predictions using S.A. turbulence model (Chao and VanDam 1999). 
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Figure 2.23: Drag polar of a NACA 0012 at 𝑴 = 𝟎. 𝟕 and 𝑹𝒆 = 𝟗 ∙ 𝟏𝟎𝟔 by (Paparone and 

Tognaccini 2003) including drag decomposition. 

 

 Three-dimensional half-span airliner studies were often used to benchmark drag prediction codes. 

Contemporary studies by (Gariepy et al. 2012), (Yamazaki, matsushima, and Nakahashi 2006a), (Vos and 

Sanchi 2013) and (Mavriplis 2008) have predicted wing-body drag within several drag counts. Nacelle 

studies have also been performed using similar methods (Malouin et al. 2014) with great success. All 

accounted for spurious drag, an unrealistic increase in 𝐹𝑃, caused by numerical dissipation from poor grid 

resolution and non-ideal cell quality. The SA turbulence model was used and mesh sizes were typically 

between 10-15 million cells. Full drag decomposition was performed, see Figure 2.24, with spurious drag 

representing roughly 5% of total drag (Yamazaki, Matsushima, and Nakahashi 2006b). Accuracy was a 

function of mesh density, not mesh type (Mavriplis 2008). Modern interpolation schemes did not require 

hexahedral elements, but computational savings could be realized. The fifth AIAA drag prediction 

workshop (Levy et al. 2013) had grid independence studies up to 100+ million elements, favored Menter’s 

SST 𝑘 − 𝜔 (SST) turbulence model and the median solution agreed with experiment within an impressive 

4 drag counts. It is accepted that lift and drag polars of wing-body models at transonic speeds and low 
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angles of attack could be obtained with great accuracy by detailed wake analysis by numerical and 

experimental methods. 

 

Figure 2.24: Drag components of a wing-body model operating at 𝑴 = 𝟎. 𝟕𝟓 and 0.5o AoA for 

three mesh densities (Yamazaki, matsushima, and Nakahashi 2006a). Pure drag is total minus 

spurious. 

  

 The problem is now simulating moderate to high angles of attack where separation had great 

influence over form drag. At higher angles of attack, CFD convergence was increasingly difficult and drag 

prediction becomes highly dependent on mesh density and turbulence model selection (Mavriplis 2003). 

Recently (Benini, Ponza, and Massaro 2011) and (Gariepy et al. 2012) have shown the accuracy of SST 

predicted separation and (Celic and Hirschel 2006) suggested applying SST over the SA model for diffusing 

flow, see Figure 2.25. 
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Figure 2.25: Dividing streamlines of the separation zones predicted by SST and SA turbulence 

models are compared with experimental results (Celic and Hirschel 2006). 

 

 A collection of RANS-CFD results of bluff bodies and Ahmed bodies was compiled by (VanDam 

1999). A study by (Ramnefors et al. 1996) indicated that the standard 𝑘 − 𝜖 turbulence model predicted 

10% lower total drag on a car model compared with load cell measurements. However, the RNG model, 

using enhanced wall treatment, predicted drag within 1% and was supported by a cross-flow investigation 

(Molochnikov, Mikheev, and Dushina 2009). Pressure distribution around a circular cylinder for Reynolds 

numbers ranging from 1 to 1 × 106 was captured accurately by using enhanced wall treatment (FLUENT 

2005) which necessarily involved reliable separation prediction. (Rodi 1997) observed the overproduction 

of turbulent kinetic energy at stagnation points by the standard 𝑘 − 𝜖 model with improvements using Rke 

model.  

 Additional challenges in capturing a separated flow included: grid resolution (Mavriplis 2003, 

Murayama, Yamamoto, and Kobayashi 2006), laminar-turbulent transition (Lei et al. 2005), and three-

dimensional effects (Argyropoulos and Markatos 2015). Improving grid density was found to increase the 

solution accuracy and was vital when using the RSM and SST models. 𝑘 − 𝜖 type turbulence models 
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predicted friction drag, even with low-Re adaptations, though Rke showed improved separation prediction. 

In all cases, the solution accuracy broke down with increasing flow separation using the SA turbulence 

model.    

 In this study, drag decomposition was performed experimentally and numerically on a complex 

ducted fan model and in CFD of a full-scale turbofan low-pressure system. Performing coupled CFD-

experimental analysis accessed the ability of modest RANS-CFD to capture three-dimensional flow with 

adverse pressure gradients using the SST, RNG, and Rke turbulence models, for drag decomposition and 

vorticity calculation.    

2.6 Computational Fluid Dynamics 

 Numerical methods provide more flow information than experimental methods (Versteeg and 

Malalasekera 2007), often at a reduced cost and turn-around time. CFD is no longer questioned as a 

powerful tool that can reproduce experimental results with reasonable accuracy, as was argued by (Dawes 

et al. 2001). Solution accuracy is limited by practical constraints in computing power and compromises are 

required to reach acceptable fidelity. There are many obstacles and decisions to be made prior to simulation: 

turbulence modeling methods range in cost and generally apply to a window of flow conditions, 

discretization schemes balance iteration time and stability, CAD geometries designed for manufacturing 

led to mesh errors, and mesh type, quality and density affect solving times and ease of volume discretization. 

Fundamental knowledge and experience are essential for optimal CFD deployment. In this section, the 

fundamentals of CFD are summarized so the numerical methods used in this study are justifiable and 

understood. Capturing complex flow features, such as separation, compressibility, and vorticity, on 

complex geometries was required for useful lobed mixer and turbofan low-pressure system simulation. 

How the solution algorithm takes advantage of matrix inversion, the finite volume method applied to the 

Navier-Stoke equations, and a review of the range of available discretization schemes is available in 

Appendix C.  
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2.6.1 Categories of CFD 

 The numerical simulation of fluid flows was accomplished by solving the Navier-Stokes equations. 

The Navier-Stokes equations consist of a continuity equation, 

 
 
𝜕𝜌

𝜕𝑡
+ ∇(𝜌𝑣𝑖) = 0  . 

2.31 

three momentum equations, one in each orthogonal direction, combined in tensor form, 

 
 𝜌

𝐷𝑣𝑖

𝐷𝑡
= 𝜌𝑔 − ∇𝑝 + ∇ ∙ 𝜏𝑖𝑗  , 

2.32 

and an energy equation, 

 
𝜌

𝐷𝑣

𝐷𝑡
+ 𝑝(∇ ∙ 𝑣𝑖) = ∇ ∙ (𝑘∇𝑇) + Φ, 

2.33 

as seen in (White 2008), where 𝑣 = 𝑣(𝑝, 𝑇). 𝐷/𝐷𝑡 is the material derivative operator. Reminder, 𝑖,𝑗 = 1, 2, 

3 where 1 denotes x-direction, 2 is y-directions and 3 the z-direction. The finite volume method 

approximates these partial differential equations by breaking the fluid domain into cells. The Navier-Stokes 

equations were discretized into algebraic form and solved on each cell. Fluxes through a cell were conserved 

by the neighboring cell and the boundary conditions at the extents of the domain. 

 In turbulent flow, the fluctuating fluid properties caused the transport quantities to fluctuate. 

Turbulence was encountered in most aerodynamic flows. Various numerical methods have been developed 

to find the effect of turbulence. These include Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS), Large-Eddie Simulation 

(LES) and Reynolds-Averaged-Navier-Stokes (RANS) simulation. DNS computes the flow at the smallest 

length scales, RANS utilizes models of the turbulence, and LES transitions between the two, see Figure 

2.26.  
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Figure 2.26: The modeled versus resolved scales of eddies in DNS, LES and RANS shown in terms 

of a large eddy length scale breaking down to the Kolmogorov length scale (Bakker 2006). 

 

 Turbulent eddies occur in a spectrum of frequencies governed by the energy dissipation required 

by the large scales. In DNS, turbulent eddies were resolved to the Kolmogorov scales by solving the 

unaltered fluctuating governing equations. In most engineering flows this required a sufficiently small grid 

size and time step to capture fluctuations with a length scale of 0.01 mm and frequencies up to 10 kHz 

(Versteeg and Malalasekera 2007), which resulted in computational demand proportional to 𝑅𝑒𝑡
3 (FLUENT 

2005). As a result, DNS was typically used for research on turbulent theory and to benchmark other 

turbulence model performance. The application of DNS for 3-dimentional lobed mixer designs was not 

feasible. 

 To reduce computational cost, LES applied a spatial filter to smaller eddies, allowing their 

influence on the large scales to be modeled by sub-grid-scale stresses. This process was still 

computationally demanding in terms of cell count and grid quality. LES was often limited to obtaining 

turbulent flow properties for simple geometries where laboratory instrumentation was restricted. (Rodi 

1997) compared LES and different RANS models in calculating flow over bluff bodies. LES was found to 

provide more flow detail and accurate solutions for flow over a square cylinder compared with standard 
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RANS models. When more sophisticated RANS turbulence models were used, the solutions closely 

compared for mean flow properties though RANS results were obtained in 5% of the 160 hours of LES 

computation. (Spalart 2015) supported the use of RANS CFD to define large scale features. Using RANS 

simulation to determine the aerothermal performance of lobed mixers was aligned with industry and other 

academic research. 

 For many practical engineering scenarios, the time-averaged flow quantities, such as mean 

velocities and pressures, were of primary interest. Here DNS and LES do not necessarily add value (Ghosal 

and Moin 1995, Moin and Mahesh 1998). However, turbulent fluctuations are temporal and cannot be 

ignored because fluctuations produce a stress called the Reynolds stress. The Navier-Stokes equations are 

nonetheless time-averaged. Doing so discards all the instantaneous fluctuations and puts the burden of 

accounting for the Reynolds stress on validated turbulence models (Versteeg and Malalasekera 2007). For 

a comparison of the flow field from an LES timestep versus steady-RANS see Figure 2.27.  

 

 

Figure 2.27: RANS simulation (top) and instantaneous LES (bottom) of turbulent flow over a 

square cylinder (Remy Fransen, 3rd INCA colloquium, ONERA, 2011). 
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2.6.2 RANS Turbulence Models 

 Turbulent flow properties could be expressed as a combination of means and fluctuating values. 

For a placeholder variable this is denoted as χ(𝑡) = 𝜒 + 𝜒(𝑡)′. Each variable in the Navier-Stokes equations 

were split and an ensemble-average was taken to isolate the mean affect from the fluctuating affect. This 

resulted in the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations where the continuity equation is  

 𝜕𝜌

𝜕𝑡
+

∂(𝜌𝑢𝑖)

𝜕𝑥𝑖
= 0 

2.34 

and momentum is conserved through 

 𝜕(𝜌𝑢𝑖)

𝜕𝑡
+

𝜕(𝜌𝑢𝑖𝑢𝑗)

𝜕𝑥𝑖
= −

𝜕𝑃

𝜕𝑥𝑗
+

𝜕𝜏𝑖𝑗

𝜕𝑥𝑖
+

𝜕(−𝜌𝑢𝑖
′𝑢𝑗′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ )

𝜕𝑥𝑖
  . 

2.35 

Time-averaged values composed all terms apart from the interaction between turbulence fluctuations, 

(−𝜌𝑢𝑖
′𝑢𝑗′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ), called the Reynolds stresses. When decomposed from tensor form, three normal and three shear 

stresses were produced which are proportional to the momentum fluxes caused by turbulent eddies 

(Versteeg and Malalasekera 2007). To model the Reynolds stresses additional partial differential equations 

were used. Depending on the number of additional equations the RANS turbulence models were referred 

to as number-equation models. There was no universal model. Models were validated against experimental 

results and higher fidelity simulations. Their capabilities were individually accessed, and coefficients were 

adjusted empirically to increase modularity. 

 In a similar manner, the time-averaged transport of any scalar (𝜒) could be derived if the diffusion 

coefficient (Γ𝜒) and the source terms (𝑆𝜒) were prescribed 

 𝜕(𝜌𝜒)

𝜕𝑡
+

𝜕(𝜌𝜒𝑢𝑗)

𝜕𝑥𝑖
= −

𝜕

𝜕𝑥𝑖
[Γ𝜒

𝜕𝜒

𝜕𝑥𝑖
 ] +

𝜕(−𝜌𝜒′𝑢𝑗′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ )

𝜕𝑥𝑖
+ 𝑆𝜒 . 

2.36 
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2.6.2.1  Eddy Viscosity 

 The Reynolds stresses presented a problem, the equations were not closed, 𝑢𝑖′ was unknown. 

Originally, a Prandtl mixing length was introduced to express the eddy scales in a linear relation to wall 

distance, which physically limited turbulence interaction, and only depended on geometry. Next, the Van 

Driest mixing model further damped eddy scales near the wall, reducing mixing by accounting for viscosity. 

Turbulence was transported in a flow, not static, making these mixing length models outdated. It was then 

hypothesized that the Reynolds stresses could be approximated by mean flow properties using a turbulent 

(eddy) viscosity correction, 𝜇𝑡, to close the RANS equations. This powerful assertion eliminated the need 

for resolving the fluctuating components and expressed the Reynolds stress in known quantities. It made 

sense because turbulence acts to diffuse momentum, such is the case in turbulent boundary layers. The 

Reynolds stresses may be related to the velocity tensor, 𝑆𝑖𝑗, based on the Boussinesq hypothesis and is 

expressed as,  

 
𝜏𝑖𝑗 = −𝜌𝑢𝑖

′𝑢𝑗
′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ = 𝜇𝑡𝑆𝑖𝑗 −

2

3
𝜌𝑘𝛿𝑖𝑗 = 𝜇𝑡 (

𝜕𝑢𝑗

𝜕𝑥𝑖
+

𝜕𝑢𝑗

𝜕𝑥𝑖
) −

2

3
𝜌𝑘𝛿𝑖𝑗 , 

2.37 

forming the eddy viscosity model. The first term on the RHS is comparable to the molecular viscous stress 

and introduces 𝜇𝑡. The second term includes the Kronecker delta and turbulence kinetic energy. Overall, 

the Boussinesq hypothesis related the Reynolds stresses to the mean velocity gradients in the flow and only 

required a value of 𝜇𝑡. 

2.6.2.2  Two Equation 𝑘 − 𝜖 Models 

 Proposed by (Jones and Lauder 1972) and enhanced in Rke and RNG, the 𝑘 − 𝜖 models were the 

most widely used turbulence model. They were referred to as high-𝑅𝑒 models. In the popular 𝑘 − 𝜖 model, 

two additional transport equations for turbulent kinetic energy, 𝑘, and its dissipation, 𝜖, were used to find 

𝜇𝑡. 𝑘 and 𝜖 were related to a characteristic length scale and velocity scale. They were combined and an 

empirical coefficient (𝐶𝜇) was applied resulting in an expression for 𝜇𝑡, 
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𝜇𝑡 = 𝜌𝐶𝜇

𝑘2

𝜖
 . 

2.38 

Turbulent kinetic energy was based on the reference velocity and turbulence intensity by 

 
𝑘 =

1

2
𝑢𝑖

′𝑢𝑖′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ =
2

3
(𝑉 ∙ 𝑇𝑢)2 . 

2.39 

Turbulent dissipation was written in terms of a length scale, based on hydraulic diameter 𝑙 = 0.07𝐿ℎ𝑦𝑑, 

according to 

 

𝜖 =  −
𝜇

𝜌

𝜕𝑢𝑖
′

𝜕𝑥𝑗

𝜕𝑢𝑗
′

𝜕𝑥𝑖

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅
= 𝐶𝜇

3
4
𝑘

3
2

𝑙
 , 

2.40 

and replaced the Prandlt mixing length. The main avenue for adjusting two-equation turbulence models to 

improve performance in various areas was through altering Equations 2.38-2.40. Now the transport of 𝑘 

and 𝜖 needed to be added to the RANS equations. For completeness, the transport of 𝑘 is given by 

 𝜕(𝜌𝑘)

𝜕𝑡
+ ∇ ∙ (𝜌𝑢𝑖𝑘) = ∇ ∙ [(𝜇 +

𝜇𝑡

𝜎𝜖
)∇𝑘] + 𝑃𝑘 + 𝑃𝑏 + 𝜌𝜖  . 

2.41 

where: 

• 𝑃𝑘 = source due to mean velocity shear. 

• 𝑃𝑏 = source due to buoyancy. 

• ∇ = 𝜕/𝜕𝑥𝑖. 

The time rate of change and convection of 𝑘 (LHS) is balanced by its diffusion as well as sources and other 

sinks (RHS). Notice 𝜖 acts to further dissipate 𝑘 as does additional 𝜇𝑡. Now the transport of 𝜖 is similar but 

contains unique empirical model coefficients 
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 𝜕(𝜌𝜖)

𝜕𝑡
+ ∇ ∙ (𝜌𝑢𝑖𝜖) = ∇ ∙ [(𝜇 +

𝜇𝑡

𝜎𝜖
)∇𝜖] + C1

𝜖

𝑘
(𝑃𝑘 + 𝐶3𝑃𝑏) − 𝐶2𝜌

𝜖2

𝑘
+ 𝑆𝜖   . 

2.42 

These coefficients vary between models and with time. Currently the standard 𝑘 − 𝜖 model used the values 

for 𝜎𝑘, 𝜎𝜖, 𝐶1, 𝐶2, 𝐶3 and 𝐶𝜇 proposed in (Lauder and Spalding 1974). But so far, the near wall damping 

introduced in the Van Driest mixing length model was absent. So damping functions (𝑓1, 𝑓2, 𝑓𝜇) could be 

applied to the coefficients based on cell turbulent Reynolds number, 

 
𝑅𝑒𝑡 =

𝜌𝑘2

𝜇𝜖
 

2.43 

so in theory the standard 𝑘 − 𝜖 can be applied in the viscous sublayer (𝑦+ < 5). Away from the wall 𝑓’s 

approach unity and the turbulent length scale was left unchanged. Thus, a low-𝑅𝑒 formulation was added 

to the otherwise high-𝑅𝑒 model using the functions proposed by (Lauder and Spalding 1974). In practice, 

specific low-𝑅𝑒 turbulence models, 𝑘 − 𝜔 type, were preferred when near wall flows were critical to 

engineering metrics.   

 Though numerically robust, the standard 𝑘 − 𝜖 model was not well tuned for flows including 

curvature, low-𝑅𝑒, and delicate near wall phenomena, and the model struggled with flow separation and 

high circulation (Nallasamy 1987). The standard 𝑘 − 𝜖 model generally produced more accurate results as 

the flow conditions move from combusting, to swirling, to recirculating and were best when the flow was 

attached (Nallasamy 1987). Correlation of the coefficients could only extend the operability so far. Since 

the weaknesses were known, improvements to the computation of 𝜇𝑡 were made. Everything builds off the 

elements previously discussed.   

 The RNG model, developed by (Yakhot and Orszag 1986) included an additional term for strain 

rates in the turbulence dissipation equation, improving performance for swirling and rotating flows. On the 

other hand, the Rke model, proposed by (Shih et al. 1995), left the transport equations unaltered. Instead, 

the eddy viscosity equation constant, 𝐶𝜇, was made a function of 𝑘, 𝜖, mean strain and angular velocity. 
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This model was ‘realizable’ because Reynolds normal stresses were equated in all directions. Improved 

simulation of energy transfer allowed the Rke model to operate in large adverse pressure gradients (Xu, 

Khoo, and Leschziner 1998) and predict jet spreading more reliably (Shih et al. 1995). It was a popular 

choice in industry as well as the Queen’s Energy Systems group (Chen 2008, Ng 2013, Cerantola, 

Crawford, and Birk 2011). Among models compared in asymmetrical diffusers, Rke using one-equation 

near wall treatment showed precise estimation for separation and reattachment point (Xu, Khoo, and 

Leschziner 1998) and 𝐶𝑝 trends in a parametric study (Vassiliev, Irmisch, and Florjancic 2002) . Though it 

was noted that 𝑘 − 𝜔 models also predicted boundary layers to high accuracy (Vassiliev, Irmisch, and 

Florjancic 2002) and surpass 𝑘 − 𝜖 models in wall-shear stress prediction (Adane, Tachie, and Ormiston 

2006). For swirling flows Rke was found to be acceptable, RNG was better, and RSM was recommended 

because it accounts for anisotropy (Zhou et al. 2000).       

 Accurately obtaining the correct values of 𝑘 and 𝜖 were key to the success of two-equation models. 

Failure to set the appropriate turbulence levels at simulation boundaries often led to sensitivity issues and 

hastened decay (Spalart 2015). The benefits of matching the full inlet conditions: 𝑢, 𝑘 and 𝜖 with experiment 

was highly stressed.    

2.6.2.3  Near Wall Treatment 

 Thus far, the discussion has addressed the modeling of fully turbulent flow. When the flow is wall 

bounded (a no-slip wall exists in the domain), such as duct flow or flow around an airfoil, the viscous 

dissipation of turbulence near a wall must be captured precisely. This was critical to wall shear stress 

calculation. Two common methods exist: wall functions and two-layer modeling. A summary is provided 

in Table 2-4. 
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Table 2-4: Summary of near wall treatment methods available in FLUENT (FLUENT 2005). 

Method Characteristics Weaknesses 

Standard • production-dissipation equilibrium 

• empirical 

• 30 < 𝑦+ < 300 

• strong APG/separation 

• low-Re 

 

Non-

equilibrium 
• APG velocity correction 

• Accounts for non-equilibrium 

• Mostly empirical 

• 𝑦+≈ 30 

• Large separation 

Enhanced • Viscous sub-layer is resolved 

• Two layer model 

• 𝑦+ ≈ 1, 𝑦+ < 5 

• Requires much greater wall 

refinement 

• CPU expense increase 

  

 The wall function approach was based on the near-wall logarithm law and was introduced to CFD 

by (Lauder and Spalding 1974) to bridge the near wall viscous flow region with the outer fully turbulent 

zone. The near wall behavior, according to the law of the wall, is categorized by the dimensionless distance,  

 

𝑦+ =
Δ𝑦𝑤𝑢𝑡

𝜈
=

Δ𝑦𝑝

𝜈
√

𝜏𝑤

𝜌
 , 

2.44 

and is shown in Figure 2.28 (Δ𝑦𝑤 is distance to the wall). The wall function was only applicable in the log-

law layer of the boundary layer where equilibrium between production and dissipation of TKE was applied. 

A non-linear equation models the viscous sublayer occurring at 𝑦+<30 to estimate the velocity profile and 

correct the wall shear stress. A linear gradient between the first cell centroid and the no-slip wall would be 

grossly incorrect. Between 𝑦+ = 5 and 𝑦+ = 30 lies the buffer layer, where the first cell should not be 

placed, as neither the linear relationship or the log-law match (Bradshaw and Huang 1995). Exceeding a 

𝑦+ of 500 exits the log-law region. Applying wall functions avoids the need for cells at 𝑦+ < 30. 

Computational expense was consequentially reduced by circumventing a vast number of high aspect ratio 

cells closer to the surface otherwise necessary to capture the steep gradients. That being said, this approach 

under predicted flow separation (Bradshaw and Huang 1995) and should be avoided in strong adverse 

pressure gradients. 
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Figure 2.28: Law of the Wall illustrating the difference in velocity profile shape with increasing 𝒚+. 

The regions are broken up by their approximate wall distance. Image is available in (FLUENT 

2005). 

  

 Furthermore, standard wall functions assume local equilibrium of turbulent quantities in wall 

adjacent cells. Non-equilibrium wall functions were developed to use a velocity gradient correction based 

on the pressure gradient near the wall. Non-equilibrium wall functions were used for a wider range of 

boundary layers, including laminar-turbulent transitions and mildly adverse pressure gradients without an 

increase in grid requirements (Kim and Choudhury 1995). For example, the flow separation in the wake of 

a backward facing step was more accurately predicted(FLUENT 2005). 

 The two-layer approach was introduced by (Chen and Patel 1988). The process involved separating 

the fluid domain into a viscosity dominated sub-layer and a turbulent core based on Reynolds number with 

respect to wall distance, 

 
𝑅𝑒𝑦 = 𝜌𝑦

√𝑘

𝜇
. 

2.45 

When 𝑅𝑒𝑦 > 200 the normal 𝑘 − 𝜖 formulation applies. However, when 𝑅𝑒𝑦 < 200 Wolfstein’s one-

equation model, using an alternate formulation for the length scale of 𝑘 and the equation for 𝜇𝑡, was applied 
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(Wolfstein 1969). As a result, the boundary layer was resolved by a piecewise-linear function to the viscous 

sublayer (𝑦+ < 5), allowing for simulation of flows with high adverse pressure gradients. A proprietary 

blending function ensured a smooth profile between the regions. The inevitable downside was the increased 

grid density near the wall. A first cell 𝑦+ on the order of unity was necessary and at least 10 structured 

elements within the boundary layer was recommended to resolve the gradients. Desire for smooth cell 

growth away from the wall could greatly impact total cell count. A comparison between the grid structure 

approaching a wall is shown in Figure 2.29. An added benefit of enhanced wall treatment was the ability to 

revert to using wall functions when the grid is of insufficient 𝑦+.   

 

Figure 2.29: Wall functions approach (left) is illustrated by a bridge between the wall and the cell 

center of the first cell. It is depicted that the first cell center is greater than the height of the viscous 

sub-layer. A possible near wall treatment grid is shown (right) with refinement approaching the 

wall. 

 

2.6.2.4  Low-Re Models 

 It was established that the low-𝑅𝑒 damping functions introduced to the high-𝑅𝑒 turbulence models 

were unreliable in variety of flows. Wall shear-stress was too high and the flow did not separate from 

smooth surfaces. Eddy viscosity turbulence models using properties other than 𝑘 and 𝜖 had been developed 

to offer more accurate simulation of flows where near wall effects (separation prediction) dominate 

outcomes. For example, in external aerodynamics. The Spalart-Allmaras (SA) model (Spalart and Allmaras 

1992) is one example of a low-Reynolds number model and uses turbulent viscosity, �̃�, as the turbulence 
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transport variable. The two-equation 𝑘 − 𝜔 models, by (Wilcox 2008), uses the specific dissipation (also 

called turbulent frequency), given by 

 𝜔 =
𝜖

𝑘
 , 2.46 

to describe the turbulent velocity scale and the eddy viscosity is given by 

 
𝜇𝑡 = 𝜌

𝑘

𝜔
. 

2.47 

It may appear that this is simply a substitution in the 𝑘 − 𝜖 formulation because it follows that 𝜖 = 𝐶𝜇𝑘𝜔. 

This is not the case. The transport equation for 𝜔 differs from Equation 2.42, it is missing the 𝐶2 term. 

Notably, that is a sink term of 𝜖, acting to dissipate dissipation rate, reducing the effect of viscosity. This is 

expected in a turbulence model deemed ‘high-𝑅𝑒’ and one reason for difficulties predicting separation. 

Now the 𝑘 − 𝜔 model can be solved in the exact same way to the wall without damping functions. 

 These low-Re models require the boundary layer to be resolved to the viscous sublayer. The SA 

model was developed for aerodynamic wall-bounded flows. It had been shown to give good results for 

boundary layers subjected to mild adverse pressure gradients but struggled with free-shear flows, especially 

round jets. The 𝑘 − 𝜔 models were commonly used in aerospace industry to predict external flow, such as 

airfoils at low AoA. Among adaptations of this model is Menter’s shear-stress transport 𝑘 − 𝜔 (SST) model 

(Menter 1994) which blended the 𝑘 − 𝜔 model, used in the viscous dominated flow, with the 𝑘 − 𝜖 model, 

used in the fully turbulent core flow. To do this a blending scalar field function, 𝐹1, was applied to smoothly 

recuperate the additional sink term in the transport equation for 𝜖 away from the wall. The transport of 𝜔 

becomes 

 𝜕(𝜌𝜔)

𝜕𝑡
+ ∇ ∙ (𝜌𝑢𝑖𝜔) = ∇ ∙ [(𝜇 +

𝜇𝑡

𝜎𝑤1
)∇𝜔] +

𝛾∗

𝜈𝑡
𝑃𝑘 − 𝛽∗𝜌𝜔2 + 2(1 − 𝐹1)

𝜌𝜎𝑤2

𝜔
(∇𝑘 ∙ ∇𝜔)  . 

2.48 
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Of course, this equation has its own coefficients (𝛾∗, 𝛽∗) which are blended by linear interpolation with 

those from Equation 2.42. This is called the 𝑘 − 𝜔 baseline stress transport (BST) model and one last 

change was required. An additional limiter was placed on 𝜇𝑡 near the wall where stress is high because the 

wall shear-stress was still observed to be too large (Menter 1994), obtaining the SST variant. SST was 

proven to have more general applicability and better performance in adverse pressure gradients, and other 

wall driven flows, over its predecessors (Murayama, Yamamoto, and Kobayashi 2006, Lei et al. 2005). 

Improvements were realized in a range of applications: vortex generators (Dubek 2005), boundary layer 

control in diffusers (Babu et al. 2012), and inter-turbine duct (Zhang et al. 2010). Joint experiment-CFD 

investigations of a nacelle at high AoA showed SST could capture large 3D recirculation zones and perform 

drag decomposition within uncertainty if adequate surface resolution was reached (Zawislak, Cerantola, 

and Birk 2018).         

2.6.2.5  The Energy Equation 

 An expression for energy conservation was required to determine the temperature field and the heat 

fluxes. To be valid in an entirely general domain, the equation must apply for incompressible and 

compressible flow and between solids and fluids. As before, the internal energy conservation is given by 

unsteady, convective, diffusive (conductive) and a source term, in that order, according to  

 𝜕(𝜌𝑐𝑝𝑇)

𝜕𝑡
+ ∇ ∙ (𝜌𝑢𝑖𝐶𝑝𝑇) = −∇ ∙ (𝜅∇𝑇) + 𝑆𝑇  . 

2.49 

Fourier’s Law for heat flux, 𝑞𝑖 = −𝜅∇𝑇, was already applied, and specific heat capacity of the medium, 

𝑐𝑝, converted internal energy to temperature. 𝑆𝑇 is a source placeholder. Equation 2.49, though a popular 

form, is invalid for compressible flow because the significant flow kinetic energy conversion to thermal 

energy is not represented. This was used in the pressure-based solver. Thus, an alteration was required to 

get the total internal energy equation which includes the mean flow kinetic energy, 𝐾 =
1

2
(𝑢𝑖 ∙ 𝑢𝑖), whose 

transport can be expanded using product rule to give  
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 𝐷

𝐷𝑡
(
1

2
𝑢𝑖 ∙ 𝑢𝑖) = 𝑢𝑖 ∙

𝐷

𝐷𝑡
(𝑢𝑖)  . 

2.50 

Luckily the Navier-Stokes equations already expressed velocity transport and by extension the kinetic 

energy transport, a simple substitution yields 

 𝜕(𝜌𝐾)

𝜕𝑡
+ ∇ ∙ (𝜌𝑢𝑖𝐾) = −∇ ∙ (𝜎 ∙ 𝑢𝑖) + 𝜌𝑔𝑖 ∙ 𝑢𝑖  . 

2.51 

Here, diffusivity is the strain energy and the source is gravity potential energy. Now Equation 2.49 and 

Equation 2.51 are combined to give the total energy conservation equation. It was common to use total 

energy, 𝐸 = 𝑐𝑝𝑇 + 𝐾, to decompose the total stress tensor into pressure and shear, and to combine the 

convection terms. This produces the total energy conservation equation used by the density-based solver in 

ANSYS® Fluent 18.0, 

 𝜕(𝜌𝐸)

𝜕𝑡
+ ∇ ∙ (𝑢𝑖(𝜌𝐸 + 𝑝)) = −∇ ∙ 𝑞𝑖 + 𝑆𝐸 + ∇ ∙ (𝜏 ∙ 𝑢𝑖) + 𝜌𝑔𝑖 ∙ 𝑢𝑖  , 

2.52 

Because of the large thermal gradients and compressibility effects in this project’s full-scale simulations 

the density-based solver was required. In the solver, energy conservation was solved after momentum 

conservation (sometimes not at all if isothermal flow was assumed) and therefore 𝑢𝑖 is known. Because of 

this, both the pressure-based and density-based solver were solving for the internal energy with different 

considerations of kinetic energy. The creators of OpenFOAM illustrated the difference in temperature 

profiles in shock tube simulations for both formulations as shown in Figure 2.30 (Greenshields 2016). 

Pressure-based solvers underpredicted the temperature peak by ~5% and mislocated the shock position 

(also by roughly 5%).    
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Figure 2.30. 1D Shocktube temperature profile for three solutions (Greenshields 2016). 

  

 Two quick notes about Eqn 2.52. Taking the flow velocity to be zero retrieves the in-wall energy 

conservation for a stationary surface. No special consideration was required. Though in this study conjugate 

heat transfer was not simulated. Furthermore, radiative heat transfer between surfaces was not included in 

any of these formulations and does require special attention. Simulations of engine exhaust systems rarely 

account for radiation during solving and it was not done here. Typically, emissive power was computed on 

the converged solution.   
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2.6.2.6  Turbulence Model Overview 

Table 2-5. Brief description of popular turbulence models available in ANSYS Fluent 18.3 

(FLUENT 2005) 

Model Strengths Limitation Cost Convergence 

Standard 

𝑘 − 𝜖 
• Attached flow 

• Turbulent jets 

• Industrial flow and heat 

transfer 

• Swirl 

• Mild adverse 

pressure gradients 

 

Ref. 

 

Reference 

 

RNG 𝑘 − 𝜖 • Swirling flow 

• Rapidly strained flow 

• Strong adverse 

pressure gradients 

 

+15% 

 

Slightly 

challenging in 

high swirl 

Realizable 

𝑘 − 𝜖 
• Separation 

• Circulation 

• Adverse pressure gradients 

  

• Rapidly strained 

flow 

+5% 

 

Same 

Standard 

𝑘 − 𝜔 
• Separation 

• Mild adverse pressure 

gradients 

• Shear flow spreading 

 

• Circulation 

• Swirl 

• High-𝑅𝑒 

 

Same 

 

Same 

SST 𝑘 − 𝜔 • Adverse pressure gradients 

• Aerodynamic applications 

• Swirl 

 

+15%  

(grid) 

 

Requires Higher 

Mesh Quality  

RSM • Rapid strain change 

• Swirl 

 

• Strong adverse 

pressure gradients 

+60% Highly sensitive 

to mesh 
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Chapter 3. Experimental Apparatus and Techniques 

 Measurements of wake parameters and net thrust of a ducted fan under a variety of power settings 

and nozzle configurations was required in the study of mixing nozzle design and CFD verification. 

Experiments used the Queen’s University Low-Speed Wind Tunnel (LSWT), several specialized sensors, 

laser-sheet flow visualization, a 2D traverse table and the necessary data acquisition systems (DAQs). This 

section describes the apparatus in detail.   

3.1 Low-Speed Wind-Tunnel 

 The LSWT, shown in Figure 3.1, was an open-circuit suction-type wind tunnel where flow was 

driven at constant subsonic speed through a 1 m by 1 m test-section by a double-sided centrifugal blower 

powered by a 56 kW electric motor. The LSWT provided the freestream velocity and houses the instruments 

used to study the ducted fan which was placed in the test-section. The standard operating procedure (SOP) 

of the LSWT, along with all others, was provided in Appendix H.1. To understand the LSWT design a 

review of wind tunnel theory was provided in Appendix D.   

 

Figure 3.1. CAD rendered schematic of the Queen’s University LSWT. 

 

3.1.1 Specifications 

 The key features of the LSWT are discussed below. 
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3.1.1.1  Inlet Contraction 

 Air was drawn at ambient conditions from outside of the building through a bell mouth contraction 

shown in Figure 3.2. The contraction served to accelerating the flow and reduce streamwise turbulence. 

The contraction profile was designed using a fifth order polynomial (Bell and Metha 1988), 

 
𝑦(𝑥) = 𝐻𝑖 − (𝐻𝑖 − 𝐻𝑒) [6 (

𝑥

𝐿
)
5

− 15(
𝑥

𝐿
)
4

+ 10(
𝑥

𝐿
)
3

] . 
3.1 

Initial height, 𝐻𝑖, was 3.5 m and the final height, 𝐻𝑒, was the test-section width of 1 m resulting in a 12.25 

contraction ratio over 2.8 m. A 0.28 m inlet round was present to reduce inlet separation.  

 

Figure 3.2. Photograph of the LSWT contraction and support structure.    

 

3.1.1.2  Flow Straightener 

 Flow straightener was inserted at the bell mouth inlet to reduce transverse vorticity prior to flow 

acceleration, allowing for further decay before the test-section. Aluminum honeycomb, shown in Figure 

3.3, was chosen as the flow straightener. The honeycomb was manufactured by Plascore® from 5056 

aerospace grade aluminum because it could also serve to fill voids in airframes. The cells were 3/8 inches 

in width and depth was 4 inches. A screen protected the honeycomb from accidental impacts of foreign 

Inlet Round Edges 
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objects and was not designed to reduce longitudinal vortices. The honeycomb was included by 2014 where 

earlier characterization studies reported a minimum freestream turbulence intensity of 3% at a length scale 

on the order of the test-section hydraulic diameter (Wexler 2013). Strong oscillations were observed on 

bluff bodies in untreated flow which saturated previous loadcell measurements. Honeycomb fixed this 

problem.      

 

Figure 3.3. Photograph of flow straightening aluminum honeycomb, hexagrams, from the 

LSWT inlet. 

 

3.1.1.3  Test-Section  

 Test bodies were placed in a 1 m2 square duct 3.25 m downstream of the contraction outlet to 

capitalize on the small boundary layer at this location. It was accessible via a Plexiglas door, hinged at the 

top, on the right side of the duct, looking towards the blower. The test-section is shown in Figure 3.4. The 

door was locked in place by three clamps, when fully closed a safety lever was pushed by a tab allowing 

the blower to be powered. Plywood walls allowed for straightforward modification. The rest of the duct 

was welded aluminum. The test-section floor had been modified to include an interchangeable mounting 

plate attached using a ring of machine screws. The plate sat on a step made from the plywood such that the 

test-section floor was flush and level. The circular design and angular screw spacing allowed for 10o 
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increments in AoA to test stall conditions. Slots could be designed into the plate to reduce increments, but 

this was not inside the scope of this project. Unique plates could be manufactured for any number of 

mounting points. An isometric view of the ducted fan mounting plate featuring two struts connected to 

loadcells is provided in Figure 3.5. A detailed drawing of the plate is provided in Figure G.1, all draft 

drawings for manufactured parts will be in Appendix G. These parts were fabricated thanks to the expertise 

of the Queen’s University McLaughlin Hall Machine Shop.  

 

Figure 3.4. The LSWT test-section and access door with a closed inlet nacelle-strut body shown 

mounted inside. 
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Figure 3.5. Isometric top view (left) and bottom view (left) of the ducted fan mounting system. 

 

3.1.1.4  Blower and Diffuser 

 The LSWT was powered by a 56 kW (75 hp) electric motor which drove a double-sided centrifugal 

blower with an external radius of 0.97 m. To facilitate the inlet of the blower, a flow splitter was employed 

upstream of the fan. The transition was accomplished by an even split semicircular duct with a 0.865 m 

radius, see Figure 3.6. Downstream of the blower a 2.75 m long diffuser with a 6o divergence angle 

decelerated the flow and recovered pressure. A screen prevented wildlife from inhabiting the idle machine 

and there was an inspection window at the inlet plane of the splitter.   

 

Figure 3.6. Schematic of the LSWT exit region. 
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3.1.2 Instrumentation 

 In this section, the instruments attached to the wind tunnel are detailed. Instruments are semi-

permanent features of the wind tunnel. When coupled with the sensors, a variety of measurements and data 

could be collected.  

3.1.2.1  Two-Dimensional Traverse 

 A two-dimensional (2D) traverse table from Arrick Robotics® allowed for a flow measuring device 

to be mounted and traverse the test-section perpendicular to the mean flow, in the YZ-plane. Data collected 

here can be used in vorticity, mixing, and far-field drag analysis. In this experiment, a seven-hole probe and 

a one-wire hot-wire were used. Two stepper motors moved the probe clamp position with one step size 

corresponding to 0.0314 mm and 0.127 mm in the Y and Z-direction respectively. Motors were controlled 

in MATLAB® through Arrick Robotics® C4 Controller and MD-2 Dual Stepper Motor Driver hardware. 

The motor, belt, and rail components were secured underneath the test-section floor and can be seen in 

Figure 3.7.  A probe was held vertically by a clamshell clamp and a slot in the Z-direction spanning the 

entire floor allowed for the intrusion of the probe into the test-section. The slit was located 1.54 m from the 

test-section inlet, where the aluminum ends and plywood began. The traverse location, see Figure 3.8, 

accounted for the probe x-length. Due to space limitations and support interference, the traverse plane 

facilitated 2D movement to each side wall and floor, but maximum height varied with probe vertical length. 

The seven-hole probe maximum traverse height was 0.43 m.  
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Figure 3.7: The traverse table located below the LSWT test-section, key components are annotated. 

 

 

Figure 3.8: Traverse slot in LSWT test-section floor running in the z-direction. A seven-hole probe 

is shown in the test-section and is connected to the traverse table below. 
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3.1.2.2  Flow Visualization 

 A flow visualization apparatus provided additional, mostly qualitative, flow information in the 

wake of the device. The setup had five major components: the laser-optics to generate the laser sheet, the 

mounting system to secure the laser-optics, the smoke machine to create seed particles, the camera to record 

images of illuminated particles, and the blackout safety hardware. As per Queen’s University Health and 

Safety regulations, the laser was inspected and approved by a radiation safety officer, and the operator 

passed a training course.  

 A 2W continuous wave laser produced coherent green light at 532nm wavelength for downstream 

conditioning. This class 4(IV) laser was procured from Dragon Lasers and included a laser head and power 

module. To reduce the number of degrees of freedom in the alignment procedure, a 1” lens tube, from 

THORlabs, held all optics in a cylinder sharing one central axis. Therefore, alignment only depended on 

the relative position between tube height, one axis of rotation of the tube itself, and the lens rotation inside 

the tube. Thus, five degrees of freedom to align 3 lenses. The alignment procedure is detailed in the SOP, 

Appendix H.2. The laser beam was first conditioned by a frosted alignment disk at the inlet of the lens tube. 

Under normal operation the beam passed unaltered through a 1 mm hole in the disk, else the laser was 

misaligned, and it impinges on the frosted glass causing light to safely dissipate. Next three 1” round 

cylindrical plano-concave lenses from Edmund Optics were held by the tube at two times their focal length 

of 25 mm to spread the laser beam into a laser sheet along the lens concave cut out axis. Lens number was 

accessed by preliminary experiments. Three lenses achieved the desired spreading half angle of 54o ± 5o to 

illuminate the entire wake and produce a flatter Gaussian intensity distribution. The laser head and lens 

tube were secured to a machined mounting bracket, drawings in Appendix G.2. When the system was 

aligned, see Figure 3.9, it could then be transported as a single unit ready for use.      
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Figure 3.9. Laser-optics aligned to produce a laser sheet. 

  

 A stand was designed and assembled from premade components, mainly 2” x 2” quad-rail 

aluminum extrusion and accompanying mounting feet, from McMaster-Carr. The stand successfully raised 

the laser-optics above the LSWT test-section roof, allowed for z-direction traversing via a cart-rail system, 

and had negligible vibration during LSWT operation. The sheet spreading angle was designed for the 

limited mounting height above the LSWT and window diameter between the support legs. More height 

meant less stability and generally a larger structure increasing cost unnecessarily. The laser sheet then 

passed through a high-transmission glass window held by a flange, Appendix G.2, into the test-section at 

an 𝑥 of 3.5𝐷𝑓𝑎𝑛. Alignment with the traverse plane was desired but would have placed the window at on of 

the flanges which connects sections of the wind tunnel duct. The laser-optics assembly and mounting 

system are shown in Figure 3.10 and detailed assembly, alignment and usage instructions are provided in 

the SOP, Appendix H.2. 
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Figure 3.10. The laser-optics assembly. 

  

 Propylene glycol (ChemWorld 2015) was vaporized and injected into the LSWT by the AeroLab 

smoke generator system to provide the seed particles to be illuminated by the laser sheet. The smoke 

generator consisted of three major components: an air compressor, main control unit and smoke wand. 

Operation is described in the SOP, Appendix H.3. The air compressor drove propylene glycol from the 

main unit reservoir. The main unit, shown in Figure 3.11, held roughly an hour’s worth of glycol, allowed 

for manual flow rate control through a pressure regulation valve, and controlled smoke wand heating 

element temperature. The air compressor and main unit were housed under the LSWT test-section on a 

shop cart. Meanwhile, the smoke wand penetrated the aluminum floor of the LSWT on the z-direction 

centerline at an upstream x-distance of -5𝐷𝑓𝑎𝑛. Both are shown in Figure 3.12. The wand was unique in 

that smoke was not transported through it but rather produced at the tip of the 114 cm long cylinder. This 

resulted in a highly uniform and controlled injection and allowed for manual y-direction transversal through 
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a strain-relief grommet holding the wand. In the freestream, the smoke streamtube was 5.5±0.5 cm in 

diameter when it reached the YZ laser plane.      

 

Figure 3.11. Control panel of the Aerolab smoke generator system main unit. 

 

 

Figure 3.12. The smoke wand inside the LSWT (left) and the remaining smoke generator system 

components underneath the LSWT (right). 

 

 The ability of particles for seeding was evaluated by the Stokes number (𝑆𝑡). Here the characteristic 

time of particles were compared to that of the mean flow to access if the seed would follow the streamlines 
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with acceptable discrepancy. Stokes number of zero is perfect. Ideal characteristics of a seed particle, to 

minimize response time, are neutral buoyancy, low drag, and low mass. In this case, the vapor had a particle 

diameter of 0.7 μm and a density of 1100 kg/m3. The freestream velocity, viscosity, and turbulence 

characteristics of the LSWT were known, so the response times could be calculated to give 𝑆𝑡 =

1.3 × 10−3. It was accepted that 𝑆𝑡 <0.1 indicated a good tracer particle (Tropea, Yarin, and Foss 2007).    

 Images were captured by a FLIR® Flea3 USB3 CMOS monochrome camera at a resolution of 3.2 

Mpix and up to 59 fps. This resolution and frame rate coupled with the domain size was inadequate for 

PTV or PIV methods, but enough for flow visualization and quantification of vorticity length scales. The 

camera was either mounted on a tripod outside of the LSWT test-section window for XY-plane imagining, 

or on a ball head mount at 𝑥 = 10𝐷𝑓𝑎𝑛 and z = 0 for YZ-plane imagining. Exposure, zoom, and focus were 

manually controlled by the lens while recording settings were controlled by FlyCapture®, commercially 

available software. Image thresholding, stacking, scaling, etc. was performed in ImageJ, an open-source 

image post-processing software popular in the medical field. 

 To maximize signal to noise ratio (SNR), seed particles could have metallic coatings or be designed 

for certain scattering patterns. In this case, typical vaporized glycol was used, and SNR was increased 

through effective darkening of the test-section by greatly reducing ambient light pollution. This darkening 

method was doubly motivated by the need to safely eliminate user exposure to the direct beam, spectral 

reflections, and diffuse reflections from the laser. All hardware used for this joint effort are referred to as 

blackout supplies. Four methods were used. First, the mounted laser-optics assembly was covered in a 5-

sided box assembled from THORlabs blackout board, 3M double-sided tape and 90o plastic brackets. 

Because any moderate misalignment produced a diffuse pattern through the frosted alignment disk the 

board material did not need to be rated for the direct beam. Second, THORlabs blackout curtains covered 

the LSWT test-section window and was simply held with multiple small hooks. Third, matte black thermal 

spray paint was used to coat the test-section floor where the laser sheet would impact in both YZ-plane and 

XY-plane operation. This reduced spectral reflection intensity. No stray green light was observed at the 
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LSWT inlet, the flow straightener further limited line of sight, and the outlet plane was covered by the 

blower ductwork. Fourth, all flow visualization experiments were performed at night, after sunset, 

otherwise sunlight through the LSWT inlet was unavoidable.        

3.1.2.3  Data Acquisition System 

 Two Dell® OptiPlex 3070 desktop computers with 3.0 GHz Intel Core i5 processors and 8 GB of 

RAM operated Microsoft Windows®10 and were used for data acquisition and camera recording separately. 

Sensor data was recorded using two USB-DAQs depending on whether loadcell or flow probes were being 

used. Schematic is shown later in Figure 3.29. This was done to separate the programs, allowing for 

overlapping experiments, and because it was economical to have multiple, smaller channel number, units. 

At minimum, it was required that enough channels existed to read two 6-component loadcells on one DAQ 

device, and a seven-hole pressure probe and freestream reference conditions by another device. So, a 

National InstrumentsTM USB-6218 DAQ featuring 16 differential analog channels with 16-bit resolution 

and a maximum 250 KS/s sampling rate, and a NI USB-6343 DAQ featuring 16 differential analog channels 

with 16-bit resolution and a sampling rate up to 500 kS/s were procured. Timing resolution was 10 ns and 

50 ns respectively. Both could provide 5V power. MathWorks MATLAB® software was used to parse sensor 

data and control probe location through the traverse, scripts available in Appendix K. MATLAB® was also 

the main tool for data processing and error analysis, scripts available in Appendix K, and the process is 

detailed in Appendix F.  

3.1.3 Flow Characterization 

 Flow velocity and turbulence was characterized in the LSWT test-section using constant 

temperature anemometry via a one-wire hotwire probe, details in Appendix 0. It was important to detail 

what flow conditions the fan would experience to understand its performance and make comparisons. Flow 

quality was established on the traverse plane. Freestream velocity, 𝑢∞, was 31 ± 1 m/s at a 𝑇𝑢𝑥 of 1.1 % 

± 0.4 % with an axial length scale of 10 cm as determined by analyzing the autocorrelation of the temporal 

signal where the normalized function had a value of 0.1 (Pope 2000). The freestream was incompressible 
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at 𝑀∞ = 0.09. The boundary layer thickness on the centerline was 0.070 m ± 0.005 m defined by 𝛿𝑡 =

𝑦(0.99𝑢∞) or where the hotwire measured a discontinuous jump in 𝑇𝑢. Both methods agreeded. Profiles 

of 𝑢 and 𝑇𝑢𝑥 along 𝑦 at 𝑧 = 0 are shown in Figure 3.13, notice the similarity with the boundary layer 1/7th 

power law for turbulent boundary layer. The turbulence was not truly isotropic. The -5/3 decay rate of grid 

generated turbulence was not observed, see Figure I.5, indicating slight anisotropy, producing a gentler 

decay rate, but at this low 𝑇𝑢 it was not expected to be an issue in RANS models assuming isotropic 

turbulence. Temperature was monitored by a thermocouple and testing was limited to fair weather days 

with ambient temperatures between 15oC and 25oC. Therefore, density was constant, and a nominal 293 K 

average temperature was assumed.  

 

Figure 3.13: Normalized x-velocity, 𝒖, and turbulence intensity, 𝑻𝒖𝒙, profiles taken at the traverse 

plane by a one-wire CTA. 
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3.2 Ducted Fan 

 An electric ducted fan produced the primary flow to represent the core of a turbofan engine for the 

experimental study of lobed mixers under real swirl conditions. The unaltered product is shown in Figure 

3.14. It was modified and controlled until it suited aerodynamic investigation of net thrust and mixing from 

prototyped nozzles. For context, the item was marketed to skilled remote-control model jet enthusiasts. At 

the time, it appeared to be the most powerful electrically driven carbon fiber ducted fan commercially 

available. 

 

Figure 3.14. Unmodified Schubeler Technologies DS-215-DIA HST® ducted fan. Intake view (left) 

and outlet view (right). 

 

3.2.1 Specifications 

 The Schubeler Technologies DS-215-DIA HST® ducted fan had a throughput area of 0.0215 m2, 

operated up to 14,000 rpm, and consumed up to 15.6 kW. The product had a maximum jet axial velocity of 

98 m/s achieving a gross thrust between 215 N and 250 N. It incorporated 11 rotor blades and 5 stator 

blades, all carbon fiber. In this study, a reduced velocity ratio near 2:1 was desired, being more aligned with 

literature, so the fan was run at 15% of maximum power. According to the extrapolated operating 
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specifications, the ducted fan will produce a 48 m/s jet at a fan speed of 6800 rpm to generate 60 N of gross 

thrust when powered by 24 V at 100 A. Outlet swirl angle at this power setting was measured by a 7-hole 

probe and found that 𝜃 varied from 40o±1o at the hub radius to 8o±2o at the fan tip radius. Geometric, 

operating, and miscellaneous specifications are provided in Appendix J. 

3.2.2 Nacelle and Mounting 

 As is, the ducted fan was unfit for an aerodynamic study. The external flow specifically would 

experience massive separation where the inlet round terminated likely generating strong vibrations and 

possibly leading to damage of the carbon fiber. This was not attempted. Rather, a nacelle was designed to 

blend the inlet treatment with a modular exhaust nozzle and allow for mounting of the assembly on the 

support structure previously shown in Figure 3.5.  

 First, the recreation of the ducted fan in CAD was required. Siemens Solid Edge ST7 software was 

used to digitally construct the 3D geometry from measurements provided by the manufacturer, Appendix 

J.1, and taken manually. At this point the fan and stator blades need not be involved, only the housing 

mattered. Second, a two-part nacelle and one-part nozzle was designed in CAD. The nacelle was separated 

into a lower and upper section to allow for assembly. It spanned from the inlet round to the downstream x-

position where the outer wall ends. Smooth blending was achieved with basic splines/tangent arcs between 

the inlet radius to the desired thickness at the end point. Besides having a streamlined shape, the nacelle 

featured a ring of holes to connect a nozzle, and cutouts to integrate the support structure and pass the 3-

phase wires through. See the digital rendering in Figure 3.15.           
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Figure 3.15. Isometric front (left) and isometric rear (right) views of the CAD nacelle and ducted 

fan assembly.   

 

 Next, the basic trailing edge nozzle was designed with the same outlet area as the unaltered ducted 

fan. The cross-sectional area of the rear bullet and slope of the nacelle were considered. The round nozzle 

had an outlet diameter of 19.0 cm and extended 10.0 cm past the ducted fan outer wall.  Lobed and scalloped 

nozzles were also designed but they warrant their own discussion later. Finally, nacelle and nozzle 

geometries were produced through the additive manufacturing (also called 3D printing) of white 

polycarbonate. 3D printing ensured adherence to the CAD geometries within printing and STL (standard 

triangle language) file tolerance and avoided exceptionally complex machining. Surfaces were then finely 

sanded to finish. To connect the ducted fan to the nacelle/nozzle two aluminum flanges, see Appendix 

G.3.1, with ring pattern threaded holes were glued to the carbon fiber using E-60HP two-component epoxy 

from LOCTITE®. Physical assembly of the fan, nozzle and support struts was a complex process described 

in Appendix H.4. The result is shown in Figure 3.16. Foreign material exclusion tape was later used to 

cover gaps and bolt holes while slightly increasing streamlining, this is shown along with the lobed mixer 

attached and fan mounted in Figure 3.17. 
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Figure 3.16. Assembled ducted fan with nacelle and basic trialing edge ready for mounting on the 

support pins in the LSWT test-section. 

 

 

Figure 3.17. Ducted fan with lobed mixer secured in the LSWT. 
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3.2.3 Global Coordinate System 

 The coordinate system for the experiments was defined in Figure 3.18 and Figure 3.19. The 

directions remain consistent between experiment and validation CFD. However, in CFD the origin was 

placed at the fan inlet plane on the axis of rotation, 1.6𝐷𝑓𝑎𝑛 upstream. This was done out of convenience 

for the multiple reference frame (MRF) approach used to simulate the frozen rotor, it could have been 

translated to match. The x-direction was taken to be in the mean flow direction, pointing towards the outlet. 

The y-direction was vertical, normal to the floor, and the z-direction was orthogonal to XY according to 

the right-hand-rule. The origin (0,0) was located on the axis of rotation at the nozzle outlet plane as shown 

in Figure 3.19. All nozzles had equal outlet plane axial coordinate. The traverse plane was 0.585 m, 3𝐷𝑓𝑎𝑛, 

downstream from the origin and normal to the x-direction. 

 

Figure 3.18. Global coordinate system relative to the ducted fan at 0o AoA.  

 

Figure 3.19. Coordinate system on the side view (looking along -z) of the ducted fan with lobed 

mixer.  
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3.2.4 Power and Control 

 DC power was supplied to a motor controller to be inverted to 3-phase AC power using two 

methods. First, four 12 V deep-cycle flooded/wet lead-acid batteries, SCS225s from Trojan®, in two 

parallel pairs combined to produce 24 V and each contained 130 Ah of charge. 24 V achieved the desired 

2:1 jet:freestream 𝑢 ratio and the parallel pair allowed for run times up to 1 hour. Duplicating the battery 

setup could essentially double the maximum operating time or increase voltage in 12 V increments. Though 

more time was not necessary, added cost, and increased maximum potential jet speed past the desired ratio. 

Furthermore, battery charging through the NOCO genius® 4 bank 40 A (10 A per bank) charger unit was 

still an overnight task and required manual cable management, more batteries would increase risk and sunk 

time. The second option, an XR-Series DC power supply from Magna-Power had a dialable maximum 

output of 150 A at 40 V. A switch selects the method. However, the power supply was not used until the 

end of the project because the motor controller documentation prohibits the use of DC power supplies and 

opted for solely battery power. Nothing was damaged, but the power supply had not spun the fan, and the 

controller went into a protective state when attempted after all necessary data had been collected. Hence, 

batteries supplied the TMM 40063-3 motor controller from MGM Compro with DC power throughout the 

project.  

 The motor controller was programmed according to the fan and battery specifications through a 

USB to laptop connection interfacing through provided software. The program inputs are provided in 

Appendix J.3, but mostly include the throttling technique, rpm increase/decrease rates, expected electrical 

limits, and technical fan motor details. The converted 3-phase power was then transferred to the motor and 

was controlled by the throttle setting on a remote-control transmitter unit communicating through the 

receiver antenna on the motor controller.  A stop-to-100% throttle setting was chosen, called a ‘transmitter 

without neutral’, so the fan rpm based on the power could be accurately incremented and held constant by 

the lever.   
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 A schematic of the electrical connections, Figure 3.20, shows the major components to convert DC 

to 3-phase power for the fan, location of the physical safety barriers as well as the electrical breaks, and 

location of the software interfaces and remote-control links to the motor controller. The entire power and 

control system was located under the LSWT just aft the test-section, i.e. behind the traverse hardware. For 

clarity and comparison, annotated pictures of the sub-system are shown in Figure 3.21 and Figure 3.22. 

This setup was vetted and approved by the Electrical Safety Authority as a temporary research system for 

use in a controlled non-public environment by approved personnel. It will either be reapproved or 

deactivated following this project, likely depending on follow-up experiments and future projects requiring 

LSWT space. A complete guide to powering and controlling the ducted fan is provided in the SOP, see 

Appendix H.5.        

 

Figure 3.20. Electrical schematic of the ducted fan power and control system. 
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Figure 3.21. Annotated wide shot picture of the fan power and control systems. 

 

 

Figure 3.22. Annotated picture of the inside of the motor controller housing. 
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3.3 Mixer Design 

 At this point the ducted fan is mounted in the instrumented LSWT test-section, powered, controlled, 

and shrouded by a nacelle with the capability of attaching a modular trailing-edge. A default round nozzle 

was already designed to have the same outlet area at a downstream point according to the rear bullet shape. 

Now the mixing nozzles needed to be designed, according to lessons from literature, to replace the default 

round nozzle for comparison experiments. Two mixing nozzles, one lobed and one scalloped, were created. 

These two mixer geometries were identical apart from the scalloping procedure where a revolving cut 

removed material from the trialing edge to make a notch. 

 The nozzles design was unique and novel. First, the axial cross-sectional area and shape were 

needed at the mixer outlet plane. The outlet area of the mixers is equal to the outlet area of the standard 

round nozzle. Any impact due to the unknown aerodynamic blockage was ignored because boundary layer 

growth estimation for complex 3D flows cannot be accurately estimated. Best keep it the same than make 

imprecise calculations. The shape of the mixer outlet perimeter was described by a sinusoidal function in 

polar coordinates (rose math). By this method, the shape was highly replicable, and the unclear descriptions 

found in much of the literature were avoided. Rose math produced a radius function which was only 

dependent on the desired number of lobes, 𝐶𝛽 (even integer), lobe height, 2𝐶𝛼  , and the mid-lobe radius, 

𝐶𝛾, according to 

 𝑟𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑒 = 𝐶𝛼 ∙ sin(𝐶𝛽𝜃 + 𝜋) + 𝐶𝛾  . 3.2 

𝛽 controled the number of lobes in one revolution and was set to 12 as was commonplace in the literature 

(Lei et al. 2016, Wright et al. 2013, Mengle and Dalton 2002). Fewer lobes were uncommon and more lobes 

lead to Re independency issues as the length scale, typically the lobe wavelength (𝜆), decreases. Next, 𝜆, 

was defined as the arc length of the standard nozzle outlet radius divided by the number of lobes. For 12 

lobes 𝜆 was 51 mm. 𝜆 was then used to normalize the mixer geometric features and establish the mixer 

Reynolds number of 3.2×105. This was past the critical value of 1.2×104 (Lei et al. 2016, Litvinenko et al. 
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2004, Wright et al. 2013). Next, the lobe penetration height needed to be determined to set 𝛼 based on the 

desired flow blockage. A lobe height of 1.33𝜆 was used here because it agreed with the constraints of the 

nozzle length and crest/keel lines. Now the lobe may be radially translated to disproportionately block the 

core or bypass. The lobe keel, minimum radius, penetrated twice the distance into the core as the crest, 

maximum radius, did the freestream. Thus, the crest-to-keel ratio was 2:1 according to the value of 𝐶𝛾. The 

lobe shape function is compared to the final product in Figure 3.23 and a sample script is available in 

Appendix K.1.2. A 7o trailing edge lean was used in the final designs which produced the visible minor 

discrepancies in 𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑒𝑙. This was because the inner lobe was cut off slightly upstream increasing minimum 

𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑒𝑙 and creating a more rounded lobe tip.   

 

Figure 3.23. Annotated physical lobed mixer (left) compared to the radius function of the mixer 

outlet perimeter designed in MATLAB (right). 

 

 The second step was to connect the round duct at the mixer inlet to the lobe shape at the outlet. In 

this study the mixer had a length of 1.6𝜆, fixed by the round nozzle, resulting in a rise angle of 15o and a 

fall angle of 30o if the connections were linear. However, gradual curves reduced noise and losses (Mengle 
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and Dalton 2002). To define the loft between nozzle inlet and outlet, crest and keel curves were defined 

based on polynomial curve fits on averaged data using (Mengle and Dalton 2002), script in Appendix K.1.1. 

Thus 

 𝑟𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 = −0.1𝑥2 + 0.48𝑥  3.3 

and 

 𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑒𝑙 = −0.135𝑥2 − 0.078𝑥  . 3.4 

In CAD, these curves were imported as a series of points starting at the nozzle inlet plane which was 

temporarily set to x = 0 and units were in meters. To normalize the equations neither 𝑟𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 or 𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑒𝑙 was 

dependent on the initial duct radius and only describes the change in radius with axial distance starting at 

point C in Figure 3.24. It was trivial to then connect the inlet circular shape to the outlet flower petal shape 

by following Equations 3.3 and 3.4 at the associated lobe peaks and applying a linear transition between 

them at the mid-lobe radii.  

 

Figure 3.24. Schematic of the lobe side view illustrating the crest and keel curves. Key control 

points are alphabetically labeled. 

 

 At this point the standard lobed mixer design was complete, but the scallop shape needed to be 

addressed. Two key parameters were needed to define the material removal. First, the percentage of the 
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projected tangential area that was to be removed. Second, the rules that described the cutting profile. Here 

50% of the sidewall area, defined by the lobe extents ABC in Figure 3.24, were removed because it was 

common in literature. Scalloping was done based on the trailing edge rule. In said rule, flow will only travel 

downstream over the edge of material removed. This was important because flow splitting at leading edges 

led to increased profile drag, high-pitch (dipole) noise and increased heating (Mengle and Dalton 2002). To 

define the cut, scallop height was defined by the ratio of DE/AB and scallop depth by FH/CO. To obey the 

trialing edge rule a series of tangent lines were drawn on the crest and keel curves as shown in Figure 3.25. 

The goal was to prevent the core jet from impinging on the upper scallop and freestream flow on the lower 

scallop. Parallel lines were then drawn to estimate the streamlines of the jet and freestream flows inside the 

lobe. If the streamline angle with the axial direction was less than that of the scalloped edge, then the edge 

acted as a trialing edge (TE). If not, then it is a leading edge (LE), and the local angle of the cut must be 

reassessed.  

 

Figure 3.25: Using tangent lines to estimate streamlines. 

 

 To complete the cutout profile, a series of lines were drawn perpendicular from the crest and keel 

curves. If the length of the perpendicular lines monotonically decreased in the streamwise (x-direction) 

then, rest assured, the rule was satisfied. Next a spline was drawn by connecting the interior ends of the 

lines. This spline described the cutting profile. Then the new tangential (side) projected area was calculated. 
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This process was iterated until area, notch depth, notch height and trialing edge rule were simultaneously 

satisfied. A mathematical/automatic method was not developed but the manual process was rather rapid in 

CAD modeler like ST12. A sample of this method is illustrated in Figure 3.26 showing 3 assessment points 

on both the crest and keel curves and the notch produced from a linear profile. The scalloped profile was 

finally used to define a revolving cut about the ducted fan central axis, the global x-axis. The final mixing 

nozzles are described in Table 3-1. The manufactured mixing nozzles are shown in Figure 3.27, draft -x 

and z views in Figure 3.28, and the digital versions are in Appendix G.3.2.  

 

Figure 3.26: Example of using monotonically decreasing perpendicular lines to define the scallop 

edge and check for trailing edge behavior. Shaded area is 50% of the original tangential projected 

area and the ‘X’ marks side wall removal.  

 

 

Figure 3.27: Photograph of the scalloped (bottom left) and lobed (top right) mixing nozzles. 
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Figure 3.28. Draft rear, -x-direction, view (left) and side, z-direction, view (right) of the reverse 

engineered ducted fan geometry with custom nacelle and scalloped mixer.  

 

Table 3-1: Summary of mixing nozzle geometry. 

Parameter Value 

Lobe Number, 𝐶𝛽 12 

Wavelength, 𝜆 0.19𝐷𝑓𝑎𝑛 

Length 1.6𝜆 

Height, 2𝐶𝛼 1.33𝜆 

Outlet Area 21,500 mm2 

𝑅𝑒𝜆 3.2∙105 

Trailing Edge Lean 7o 

Crest/Keel Lines Eqn. (3.3)/Eqn. (3.4) 

Crest-to-Keel Height Ratio 2:1 

Nominal Rise Angle 15o 

Nominal Fall Angle 30o 

Wall Thickness 2 mm 

Scallop Area Removal 50% 

Scallop Depth Ratio FH/CO = 0.5 

Scallop Height Ratio DE/AB = 0.9 

Scallop Cut Profile Trailing-edge-rule 

 

 To track the different nozzles used in this project, both experimental and virtual, a naming 

convention was established where key nozzle parameters are normalized by the lobe wavelength. An 

individual nozzle was given the code (lobe number – nozzle length/𝜆 – lobe height/𝜆 – crest/keel – 
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scalloping%) for example the scalloped nozzle used in the experiments, described in Table 3-1, is (12-1.6-

1.33-0.66-0.5). 

3.4 Transducers 

 All probes and sensors used to obtain experimental measurements are described in detail. 

Transducers couple with the LSWT instrumentation and ducted fan to complete the apparatus.  

3.4.1 Transducer/Sensor Summary 

 Performance specifications for each transducer is provided in  

Table 3-2 and a schematic of the apparatus is shown in Figure 3.29. Final uncertainties in the transducers 

was a combination of systematic uncertainty, a product of calibration and resolution uncertainty, and 

sampling uncertainty. These will be broken down for each sensor. Uncertainties were reported to a 95% 

confidence level. Fundamentally, error was propagated for all calculated variables using the partial 

derivative method. This is described in Appendix F, examples are included, and the experimental data 

reduction script is available in Appendix K.4.1. Uncertainty in final values was written in terms of standard 

error of the mean because all metrics were time averaged. 
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Figure 3.29. Schematic of the LSWT test-section outfitted with a collection of transducers. 

Table 3-2: Summary of transducer specifications. 

Component Measurement Range Uncertainty Location 

Load Cell  

ATI SI-130-10 

Gamma 

x,y,z force 

x,y,z torque 
Fx,y: ±130N 

Fz: ±400N 

Tx,y,x: ±10 Nm 

x,y: 1/10 N 

z: 1/5 N 

x,y,z: 1/200Nm 

mounted under LSWT 

plate 

Seven-Hole Probe 

using 

Omega PX139 

u,v,w velocity 

total, static 

pressure 

±7 kPa 

60o flow angle 

1o yaw 

0.6o pitch 

2% 𝑝𝑜 

3% 𝑞, 𝑝 

traverse plane 

x= 3𝐷𝑓𝑎𝑛 

wall pressure taps 

using 

Omega PX139 

static pressure ±7 kPa 0.3% full scale 

21 Pa 

test-section inlet plane 

and 

x~30𝐷𝑓𝑎𝑛 

pitot-static probe 

using 

Omega PX139 

total velocity 

static pressure 
±7 kPa 

<5o AoA 

2% 𝑝, 𝑞 x~30𝐷𝑓𝑎𝑛 

FLIR Flea3 CMOS light intensity 

images 

3.2 Mpix 

Monochrome 

59 fps 

3.2 Mpix 

(2 μm) 

 

outside test-section 

window 

or 

x=10𝐷𝑓𝑎𝑛 

K-Type 

Thermocouple 

fluid 

temperature 

0oC ~ 1250oC 2.2oC or 2% x=3𝐷𝑓𝑎𝑛, y=3𝐷𝑓𝑎𝑛, 

z=0  

 

3.4.2 Load Cell 

 Two ATI Industrial Automation® F/T sensor Gamma (SI-130-10) six-component load cells 

measured structural forces and moments on the fa n assembly through the support struts, to which load cells 

FLIR 
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were connected to underneath the LSWT test-section, Figure 3.30. Loadcells, controlled by MATLAB, were 

read simultaneously at 3 kHz for 30 s through a 16-channel National InstrumentsTM USB-6218 DAQ. Data 

was then averaged, summed, and statistically analyzed by the scripts provided in Appendix K.2. In depth 

SOPs are described in Appendix H.6.  

 Summed average force measured by the load cells in the x-direction was related directly to net 

thrust through the near-field method and could validate CFD results. Off-axis forces could also be used to 

analyze the torque about the x-axis to indicate the strength of the twist load caused by the fan rotor-stator 

combination and the swirl interaction with the nozzle.  

 

Figure 3.30. Two ATI® Gamma loadcells secured under the LSWT test-section mounting plate. 

 

3.4.2.1  Calibration 

 The loadcell calibration provided by ATI® was verified using scientific weights and a digital 

handheld Newton scale. Linear agreement within sensor uncertainty was achieved between the load cell 

measurement and the handheld scale.   

3.4.3 Pressure Transducers 

 Pressure was measured using ±7 kPa Omega® PX139 transducers, which used a strain gauge to 

convert dry fluid pressure force into a measurable resistance change, through the NI USB-6343 DAQ. Two 

ports per transducer allowed for differential, gauge, and absolute pressure measurements. Pressure 

transducers were connected to wall taps and the seven-hole probe via silicon tubing. Boxes of eight pressure 
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transducers were created to allow for easy transportation and to provide shielding, one of several boxes is 

shown in Figure 3.31. Repeatability error was reported by Omega® to be 0.3% of full scale. The calibration 

procedure correlated voltage response to reference pressures from a water manometer, details are available 

in Appendix E.2. Sampling at 500 Hz for 2 seconds minimized repeatability error, Appendix E.2.1. 

 Pressure transducers were coupled with wall taps at the LSWT test-section entrance plane and a 

downstream pitot-static probe to provide reference measurements for experiments and CFD verification. 

They were also used extensively with the seven-hole probes. 

 

Figure 3.31. Pressure transducer box housing eight sensors connected externally to a probe via 

silicon tubing (left) and the interior showing individual PX139s and associated colored wiring 

(right). 

 

3.4.4 Seven-Hole Pressure Probe 

 A round tip seven-hole probe could determine the time-averaged velocity magnitude and 

directionality, as well as the dynamic and static pressure of an arbitrary flow up to incidence angles of 60o 

when operated in non-nulling mode. A rounded tip variant was used because the flow was subsonic. Seven-

holes permitted increased acceptable incidence angle by roughly 10o over similar five-hole variants because 
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at high angles the number of unseparated ports determines stability and uncertainty. Measurements from 

four unseparated ports must be extracted to provide meaningful 3-component flow information (Gerner, 

Maurer, and Gallington 1984). A schematic of how this would appear is shown in Figure 3.33. When used 

in tandem with the LSWT traverse rig, steady-state wake measurements of the fully three-dimensional fan 

exhaust flow could be recorded for analysis of momentum, vorticity, and mixing through the dependent 

variables.        

 
Figure 3.32. Seven-hole probe photographs. 

 

 
Figure 3.33. Illustration of flow separation around a conical seven-hole probe at high incidence 

angle from(Gerner, Maurer, and Gallington 1984). 

 

3.4.4.1  Calibration 

 Calibration involved varying the probe orientation with respect to a known flow field to measure 

the pressure difference between each port. The probe angle and port readings were then correlated by a 
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polynomial fit so the probe can be placed in an arbitrary flow field, details in Appendix E.3. The 

uncertainties resulting from the calibration process were averaged over the entire range of angles. Errors 

were: 1o yaw angle, 0.6o pitch angle, 2% of 𝑝𝑜, 3% for 𝑞 and 𝑝. This resulted in a combined uncertainty of 

the flow vector measurement of ±0.8o in angle and ±3%, or ±1 m/s, for the freestream velocity magnitude. 

Uncertainty analysis is in Appendix F.1.1. Root-mean-square seven-hole probe uncertainty was equally 

dominated by pressure transducer bias as it was calibration error.  

3.4.4.2  Alignment 

 Alignment of the probe involved the use of a carpenter’s square. The right angle was used to align 

the square with the traverse slit. The probe stem was then oriented to match the other side of the square at 

which point the traverse clamp was tightened in a crisscross pattern and re-evaluated. Probe misalignment 

would have resulted in earlier stall on the suction side of the probe, limiting the appropriate range of flow 

angles, and an angular bias. Bias would become clear upon post-processing if the freestream were 

constantly angled and not fully axial. 

3.4.4.3  Grid Spacing 

 Preliminary testing identified a 1 cm traverse grid spacing resolved small vortex features and 

reached momentum integration independence yet avoided unacceptable testing times where battery life was 

a concern, more detail is given in Appendix I.2.  

3.4.4.4  Data Processing 

 The conversion of seven pressure measurements, a reference pressure and a temperature into 3-

component velocity, 𝑝𝑜 and 𝑝 based on the unique probe calibration was scripted in FORTRAN 90 by 

(Crawford 2011). The SOP, Appendix H.7, for seven-hole probe experimentation as well as the testing 

script, Appendix K.3, and analysis script, Appendix K.4.1, are available.  
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3.4.5 FLIR Flea3 Camera 

 A FLIR® Flea3 USB3 CMOS monochrome camera captured images of laser-illuminated smoke at 

a resolution of 3.2 Mpix and up to 59 fps on a YZ-plane at x=3.5𝐷𝑓𝑎𝑛. A manual lens was used to control 

exposure, zoom, and focus. Prior to testing the mounted camera was focused on a black/white printed sheet 

of paper held at the laser sheet plane. Recording settings were controlled by FlyCapture® and could be 

adjusted during operation. ImageJ was used to threshold, stack, and scale, etc. the individual images to 

produce a temporally averaged images with strong intensity gradients permitting length scale measurements 

and identification of structures not clear in individual frames. The steps in processing a sequence of raw 

images is outlined in Table 3-3.  

Table 3-3. Image processing method used in ImageJ. 

Step Resulting Picture Comments 

Take Reference 

Image 

 

• Similar lighting conditions 

as laser sheet operation. 

 

• Used for reference length 

cm/pix correlation. 

 

• Used as constant 

background. 

Record Image 

Sequence 

 

• One of 100’s of images 

(usually 120 frames). 

 

• Similar background despite 

added laser scattering off 

seed particles. 
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Delete Backgrounds 

and Stack Maximum 

Intensity Pixels 

 

• Single time-averaged image 

remains. 

 

• No background. 

 

• Any small high-intensity 

specks are mainly 

mosquitos. 

 

Threshold and Shift 

 

• Set pixel intensities under 

5% to black and color by 

intensity to clearly identify 

feature boundaries. 

 

• Shift the image to correct 

for perspective angle 

between camera and fan x-

axis. 

 

• Image permits vortex size 

measurements.  

 

• Notice translation of the 

bright spot in the upper-left 

corner. 

Add Reference 

Image (Optional) 

 

• Sum the processed image of 

the illuminated seed 

particles with a clear 

reference image to show a 

clear picture. 

 

• Note: this example is not 

from the same sequence as 

above. 

  

3.4.6 Hotwire Anemometer 

 A constant temperature single sensor hot-wire probe, the Dantec Dynamics® 55P16 CTA, was used 

to measure temporal velocity on the traverse plane which allowed the characterization of LSWT turbulence 

intensity, length scale, and decay rate. The probe used a 5 μm diameter, 1.25 mm long, tungsten wire as the 
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conductor. A high frequency Wheatstone bridge, the MiniCTA 54T42, generated the voltage response as 

convection varied over the wire. The voltages were recorded by the NITM USB 9125 high-speed DAQ and 

converted to mean velocity and turbulent fluctuations by the MiniCTA software package or MATLAB. 

Alignment was like that of the seven-hole probe. Calibration procedure and verification are described in 

Appendix E.4 while uncertainty analysis is in Appendix F.1.2. Suffice to say, calibration error combined 

with repeatability error resulted in a 3% error in velocity when the flow was sampled at 3 kHz for 8192 

samples. CTA measurements yielded the results shown in Section 3.1.3.   

3.4.7 Thermocouples 

 Freestream flow temperature was measured by K-type thermocouples, compatible with 

temperatures between -200oC and 1350oC. The measurement uncertainty was the larger of 2.2oC and 2%. 

This made them suited for long average temperature measurements and not instantaneous readings which 

was acceptable over the course of the hour-long tests. The LSWT flow temperature was exclusively dictated 

by external ambient conditions. A hardware compensation circuit avoided the need for an ice bath reference 

junction. The circuit was connected to the NITM USB-6343 DAQ and sampled at 500 Hz for 2 seconds at 

every traverse step and averaged. A single reference temperature was sufficient to describe density via the 

ideal gas law.   
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Chapter 4. CFD Methodology 

 Two distinct computational studies were performed. One study was performed to investigate the 

usefulness of the CFD approach in resolving the significant features of fan-stator and swirl-mixer 

interaction to analyze mixing, forces, and vorticity when validated with experimental data. The other set of 

simulations encompassed a parametric study of mixer designs on a full-scale axisymmetric turbofan engine 

to investigate the shape and performance behavior. CFD methodologies overlap significantly but 

distinctions will be necessary between the ‘full-scale CFD’ and ‘small-scale low-Mach (validation) CFD’.   

4.1 Resources 

 The validation CFD used Siemens Solid Edge version ST7, ST12 and ST20 CAD software to design 

the detailed 3D geometry. Otherwise, the ANSYS® version 18.3 software suite was used exclusively. From 

geometry creation to mesh conversion/import into the solver ANSYS® Workbench was used. Therein, 

ANSYS® Design Modeler created the numerical domain, ANSYS® Meshing discretized the domain, and 

ANSYS® Fluent solved the governing equations to convergence and exported metrics for data analysis. The 

majority of contour and line figures were created in Tecplot® 360 2017 R2.   

 Geometry generation, mesh creation, and solver setup was performed on a desktop computer 

running Microsoft® Windows 10 Pro 64-bit with an Intel® Core i5 6500 at 3.2 GHz processor and 16.0 GB 

of dual-channel RAM at 1063 MHz. Then solution iteration occurred on the Centre for Advanced 

Computing’s (CAC’s) Frontenac computer cluster. Individual tasks could occupy 16 cores and 64 GB of 

RAM on Intel® Xeon® E5-2650V4 2.7 GHz processors running Linux. The entire process was highly 

automated to increase efficiency and reduce user error, these scripts will be referenced herein.       

4.2 Computational Domain 

 In this section, the methods used in the generation of the geometry and mesh are described. 
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4.2.1 Validation CFD Fluid Domain 

 The 3D fluid volume to be discretized for the validation study included the full LSWT test-section 

dimensions extended to total length of 37𝐷𝑓𝑎𝑛. A preliminary plenum study indicated the solution was 

independent of the enforced boundary condition when given 12𝐷𝑓𝑎𝑛 inlet development and 25𝐷𝑓𝑎𝑛 wake 

development lengths.    

 The ducted fan was reverse engineered based on the manufacturer drawings and caliper 

measurements. The fan-stator details were not provided by the manufacturer. So, a trace of the fan tip was 

taken. With a known rpm and fan tip radius the flow angles were determined, and assuming free-vortex 

radial equilibrium, an estimate of the blade twist was calculated allowing the rotor blade to be generated in 

Siemens® ST12. Following this, the stator was similarly recreated assuming it was inclined to match the 

absolute velocity leaving the rotor stage and was designed to remove all swirling flow to maximize thrust 

efficiency. Lastly, the nacelle and lobed mixer CAD files were smoothed based on a filter tolerance and 

features, like screw holes and gaps of less than 1 mm, were manually removed. Smoothing was vital to 

avoid low quality elements or an unnecessarily large cell count to resolve aerodynamically irrelevant 

features. The ducted fan, mixing nozzle, and nacelle were assembled so a Boolean subtraction between the 

fluid volume and the assembly resulted in the fluid domain shown in Figure 4.1. 

 Extra care had to be taken to separate the absolute reference frame from that of the fan swept 

volume where a relative frame was to capture the time-averaged flow produced by the frozen rotor using 

the multiple reference frame method. The fan volume was defined between the two vertical lines in Figure 

4.1 just upstream and downstream of the fan blades. Then the duct radius for the fan stage sets the radial 

extents. These lines continue for meshing convenience but do nothing when outside of the fan swept 

volume.   
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Figure 4.1. Computational domain of ducted fan with lobed mixer in the LSWT.  

 

4.2.2 Full-Scale Fluid Domain 

 Following the design of the baseline turbofan engine 2D axisymmetric geometry through the engine 

model, detailed in Chapter 6, the 3D CFD domain was generated for the full-scale study according to the 

desired numerical approach and with consideration of the available resources. Simplifying choices were 

required.  

 First, reducing the engine geometric complexity was a priority. So, the core engine was not 

resolved, and BCs established the inlet and outlet flow properties according to the engine model. This 

approach was popular in literature because of the vast amount of cell savings, on the order of 100’s of 

millions. Little was sacrificed in terms of mixer design and comparison, if anything, the reduction in degrees 

of freedom added clarity to the parametric study by not relying on the capture of complex flow features or 

introducing geometry errors in the core. Further, the low-pressure fan and stator blades were not resolved 

but modeled using a volume source term method, detailed in Section 4.3.5, to avoid truncating the geometry 

in the axial direction and neglecting the impact of swirl. Again, this project was not concerned with detailed 
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blade design. It was preferable to have consistent fan pressure rise (FPR) and swirl distribution based on 

known source terms than to add geometric complexity and added design uncertainty from the blades 

themselves. Finally, the axisymmetric domain was angularly segmented about the x-axis to contain one 

lobe in a pie slice. For a 12-lobe mixing nozzle this meant a 30o domain angle and 1/12th the volume of a 

full 360o domain.  

 Second, the domain extents could be reduced by performing a plenum independence study in an 

iterative process with the grid independence study. The initial plenum was purposely oversized according 

to (Mund, Doulgeris, and Pilidis 2007) in the upstream, downstream, and radial direction. Grid uncertainty 

was then established with confidence that the plenums did not bias the solution by forcing streamline 

curvature at the boundaries. Then plenum lengths were reduced until sensitivity of the key design metrics 

was observed for the default engine geometry operating in top-of-climb (TOC) conditions, as shown in 

Table 4-1. A 5𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑛 inlet length, 15𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑛 wake length and 4𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑛 radial height successfully reduced cell count 

by ~2 million elements (12%) and maintained grid independence. The solutions were insensitive to inlet 

length because FPR and mid-span 𝑀 were stable. Figure 4.2 illustrates that radial confinement caused the 

near-field drag to increase as the transonic flow development on the external nacelle surface was restricted 

by the close proximity of the symmetry BC enforcing parallel streamlines on the surface. Yes, the wing-

engine interference drag was highly significant but not relevant to the parametric study of the mixing 

nozzles. Within this scope the engine was entirely decoupled from the wing, and future research can 

minimize integration drag through careful pylon design and lobed mixer optimization. Meanwhile, core and 

bypass thrust were also augmented by the wake length, which changed the back pressure, simultaneous 

with the bypass-external and bypass-core flow interaction at the nozzle trailing edges. 
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Table 4-1. Plenum study on full-scale default engine geometry at TOC. 

Plenum 

(inlet, wake, radius) 

𝑪𝒅,𝑵𝑭 𝑪𝑭𝒕,𝒃𝒚 𝑪𝑭𝒕,𝒄 𝑭𝑷𝑹 𝑴𝒇𝒂𝒏,𝒎 

(8𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑛, 20𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑛, 7.5𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑛) 0.768  

(=) 

0.799  

(=) 

0.721  

(=) 

1.664  

(=) 

0.705  

(=) 

(5𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑛, 15𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑛, 5𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑛) 0.787 

(+2.5%) 

0.798  

(-0.1%) 

0.721  

(=) 

1.662  

(-0.1%) 

0.705  

(=) 

(5𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑛, 15𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑛, 2𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑛)* 1.247  

(+62%) 

0.793  

(-0.7%) 

0.765  

(+5.8%) 

1.658  

(-0.4%) 

0.712  

(+1%) 

(3.5𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑛, 10𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑛, 3.5𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑛) 1.049  

(36%) 

0.794  

(-0.6%) 

0.727  

(+0.8%) 

1.670  

(+0.4%) 

0.703  

(-0.3%) 

*: the radial boundary is set as a no-slip wall to investigate wing-engine interaction 

 

(a): (3.5𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑛, 10𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑛, 3.5𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑛) 

 

(b): (8𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑛, 20𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑛, 7.5𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑛) 

Figure 4.2. Contours of Mach number on the periodic plane taken at TOC for two plenums.  
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 Geometric changes depend on 2D point data to define the axisymmetric engine shape and 3D point 

data to define the mixing nozzle outlet shape. ANSYS Workbench 18 allowed these data files to be altered 

and the changes propagated through the CAD-to-mesh process, described in Appendix 0, saving 

approximately 2 hours per test. Generating new geometries was a rapid process if the size of the matrices 

were maintained so the node connections were consistent. Changing the engine geometry was especially 

vital for designing the nacelle intake treatment and allowing for altering the nozzle length (where the pink 

lines start in Figure 4.3). Mixer outlet shape was vital for the parametric study (red lines with black dots in 

Figure 4.3). The domain for one scalloped mixer design (16-2.76-2.3-0.5-0.33) is shown in Figure 4.3.  

 

Figure 4.3. Computational domain of an axisymmetric full-scale scalloped mixer design (code:16-

2.76-2.3-0.5-0.33). 

 

4.2.3 Grid Structure 

 The objective of a mesh was to discretize the fluid domain with high quality cells of appropriate 

density to capture local flow gradients, minimizing the error/sensitivity of the chosen interpolation scheme 

while avoiding over refinement. Mesh generation methodology involved a distinct tradeoff between control 

over the mesh and generation time. A structured hexahedral (hexa) mesh provided the greatest control and 

cell quality but required careful blocking and node spacing. On the other hand, an unstructured tetrahedral 
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(tetra) mesh, generated by the top-down Octree method for example, provided a near instant mesh based 

on limited settings like cell maximum, minimum, and growth rate. An unstructured meshing approach was 

chosen here for two reasons: 

• The parametric study required many geometries to be meshed. Scripting a blocking routine may 

have not been possible given the range of shapes. 

• Modern solution algorithms were capable of discretizing complex and low-quality cells to bring 

the solution to convergence, see Appendix C.2. Turnaround time was the main problem, and time 

spent on building a hexa-mesh can eclipse added iterating time with a spatially inefficient tetra-

mesh.     

The mesh was generated in ANSYS® Meshing 18.0 through the ANSYS® Workbench 18.0 software 

collection to permit script and graphical user interface (GUI) based CAD-to-mesh automation.   

4.2.3.1  Surface Meshing 

 For the validation CFD, ANSYS® Meshing 18.0’s patch conforming method was applied to the 

fluid domain producing a surface mesh via the Advancing Front method that respects all faces and edges 

of the geometry larger than the defeature size of 5×10-6 m. This was recommended for well-defined 

geometries to avoid the jagged surfaces observed when using the patch independent method. Triangular 

surface cells were generated based on the maximum face size set on individual surface parts. The surface 

mesh on the ducted fan is shown in Figure 4.4 using an XY section view located at the z-coordinate of the 

stator vane midspan in that direction. Cell size was refined by an order of magnitude from the duct walls to 

the nacelle surface and again to the fan blade surface to resolve the geometry and allow for a cell growth 

rate of 1.2 in the surface normal direction. The same strategy was used for full-scale CFD. 
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Figure 4.4. Surface mesh on the ducted fan for the validation CFD. 

 

4.2.3.2  Volume Meshing  

  The Advancing Front algorithm continued to generate the volume mesh using tetrahedral elements 

away from the surfaces according to the growth rate set on said surfaces, the maximum body element size 

and local size restrictions from density regions. Again, Advancing Front was recommended because volume 

meshes were quicker to generate from high quality surfaces meshes versus the top-down Octree approach 

which attempts to divide volume elements until the surface is resolved to some tolerance. Furthermore, 

Advancing Front was not restricted to factor 2 cell volume transition which would be inconvenient for 

smooth growth to the freestream. Between the fan swept volume and the rest of the domain non-conformal 

elements with hanging nodes existed. This was not an issue for modern solution algorithms. The volume 

mesh is illustrated in Figure 4.5. 
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 Efficiently resolving the high gradients in the boundary layers required volume refinement in the 

wall normal direction by changing tetrahedral cells to high aspect ratio prism cells. Wall functions were 

used because separation was unexpected for well-designed mixing nozzles and nacelles at 0o AoA, and 

because the desired y+ was >30 versus <5. Therefore, a first layer height of 4×10-4 m lied at a y+ of 

approximately 35 where the log-law region began. The layer continued to grow at a geometric rate of 1.1 

for up to 6 layers, terminating when the y+ was > 200 and wall normal refinement could return to general 

isotropic resolution as seen in Figure 4.5. Again, the same strategy was used for the full-scale CFD requiring 

little special attention other than different dimensions. 

 
Figure 4.5. Volume mesh around the ducted fan for the validation CFD. 

  

4.2.3.3  Mesh Quality 

 The quality of a mesh could significantly impact solution accuracy because one problem element 

can lead to undamped oscillations in residuals or even full divergence. High skewness led to error when the 

discretization scheme and interpolation scheme required accurate cell centers to calculate flow gradients 

and face values. Similarly, high aspect ratio could present problems too. Ideally all cells would be cubes to 

maximize quality in general. This was unrealistic due to the desire for cell growth in flow regions with 
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shallow gradients and the complexity of most geometries. If one metric were to define mesh quality, it 

would be the orthogonal quality. Based on a series of vectors, shown in Figure 4.6, the overall distortion of 

the cell in question, relative to its neighbors, could be quantified. Vectors were drawn between the cell 

centroid and its faces (red), normal to the cell faces (green) and from cell centroid to neighboring cell 

centroid (blue) (FLUENT 2005). For each face, the projection between the face normal and the other two 

vectors was taken. The highest angle over all calculations, 8 just for one tetra, was used to define the 

orthogonal quality of that cell. So, it describes cell skewness whilst accounting for neighboring cell aspect 

ratio.  

 
Figure 4.6. Vectors used to compute orthogonal quality, available in the Fluent manual (FLUENT 

2005). 

 

 The mesh shown in Figure 4.5 used 14.8 million elements and 38.3 million nodes to discretize a 

volume of 7.19 m3. The distribution of elements is provided in Table 4-2 and a summary of cell quality is 

provided in Table 4-3. The element breakdown illustrates how y+ influences total cell count. In this case, a 

first cell y+ of 35 resulted in prisms taking up 23% of the total cell count but only covering 3% of the 

volume. In terms of quality, the mesh had a standard spread. Minimum quality was a little low and the 

maximum aspect quality somewhat high. However, high aspect ratios in prism layers were not concerning 

and the mesh could be re-evaluated if convergence problems were encountered. Note, the full-scale meshes 
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had higher minimum quality elements because the difficult blade trialing edges and blade-wall junctions 

were not meshed.  

Table 4-2. Breakdown of element type in validation CFD mesh. 

Cell Type Number of 

Elements 

Number / Total Number Volume % 

Tetrahedral (Tet4) 1.13×107 0.764 96.87 

6-Sided Wedges/Prism (Wed6) 3.47×106 0.234 3.12 

5-Sided Pyramids (Pyr5) 1.61×103 1.1×10-4 0.01 

 

Table 4-3. Breakdown of element quality of validation CFD mesh. 

Metric Minimum Maximum Average Standard 

Deviation 

Orthogonal Quality 0.008  

(fan volume) 

0.982 0.797 0.163 

Aspect Ratio 1 140 2.2 1.77 

Skewness - - 0.259 0.164 

 

4.2.3.4  Mesh Independence 

  The precision of the solution to the linearized system of equations depends on the grid spacing and 

discretization scheme and how closely they approximate the actual partial differential equations that were 

being modeled through the solver. A high-order interpolation scheme coupled with an ultra-fine mesh 

asymptotically approached the exact equation. If the mesh was too coarse, convergence to the wrong 

approximation was possible. Too fine, convergence time increase depending on the processor architecture. 

So, there was a need to evaluate the impact the mesh density had on performance metrics to determine their 

uncertainty and ensure the proper solution was reached by comparing parameters for several meshes 

extrapolated to an infinite mesh size. This was accomplished using the popular Grid Convergence Index 

(GCI) method (Celik et al. 2008), a staple in CFD publications. It was important to note though, errors in 

modeling and boundary condition were not accounted for by GCI. For full-scale, the solutions were limited 
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by the fan-stator UDF, the simplified engine geometry, and the confidence in the core engine BCs. For the 

low-Mach case, discrepancies in the reverse engineering of the blades was not accounted for.  

 The GCI method was based on Richardson Extrapolation between solutions at a representative cell 

size and zero. For each parameter studied, the order, the relative error between meshes, and the error to 

infinite mesh was computed. Data provided by (Celik et al. 2008) allowed a MATLAB script to be validated, 

script given in Appendix M.4. To obtain 7 metrics for analysis, converged solutions were calculated on 5 

globally refined meshes, with a size ratio greater than 1.3, on the full-scale baseline engine geometry 

operating at TOC conditions. Each parameter was normalized by its value on the infinite grid. The trend 

with global cell size is shown in Figure 4.7. The total element counts were 106, 2×106, 4×106, 8×106 and, 

12×106 (shown right to left on Figure 4.7). The fine GCI is illustrated by the error bars at Δ𝑥/Δ𝑥1 = 0 and 

is representative of all future simulations having mesh sizes greater than or equal to 12×106. 

 

Figure 4.7. GCI study of 7 metrics on 5 meshes for the full-scale baseline geometry at TOC. 

 

𝑭𝑵𝑭 

𝑭𝒈,𝒃𝒚 

𝑭𝒈,𝒄 

�̇�𝒄 

�̇�𝒃𝒚 

𝑭𝑷𝑹 

𝑴𝒓𝒐𝒕𝒐𝒓,𝒎 
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 The statistical analysis of each parameter is provided in Table 4-4. Visually it is clear that near-

field drag was most stable with grid size, because the flow was attached, and Mach number at the midspan 

of the fan was the most sensitive. All metrics approached their infinite mesh value monotonically. However, 

the order of the fit on near-field drag was <1 causing it to have the largest extrapolation uncertainty despite 

being very stable. 𝐹𝑥,𝑁𝐹 was a function of the most variables (shear and pressure) on the largest area (all 

the walls). Yet the uncertainty in 𝐹𝑥,𝑁𝐹 was ±4% and the fine GCI was ±1%. Overall, error in CFD 

measurements due solely to discretization was on the order of 1%. 

Table 4-4. Results of the Grid Uncertainty Analysis. 

Parameter 𝑭𝑵𝑭 𝑭𝒈,𝒃𝒚 𝑭𝒈,𝒄 �̇�𝒄 �̇�𝒃𝒚  FPR 𝑴𝒓𝒐𝒕𝒐𝒓,𝒎 

Fine GCI [%] 1% 0.1% 0.3% 1% 0.3% 0.3% 0.6% 

Coarse GCI [%] 1% 0.3% 1% 3% 0.5% 0.6% 2% 

Fit Order 1 4 6 3 3 4 4 

 

4.3 Case Setup and Solving 

 Case setup involved every step taken in ANSYS® Fluent 18.3 to take the mesh from a discretized 

volume to the aerodynamic simulation using the appropriate governing equations and solution schemes. 

Case setup also prepared the simulation for post-processing by introducing custom-field-functions (user 

defined variables) and point, plane and, volumes for later analysis. Case setup was scripted, see Appendix 

M.2, to ensure repeatability, reduce user error, and save time. The script simply used the Fluent 18.3 TUI 

interface. Separate post-processing scripts, example in Appendix M.3, were run in post to gather specific 

data and save it to categorized files. For example, ones ready for Tecplot figure generation.  

4.3.1 Boundary Conditions 

 Closure for the interior flow equations was provided by fixed settings at the extents of the domain. 

These are boundary conditions, and they are required on all surfaces. Boundary conditions (BCs) were 

essential to define the operating conditions of a simulation and must be chosen as accurately as possible to 

the actual scenario that is being modeled. In this case, experimentally derived inlet conditions were used in 
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the validation study and operating conditions were calculated in the engine model for the core and fan speed 

in the full-scale simulation. BCs for full-scale simulations at takeoff and TOC, and low-Mach simulations 

are shown in Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9 respectively. These BCs were irrespective of the geometry as they 

represent the LSWT test-section flow and the engine setpoint. In this section, each BC was discussed.   

 

Figure 4.8. BCs for the full-scale engine simulations at takeoff and TOC conditions. BCs and UDF 

regions are annotated in red and blue. 

 

 

Figure 4.9. BCs for the low-Mach validation simulations of the lobed mixer. BCs and altered cell 

zone regions are annotated in red and blue. 

 

(Slip-Wall) 
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4.3.1.1  Pressure-Inlet 

 For the full-scale CFD, compressible flow and an unknown inlet BC velocity, because of the fan 

suction, together discredit the use of the velocity-inlet BC. So, a pressure-inlet must be applied to establish 

the unknowns in the RANS equations on the inlet plane. These unknowns were still 𝑢, 𝑣, 𝑤, and 𝑇. To do 

this, 𝑝𝑜 was set according to the aircraft speed and altitude because setting just 𝑝 would lead to divergence 

from a numerical error as the pressure gradient is set and the velocity must balance it exactly. There was 

no direct equation for 𝑝𝑜 in RANS. For subsonic compressible flow, the isentropic compressible flow 

equations solve velocity based on the set BC 𝑝𝑜 and the 𝑝 initial condition or previous iteration. Therefore, 

velocity was computed throughout the simulation to convergence. Because the freestream flow was 

subsonic, static pressure at the outlet can propagate upstream.  

4.3.1.2  Pressure-Outlet 

 A pressure-outlet BC was applied at the exit plane of the domain. Based on a specified static 

pressure all other properties were computed. Care was taken to ensure the pressure-outlet was far enough 

downstream to avoid unphysical flow curvature. This was done in the plenum study. Forcing zero pressure 

gradient at the boundary meant that no streamline curvature was possible at the exit. 

4.3.1.3  No-Slip Walls 

 All walls were described as adiabatic, no-slip surfaces with standard roughness modeled with a 0.5 

constant equivalent to tightly packed sand grain roughness. Including any roughness was found to better 

predict separation (Persh 1952) by accounting for differences in 𝜏𝑤 according to drag data from Nikuradse 

(FLUENT 2005) and by correcting for 𝑦+ equivalent to half the roughness heigh. Heat transfer into all 

solids was set to zero by the adiabatic condition, therefore the solid was not meshed. In the full-scale CFD 

this meant lobed mixer heating was not analyzed but could be interesting in future research to determine 

thermal stresses and ensure the proper material selection.  
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4.3.1.4  Symmetry 

 Conservation across the symmetry ensured no convection occurred across it. It was essentially a 

slip-wall when kept planar, eliminating the boundary layer, while not allowing flow to cross the surface. 

Thus, it defined a streamline. The plenum study evaluates how far the symmetry plane must be to avoid 

confinement effects. This was a convenient way to provide closure to the sides of the full-scale domain.   

4.3.1.5  Periodic 

 Periodic boundaries were used to study a series of identical angular domains ordered next to each 

other about the engine axis in full-scale CFD. This was permitted because the engine geometry was 

axisymmetric, the wing was ignored, and the domain resembled a pie slice having a curved outer surface. 

A periodic boundary condition used a pair of coupled surfaces to account and conserve the transport of flow 

through the sides of the domain.  

4.3.1.6  Velocity-Inlet  

 A velocity-inlet BC interpolated 2D profiles of the LSWT test-section inlet 𝑢, 𝑣, 𝑤, 𝑇, 𝑘, and 𝜖 

values onto the inlet BC surface to directly match each of the unknowns in the RANS equations. Similarly, 

the relationship between 𝑇 and 𝜌 was expressed by the ideal-gas law.    

 The profiles, shown in Figure 4.10, were obtained from an auxiliary square duct simulation where 

flow developed along the duct while monitors probed the wall normal direction and compared the flow with 

experimentally measured values. When 𝑢 and 𝑇𝑢 were equal, within error, profiles of 𝑢, 𝑣, 𝑤, 𝑇, 𝑘, and 𝜖 

were extracted one domain length upstream for use as inlet BCs. Agreement was generally within 

transducer uncertainty except where the one-wire CTA was exposed to the complex BL flow.  
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Figure 4.10. One-wire CTA u and Tu profiles matched to square duct simulations for inlet BC 

extrapolation. 

 

4.3.2 Multiple Reference Frame Approach 

 Time averaged swirl produced by flow-rotor interaction was modeled at one rotor angular position 

using the multiple reference frame (MRF) approach. Often called the frozen rotor method for 

turbomachinery (ANSYS 2008). MRF was a compromise between a temporal solution with sliding mesh, 

which was computationally expensive, and a volume source term method where the blades were not 

resolved. Here elements in the fan swept volume were assigned a rotational speed of 733 rad/s with a 

rotation vector through the -x-axis. Each cell center in the relative reference frame had a distance vector 

from the axis of rotation to compute centrifugal force, Coriolis force, and the interaction with the rotor by 

introducing the relative velocity into the RANS equations inside of the MRF volume.    

4.3.3 Solver Settings 

 ANSYS® FLUENT 18.3 was selected as the solver for all simulations. The 3D double-precision 

steady solver was used throughout. In this section, the schemes used to discretize, couple pressure and 
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velocity, and solve the Navier-Stokes equations are detailed. Appendix C provides a discussion on relevant 

CFD theory. 

4.3.3.1  Discretization Scheme 

 Results were obtained using second-order upwind discretization schemes to interpolate cell center 

values to cell faces for momentum, 𝑘, 𝜖, and energy while standard second-order was applied to 𝑝. The 

stability from the upwind formulation was helpful when the mesh was unstructured. In the full-scale 

simulations, often first-order upwind schemes were used after initialization to maximize stability until the 

residuals started to steadily drop and the discretization could be changed to second-order upwind.       

4.3.3.2  Solver Type 

 𝑀∞ was 0.1 in the low-Mach scaled experiments/CFD making the segregated pressure-based solver 

appropriate to compute the scalar transport equations sequentially. A pressure-velocity coupling scheme 

was required by the segregated solver to ensure the momentum equations satisfy continuity. This was 

achieved through the Coupled scheme because it was found to be robust, iteration efficient and allowed for 

implicit relaxation depending on the flow Courant number. Though the SIMPLE algorithm would be 

equally viable for the low-Mach simulations because of the lack of strong thermodynamic effects on top of 

incompressibility. Meanwhile, at full-scale transonic flow and jet mixing forced the use of the density-

based formulation to capture the strong pressure-density relationship.  

4.3.4 Physical Models 

 Capturing possible flow separation, swirl, and mixing drove turbulence modeling choices for small 

and full scale. Literature suggested that the SST turbulence model predicted flow separation with high 

degree of accuracy. Yet, SST should use a high-quality, high resolution, surface mesh and a wall 𝑦+ of 

unity was recommended, making the element count beyond the scope. Therefore, a range of turbulence 

models were tested including RNG, Rke, and SST with 𝑦+>30. A summary of their strength and limitation 

was provided in Section 2.6.2. RNG had potential in swirling flows and thus has potential in mixer vorticity 
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modeling but this is accompanied by convergence difficulty. Rke predicted circulation well but struggled 

to converge when strain became too great.  

 Enhanced wall treatment was universally recommended when computational resources permit it. 

In this study the domain size, CAC access, license sharing, and the number of simulations put it outside of 

the scope. However, separation was unlikely for both small and full-scale. The most susceptible regions 

were the suction side of the mixing nozzles and the nacelle inlet. At design point and 0o incidence angle 

these devices were designed for no separation thus wall treatment was not necessary. So the viscous sub-

layer was modeled using the non-equilibrium wall functions described in Section 2.6.2.3 permitting a wall 

y+ ≈ 30 and still had acceptable performance under moderate APG.    

4.3.5 Fan-Stator Source Term User Defined Function 

 A distribution of momentum and energy source terms was applied to elements in toroid volumes 

swept by the virtual fan and stator to mimic the effect of blade resolving simulations in the full-scale study 

though an in-house user define function (UDF).  Inputs to the UDF included fan inlet Mach number, rpm, 

𝑟𝑡, and 𝑟ℎ. All of which were based off the engine model and target engine specifications. Expressions were 

derived for the rotor volume to satisfy free vortex radial equilibrium. Tangential velocity was imparted to 

the flow by a momentum source equation inspired by (ANSYS 2008), 

 
𝑆𝑡 = 2

𝑊𝑟

𝑐Ω

̇
  , 

4.1 

where fan power, �̇� = �̇�𝑢𝑣𝜃,2, was a function of fan rpm, inlet 𝑀, and fan deflection angle according to 

𝑢𝑣𝜃,2 = Ω𝑟𝑀𝑎 tan𝛼2 and 𝑐 = 𝜋ℎ(𝑟𝑖𝑝
2 (2𝑟𝑡

2 − 𝑟𝑖𝑝
2 ) − 𝑟ℎ

4) was a function of the toroid width (ℎ was volume 

over area) and the radius of maximum 𝑣𝜃 defined as 𝑟𝑖𝑝 was set according to the free vortex assumption. 

Regarding the engine model and UDF, 𝑐 refers to the flow velocity in the absolute reference frame and 

station 1 and 2 are on either side of the fan. The radial momentum source was based on the local 𝑟 from the 

fan rotation axis, 𝜌, and the computed 𝑣𝜃, 
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𝑆𝑟 = −2

𝜌𝑣𝜃
2

𝑟
  . 

4.2 

The negative sign was necessary since the source term was applied to the right-hand side of the Navier-

Stokes equation. The axial velocity source term was a function of FPR over the fan zone length according 

to  

 𝑆𝑎 = 𝛥𝑝/ℎ  . 4.3 

The rotor energy source term was dependent on the work applied to rotate the flow, 

 
𝐸 =

�̇�𝑟Ω(𝑣𝜃,2 − 𝑣𝜃,1)

𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒
 , 

4.4 

where 𝑟 is determined at each element of the volume. Tangential velocity was extracted in the stator domain 

and converted to 𝑝 to produce swirl free flow in the bypass. No work was done across the stator therefore 

the energy source term conserved stagnation enthalpy.  

 Great care was taken in preliminary studies to match the engine model FPR to the CFD FPR by 

adjusting the UDF 𝑀1, rpm, and the source term interpolation scheme. Perfect agreement was unrealistic 

as the total pressure losses were calculated in CFD and only assumed in the engine model. The UDF 

successfully generated tangential velocity according to free vortex radial equilibrium inside the fan volume 

to be later removed in the stator as shown in Figure 4.11 without truncating the geometry or ignoring the 

intake. Meanwhile, the intake treatment itself had to be designed to limit acceleration due to curvature, 

provide adequate diffusion to 𝑀1 = 0.7 where 𝑀∞ = 0.85, and account for the higher mass flow rate at 

takeoff increasing the local AoA due to the expanded streamtube as shown in Figure 4.12. The difference 

between the engine model (described in Chapter 6) and UDF tangential velocity was shown in Figure 4.13 

and illustrates the impact of intake losses, boundary layers, and to a greater extent intake separation had on 

the source terms (note intake separation was reduced in final intake geometries). Guidance from literature 

and several iterations of intake design was required. In general, this method obtained a realistic bypass flow 
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for downstream mixer interaction without the need for designing and resolving the geometrically complex 

fan blades just to obtain their associated losses. Fan blade design was outside the scope. At the same time, 

lobed mixer analysis using uniform bypass and core conditions would have been unrepresentative of the 

actual flow. 

 

Figure 4.11. Tangential velocity source and sink in the fan and stator of the low-pressure system at 

TOC.  

 

 
   a) TOC      b) Takeoff 

Figure 4.12. Axial velocity contours and streamlines at engine intake illustrating flow acceleration 

due to curvature, streamtube flow inclination, and separation for this intake design.  

 

𝒗𝜽/𝑼𝒃𝒍𝒂𝒅𝒆 

𝒖/𝑼∞ 𝒖/𝑼∞ 
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Figure 4.13. Radial profiles of tangential velocity at the fan volume exit plane (Engine Model = 

symbols, CFD = lines).  

   

4.3.6 Solution Procedure 

 In this section, the methods employed to initialize, control, and monitor convergence were 

discussed.  

4.3.6.1  Initialization 

 Prior to iteration, the domain required initial values to start the solution process. At present, two 

methods existed to fill the domain. First, the boundary interpolation method, or hybrid initialization, solved 

the Laplace equation, producing a velocity and pressure field between the boundaries. Also, temperature 

and turbulence variables were averaged. This method assumed incompressible irrotational inviscid flow, 

and tended to breakdown at stagnation points. Thus, hybrid initialization was not advised here. Second, the 

flow field could be initialized by constant values set manually or by one of the BCs. Therefore, setting the 

entire flow field to the freestream conditions the domain could be initialized in the most trivial manner. 

This is what was done to achieve a robust solution initialization.   

𝒗𝜽,𝟐/𝑼𝒃𝒍𝒂𝒅𝒆,𝒎 
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4.3.6.2  Relaxation 

 During iteration, relaxation methods could accelerate convergence and avoid divergence by 

adjusting the rate of change in flow variables. Implicit pseudo-transient relaxation was applied through 

‘solution-steering’ in the coupled pressure-velocity scheme. The Courant number was adjusted based on 

the residuals to adjust local under-relaxation factors (URFs) improving convergence rate and stability. 

Explicit URFs target variables directly and were set to 0.75 by default. It was not recommended to manually 

adjust URFs apart from early guidance if the solution was diverging soon after initialization. Low URFs 

artificially reduce the residuals by damping the rate of change in all flow parameters between iterations. 

Therefore, after dropping the URFs they must be increased back to the original value once convergence 

was achieved to ensure the solution was stable.  

4.3.6.3  Evaluating Convergence 

 The numerical scheme is converged if the solution of the discretized equations tends to the exact 

solution of the partial differential equations. The exact solution was not known so residuals evaluate 

discrepancies between the equations at every iteration. Iteration continued until an acceptable level was 

reached. Convergence was achieved for individual simulations when all normalized residuals decreased by 

3 orders of magnitude, the residuals were dropping linearly or were at machine precision, and monitored 

parameters were stable within 1% over 500 iterations. For example, the full-scale simulation of lobed mixer 

16-5-2.3-45-0 converged in 1500 iterations to a continuity residual of 10-4, k/𝜖 residuals of 10-6, and u, v, 

z, T residuals of 10-9.  Monitors were chosen based on the main performance parameters. 𝑝𝑜 after the fan, 

𝑀 leaving the core and bypass (or ducted fan), and wake 𝑇 evaluated how the intake, nozzle, and mixing 

flows were settling.       
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Chapter 5. Ducted Fan Experiments and Simulation 

 Experimental quantification of mixer performance was achieved through four major studies 

composed of data obtained by completing the test matrix shown in Table 5-1 at settings outlined in Table 

5-2.  

1. Velocity Distribution (blue in Table 5-1): 

a. Radial profile of 𝑢 and 𝑣𝜃 were analyzed from 7-hole probe traverse data to access the 

swirling jet produced by the fan. 

2. Flow Forces (red in Table 5-1): 

a. 6-component loadcells compared 𝐹𝑥 and 𝑇𝑥 for the round, lobed, and scalloped nozzles at 

several power settings to investigate the flow forces associated with thrust and angular 

momentum. 

3. Wake Analysis (green in Table 5-1): 

a. 2D 7-hole probe data at the traverse plane and laser sheet flow visualization qualitatively 

and quantitatively accessed wake vorticity (𝜁𝑥, 𝜁𝑛), far-field forces (𝐹𝑃, 𝐹𝐼) and, mixing 

performance (𝜙𝑝𝑜,  �̇�𝑒𝑛𝑡, 𝐼𝑝𝑜). 

b. Mechanisms for drag-mixing balance were identified. 

c. Round, lobed and, scalloped nozzles were studied.  

4. CFD Validation (orange in Table 5-1): 

a. RANS simulation of the lobed nozzle at full-power with the LSWT on using Rke, SST, 

and RNG turbulence models provided guidance for future full-scale simulations and 

studied the important parameters of the numerical method. 

b. Allowed for analysis of internal fan flow features and additional wake locations. 

c. Accessed the fan geometry obtained through reverse engineering.   
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Table 5-1. Test matrix of the low-Mach study. 

 Instrumentation 

Case Loadcell 1D 7-hole Probe 

Traverse 

2D 7-hole Probe 

Traverse 

Flowviz CFD 

Round Nozzle 

(RN) 

ABCDEFG BCDEFG FG F - 

RN 10o AoA F - F - - 

Lobed Nozzle (LN) BCDEFG - FG CDF FG 

LN 10o AoA F - F - - 

Scalloped Nozzle 

(SN) 

BCDEFG - FG F - 

SN 10o AoA F - F - - 

 

Table 5-2. Fan power setting codes. 

Legend Fan Throttle [%] 

A 0 

B 16.6 

C 33.3 

D 66.6 

E 83.3 

F 100 

G 100 (LSWT OFF) 

 

5.1 Flow Features 

 Identification of important flow feature helped guide future discussion. CFD using the Rke 

turbulence model of the lobed mixer was used to outline the fluid-geometry interaction in Figure 5.1. Flow 

interaction with the nacelle led to pressure and viscous drag on the surfaces as well as acceleration due to 

streamline curvature around the body. Stagnation pressure on the nacelle round, hub, and intermediate 

pressure on the lobe leading edges contributed to drag. While high pressure on the pressure side of the fan 

blades was necessary for lift, led to thrust, and is also shown. Despite the presence of APGs iso-surfaces of 
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zero axial-velocity found no flow separation in the domain. In the wake, the distinct nozzle perimeter 

produced a core jet surrounded by smaller jets according to the number of lobes and at the lobe width. 

Turbulent interaction was highest where the velocity gradients were strong which caused jet spreading. 

What was more, the oblong jets in the near wake have their major axis in the radial direction and were 

skewed by the hub weighted swirl. Jets became progressively circular because the shear along the minor 

axis was greater. Meanwhile, strong secondary effects were generated due to the three-dimensionality of 

the nozzle and the swirl flow. Normal vorticity was found to surround streamwise vortex structures and 

rode on top of BLs leading to small scale mixing along the jet perimeter, see Figure 5.2 at the virtual traverse 

planes. At the same time, large CRVPs, see Figure 5.2, were generated by each lobe crest-keel pair as the 

freestream and fan flow were deflected radially into each other by the lobe walls. Together vortices 

enhanced mixing as they transferred energy while they dissipated. Peak jet momentum continued to 

decrease leading to higher total pressure uniformity factor, Figure 5.3, as the wake developed. The 

streamwise vorticities transport slow flow towards the inner round jet. A ring of low 𝜙𝑝𝑜 surrounds the jet. 

 

Figure 5.1. Contours of surface pressure, wake axial velocity, and turbulent kinetic energy identify 

key flow features from CFD of the lobed mixer. 
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Figure 5.2. Normal-vorticity (left) and axial-vorticity (right) at the traverse plane using Rke. 

 

 

Figure 5.3. Rke total pressure uniformity factor at the traverse plane from lobed mixer. 

 

𝜻𝒏𝑫𝒇𝒂𝒏/𝒖∞ 𝜻𝒙𝑫𝒇𝒂𝒏/𝒖∞ 

𝒛 / 𝒓𝒎𝒂𝒙 
 

𝒛 / 𝒓𝒎𝒂𝒙 
 

𝒛 / 𝒓𝒎𝒂𝒙 
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5.2 Velocity Distribution 

 Axial velocity, 𝑢, profiles captured by seven-hole probe measurements at 3𝐷𝑓𝑎𝑛 downstream of the 

round nozzle outlet are shown in Figure 5.4. It was previously confirmed the jet was round before taking 

linear profiles. 𝑢 increased linearly with throttle position and rpm. Profiles of 𝑢 were parabolic and peaks 

were within 10% of the mid shroud-bullet radius at 63% power or more. Below that, the jet was biased 

towards the hub. At all powers, the bullet momentum wake deficit was observed at 𝑟/𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑛<0.2 and became 

more severe at 100% power where the flow separated. At 16% power the fan acted as a blockage resulting 

in flow acceleration around the nacelle and 9% larger 𝑢 past the shroud at 𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑛. Peak jet velocity ratio was 

max(𝑢𝑗𝑒𝑡) /𝑢∞ = 1.85±0.09 using the maximum, or 〈𝑢𝑗𝑒𝑡〉/𝑢∞ =1.5±0.09 using the average, with the 

LSWT freestream on and at full throttle. When the wind tunnel was off maximum 𝑢 dropped 8% as the ram 

momentum was reduced, limiting inlet 𝑝𝑜, and the fan blade angle of attack increased. When the LSWT 

was off flow was entrained around the nacelle to 0.2𝑢∞ limiting the 100% throttle velocity ratio to 8:1.    

 

Figure 5.4. Radial profiles of axial velocity at the traverse plane for several fan throttles. 
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 Tangential velocity, 𝑣𝜃, was measured by taking a sweep of vertical measurements originating at 

the center of the fan shaft (Figure 5.5). Peak 𝑣𝜃 was consistently at the hub and increases logarithmically 

at a rate of 0.35log(throttle %). Because measurements were taken downstream, the wake from the rear 

bullet disrupted measurements at radii ratio less than 0.2. However, between 𝑟/𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑛 = 0.2 and 1 the 𝑣𝜃 

profiles were well behaved. In that region, normalized swirl, 𝑣𝜃/𝑢∞, at 100% fan power varied from 

1.05±0.05 to 0.12±0.02. Fan generated swirl profiles were a major benefit in the realistic testing of mixing 

nozzles downstream of turbomachinery. Swirl was known to both suppress axial separation and enhance 

mixing. Yet, high hub swirl could also shield the core jet from the keel lobe vortices and lead to separation 

on the leeward side of each lobe side wall.  

 Interestingly, the swirl profiles at power levels greater than 33% followed a 1/𝑟 relation indicative 

of a free-vortex. As such, blade twist in both the rotor and the stator was also based on free-vortex radial 

equilibrium. Knowing this made reverse engineering the fan geometry, specifically the twist, easier. This 

was a critical to future CFD because 3D scanning or original drawings were unavailable. Only a trace of 

the blade at the tip was possible at the tip gap.  

 Rke CFD calculated 𝑣𝜃(𝑟) at the fan outlet plane in Figure 5.5 shows how the swirl-stator 

interaction greatly reduces 𝑣𝜃. For example, at 𝑟/𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑛 =0.6 𝑣𝜃/𝑢∞ was reduced by 50% between the fan 

outlet plane and 𝑥 = 3𝐷𝑓𝑎𝑛. Spatial limitation made seven-hole probe measurements inside the fan difficult, 

so verifying 𝑣𝜃 was impossible given the equipment. A pitot-static probe was placed between the stator 

blades such that the tip was at the fan outlet plane. Because 𝜎 was not known the probe was manually 

angled in the tangential direction to find the maximum total pressure indicating probe alignment. When 

aligned, 𝑢 was 50±1 m/s or 𝑢/𝑢∞ =1.6.      
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Figure 5.5. Radial profiles of experimental tangential velocity versus fan throttle at x=3𝑫𝒇𝒂𝒏 and 

Rke-CFD at the fan outlet plane. 

 

 Swirl angle, 𝜎 = tan−1(𝑣𝜃/𝑢), at the same position is shown in Figure 5.6. Because of the lower 

𝑢 the highest levels of 𝜎 occurred at 100% throttle with the wind tunnel off. In this case 𝜎 varied between 

13o and 46o. Lower levels of swirl were present past the keel radius of 𝑟/𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑛=0.56. In the interaction region 

swirl ranged from 13o to 19o. Compared to typical engine conditions with on-schedule guide-vanes this 

degree of swirl was high. This extreme case will illustrate the effectiveness of mixer designs in an off-

design flow field and provide a more complex dataset for future CFD validation. It was speculated that the 

swirl was high due to weight and cost savings engineered into the ducted fan which limited the number and 

length of the stators. The fan is also at low power (15% electrical capacity) and the stators are fixed; it could 

be scheduled for maximum rpm operation. Ideally all angular momentum would be converted back into 

axial momentum to maximize thrust. Regardless, the round nozzle jet velocities were now well understood 

and could assist in understanding how mixer performance varied with fan throttle. Note, the kink for the 

𝒗
𝜽
/𝒖

∞
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16% throttle 𝜎 line was a result of a local minimum 𝑢. This was likely the result of capturing the stator’s 

wake at low power levels.       

 

Figure 5.6. Radial profiles of swirl angle versus fan throttle at x=3𝑫𝒇𝒂𝒏. 

 

5.3 Forces and Moments 

 Structural fluid forces measured at the fan mounting points were a direct consequence of the net 

forward thrust produced by the fan when the loadcells were properly biased. The axial force coefficient 

analogous to the near-field method, 𝐶𝐹𝑥,𝑁𝐹 by Equation 2.20, is provided in Figure 5.7 at several fan power 

settings for each nozzle configuration. Net thrust increased linearly, with a regression 𝑅2 of 0.998, for all 

configurations but at different rates with fan throttle. Net positive forward thrust was achieved at 4%±1% 

lower fan power with the lobed nozzle versus the round nozzle. While the scalloped mixer was within error 

of the round nozzle. A 20%±2% and 7%±2% increase in 𝐶𝐹𝑥,𝑁𝐹 was measured at full throttle with the 

wind tunnel on for the lobed and scalloped mixer compared to the round nozzle respectively. The force 
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difference was reduced to 14%±2% and 3%±1% when the freestream was off. With the LSWT off 𝐶𝐹𝑥,𝑁𝐹 

was larger for all cases because external drag was nearly zero.  

 

Figure 5.7. Axial net thrust and torque coefficients at several fan powers and nozzle configurations. 

 

 The increased net thrust with the mixing nozzles was remarkable, but the origins were readily 

explained. You see the interior flow passage defined by the lobes acted as guide-vanes. Angular momentum 

was steered into axial momentum to produce a larger 𝐶𝐹𝑥,𝑁𝐹. Analysis of the axial torque, 𝐶𝑇𝑥 in Figure 

5.7, clearly shows peak (minimum due to orientation) torque on the lobed mixer configuration at full power 

with the freestream on. This torque was due to the reaction force from the pressure on the mixer sidewalls 

as the swirling flow interacted with them. 𝜎 and 𝑣𝜃 continued to increase with throttle as was seen earlier. 

Ideally scheduled stators would have removed all the momentum, but since this was not the case, at any 

power settings the mixer passages provided flow straightening, eliminating swirl at 𝑟/𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑛>0.56 where the 

keel point starts. This suggests angular to axial momentum transfer can overcome increases in drag due to 

aerodynamic blockage and increased wetted area. However, 𝐶𝑇𝑥 was 18%±2% greater for the lobed mixer 
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where the greatest enhanced net thrust was achieved. This torque increase was within error of the net thrust 

change showing the results abide by conservation of momentum. Support pylon strength may need to be 

reassessed at full-scale if excessive engine outlet swirl were to interact with the lobed passages. Extra 

weight could negate any thrust benefits if reinforcement were necessary. On the other hand, the lobed 

passages could be angled in the swirl direction to yield the benefits of the vortex generation but avoid excess 

axial torque. Comparison with CFD of the lobed mixer at 100% throttle using the Rke turbulence model 

shows 𝐶𝑇𝑥 was resolved within error but 𝐶𝐹𝑥,𝑁𝐹 was overpredicted by 18%. Local variables will be used 

later to address this discrepancy. At this point, one could suggest that the lobe-swirl interaction may be 

precisely modeled but the FPR was overpredicted due to the uncertainty in the blade design and the one fan 

position frozen rotor method being used.  

 A quick note on the low error of less than 1%, standard error of the mean was reported. No time-

dependent loadcell measurements were recorded. Point data was the mean value of 30 s of data recorded at 

2 kHz; a frequency far greater than the Nyquist frequency. As such, the uncertainty was dominated by the 

sensor resolution and not the statistics. Model vibration was not visible to the human eye and no loadcell 

saturation occurred.  

5.4 Wake Analysis 

 Velocity (𝑢), vorticity (𝜁𝑥 and 𝜁𝑛), and total pressure uniformity factor (𝜙𝑝𝑜) was investigated on 

each configuration using wake seven-hole probe measurements at x = 3𝐷𝑓𝑎𝑛 and laser-sheet flow 

visualization at x = 3.5𝐷𝑓𝑎𝑛.  Key performance parameters are summarized in Table 5-3 and will contribute 

to the discussion of each wake parameter. Throughout this investigation a series of figures are provided 

looking upstream, along the -x-axis. Traverse contours will always be in the same order (a, b, c, d) 

corresponding to (round, lobed, scalloped, lobed with LSWT off) and have matching contour levels. The 

periodic nature of the mixers defied convenient analysis of linear profiles, whether radial or tangentially.  

Laser-sheet conditioned images were less consistent for resolution and spacing concerns, but their analysis 
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is highly qualitative. Results for 100% throttle were the focus because the velocity ratio of 2:1 was closest 

to the desired full-scale value.   

Table 5-3. Experimental performance of each nozzle configuration at 100% fan power with the 

LSWT on/off.  

(red values are < round nozzle ON/OFF, green values are > round nozzle ON/OFF)  

Performance 

Parameter 

Round Nozzle Lobed Mixer Scalloped 

Mixer 

ON OFF ON OFF ON OFF 

𝑪𝑭,𝑷 0.555 

±6E-3 

1.07 

±0.01 

0.603 

±6E-3 

1.00 

±0.01 

0.566 
±5E-3 

1.04 
±0.01 

𝑪𝑭,𝑰 0.08 

±0.02 

0.09 

±0.02 

0.06 

±0.01 

0.05 

±0.01 

0.07 
±0.01 

0.06 
±0.01 

𝑪𝑭,𝒙 0.446 

±5E-3 

0.93 

±0.01 

0.537 

±6E-3 

1.06 

±0.01 

0.477 

±5E-3 

0.95 

±0.01 

|𝑪𝑻,𝒙| 0.116 

±1E-3 

0.112 

±1E-3 

0.137 

±2E-3 

0.125 

±1E-3 

0.131 

±2E-3 

0.120 

±1E-3 

𝑪𝜻𝒙
̅̅ ̅̅̅ 0.048 

±1E-3 

0.066 

±2E-3 

0.100 

±3E-3 

0.065 

±2E-3 

0.069 

±2E-3 

0.029 

±1E-3 

𝐦𝐚𝐱𝑪𝜻𝒙 29.2 

±0.9 

22.5 

±0.7 

27.4 

±0.8 

22.5 

±0.7 

33 

±1 

23.9 

±0.7 

𝐦𝐢𝐧𝑪𝜻𝒙 -1.64 

±0.04 

-2.52 

±0.06 

-3.92 

±0.07 

-3.29 

±0.07 

-2.87 

±0.06 

-0.93 

±0.02 

𝑪𝜻𝒏
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ 0.091 

±1E-3 

0.168 

±2E-3 

0.164 

±2E-3 

0.257 

±4E-4 

0.122 

±1E-3 

0.112 

±1E-3 

𝐦𝐚𝐱𝑪𝜻𝒏 62 

±1 

115 

±2 

126 

±2 

136 

±3 

39 

±1 

23.0 

±0.5 

A(𝑪𝜻𝒙) / Afrontal
† 0.07 

±0.01 

0.12 

±0.01 

0.34 

±0.01 

0.13 

±0.01 

0.17 

±0.01 

0.03 

±0.01 

A(𝑪𝜻𝒏) / Afrontal
†† 0.40 

±0.01 

0.76 

±0.01 

0.91 

±0.01 

1.00 

±0.01 

0.91 

±0.01 

1.05 

±0.01 

�̇�𝒆𝒏𝒕 / �̇�𝒕𝒐𝒕
†† 0.42 

±0.02 

0.84 

±0.03 

0.68 

±0.03 

0.92 

±0.04 

0.76 

±0.03 

0.88 

±0.04 

𝑰𝒑𝒐 0.15 

±0.01 

0.17 

±0.01 

0.12 

±0.01 

0.11 

±0.01 

0.08 

±0.01 

0.16 

±0.01 

†: calculated for 𝐶𝜁𝑥 > 1.3 and 𝐶𝜁𝑥 < -1.3  

††: calculated for 𝐶𝜁𝑛 > 0.2 

 

5.4.1 Axial Velocity 

 Fundamentally 𝑢 contributed to thrust through contributing to momentum when integrated with 

density. However, efficient mixing required 𝑢 be distributed as evenly as possible. So, a large uniform 

velocity was ideal but actual distributions showed different jet areas and peaks depending on the nozzle 

outlet shape. The lobed mixer had spread 𝑢 into 12 distinct jets concentrically surrounding the main jet near 
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the crest of the lobes and located past 𝑟𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 due to jet spreading and lower freestream static pressure. This 

distinction was not as clear in the scalloped mixer. In both mixers, the core jet velocity had been reduced. 

Pertaining to Figure 5.8, the 𝐶𝐹,𝑃 as given in Table 5-4, by Equation 2.29, increased by 8±0.5% in the lobed 

mixer and 2±1% in the scalloped mixer compared to the round nozzle. The reason for this was the scalloped 

mixer failed to convert as much angular momentum into axial momentum due to the removal of the side 

walls, so profile forces were less positive. This led to 20% lower peak jet velocity near the crest for the 

scalloped case over the lobed case but was also accompanied by higher uniformity in the interaction area 

and suppressed the rear bullet separation. Because of the bulk swirl reduction, 𝐶𝐹,𝐼 decreased for both 

mixing nozzles, see Table 5-4. This again illustrates that flow guidance could increase thrust to balance 

increases in drag. Specifically, 𝐶𝐹,𝐼 decreased from 0.08±0.01 to 0.06±0.01 from round to lobed nozzle 

while 𝐶𝐹,𝑃 increased 8±0.5% with the LSWT on. When off, this difference was greater and proportional to 

the increase in 𝜎. Hence, the integral sum of off-axial velocity decreased leading to lower induced drag. 
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     a) Round Nozzle             b) Lobed Mixer 

 

        c) Scalloped Mixer     d) Lobed Mixer (LSWT off) 

Figure 5.8. Contours of normalized axial velocity at the traverse plane for several nozzle 

configurations. Annotation for key radii. 

 

 The mixers themselves were free of significant flow separation as no sub-freestream velocities were 

measured. This was impressive at 𝜎 12o to 19o. Therefore, scalloping for incidence sensitivity was not 

Bullet Wake 

Crest Jet 

Higher Uniformity 

Jet Between Stators 

Weaker Separation 
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necessary in this case but further investigation of the local secondary flows was required to see if scalloping 

improved vorticity. When the LSWT was off, 𝑢 peaks were not as distinct and clear high velocity regions 

persisted between the 5 stators. Remember, these contours were mirrored because only a quadrant of 

traverse data was recorded to save time, conserving battery charge. Flow visualization provided further 

evidence that significant separation had been avoided. Image summation and contrast on the XY-plane at z 

= 0 near the round nozzle trialing edge showed smoke streaks adjacent to the walls when the smoke 

streamtube was divided by the nacelle leading edge in Figure 5.9. 

 

Figure 5.9. Smoke streaks on the inner and outer surfaces of the round nozzle trialing edge. 

 

Table 5-4. Experimental force and wake momentum analysis of each nozzle configuration at 100% 

fan power with the LSWT on/off.  

(red values are < round nozzle ON/OFF, green values are > round nozzle ON/OFF)  

Performance 

Parameter 

Round Nozzle Lobed Mixer Scalloped 

Mixer 

ON OFF ON OFF ON OFF 

𝑪𝑭,𝑷 0.555 

±6E-3 

1.07 

±0.01 

0.603 

±6E-3 

1.00 

±0.01 

0.566 
±5E-3 

1.04 
±0.01 

𝑪𝑭,𝑰 0.08 

±0.02 

0.09 

±0.02 

0.06 

±0.01 

0.05 

±0.01 

0.07 
±0.01 

0.06 
±0.01 

𝑪𝑭,𝒙 0.446 

±5E-3 

0.93 

±0.01 

0.537 

±6E-3 

1.06 

±0.01 

0.477 

±5E-3 

0.95 

±0.01 

|𝑪𝑻𝒙| 0.116 

±1E-3 

0.112 

±1E-3 

0.137 

±2E-3 

0.125 

±1E-3 

0.131 

±2E-3 

0.120 

±1E-3 

 

Lack of Detachment 
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5.4.2 Streamwise Vorticity 

 Normalized axial vorticity, 𝐶𝜁𝑥, contours are shown in Figure 5.10. 𝐶𝜁𝑥 contributed to large scale 

momentum transfer. A single large vortex centered at the fan axis was observed in all cases due to the bulk 

swirl. For the mixers, 12 CRVPs were generated with height to width ratio proportional to the physical 

lobes. Round nozzle core vortex strength was 6±3% larger than with the lobed mixer attached. This 

suggests the lobed mixer has reduced core swirl simultaneous with the creation of its own vortex pairs at 

each lobe pair. Consequently, as seen in Table 5-5, the integral sum,  𝐶𝜁𝑥
̅̅ ̅̅ , increased by 110±10% with the 

lobed mixer in Figure 5.10(b) and 44±4% with the scalloped mixer in Figure 5.10(c). As shown in Table 

5-5, this was over an area, A(𝐶𝜁𝑥)/Afrontal, 5.0±0.5 and 2.5±0.5 times larger, respectively, accessed between 

𝐶𝜁𝑥 > 1.3 and 𝐶𝜁𝑥 < -1.3. Significant high vorticity but small-scale secondary flow had been generated 

despite the overall drop in 𝐶𝑑,𝐼 due to mixer flow straightening. Furthermore, the positive swirl upstream 

of nozzles biased maximum 𝜁𝑥 over minimum 𝜁𝑥 by a factor of 7 and 12 for the lobed and scalloped nozzles. 

However, when the LSWT was off, the lack of freestream-lobe interaction reduced the rise in 𝐶𝜁𝑥
̅̅ ̅̅  to 38±5% 

and axial-vortex area ratio increased to 1.7±0.3 for the lobed mixer compared to the round nozzle. A vortex 

skew was also present for the scalloped case because the radially deflected flow was subject to more bulk 

swirl in the interaction area, Figure 5.10 (c). At the keel, 𝜎 was measured to be 16o which agreed with the 

observed vortex skew angle. As literature suggested, the CRVPs do surpass 𝑟𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 as higher total pressure 

forces the features radially outward.  

 Flow visualization in the wake of each nozzle configuration is provided in Figure 5.11 for smoke 

injection at the mid-span on the fan blades, 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑑, and at 𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑛. Right away distinct circular patterns were 

identifiable, and lengths are provided after image conditioning according to Table 3-3. Flow visualization 

provided a few services. First, the temporal steadiness of the system was clearly proven by the round nozzle 

vortex. Second, the ~2cm smoke streamtube had been dispersed entirely according to the location along the 

fan blade it contacts along the z = 0 and y = 𝑟 injection point. Third, smoke going through the fan interacted 

with the lobed mixer crests walls and was directed radial outward as a result, Figure 5.11(e, f). Subsequent 
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smoke was pulled towards the x-axis in line with the keel. For Figure 5.11(f) smoke, colored pink by 

intensity, was diverted in the clock-wise direction by the bulk swirl coming through the scalloped notches. 

By the way, bright specks were caused by reflection off ingested insects/debris while hazy intensity 

resembling the geometry was due to light pollution/laser sheet reflection off the white nacelle body.   

 

     a) Round Nozzle             b) Lobed Mixer 

 

        c) Scalloped Mixer     d) Lobed Mixer (LSWT off) 

Figure 5.10. Contours of normalized axial vorticity at the traverse plane for several nozzle 

configurations. Annotation for key radii. 
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16o Vortex 

Skew 
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     a) Round Nozzle (𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑑)                             b) Lobed Mixer (𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑑)              c) Scalloped Mixer (𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑑) 

 

    d) Round Nozzle (𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑛)                      e) Lobed Mixer (𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑛)             f) Scalloped Mixer (𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑛) 

Figure 5.11. Flow visualization of three nozzles at two smoke impingement locations on the YZ-

plane at x=3𝑫𝒇𝒂𝒏. 

 

 Agreement in traverse measurements and flow visualization, Figure 5.12, encourages this technique 

in scenarios when obtaining feature scales and checking for separation was rapidly needed. One could begin 

to understand the locations of the jet penetration by the smoke location, peak vorticity by the circular 

features, and normal vorticity by the intensity gradient. 
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Figure 5.12. Seven-hole probe axial vorticity (left) and axial velocity (right) imposed onto flow 

visualization images of the lobed mixer. 

 

Table 5-5. Experimental streamwise vorticity analysis of each nozzle configuration at 100% fan 

power with the LSWT on/off.  

(red values are < round nozzle ON/OFF, green values are > round nozzle ON/OFF)  

Performance 

Parameter 

Round Nozzle Lobed Mixer Scalloped 

Mixer 

ON OFF ON OFF ON OFF 

𝑪𝜻𝒙
̅̅ ̅̅̅ 0.048 

±1E-3 

0.066 

±2E-3 

0.100 

±3E-3 

0.065 

±2E-3 

0.069 

±2E-3 

0.029 

±1E-3 

𝐦𝐚𝐱𝑪𝜻𝒙 29.2 

±0.9 

22.5 

±0.7 

27.4 

±0.8 

22.5 

±0.7 

33 

±1 

23.9 

±0.7 

𝐦𝐢𝐧𝑪𝜻𝒙 -1.64 

±0.04 

-2.52 

±0.06 

-3.92 

±0.07 

-3.29 

±0.07 

-2.87 

±0.06 

-0.93 

±0.02 

A(𝑪𝜻𝒙) 

/Afrontal
† 

0.07 

±0.01 

0.12 

±0.01 

0.34 

±0.01 

0.13 

±0.01 

0.17 

±0.01 

0.03 

±0.01 

†: calculated for 𝐶𝜁𝑥 > 1.3 and 𝐶𝜁𝑥 < -1.3  

 

5.4.3 Normal Vorticity 

 Axial vorticity was only half the story, normal vorticity, 𝐶𝜁𝑛, was also greatly influenced by the 

different nozzles as seen in Figure 5.13 and Table 5-6. 𝐶𝜁𝑛 contributed directly to small-scale mixing at 

shear layers and outlined jet perimeter.  Striking was the rise in affected area between cases. Relative to the 
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round nozzle the area of 𝐶𝜁𝑛 > 0.2 increased by 120±10% for both nozzles with the wind tunnel on. 𝐶𝜁𝑛 

values under 0.2 were taken to be freestream and blanked. As such, minimum contours levels in Figure 5.13 

are at 0.2. In addition, peak normal vorticity levels varied widely, see Table 5-6, but were always related to 

separation from the bullet and not the lobe-freestream shear layer. Therefore, maximum 𝐶𝜁𝑛 was lowest for 

the scalloped mixer by 63±2% over the round nozzle because it suppressed separation and the associated 

strong relative velocity producing a shear layer for which normal vorticity envelopes. Visually and 

qualitatively Figure 5.13(b) contained a larger sum of 𝐶𝜁𝑛 levels than Figure 5.13(c) and these levels were 

a product of crest-freestream interaction. Contours suggest that the relief notches reduced the shear strength 

near the crest. Taking the integral, 80±4% and 34±3% more 𝐶𝜁𝑛 was present in the wake of the lobed and 

scalloped mixer respectively as given in Table 5-6. When the LSWT was off, 𝐶𝜁𝑛
̅̅ ̅̅̅ increased further because 

the jet-freestream velocity ratio was 8:1 versus 2:1. In terms of shape, the peak 𝐶𝜁𝑛 directly resembled the 

lobed outlet perimeter with decreased amplitude.  

 Normal vorticity was known to surround shear layers so it could be used to identify the interaction 

area of two or more streams not confined by a wall. Because of this an entrainment ratio could be defined 

by the ratio of mass flow contained in non-freestream levels of 𝐶𝜁𝑛 to the total wake mass flow rate 

integrated at least to the freestream. Thus, a method for measuring entertainment for external flows was 

proposed. Remember, rapid mixing to the freestream values was desired. Enhancing entertainment of the 

freestream into the core was fundamental in the reduction of jet total pressure. The scalloped mixer excelled 

in entraining freestream air with �̇�𝑒𝑛𝑡/�̇�𝑡𝑜𝑡 for 𝐶𝜁𝑛 >0.2 up 12±6% over the lobed mixer and double that 

of the round nozzle (see Table 5-6). This was interesting because the studied literature had not used normal 

vorticity bounded entrainment, yet entertainment was critical the mixing of any property. Vorticity must be 

centered around the property gradients to be effective. Entertainment is a better indicator of the end-point 

metric than vorticity itself because otherwise the vorticity levels of the lobed mixer surpassed the scalloped 

one. So, the notch facilitated earlier freestream-jet momentum interaction across the freestream-core 
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pressure gradient at the start of the scalloping. This may also be thought about as a local increase in the 

development length by the notch depth. 

 

     a) Round Nozzle             b) Lobed Mixer 

 

        c) Scalloped Mixer     d) Lobed Mixer (LSWT off) 

Figure 5.13. Contours of normalized normal vorticity at the traverse plane for several nozzle 

configurations. Annotation for key radii. 

 

Lower Amplitude Nozzle Perimeter Past 𝑟𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 
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 Again, agreement between traverse measurements and flow visualization, Figure 5.14, suggests 

this technique can obtain general feature scales rapidly. The gradient in sum image intensity appears to 

coincide with normal vorticity. This makes sense as the gradient in the smoke is a function of the shear 

layer there. 

 

Figure 5.14. Seven-hole probe normal vorticity imposed onto flow visualization image of the lobed 

mixer. 

 

Table 5-6. Experimental normal vorticity analysis of each nozzle configuration at 100% fan power 

with the LSWT on/off.  

(red values are < round nozzle ON/OFF, green values are > round nozzle ON/OFF)  

Performance 

Parameter 

Round Nozzle Lobed Mixer Scalloped 

Mixer 

ON OFF ON OFF ON OFF 

𝑪𝜻𝒏
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ 0.091 

±1E-3 

0.168 

±2E-3 

0.164 

±2E-3 

0.257 

±4E-4 

0.122 

±1E-3 

0.112 

±1E-3 

𝐦𝐚𝐱𝑪𝜻𝒏 62 

±1 

115 

±2 

126 

±2 

136 

±3 

39 

±1 

23.0 

±0.5 

A(𝑪𝜻𝒏) 

/Afrontal
†† 

0.40 

±0.01 

0.76 

±0.01 

0.91 

±0.01 

1.00 

±0.01 

0.91 

±0.01 

1.05 

±0.01 

�̇�𝒆𝒏𝒕 

/�̇�𝒕𝒐𝒕
†† 

0.42 

±0.02 

0.84 

±0.03 

0.68 

±0.03 

0.92 

±0.04 

0.76 

±0.03 

0.88 

±0.04 

††: calculated for 𝐶𝜁𝑛 > 0.2 
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5.4.4 Pressure Mixing and Entrainment 

 Degree of mixing was evaluated using the total pressure mixing index, 𝐼𝑝𝑜. This was the end-point 

metric. Wake values of the uniformity factor, 𝜙𝑝𝑜, were calculated and compared in Figure 5.15 where 0 

indicated freestream. Contours of 𝜙𝑝𝑜 were visually like that of 𝑢, but 𝑝𝑜 was evaluated using  |�⃗� | and was 

thus influenced by secondary velocities. From this perspective, it was observed that the scalloped mixer 

resulted in higher wake uniformity when the LSWT was on. A minimum 𝐼𝑝𝑜 of 0.08±0.01, see Table 5-7 

on pg. 151, was achieved using the scalloped mixer, Figure 5.15 (c), which was 33±10% less than the lobed 

mixer, Figure 5.15(b), and 50±10% less than the round nozzle, Figure 5.15(a). This was surprising because 

Table 5-3 indicated higher levels of  𝐶𝜁𝑥
̅̅ ̅̅ ,  𝐶𝜁𝑛

̅̅ ̅̅̅, area of 𝐶𝜁𝑥, and area of 𝐶𝜁𝑛 for the lobed mixer, but the 

degree of mixing was worse than the scalloped mixer. The entrainment had more influence over the degree 

of mixing and made up the difference. It was speculated that the notch has allowed additional air to be 

entrainmed across the pressure difference and this earlier interaction facilitates more local mixing over a 

longer development length. Interaction at an upstream location where swirl was higher caused more 

momentum mixing at the expense of flow straightening. When the LSWT was off, only the lobed mixer 

retained its level of wake uniformity. The other configuration saw 𝐼𝑝𝑜 rise. 
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a) Round Nozzle             b) Lobed Mixer 

 

c) Scalloped Mixer     d) Lobed Mixer (LSWT off) 

Figure 5.15. Contours of total pressure uniformity factor at the traverse plane for several nozzle 

configurations. Annotation for key radii. 

 

 The point-by-point difference in 𝜙𝑝𝑜 was calculated between the scalloped nozzle and lobed nozzle 

and plotted in Figure 5.16 to identify where local uniformity, therefore mixing, was enhanced, or 

deteriorated. Observation led to three conclusions. First, the scalloping had suppressed separation on the 

Annular Jet Potential Core 

Improved 𝑟𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 Mixing 

Improved 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑑 Mixing 

Improved 𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑒𝑙 Mixing 

Deteriorated 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑑 Mixing 
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bullet and led to higher uniformity, recovery, on the x-axis. Second, the value of the highest uniformity 

enhancements surpassed that of the deterioration, regions of -0.4 versus 0.4. Recall 𝜙𝑝𝑜= 0 was preferred 

so negative differences were beneficial. Third, large regions of mixing improvement occurred at 𝑟 > 

𝑟𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑝, the notch radius, because of interaction at the crest. At the keel radius uniformity dropped. The 

annotated scallop circle appears to separate the +/- values given the radial jet spreading moves the features 

past 𝑟𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑝.     

 

Figure 5.16. Difference in uniformity factor between the scalloped nozzle and lobed nozzle at each 

point with the LSWT on (dashed line < 0, solid line >0). 

 

Improved 

Deteriorated 
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Table 5-7. Experimental mixing versus drag analysis of each nozzle configuration at 100% fan 

power with the LSWT on/off.  

(red values are < round nozzle ON/OFF, green values are > round nozzle ON/OFF)  

Performance 

Parameter 

Round Nozzle Lobed Mixer Scalloped 

Mixer 

ON OFF ON OFF ON OFF 

𝑪𝑭,𝑷 0.555 

±6E-3 

1.07 

±0.01 

0.603 

±6E-3 

1.00 

±0.01 

0.566 
±5E-3 

1.04 
±0.01 

𝑪𝑭,𝑰 0.08 

±0.02 

0.09 

±0.02 

0.06 

±0.01 

0.05 

±0.01 

0.07 
±0.01 

0.06 
±0.01 

𝑪𝑭𝒙 0.446 

±5E-3 

0.93 

±0.01 

0.537 

±6E-3 

1.06 

±0.01 

0.477 

±5E-3 

0.95 

±0.01 

�̇�𝒆𝒏𝒕 

/�̇�𝒕𝒐𝒕
†† 

0.42 

±0.02 

0.84 

±0.03 

0.68 

±0.03 

0.92 

±0.04 

0.76 

±0.03 

0.88 

±0.04 

𝑰𝒑𝒐 0.15 

±0.01 

0.17 

±0.01 

0.12 

±0.01 

0.11 

±0.01 

0.08 

±0.01 

0.16 

±0.01 

††: calculated for 𝐶𝜁𝑛 > 0.2 

 

5.5 Incidence Angle 

 Orienting the ducted fan with the lobed mixer at 10o incidence angle to the freestream achieved 

different 𝐶𝐹,𝑃 and 𝜁𝑥 on the upper half (positive y) traverse plane when the mixer was more aligned with 𝜎 

versus being against 𝜎. Contours of normalized 𝜁𝑥, Figure 5.17, show a reversal in vortex polarity and a 

strength disparity between positive yaw and negative yaw. When the vertical lobe of the mixer was angled 

in the swirl direction (a) the normalized CRVP strength was -2/2 and the negative vortex was radially past 

the positive. Angled the other direction, the positive vortex was enhanced to a -2/8 ratio, more in line with 

the zero-yaw case. The opposite vortex polarity being at higher 𝑟. This is reminiscent of wing-tip-vortices.  

Because the struts break-up cross flow the mirror images at negative y were less interesting and the CRVP 

were muddled by the support wakes. In terms of far-field thrust on the positive y traverse plane the ‘against 

𝜎’ setup achieve 𝐶𝐹,𝑃 = 0.526±0.006 while ‘with 𝜎’ reached a 9% lower 𝐶𝐹,𝑃 = 0.479±0.006. 
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 a) Top Angled with swirl (𝜎+AoA)           b) Top Angled against swirl (𝜎-AoA) 

Figure 5.17. Contours of normalized axial vorticity in the wake of the lobed mixer on the positive y 

traverse plane for positive and negative incidence angle.     

 

 Incidence led to two interactions. First, the freestream was inclined in the yaw direction with the 

vertical lobe and at more complex angles depending on the radial position with every other lobe. This was 

necessarily going to lead to the jet in a crosswind effect known for generating its own CRVP. Because the 

suction side of the nacelle and the lobes would experience flow acceleration due to curvature there existed 

a freestream velocity difference about the entire lobe exit plane where previously it would be equal at all 

angles. Second, each lobe channel interacted with a varying 𝜎 based on the yaw angle and the angle of the 

side wall. Thinking about the vertical lobe when aligned with 𝜎, potential for flow straightening decreased, 

the opposite was true for when it was angled against 𝜎, which was why thrust was enhanced. The yaw 

angle, strut wake, and freestream velocity interaction led to overall lower thrust at both 10o cases.    

 Granted this entire issue of swirl-incidence coupling of the jet was entirely due to the short 

development length inside the fan. A real engine would not have the same interaction between fan inlet 

conditions, apart from distortion concerns etc., and exhaust jet. However, one should expect outlet swirl 

Strong positive 𝜁 on top Weak negative 𝜁 on top 
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and incidence of the exhaust system to produce a tangential variation in vorticity according to the data 

obtained here.               

5.6 CFD-Experimental Comparison 

 CFD of the lobed mixer at max power with the wind tunnel on was performed using several RANS 

turbulence models: the Realizable k-𝜖 (Rke), Menter’s SST k-𝜔 (SST), and the Renormalization Group k-

𝜖 (RNG). CFD results are compared to experimental data to validate the numerical methods and gauge the 

accuracy of the geometry derived from reverse engineering methods. No longer limited by the transducers, 

the CFD 3D dataset also permits interior fan flow and wake analysis to enhance understanding of fan-stator 

and lobe interaction. There was a particular interest in separation prediction and how fan performance 

impacted downstream mixing. Vorticity decay could also be studied. 

5.6.1 Interior Flow Analysis 

 Interaction between 11 rotor blades and 5 stator blades designed from basic measurements at the 

fan tip gap and applying the free vortex assumption was captured at one angular position using the frozen 

rotor method. First it was confirmed that the inlet round was free of separation for all turbulence models. 

Meaning minimal 𝑝𝑜 distortion, good design for 0o incidence, and the independence of downstream 

conditions. Next, contours of gauge FPR, Figure 5.18, and gauge OPR, Figure 5.19, were taken at the fan 

outlet plane and stator outlet plane for Rke and SST. Momentum deficits in the wake of each blade had led 

to angular variation in pressure rise, skewed in the direction of the higher hub swirl. Symmetry was not 

expected because a prime number of rotor blades was interacting with a prime number of stators. Minimal 

pressure rise, using SST, existed at the fan tip and stator hub, likely due to separated flow there. Prediction 

of separation was a feature of the low-RE turbulence model. This additional aerodynamic blockage resulted 

in Rke �̇� being 2% larger at a FPR 𝑝𝑜̅̅ ̅ of 4.12 and OPR  𝑝𝑜̅̅ ̅ of 3.77 versus 3.99(-3%) and 3.61(-4%) for the 

SST. Lower PR would propagate into thrust and mixer performance as the jet axial momentum was reduced. 

At the stator outlet plane Rke(SST) �̅� was 51(49) m/s,  𝑣𝜃̅̅ ̅ was 10(11) m/s, and 𝑣�̅� was 1(-1) m/s. So, losses 

led to lower axial velocity and lower bulk swirl straightening prior to the mixer. As shown in Figure 5.5, 
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the swirl profile did follow a 1/r relationship in accordance with the blade twist. The largest discrepancy 

between local velocities occurred in the wake of the fan tip where SST predicted 29 m/s versus 37 m/s by 

Rke. Additionally, midspan 𝑢 agreed within 1 m/s between turbulence models and within error of 

experimental pitot-static probe measurements. However, confirmation of hub and tip 𝑢 were not possible 

due to limited access.    

 

   a) Rke          b) SST 

Figure 5.18. Gauge FPR at the fan outlet plane using the Rke and SST turbulence models. 

 

 
   a) Rke          b) SST 

Figure 5.19. Gauge OPR at the stator outlet plane using the Rke and SST turbulence models. 

Tip separation 

Highest PR past 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑑 

Root separation 
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 A negative incidence angle, biased towards the suction side, led to separation on the pressure side 

of the stator as seen in Figure 5.20. This was because 𝑣𝜃 was overpredicted by the free vortex model leading 

to a 15o angle of attack. Rotor tip separation was indicated by iso-surfaces of 𝑢 = 0. At design point, 

separation should not occur. Yet, SST predicted larger separation in all locations and consequentially 

achieved a lower stator pressure side surface pressure. Elimination of the stator incidence would require 

perfect scheduling either through increasing fan outlet swirl by increasing camber or rpm, or simply 

iterating the stator leading edge angle. This was not done for two reasons: comparison of two unconfirmed 

geometries was not useful and this project was not specifically about fan design.      

 Moving onto the surface pressures. Front view surface pressure contours illustrate the well-behaved 

surface forces in Figure 5.20. Upon close inspection, higher stagnation pressure on the swirl side of the lobe 

keel walls can be seen. Larger cross-sectional area of SST predicted separation led to the 2% difference 

in �̇� at the given inlet BCs and rotor rpm. Nacelle surface pressure indicated that the venturi effect resulted 

in lower pressure on the lower nacelle walls because of the proximity to the duct floor. Interesting, SST 

predicted small separation regions at the base of the lobe crests where necklace vortices originate. But they 

were minor and negligible to the surface forces or wake deficit.  

 Observing the tangential velocity on the XY-plane at z = 0 in Figure 5.21 highlights the 

effectiveness of the frozen rotor method and fan-stator design in angular momentum manipulation. Apart 

from the separation differences, 𝑣𝜃 also varied between models in the jet and the crest lobe interaction 

region. Recall the jet 3-component velocities leaving the stator were within 2 m/s so differences in 

secondary flow at the exit would be dominated by lobe interaction. SST has predicted enhanced flow 

straightening between the lobe sidewalls whereas Rke shows 𝑣𝜃/𝑢∞ = 0.1 exiting the lobe crest. However, 

a 10% increase in 𝑣𝜃 around the bullet at 𝑟 = 0 was calculated by SST. Swirl here will act to reduce the 

likelihood of bullet separation and contribute to centerline 𝜁𝑥 which was not useful in mixing and could 

have been converted to axial momentum for thrust.  
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Figure 5.20. Several contours of surface gauge pressure with iso-surfaces of zero axial velocity using 

Rke (left) and SST (right).  
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High Wall 𝑝 on Swirl Side 
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   a) Rke          b) SST 

Figure 5.21. Tangential velocity contours on the Xr-plane intersecting the mixer crest for two 

turbulence models. 

 

5.6.2 Comparison 

 Here the turbulence models are compared to the experimental data to investigate which model was 

best used for mixing and thrust prediction at the computational cost afforded the project. Given the method 

the geometry was obtained, one major question persisted throughout - are differences due to limitations of 

the modeling (turbulence model, BCs, discretization, etc.) or are they a result of the different upstream 

conditions due to variations between modeled and physical geometry?    

 First, wake 𝐶𝜁𝑥 is compared in Figure 5.22 and Table 5-8. Though all turbulence models predicted 

the length scale of the positive lobe generated vortex features defined by 𝐶𝜁𝑥>1.3, all magnitudes were less 

than experimental values. SST predicted the lowest peak vorticity with positive maxima 25% of 

experimental and negative at 42%. Meanwhile RNG and Rke were closer at 36% and 65%, and 46% and 

81% respectively. When integrated, 𝐶𝜁𝑥 was closer than the peak vortex strength difference would suggest. 

SST was furthest off at 76% of experiment and the vortex area being within 75% using Rke. Differences in 

SST and Rke 𝜁𝑥 surpassed the stator outlet and �̇� discrepancies by a factor of two. So, turbulence modeling 

of the mixer itself widened the performance gap.  

Improved De-swirling 
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   a) Exp.          b) Rke 

 

 

   c) SST          d) RNG 

Figure 5.22. Contours of axial vorticity at the traverse plane developed by the lobed mixer derived 

from several turbulence models and experimental data. 

 

 

Universally Lowest |𝜁𝑥| of CRVPs 
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Table 5-8. Experimental and CFD derived axial vorticity of the lobed mixer at 100% fan power. 

Wake data is taken at the traverse plane.   

(red values are < lobed mixer ON, green values are > lobed mixer ON)  

(CFD (X) numbers are at x = 2.5𝑫𝒇𝒂𝒏 and blue is closest to experimental lobed ON) 

Performance 

Parameter 

Lobed Mixer 

ON ON-Rke ON-SST ON-RNG 

𝑪𝜻𝒙
̅̅ ̅̅̅†††

 0.088 

±3E-3 

0.073 

(0.10) 

0.067 0.091 

𝐦𝐚𝐱𝑪𝜻𝒙
††† 7.6 

±0.3 

2.7 

(6.1) 

1.9 3.5 

𝐦𝐢𝐧𝑪𝜻𝒙
††† -3.92 

±0.07 

-2.53 

(-4.9) 

-1.65 -3.18 

A(𝑪𝜻𝒙) 

/Afrontal
† 

0.34 

±0.01 

0.25 - - 

†: calculated for 𝐶𝜁𝑥 > 1.3 and 𝐶𝜁𝑥 < -1.3  

†††: Ignoring the rear bullet separation region 

 Accurate prediction of vortex dimensions indicated the flow was following the lobe geometry well 

because it was unseparated in all diffusive regions. Agreement further validated the mixer design 

methodology. The nominal decrease in peak vorticity was not geometry related. Lack of support struts 

would in no way contribute to weakened 𝜁𝑥 and the fan-stator flow contributed only a portion of the wake 

discrepancy. Given the use of experimentally derived BCs at the test-section inlet, fan rpm, and duct outlet, 

the turbulent flow and near-wall modeling was to blame.  

 Low 𝑢 and 𝑝𝑜 maximums at the same axial position indicate enhanced mixing through the 

overestimation of 𝜇𝑡, which differs between turbulence models. Higher SST 𝑇𝑢 can be seen in Figure 5.23 

immediately downstream of the lobe crest and was prolonged across the x-axis. RNG 𝑇𝑢 was considerably 

lower and thus higher 𝜁𝑥 was to be expected at the traverse plane due to slower decay rate. 𝜇𝑡 followed the 

same behavior as 𝑇𝑢. The difference in 𝜇𝑡 was the same magnitude as the difference in 𝜁𝑥 so the correlation 

was clear. However, why 𝜇𝑡 was overpredicted based on the numerical setup was not well understood but 

was hypothesized to be a consequence of ignoring the unsteady fan-stator flow because of the frozen rotor 

approach. The 11 spinning rotor blades produced a radially and angularly varying swirl profile which had 
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a unique interaction with the 5 stators along a 33o angular position. One would think this would further 

increase 𝜇𝑡. So perhaps the real fan interior was in fact separation free and CFD overpredicted separation 

was the main contributing factor in steady 𝜇𝑡. In a final effort to reproduce 𝜁𝑥, Rke was run with half the 

inlet turbulence, this had a minor effect. Further investigation using URANS was outside of the scope.   

 

 

 
Figure 5.23. Contours of turbulence intensity on the XZ-plane for SST and Rke turbulence models.  

 

  

Highest 𝑇𝑢 from lobe trough 

Lowest Wake 𝑇𝑢 of all RANS models 
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 Similarly, magnitude of 𝐶𝜁𝑛 was underpredicted by CFD, Table 5-9, despite the shape being 

accurately captured by all turbulence models. Vortex area was predicted within 2% using Rke. Contours 

illustrate in Figure 5.24 that jet-freestream interaction produced semicircular peak 𝜁𝑛 around each lobe crest 

and a ring around the keel radius. However, lack of separation on the rear bullet reduced maximum 𝜁𝑛 on 

the x-axis for all turbulence models. RNG compared closest to experimental 𝜁𝑛 outside of the separation 

and integrated to 81% and had a 10% lower maximum. SST was furthest off at the traverse plane and Rke 

was in between. Again, overprediction of 𝜇𝑡 enhanced the decay rate of 𝜁𝑛 and led to these discrepancies. 

 The axial location where CFD results agree with experimental data was found by comparing 

upstream planes parallel to the traverse plane. As shown in Figure 5.25, half a fan diameter upstream, at x 

= 2.5𝐷𝑓𝑎𝑛, Rke wake parameters compared closer with experiment. This data was included in Table 5-8, 

Table 5-9 and Table 5-10. For example, Rke maximum 𝜁𝑥 agreement improved to 81% of experimental 

value in this short distance from 36%. Maximum 𝜁𝑛 surpassed experiment by 10% where at the traverse 

plane it was 40% lower. Vortex area continued to be accurately captured. Contours of normalized 𝜁𝑥 and 

𝜁𝑛 clearly indicate this improvement in Figure 5.25.        

Table 5-9. Experimental and CFD derived normal vorticity of the lobed mixer at 100% fan power. 

Wake data is taken at the traverse plane.   

(red values are < lobed mixer ON, green values are > lobed mixer ON)  

(CFD (X) numbers are at x = 2.5𝑫𝒇𝒂𝒏 and blue is closest to experimental lobed ON) 

Performance 

Parameter 

Lobed Mixer 

ON ON-Rke ON-SST ON-RNG 

𝑪𝜻𝒏
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅†††

 0.143 

±2E-3 

0.095 

(0.26) 

0.067 0.116 

𝐦𝐚𝐱𝑪𝜻𝒏
†††  10 

±2 

6 

(11) 

5 9 

A(𝑪𝜻𝒏) 

/Afrontal
†† 

0.91 

±0.01 

0.09 - - 

†: calculated for 𝐶𝜁𝑛 > 0.2 

†††: Ignoring the rear bullet separation region 
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   a) Exp.          b) Rke 

 

 

   c) SST          d) RNG 

Figure 5.24. Contours of normal vorticity at the traverse plane developed by the lobed mixer 

derived from several turbulence models and experimental data. 

No bullet separation 
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           a) Axial Vorticity (x=2.5𝐷𝑓𝑎𝑛)            b) Normal Vorticity (x=2.5𝐷𝑓𝑎𝑛) 

Figure 5.25. Rke axial and normal vorticity contours 0.5 𝑫𝒇𝒂𝒏 upstream of the traverse plane. 

 

 In Section 5.4.4 it was established that vorticity was one indicator for mixing but entrainment was 

another. So far, vorticity levels have been dissipated more rapidly due to the eddy viscosity leading to 

turbulent mixing. However, this did not manifest in a proportional change in 𝐼𝑝𝑜, Table 5-10, as contours 

of 𝜙𝑝𝑜, Figure 5.26, show larger core jet pressure and lower lobe crest pressure over experimental data. 

Rke 𝐼𝑝𝑜 was 9% better than experimental and SST was 25% more uniform. Two reasons for enhanced 

mixing by SST were the increased 𝜇𝑡 as well as the lower fan pressure ratio. As for RNG, it produced a 

more non-axisymmetric wake due to fan-stator interaction and was barely within the convergence criterion, 

but integral properties were like Rke. Entertainment again indicated 𝐼𝑝𝑜 more accurately than integral or 

maximum vorticity levels. A 20%±4% increase in Rke �̇�𝑒𝑛𝑡/�̇�𝑡𝑜𝑡 corresponded to 𝐼𝑝𝑜 enhancement of 

10%±10% at x = 3𝐷𝑓𝑎𝑛 and 17%±5% at x = 2.5𝐷𝑓𝑎𝑛.  
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 Radial profiles of 𝜙𝑝𝑜 and 𝜁𝑛 were extracted on the traverse plane along z = 0, the crest line, to 

show the difference between mixing of the core jet and lobe jet in Figure 5.27. Lines show the core jet was 

less mixed in CFD moving from Rke to SST. At r = 0 the bullet separation caused 𝐼𝑝𝑜 to go to zero only in 

the experiment. The positive and negative slope of 𝐼𝑝𝑜 on either side of the core jet corresponded with high 

𝜁𝑛 levels where the gradient was strongest. As 𝜁𝑛 was known to ride on top of shear-layers this is 

understandable. A second 𝐼𝑝𝑜 peak located around 𝑟/𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 of 1.1 related to the lobe jet which was 

experimentally much larger than CFD values for all the reasons discussed earlier. It was known that the jet 

and vortex features tend to translate radially outward with axial distance due to the total pressure difference 

and centrifugal force. At the crest, the difference between gradients was larger as was the local maximums. 

The order of most to least accurate 𝐼𝑝𝑜 prediction shift to Rke over SST. Which could again be attributed 

to lower SST fan performance and differences in separation prediction.   

Table 5-10. Experimental and CFD derived mixing and thrust of the lobed mixer at 100% fan 

power. Wake data is taken at the traverse plane.   

(red values are < lobed mixer ON, green values are > lobed mixer ON)  

(CFD (X) numbers are at x = 2.5𝑫𝒇𝒂𝒏 and blue is closest to experimental lobed ON) 

Performance 

Parameter 

Lobed Mixer 

ON ON-Rke ON-SST ON-RNG 

𝑪𝑭,𝑷 0.603 

±6E-3 

0.701 

(0.72) 

0.686 0.737 

𝑪𝑭,𝑰 0.06 

±0.01 

0.03 

(0.05) 

0.04 0.05 

𝑪𝑭𝒙 0.537 

±6E-3 

0.640 0.581 0.624 

|𝑪𝑻𝒙| 0.137 

±2E-3 

0.136 0.135 - 

�̇�𝒆𝒏𝒕 

/�̇�𝒕𝒐𝒕
†† 

0.68 

±0.03 

0.85 - - 

𝑰𝒑𝒐 0.12 

±0.01 

0.11 

(0.10) 

0.09 0.13 
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   a) Exp.          b) Rke 

 

 

   a) SST          b) RNG 

Figure 5.26. Contours of total pressure uniformity factor at the traverse plane developed by the 

lobed mixer derived from several turbulence models and experimental data. 
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Figure 5.27. Lines of total pressure mixing index and points of normal vorticity along z=0 at the 

traverse plane for the lobed nozzle.  

 

 To investigate the development of 𝐼𝑝𝑜 and integral levels of  𝜁𝑥 and 𝜁𝑛 they are analyzed on parallel 

YZ-planes between x = 2𝐷𝑓𝑎𝑛 and x = 9𝐷𝑓𝑎𝑛 in Figure 5.28. This investigation was permitted by the 3D 

dataset and not the 2D traverse. Overall, the decay rate of vorticity was similar between studied turbulence 

models, but the integral levels differed. SST consistently predicted lowest vorticity. 𝜁𝑛 continued to sum to 

greater levels than 𝜁𝑥 and decayed at a lower rate. The lack of bullet separation in CFD led to lower 𝜁𝑛 ̅̅̅̅  

values at all distances. However,  𝜁�̅� was within experimental uncertainty for the RNG model. In terms of 

𝐼𝑝𝑜, both RNG and Rke were within experimental uncertainty but SST overpredicted mixing. All turbulence 

models predict 𝐼𝑝𝑜 diminishing according to 1/x with the expanded Rke data set having an R2 residual of 

0.995.     
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Figure 5.28. Total pressure index (Y1) as well as area integrated axial and normal vorticity (Y2) at 

several axial distances from CFD and experimental data of the lobed nozzle. 

 

 CFD thrust performance was analyzed in the near and far-field and shown in Table 5-10. Both the 

surface forces and wake momentum resulted in larger net thrust in all CFD cases. Induced drag was also 

lower which indicated greater success of inter-lobe flow straightening and enhanced fan performance 

despite the regions of separation. This suggested the fan-stator interaction was highly loaded and close to 

stall, leading to some separation accompanying greater angular momentum transfer. Recall, the fans were 

not identical, and assumptions were made to facilitate the reverse engineering. Furthermore, the struts were 

not modeled. But empirical correlations from (Hoerner 1965) calculated drag on both strut lengths as well 

as their interference at the wind tunnel floor and with the nacelle corners. Strut drag would contribute <10% 

of the existing ~15% total difference between experiment and Rke. When experimental error, grid 

uncertainty, and modeling inaccuracies were factored in this error can be as low as 8%. This was acceptable 

given the degree of other information that was obtained and the plentiful improvement possibilities.   

Bullet Separation Increased 𝜁𝑛 

𝐼𝑝𝑜 Within Error 

SST underpredicted 𝜁′𝑠  
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5.6.3 Speculation on CFD-Experimental Differences. 

 Possible improvements range from 3D scanning of the fan geometry to temporal CFD, or at least 

another fan angular position using MRF. Differences between the reversed engineered geometry and the 

physical ducted fan could have led to spurious separation prediction and thus added 𝜇𝑡 in the wakes of the 

reversed flow, increasing mixing rate. Simulating the other nozzles would enhance the usefulness of Figure 

5.28 through comparing decay rates of different devices. Additional traverse locations would allow for 

experimental decay measurement.   

 The MRF approach could be substituted for the mixing plane (MP) approach at the ducted fan rotor 

outlet to enforce the uniform mass-averaged property distribution on the boundary upstream of the stator 

blades. Thus, decreasing the unique wake interactions and dissipating the impact of local separation on 

downstream components. The MP method is popular in CFD and was successfully employed in simulations 

of rotor-stator annular cascades where the discrepancies between particle deposition in rotating and non-

rotating cascades was studied (Bowen, Ameri, and Bons 2020). For interest’s sake, the CFD study showed 

the lack of centrifugal forces in the non-rotating cascade led to downstream differences in incidence angle, 

as expected. However, this was only part of the story. Particle distribution was shown to be highly 

dependent on Stoke’s number. Small particles followed streamlines and generally depositing on stagnation 

points. While large particles were forced radially outward, fail to navigate turns due to their inertia, and 

were disproportionately deposited on the pressure side of neighboring blades. This complex spatial 

distribution of particle sizes was the main challenge for designers of cascade experiments seeking to study 

deposition. Full-engine experiments are costly and more difficult to thoroughly instrument.  

 High fidelity LES simulations of zero incidence propeller-rudder interaction has shown the hub and 

tip vortex interaction on surfaces leads to a spanwise pressure distribution (Posa, Broglia, and Balaras 

2020). The split hub vortex experiences a spanwise shift in the opposite direction to that of the tip vortex. 

They become closer together on their respective sides of the hydrofoil. This was shown to promote shear 
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and higher turbulent fluctuations. In the case of the lobed mixer, one could infer that the complex tip vortex 

and bulk swirl interacting with the lobe is significant and tip gap should be accounted for.             

5.6.4 Recommendations for Full-Scale 

 Aside from the plethora of detailed mixing and vorticity analysis the low-Mach experiments and 

CFD allows for several recommendation to be made to support the full-scale CFD study. These include: 

• Turbulence model selection: 

o Rke was the best choice for simulation of aerodynamic components and jet mixing with 

secondary flow at this resolution with wall 𝑦+ > 30. The method was stable and quickest 

to converge. 

• Near-wall Treatment: 

o A y+ of 30 using non-equilibrium wall functions was sufficient to resolve the BL and 

managed to capture some fan-stator separation. Though their existence was unable to be 

confirmed due to experimental limitations. 

• Wake density: 

o Cell size should be kept to a minimum well into the wake to resolve the complex features 

and achieve grid independence. Here wake cell length scale was held constant at 2% 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 

(4 mm) until being allowed to grow geometrically at a rate of 1.1 past x = 9𝐷𝑓𝑎𝑛.   

• Numerical Setup: 

o Other parameters like the chosen URF and interpolation scheme worked well. 

o Full-scale needed to consider compressibility affects not studied here. 

o The CAD-mesh-iteration-reduction scripting method through ANSYS® Workbench 

project files and TUI based journal files achieved a solution efficiency worth the initial 

time investment.  

• Mixer Design and Performance: 
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o The mixer perimeter and crest/keel design method achieved high levels of mixing without 

noticeable separation and its use in full-scale parametric study was justified.  

o Special attention should be paid to entrainment when vorticity levels do not correlate with 

uniformity. Normal vorticity marked entrainment was a highly indicative target metric 

and should be studied in later designs. Especially helpful in external flows. 
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Chapter 6. Quasi-2D Engine Model 

 Commercially available gas turbine models providing steady meanline engine data were available. 

Published databases for engine and aircraft performance were also numerous. One of the original 

inspirations for commercial engine models was to provide estimates of engine performance (NATO 2002) 

for engine operators, subcontractors, researchers, and junior engineers that were restricted from accessing 

engine data(Kurzke 2005). However, to simulate mixer geometries at full-scale, realistic geometry and 

operating conditions at top-of-climb (TOC) and takeoff were required. Publicly available commercial 

models and databased were insufficient in this regard. So, an in-house quasi-2D engine model was 

developed for a targeted two-spool high bypass ratio unmixed turbofan engine using Engineering Equation 

Solver (EES) by F-Chart Software, LLC. The code is provided in Appendix 0.  

6.1 Target Engine 

 The PW2000 series turbofan-engine was selected as the target for modeling and future lobed mixer 

parametric study because of its relatively high quantity of published data and use on the C-17 transport 

aircraft, as mentioned in Section 1.2. The engine, shown in Figure 6.1, is a dual-spool, axial air flow, annular 

combustor, high bypass, unmixed exhaust, turbofan engine with one 36 blade fan stage, 4 low-pressure 

(LP) compressor stages, 12 high-pressure (HP) compressor stages, 2 HP turbine stages, and 5 LP turbine 

stages. Systems combine to achieve  

Table 6-1 performance and operating conditions which will be captured by the model and verified using 

commercial codes and published databased. But it is vital to note that published engine data rarely identified 

the operating condition the metrics were recorded at. They offer guidelines. For example, maximum thrust 

was often measured on a testbed at ground level and the associated SFC and TIT were not provided to draw 

comparisons. Engines with similar architecture could be modeled by adapting the input parameters but this 

was unnecessary to complete the feasibility study.         
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Figure 6.1. Cutaway drawing of the PW2000 engine. 

 

Table 6-1. Key specification of the PW2040 target engine (Gunston 2006). 

Parameter Value 

BPR 6 

FPR 1.4-1.6 

OPR 27-32 

𝑟𝑡,1 [m] 0.99 

T.I.T. [K] 1400-1600 

𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥 [kN] 180 

TSFC [g/kNs] 

(take-off, cruise) 

9.3, 16.5 

Cruise Altitude [m] 11,000 

Cruise 𝑀 0.85 

Takeoff 𝑀 0.2 

 

Fan Variable GVs LP 

Compressor 

Bypass GVs HP Compressor Combustor HP Turbine LP Turbine 
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6.2 Stations of Analysis 

 Discrete points, called stations, were necessary to simplify the complex engine into a manageable 

number of points where fluid and thermal properties were evaluated. Here the conservation equations, 

isentropic compressible flow equations, ideal gas law, constraints, and correlations were applied. Generally, 

this was at the mid-span radius before and after, at the inlet and outlet, of major engine components. Inter-

stage stations were unnecessary because the core geometry was not desired, and the rotor-stator interactions 

were not being designed. Though, additional tip and hub stations were needed at hub-tip radius ratios < 0.8 

8 (Curnock et al. 2001a) due to the 𝑟2 influence of radial curvature and rotor centrifugal force on pressure 

making the stations locally 2-dimensional. Station numbers were established on a two-spool engine 

schematic in Figure 6.2 and named in Table 6-2.   

 

Figure 6.2. Station locations on a two-spool turbofan engine. Blue is the mid-span low-pressure 

system and red the mid-span high-pressure system. Green is tip/hub spanwise stations. (Figure 

edited from Gasturb13) 
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Table 6-2. Station nomenclature from (Walsh and Fletcher 2004).  

Station Identifier  Name 

0 Ambient 

1 Intake Inlet 

2 Fan Inlet  

13 Fan Bypass Outlet 

17 Bypass Nozzle Exit 

24 Fan Core Outlet 

26 Compressor Inlet 

3 Compressor Diffuser Inlet 

31  Combustion Chamber Inlet 

41 Turbine Guide Vane Inlet 

415 High-Pressure Turbine Inlet 

416 High-Pressure Turbine Outlet 

46 Low-Pressure Turbine Inlet 

48 Low-Pressure Turbine Outlet 

5 Core Nozzle Inlet 

7 Core Nozzle Outlet 

 
 

6.3 Modeling Thermodynamics  

 Engine performance could be estimated through thermodynamic analysis alone when the system 

was adequately constrained. In this case, the lack of inputs limited the usefulness of purely thermodynamic 

analysis to establishing performance trends and verifying power balance across the spools. Conservation of 

mass, momentum, and energy was applied between each station. Isentropic compressible flow equations 

and assumed efficiencies converted between stagnation and static properties. The ideal gas law for dry air 

was applied for density. Performance parameters, like thrust specific fuel consumption (TSFC), were 

defined based on well-establish standards and each one is not written in full here. 

 The assumptions required at this point were at a maximum: 
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• Steady-state operation. 

• Adiabatic turbomachinery. 

• Negligible gravity potential energy. 

• Uniform properties at each station. 

• Assumed total-to-total efficiencies. 

• Bleed mass flow rates from (Walsh and Fletcher 2004). 

• A ‘cold’ 𝑐𝑝 of 1.005 kJ/kgK was used in the low-pressure system and upstream of the combustor. 

• A ‘hot’ 𝑐𝑝 of 1.15 kJ/kgK was used for the combustion chamber and turbine stages.  

 Typically, OPR, FPR, TIT and BPR were chosen as the most general design parameters. 

Thermodynamic analysis allowed for parameter optimization when all others were held constant. Optimal 

FPR was established based on the product of SFC and net thrust at several OPRs for 5 BPRs and TITs 

combinations in Figure 6.3. Raising FPR necessarily increase LP turbine work and the thrust composition 

moved towards bypass thrust domination. Because the core engine PR was OPR/FPR lower BPRs required 

a larger FRP to obtain thrust from the lower bypass �̇�. Notice too, optimal conditions were achieved at 

higher FPR when TIT increased, the opposite of BPR. As TIT increased, SFC increased to supply the 

desired energy, but enhanced thrust. At some point, not constrained without fluid dynamic analysis, the 

FPR would become unattainable due to stall and compressible flow irreversibilities. For the target engine 

(blue line) a FPR of 1.9 was optimal at OPR of 30. 

 The SFC versus SFT balance was studied in Figure 6.4 to ensure the model was predicting 

performance trends. Varying OPR where optimal FPR of 2 was established at an OPR of 20 showed how 

lower core PR led to a rise in SFC. While increasing PR reduced SFC with diminishing losses while SFT 

continued to decrease as the major bypass thrust contribution was reduced. This agreed with (Cohen, 

Rogers, and Saravanamuttoo 1996).  
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 Purely thermodynamic analysis was insufficient in two major ways. First, it only partially 

constrained the system by limiting TIT. Second, it failed to provide velocity and geometric data. For that, 

fluid dynamic modeling was required. 

 

Figure 6.3. Change in optimal FPR versus OPR for several engine BPR and TIT. 
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Figure 6.4. SFC and SFT versus OPR for a BPR of 6 and TIT of 1600 K turbofan engine operating 

at an optimal FPR of 2. 

6.4 Modeling Fluid Dynamics 

 Nozzle, blade, and passage design of the LP system and core exhaust required detailed fluid 

dynamic information not provided by the purely thermodynamic model. Nozzle design required 

determination of the choked flow condition to ensure minimal areas were realistically restricting �̇� and 

thrust was maximized. Passage design constructed an axisymmetric engine geometry through the continuity 

equation at all interior stations. Meanwhile fan blade design establishes the angular momentum input for 

the CFD fan source term UDF to achieve the desired FPR while maintaining radial equilibrium. 

Thermodynamic work was connected to fluid work through Euler’s pump equation, of the form    

 �̇� = �̇�Ublade(𝑣𝜃,13 − 𝑣𝜃,2) . 6.1 

 The flow angles and velocities were required at all LP stations and were readily derived from 

turbomachinery velocity triangle analysis assuming normal stages. A typical velocity diagram was provided 

in Figure 6.5. However, across the fan radius 𝑈𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑑𝑒 varied, changing the flow angles, and centripetal 

acceleration forced the fluid towards the tip thus invalidating the assumption of 2D streamlines on a 
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cylindrical plane about the central axis. Furthermore, radial velocity did not contribute to torque, it was a 

loss. So, the blades needed to be twisted to balance the radial pressure gradient, apply constant specific 

work across the blade, and have a constant axial velocity. First-power blading was chosen because the hub 

reaction was higher than both exponential and free-vortex designs, as shown in Figure 6.6. Reaction relates 

stage enthalpy change to rotor enthalpy change to determine how evenly the flow turning was shared. A 

value of 0.5 is ideal in diffusive processes like compressors. Reaction, Λ, can be determined 

thermodynamically by 

 
Λ =

𝐻2 − 𝐻1

𝐻3 − 𝐻1 
 

6.2 

and through the fluid dynamic relations by 

 Λ = 1 −
𝑢

2𝑈𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑑𝑒

(tan 𝛼2 + tan𝛼1) =
𝑢

2𝑈𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑑𝑒
(tan 𝛽1 + tan𝛽2) 6.3 

with 1 being the fan rotor inlet, 2 the stator inlet and 3 the stator outlet because of Euler’s pump relationship.  

 

Figure 6.5. Compressor mean radius velocity diagram (Cohen, Rogers, and Saravanamuttoo 1996) 

where ‘V’ is relative, ‘C’ is absolute, ‘w’ is tangential and ‘a’ is axial velocity. 
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Figure 6.6. radial variation in reaction using three common radial equilibrium methods (Cohen, 

Rogers, and Saravanamuttoo 1996).  

 

 With the fluid dynamic equations known two steps remained. First, the known number of fan blades 

on the PW2000 were used to find the pitch, s, at the mean radius. Then correlations based on annulus and 

secondary losses for flow turning at s/c ratios were used to estimate the chord, c, where lift coefficient 

divided by drag coefficient was maximized. This data is in Table 6-3 and a graphical depiction of the ideal 

deflection versus s/c is shown in Figure 6.7. Second, correlations in (El-Sayed 2017) estimated the fan stage 

efficiency,  

Table 6-4, and reobtained the known 37 fan blades, details available in Appendix L.  Note, 37 is a prime 

number and chosen for radial moment balance.   

Table 6-3. Fan blade physical specifications derived from the model. 

Parameter Value 

Chord, c [m] 0.28 

Pitch at mean, s [m] 0.112 

Height, h [m] 0.7 

Number of Blades, n 37 (same as target) 

n=1 Most Shallow Change in Λ 

First-Power 
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Table 6-4. Total-total efficiency of the fan and stator derived from correlations (El-Sayed 2017) and 

compared to assumed value.  

Parameter Rotor Stator Stage Assumed Stage 

𝜼 0.92 0.81 0.89 0.90 

𝑪𝑳/𝑪𝒅 28 20 - - 

𝝐 13.6o 32.7o - - 

PR 1.55 1.08 1.68 - 

 

 

Figure 6.7. Cascade data illustrating the impact on pitch to chord ratio on flow turning ability 

(Cohen, 1996). 

 

6.5 Constraining the System 

 At this point, the governing thermodynamic equations and the governing fluid dynamic equations 

were established. The target engine was identified, and its data was used as inputs. The model was 

Increased Pitch = More Turning at Nominal Deflection 
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predicting performance trends in agreement with published textbooks, it was evaluating efficiencies based 

on correlations, and output a variety of performance data, geometric information along with relevant 

properties at each station. But performance was overpredicted. For example, optimal FPR was 1.9 versus 

the reported 1.6. So now constraints were required to hone into the actual engine parameters. 

 Constraints across the fan and bypass stator include blade stress (𝜎 in this section), fan tip relative 

Mach number (𝑀𝑟𝑒𝑙,2,𝑡), diffusion factor (𝐷𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓) and reaction (Λ). Assuming titanium fan blades with the 

specified 𝑟𝑡, 𝜎 was a function of 𝑈𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑑𝑒,𝑡, tapering profile 𝐾 and 𝑟ℎ according to 

 
𝜎 =

𝜌𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑑𝑒𝐾

2
𝑈𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑑𝑒,𝑡

2 (1 − (
𝑟ℎ
𝑟𝑡

)
2

) . 
6.4 

Low blade stress, 𝜎, relative to the failure stress of the material indicated unlikely material failure. With the 

material assumed, 𝜎 constrained 𝑟ℎ and rpm which drove intake area and �̇� as well as FPR. Next, 𝑀𝑟𝑒𝑙,2,𝑡 

was limited to values below 1.7 to prevent excessive shock losses in the channels between blades where 

curvature effects further increase 𝑀𝑟𝑒𝑙,𝑡 according to Prandlt-Meyer relations. Relative tip Mach number is 

given by 

 𝑀𝑟𝑒𝑙,𝑡 =
𝑣𝑟𝑒𝑙,2,𝑡

√𝑘𝑅𝑇2

 . 6.5 

Fan noise was proportional to 𝑀𝑟𝑒𝑙,𝑡. Its regulated for several social reasons including worker/passenger 

well-being and the health of communities in the vicinity of airports. However, limits on 𝑀𝑟𝑒𝑙,𝑡 were counter 

to the desire to maximize �̇� and �̇� based on the fan rpm and a given frontal area. A two-spool design was 

applied to reduce the fan speed by a ratio of the HP compressor rpm. Since the purpose of the fan was to 

produce FPR, a larger deflection angle was theoretically beneficial; however, this could lead to stall, another 

constraint. DeHaller number, D𝐷𝐻 = 𝑣𝑟𝑒𝑙,13/𝑣𝑟𝑒𝑙,2, was a preliminary indicator of excessive losses and 

separation margin and must be kept greater than 0.72 near the tip (Cohen, Rogers, and Saravanamuttoo 
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1996). NACA introduced a diffusion factor, 𝐷𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓, to relate the change in whirl, Δ𝑣𝜃, to blade s/c improving 

loss accuracy for more detailed design, 

 
𝐷𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓 = 1 −

𝑣𝑟𝑒𝑙,13

𝑣𝑟𝑒𝑙,2
+

𝛥𝑣𝜃

2𝑣2
(
𝑠

𝑐
)  . 

6.6 

Extensive cascade testing (Cohen, Rogers, and Saravanamuttoo 1996) suggested maintaining 𝐷𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓 < 0.6 

at the hub and < 0.4 at the tip region to prevent flow separation. Stage flow turning should be shared between 

rotor and stator, again to limit losses and increase stall margin, so ideal Λ𝑚 = 0.5 and Λℎ > 0.   

With the constraints added to the model, the fan rpm and deflection were iteratively varied to 

identify maximum FPR in Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9. Blade stress was not a limiting factor. Conversely, 

Λ𝑚 varied rapidly from stator-loaded to rotor-loaded; it plummets at low rpm due to the fixed FPR. A higher 

Λ𝑚 was needed to keep hub reaction positive. 𝑀𝑟𝑒𝑙,𝑡,1 increased linearly with rotation speed because inlet 

𝑀 was constant. A fan rpm of 3400 had a 15% stall margin according to 𝐷𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓. Λ𝑚 at 3400 rpm put a 10% 

higher load on the fan enthalpy rise. Tip speeds above 3400 rpm had a 𝑀𝑟𝑒𝑙,𝑡,2 of 1.5 with a 10% safety 

margin. Deflection angle, just 𝛼13 with no pre-swirl, was parameterized at 3400 rpm for cruise operation. 

Increasing 𝛼2 resulted in lower 𝑣𝑟𝑒𝑙,𝜃 aft of the fan, thus higher diffusion, faster boundary layer growth, 

and risk of stall for 𝛼2 > 40o. Meanwhile 𝜎 and 𝑀𝑟𝑒𝑙,𝑡,1 were independent of 𝛼13 with constant rpm. A mid-

span 𝛼13 of 30o produced FPR= 1.5. When first-power blading was used instead of free vortex and 𝑀𝑟𝑒𝑙,𝑡,2 

was permitted to reach 1.7, fan rpm could be pushed as high as 5000 achieving FPR = 1.68.   
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Figure 6.8. Constraints on fan rpm normalized by failure value, except for 𝚲 which is normalized 

by 0.5. 

 

Figure 6.9. Constraints on deflection across the mid-span of the fan normalized by failure value, 

except for 𝚲 which is normalized by 0.5. 

  

 With the model adequately constrained the fan performance was reported for use in the volume 

based fan-stator UDF described in Section 4.3.5. For example, first-power blade twist at 5000 rpm and TOC 

conditions produced the hub, mean, and tip radii performance described in Table 6-5. Of note was the 8o to 

37o variation in flow turning approaching the hub resulting in absolute tangential velocity ratio going from 
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0.14 to 0.76. Swirl must be captured by the fan-stator UDF to achieve the target FPR. Λ, 𝑀𝑟𝑒𝑙,2, and 𝐷𝐷𝐻 

decrease steadily approaching 𝑟ℎ but were within the safety margins. 

 Checking that the power balance obeyed the first law of thermodynamics made sense to ensure 

incorporating the fluid equations and constraints had not damaged the earlier thermodynamics-based model. 

At TOC 9.7 MW of power was developed in the LP system and 14.3 MW in the HP system for a total of 

24 MW. Compressor versus turbine power differed by the assumed mechanical efficiency. At take-off, a 

total of 61 MW was developed. 

Table 6-5. Flow across the fan blades and performance according to first-power blade twisting at 

three radial coordinates for an rpm of 5000.  

Station 𝒓/𝒓𝒎 𝜶𝟏𝟑  𝜷𝟐 𝜷𝟏𝟑  𝒗𝜽,𝟏𝟑

𝒖
  

𝒗𝒓𝒆𝒍,𝜽,𝟏𝟑

𝒖
  𝑫𝑫𝑯 𝚲 𝑴𝒓𝒆𝒍,𝟐 

Tip 1.54 8o 68o 67o 0.14 2.4 0.95 0.96 1.7 

Mid-Span 1 32o 59o 45o 0.64 1 0.76 0.8 1.3 

Hub 0.46 37o 37o 1o 0.76 0.1 0.37 0.5 0.8 

 

6.6 Key Properties 

 Finally, the engine model could determine the properties at each station, losses estimation based 

on correlations, off-design prediction from published curve fits of throttle, temperature and altitude, and 

overall performance of key metrics. This capability required 557 lines of code/comments to solve 319 

equations.    

6.6.1 Top of Climb 

 TOC represented the design point of the engine and was used to derive the final baseline geometry. 

At TOC, the aircraft was at 85% throttle and the TIT was 1400 K, the cruise altitude was 11,000 m and 𝑀 

was 0.85. 𝐹𝑛𝑒𝑡 was positive not only for the engine but for the aircraft because the thrust-drag balance 

established during cruise had not been established by throttling down. The drag on the C-17 airframe was 

not known anyways. Properties at TOC are provided in Table 6-6. Because the core engine was not to be 
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simulated only total conditions were needed in the HP systems in contrast to the LP system. Of particular 

interest was 𝑝𝑜 and 𝑇𝑜 at station 5, the core nozzle inlet, and �̇� at station 26, the core intake, shown in 

green. These were used to define the pressure-inlet and target mass-flow outlet BCs respectively in CFD 

facilitating a simulation which did not resolve, but rather modeled, the core. On top of this, the areas were 

vital to construct the engine geometry. Fellow researchers may find this data useful for comparison with 

other in-house engine models or between engines. For example, a thesis by (Schutte 2009) on gas turbine 

on-design cycle analysis was useful in checking the code produced by this work.   

Table 6-6. Key station properties across a BPR of 6 two-spool turbofan engine operating at TOC 

conditions. Low-pressure and high-pressure systems are indicated by color. Bold numbers are 

inputs. Green numbers are needed for CFD BCs.   

Station  𝒑𝒐 [kPa]  𝒑 [kPa] 𝑻𝒐 [K] 𝑻 [K] 𝒖 [m/s] 𝑴 �̇� [kg/s] 𝑨 [m2] 

0 22.6 22.6 217 217 0 0 - - 

1 34.5 22.6 244 217 236 0.85 215 2.50 

2 34.3 - 244 - 207 0.70 215 2.86 

13 57.7 54.2 289 283 115 0.34 184 2.45 

17 55.9 29.55 289 241 311 1.0 184 1.34 

Station  𝒑𝒐 [kPa]  𝒑 [kPa] 𝑻𝒐 [K] 𝑻 [K] 𝒖 [m/s] 𝑴 �̇� [kg/s] 𝑨 [m2] 

24 57.7 - 289 - 207 - 30.7 - 

26 56.5 - 289 - - - 30.7 - 

3 1076 - 753 - - - 30.2 - 

31  1055 - 753 - - - 25.5 - 

41 1023 - 1400 - - - 28.3 - 

415 1023 - 1364 - - - 29.7 - 

416 196 - 946 - - - 29.7 - 

46 192 - 946 - - - 29.7 - 

48 38.0 - 662 - - - 29.7 - 

5 38.0 33.9 658 639 206 0.42 31.0 0.752 

7 37.6 22.6 658 614 317 0.65 31.0 0.473 
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6.6.2 Takeoff 

 At takeoff, the engine was operating at sea-level SI conditions and TIT was permitted to reach its 

maximum of 𝑇𝑜,41 = 1600 K. There was no ram velocity, so the fan suction produced a low 𝑝 zone with a 

streamtube large enough to facilitate 𝑀2 = 0.5 and drove nearly 2.5 times the TOC �̇�. Again, properties are 

provided at each station, now in Table 6-7, and the ones needed to close the CFD are highlighted. The 

increase in TIT had produced a larger outlet temperature but limited the jet 𝑀. Notice, new areas were 

computed at this new design-point because of the different flow densities. Final geometry was based off 

the TOC operating conditions where the mixer would be most applicable.  

Table 6-7. Key station properties across a BPR of 6 two-spool turbofan engine operating at Take-

off conditions. Low-pressure and high-pressure systems are indicated by color. Bolded numbers are 

inputs. Green numbers are needed for CFD BCs.    

Station  𝒑𝒐 [kPa]  𝒑 [kPa] 𝑻𝒐 [K] 𝑻 [K] 𝒖 [m/s] 𝑴 �̇� [kg/s] 𝑨 [m2] 

0 101.3 101.3 288 288 0 0 - - 

1 101.3 85.4 288 274 - - 528 2.5 

2 100.8 - 288 - 170 0.5 528 2.86 

13 161.3 138.3 336 321 170 0.47 451 2.37 

17 156.5 101.3 336 297 280 0.81 451 1.44 

Station  𝒑𝒐 [kPa]  𝒑 [kPa] 𝑻𝒐 [K] 𝑻 [K] 𝒖 [m/s] 𝑴 �̇� [kg/s] 𝑨 [m2] 

24 161.3 - 336 - 170 0.5 76.5 - 

26 158.1 - 336 - - - 76.5 - 

3 2766 - 850 - - - 75.3 - 

31  2711 - 850 - - - 63.5 - 

41 2630 - 1600 - - - 70.8 - 

415 2630 - 1558 - - - 74.3 - 

416 537 - 1097 - - - 74.3 - 

46 526 - 1097 - - - 74.3 - 

48 126.5 - 801 - - - 74.3 - 

5 126.5 118.7 794 781 170 0.31 77.6 0.752 

7 125.2 101.3 794 764 262 0.49 77.6 0.473 
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6.6.3 Design-Point versus Off-Design Performance 

 Key performance parameters are compared in Table 6-8 between TOC, takeoff, and takeoff based 

on off-design correlations performed using the TOC results. Eight off-design curve fits digitized from 

(Walsh and Fletcher 2004) assumed an 85% engine throttle at TOC, permitted a 1400 K to 1600 K increase 

in TIT and accounted for the change in ambient conditions. At TOC design-point, the thrust was found to 

be 85% bypass dominated and netting 25.3 kN of thrust at a TSFC of 20.4 g/kNs. However, the core was 

determined to not be choked by the model when it was common for transonic propulsion nozzles to be so. 

So 𝐴17 was manually reduced according to the choking capacity. At design-point takeoff operation the 

TSFC dropped to 12.9 g/kNs because 𝐹𝑛𝑒𝑡 thrust jumped by a factor of 5.7 to 145 kN with a 6:1 bypass:core 

split while �̇� increased by a factor of 2.5. At takeoff neither nozzle was choked because the 𝑝𝑜 needed at 

zero altitude was greater. The off-design correlations poorly predicted the on-design takeoff performance 

by overestimating 𝐹𝑛𝑒𝑡 by 45% as well as TSFC by 33%. Through 𝐹𝑛𝑒𝑡/𝑇𝑆𝐹𝐶 was within 7%. The main 

cause of this discrepancy was a crude estimate of TOC throttle position. A value of 92% resulted in a match. 

Use of off-design correlations was not advised without further information.  

Table 6-8. Key performance parameters at TOC, take-off and take-off from off-design correlations 

as derived by the engine model.   

Operating 

Condition  

FPR BPR Choked 

(bypass/core) 

TSFC 

[g/kNs] 

𝑭𝒏𝒆𝒕 

[kN] 

𝑭𝒓𝒂𝒎 

[kN] 

𝑭𝒈,𝒄 

[kN] 

𝑭𝒈,𝒃𝒚 

[kN] 

TOC 1.68 6.0 Yes/No 

(Yes/Yes 

after A17 

reduced) 

20.4 25.3 50.7 9.8 66.9 

Take-off  

(off-design) 

1.68 7.0 No/No 17.2 209.1 0 - - 

Take-off 

(same areas) 

1.6 6.0 No/No 12.9 145.0 0 20.3 126.1 
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6.7 Uncertainty  

 Error propagation based on partial derivatives gave insight into the sensitivity of the core output 

parameters and the main culprits behind the uncertainty in Table 6-9. Individual variable uncertainty was 

the maximum of reported engine data significant figures, variance in data from (Svoboda 2000) (typically 

10%), and estimated uncertainty otherwise. Overall, sensitivities were dominated by the selection of fan 

rpm and deflection. While diffusion control was significantly influenced by 𝑠/𝑐 because of changes in 

minimal loss deflection angle. Total mass flow was dictated by intake area and dramatically impacted thrust 

and TSFC. Because TSFC was the most global performance metric and a function of the most variables its 

error was highest at 15%. Versus 𝐷𝐷𝐻, which only depends on the fan velocity triangle and had a 5% 

uncertainty.   

Table 6-9. Results of EES error propagation through the TOC model.  

Performance Parameter Value ± Uncertainty Culprits (>10%) 

𝐷𝐷𝐻 0.76 ± 0.04 𝑟𝑝𝑚, 𝛼2,𝑀1 

𝐷𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓 0.30 ± 0.06 𝛼2, 𝑠/𝑐 

FPR 1.7 ± 0.2 𝑟𝑝𝑚, 𝛼2 

𝐹𝑛𝑒𝑡 [kN] 25 ± 5 𝐴0, 𝑟𝑝𝑚 

�̇� [kg/s] 215 ± 20 𝐴0 

TSFC [g/Ns] 20.4 ± 3 𝑟𝑝𝑚, 𝐴0, 𝛼2, 𝜂𝑛𝑜𝑧 

𝑀𝑟𝑒𝑙,𝑡,1 1.7 ± 0.2 𝑟𝑝𝑚 

𝑟𝑡 0.996 ± 0.06 𝑀1, 𝐴0 

 

6.8 Verification of Performance Metrics 

 Verification of the model against a hand calculation, peer-reviewed literature, and a commercial 

code increase confidence. Passing this trial meant it could be used to obtain the desired BCs for CFD and 

derive a realistic geometry to facilitate full-scale 3D simulation. 
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6.8.1 Estimation of Cruise Thrust  

 The first level of verification was achieved with comparison to a hand calculation of cruise thrust 

where lift must balance mass, a lift to drag ratio was assumed, and thrust must then balance the drag. So, 

four PW2000 engines are fitted to the C-17. Based on the maximum take-off weight the cruise lift can be 

determined by assuming negligible fuel loss during take-off. Lift to drag ratio of 18 was typical of aircraft 

in this class (Filippone 2000) therefore a thrust of 36 kN was produced by each of the engines in cruise. 

However, there are two issues with this first approach. Variation in L/D ratio for aircraft with PW2000 

engines was close to 20%. Second, fuel used during take-off could be significant in reducing the cruise 

weight early in the mission. 

  Using an estimated take-off speed of 70 m/s at sea-level gives 𝑀 0.2. A minimum runway length 

of 2300 m was selected. Set a SFC of 0.01 kg/kNs (Svoboda 2000) and 180 kN of maximum thrust. Then 

240 kg of fuel was consumed by the C-17 during take-off. That was <1% of the total fuel capacity. Perhaps, 

fuel consumed in climb was significant. Using a maximum vertical climb rate of 7.6 m/s to 11,000 m using 

maximum thrust and assuming an average of takeoff and TOC SFC resulted in 16% of total fuel being 

consumed. Atmospheric conditions, noise path, and airspace traffic would factor into climb path. Taxi 

consumption was ignored but may become significant if airport layout and delays were long.  Regardless, 

accounting for the fuel weight consumed during climb resulted in a cruise thrust at 11,000 m of 30 kN for 

the C-17 at maximum payload and 25.6 kN at 50% payload. Both numbers were within model uncertainty.  

6.8.2 Literature 

 A compilation of key turbofan engine data was assembled by (Svoboda 2000) for preliminary 

design. The relationships between takeoff and cruise 𝐹𝑛𝑒𝑡 (example in Figure 6.10) and SFC was 

documented along with geometric features such as BPR and 𝑟𝑡. Knowing a few engine parameters allowed 

other unknown specification to be estimated based on this database. Sources of the database include Jane’s 

aero engines 1997 and Elements of gas turbine propulsion 1996. The model was within the uncertainty of 

the correlation as shown in Table 6-10 providing additional confidence as modeled performance was not 
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an outlier amongst other engines in its class. The only metric outside of the database uncertainty was takeoff 

TSFC which was related to the low takeoff 𝐹𝑛𝑒𝑡. To remedy this one could increase 𝑀2 to drive more �̇� 

pushing the 𝑀𝑟𝑒𝑙,𝑡,2 closer to the 1.7 limit at take-off. However, this outcome was deemed satisfactory. It 

was noteworthy that the PW2000 itself falls well within the correlation error of (Svoboda 2000) so is not 

an outlier of the database.  

 

Figure 6.10. Cruise thrust versus take-off thrust (Svoboda 2000). 

 

Table 6-10. Key performance parameters compared between the engine model and a peer-reviewed 

published dataset. 

Parameter Database (Svoboda 2000) Model 

Fnet (take-off, TOC) [kN] 160 ± 30, 30 ± 5  145, 25.3 

�̇� take-off [kg/s] 500 ± 90  528 kg/s 

OPR 27 ± 5 32 

TSFC (take-off, cruise) [g/kN∙s] 10 ± 1, 18 ± 3 12.9, 20.4 

Length [m] 3.6 ± 0.3  3.7 

Nacelle Diameter [m] 2.3 ± 0.3  N/A 

Fan Diameter [m] 2.0 ± 0.2  2 

 

Engine Model 
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6.8.3 Commercial Code 

 GasTurb 8.0 is a commercially available software package for the preliminary design of 

turbomachinery including high BPR two-spool unmixed turbofan engines. Gas turbine engine performance 

modeling manual by NATO (RTO 2002) discussed the utility of GasTurb. Direct comparison between the 

code and GasTurb 8.0 outputs for the same input parameters provided the highest level of verification.  

 GasTurb 8.0, this was an older version at the time, did not provide whirl information or assist in 

building an intimate understanding of the equation set. It was largely a thermodynamic driven model and 

exceedingly useful in engine analysis when more inputs were known. It was insufficient in obtaining the 

engine geometry and core BCs given the limited initial details. Although it did provide meanline property 

data at all engine stations and performance metrics for a turbofan engine of similar architecture. 

 The meanline results of the model are compared with the GasTurb 8.0 outputs in Table 6-12, overall 

a strong agreement was reached. Minor discrepancies were likely due to different correlations and the 

difference in constraints. Metrics that experienced no change were independent variables in GasTurb and 

set according to the model. 

Table 6-11. Comparison of TOC performance between a commercial code and the model. 

Parameter GasTurb 8.0 Model 

Fnet [kN]  

(take-off, TOC) 

143, 24.5 (-1%, -3%) 145, 25.3 

TSFC [kg/kNs] 

(take-off, TOC) 

12.7, 21.2 (-2%, +4%) 12.9, 20.4 

�̇� 215 (-) 215 

Choked (bypass, primary) Yes, Yes Yes, Yes 

FPR 1.68 (-) 1.68 

Exhaust Areas: 𝐴17, 𝐴7 [𝑚2] 1.38, 0.445 (+3%, -6%) 1.34, 0.473 

Intake Area: 𝐴0 [𝑚2] 2.3 (-8%) 2.5 

𝑀𝑟,𝑡𝑖𝑝 1.7 (-) 1.7 

𝑃𝑜,17, 𝑃𝑜,7 [kPa] 53.7, 40.6 (-4%, +8%) 55.9, 37.6 
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𝑇𝑜,17, 𝑇𝑜,7 [K] 286, 684 (-1%, +4%) 289, 658 

 

6.9 Derived Engine Geometry 

 Cross-sectional areas obtained from the quasi-2D engine model at all LP stations and at the HP 

intake and outlet were used to construct an axisymmetric geometry about the fan rotation axis to facilitate 

3D simulation. The engine interior was described by 35 points, the interior shroud by 20 points and the 

exterior nacelle by a further 15 points. Points were connected using a spline to obtain a smooth geometry 

and avoid triggering backward facing step type flow separation. Areas allowed for radial coordinates to be 

related to each other based on the known 𝑟𝑡,2 of 0.99 m and the found 𝑟ℎ,2 of 0.3 m. Engine length for the 

C-17 was known to be 3.73 m but the value of 𝑟𝑡/𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑒 of 4.39 was chosen based on (Svoboda 2000) and 

allowed for shallower area gradients. The extra space relieved aerodynamic design responsibility from the 

hub, bullet, and cowling so the project can remain focused on mixer nozzle analysis.  

 Suggestions from literature regarding curvature limits, intake shape, and droop (Section 2.3.1), and 

exhaust boat-tail angle (Section 2.3.2) helped locate unconstrained points. First, the intake area must not 

choke over the operational envelope and provide diffusion to a fan inlet Mach number of around 0.6 (Mund, 

Doulgeris, and Pilidis 2007). Minimal intake curvature was critical at takeoff to avoid separation at the inlet 

round. A maximum turning angle of 10o from axial was recommended by (Steffen 1974) at 𝑀 = 0.75. A 

study of drag reduction by geometric smoothing using class-shape transformations (Christie, Heidebrecht, 

and MacManus 2016, Heidebrecht, Stankowski, and MacManus 2016) concluded that NACA1 cowls were 

inadequate at transonic speeds and intake lengths of at least 𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒/𝐷𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒 = 0.5 were needed. Here 

𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒/𝐷𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒 = 0.82. Leading edge droop should not exceed 10o (Larkin and Schweiger 1992). 

Aft of the intake, the bypass duct was flared radially to permit an off-axis exhaust angle, termed 

‘boat-tail’ angle, to minimize bypass B.L. growth (Mund, Doulgeris, and Pilidis 2007) and limit noise 

generation from the jet mixing between core and bypass (Huang et al. 2008). Cowling studies identified 11o 
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as a good boat-tail angle to enhance thrust (Zimmermann et al. 1993) and 16o as a maximum to prevent 

external cowling separation. The boat-tail angle matched the core exhaust bullet angle (Steffen 1974) to 

avoid pressure. A boat-tail angle of 11o was selected for this engine.  

 Alas, the engine geometry was ready to be revolved about the fan axis, meshed, and simulated 

using RANS, model derived BCs, and the fan-stator UDF validated by the same model.         

 

Figure 6.11. Axisymmetric turbofan engine geometry derived from the model at TOC. 

 

6.9.1 Intake Treatment 

 Engine geometry optimization was not performed, but 12 iterations of intake design were 

completed in CFD using the Rke turbulence model to study the influence of the intake design on separation 

and exterior flow acceleration. For a fixed geometry, the intake must meet two competing requirements: 

diffusion to 𝑀2 during TOC requiring an increase in area, and separation free ingestion at takeoff where 

the incoming streamtube increases local incidence angle.    

 Two geometries featuring 10o intake droop and identical 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥  were simulated at TOC and takeoff 

conditions to study the impact of leading-edge radius on performance. 𝑀 in the vicinity of the inlet can be 

studied in Figure 6.12. The final intake treatment had a radius of 0.0925 m while the example, one of 12 

permutations, had a smaller radius of 0.06 m. For the larger radius at TOC, flow acceleration due to 

11o 
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streamline curvature produced local 𝑀 maxima on the external and internal side of the inlet round before 

subsonic recovery began downstream of 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥. On the other hand, the smaller treatment resulted in a steady 

increase in 𝑀 across the nacelle to sonic values past 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 before a shock was required at 95% the nacelle 

length where 𝑀 = 1.4. This caused wall shear-stress on the exterior nacelle surface to increase 25% due to 

the average increase in axial velocity. The difference in interior 𝑀 should not be compared because the 

target fan 𝑀2 in the UDF was 0.7 for the final design and 0.5 for the example. 

 At takeoff, the intake treatment led to differences in internal flow even when 𝑀2 was matched in 

the UDF. In both cases, fan suction increased �̇� and resulted in a 58% increase in upstream streamtube area 

producing a local increase in incidence of 5o on the inlet round. The similarities end there. The large radius 

suppressed separation between the intake and the fan inlet while the small radius led to separation 

originating from the start of the diffusive geometry and produced a recirculation zone past 0.8𝑟𝑡. Blockage 

resulted in less diffusion and therefore a larger axial velocity near the hub. A shock was predicted at the 

root of the fan inlet plane. This level of distortion would be a problem for the real engine. In the UDF, the 

overall FPR was reduced by 10% and 𝐹𝑛𝑒𝑡 dropped by 13%.  

 Use of the final intake was justified based on searching for maximum performance and performance 

that agreed with the model. Also, it reduced flow complexity leading to easier convergence and high inlet 

uniformity independent of the operating conditions. Exactly what a good intake should provide.  
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  a) TOC - Final Intake                   b) TOC - Example Intake 

 

  a) Takeoff - Final Intake   b) Takeoff - Example Intake 

Figure 6.12. Rke calculated contours of Mach number on the xr-plane around the inlet on two 

geometries and two operating conditions.  

 

6.10 Verification of Full-Scale Baseline CFD 

 Simulations were performed on the full-scale geometry at TOC and takeoff according to the 

numerical methods established throughout Chapter 4 to evaluate differences between the quasi-2D engine 

model and the 3D axisymmetric domain. Resolving the shear layers and radial property distributions was 

expected to produce differences. 

Tip Separation 

Shock 

Increased Streamtube 

Curvature Flow Acceleration Curvature Flow Acceleration 

Reduced Streamtube 
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 The main flow features predicted by CFD are shown in Figure 6.13. They include: angular 

momentum source across the fan and sink in the stator swept volumes, possible flow separation in the 

vicinity of 𝑟𝑡, and two concentric jets issuing from the core and bypass which mix in the wake. Pressure 

and viscous drag will be developed on all surfaces leading to internal 𝑝𝑜 drop and external wake momentum 

deficit enhancing bypass-freestream mixing losses. The question remains, how accurate was the model 

given these differences.  

 
Figure 6.13. Identification of key flow features at TOC using CFD of the baseline geometry.  

 

 First, the velocity diagram across the fan mid-span were compared. Blade speed was matched by 

the input. All other vectors differ by roughly 12%. CFD 𝑢 was higher than the model because diffusion in 

the expanding cross-sectional area aft the intake reduced velocity near the walls faster while the model 

assumed uniform profiles and did not account for streamline curvature. Aerodynamic blockage from BL 

growth enhanced this effect. Discrepancy in 𝑢 was directly associated with the difference in 𝑣𝜃,13 because 

the local 𝑀 was higher and less angular momentum was put into the flow for the fixed work. Because of 
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this, CFD calculated a 2% larger �̇� simultaneous with a 1% lower FPR as shown in Table 6-12. This was 

on the order of grid uncertainty and acceptable.        

 

Figure 6.14. Velocity vector diagrams from CFD and the model across the fan mid-span. 

 

 Curvature in the nozzles produced highly non-uniform outlet velocity profiles but ones with 

average 𝑢 being 5% greater than the model at TOC and 7% less at take-off. Nozzle exit plane velocity 

profiles are shown normalized by the model values in Figure 6.15. Faster BL growth led to double the 

bypass blockage at takeoff. Low FPR at the tip caused by the minor separation there caused lower 𝑢 towards 

the bypass shroud despite development occurring between stator and nozzle and navigating the bent duct 

to achieve the boat-tail angle. An 8% drop in 𝐹𝑔,𝑏𝑦 ensued. At TOC, the bypass jet was more uniform, but 

the BLs resulted in a 2% reduction in 𝐹𝑔,𝑏𝑦. Core jet meanline velocity was 10% larger than the model at 

TOC despite the nozzle inlet 𝑝𝑜 and 𝑇𝑜 being uniquely specified. The reason for this was the lower 

backpressure experience by the core engine resulting from the low-pressure bypass jet surrounding it. A 

new choke point was generated by the effective ambient 𝑝 and 𝐹𝑔,𝑐 increased by a factor of 1.6 as a result. 

Both TOC and takeoff core 𝑢 distributions were biased towards the core shroud because the gradient in 

cross-sectional area was steeper on the bullet.    
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Figure 6.15. Exhaust axial velocity profiles from Rke normalized by the model value.  

 

Table 6-12. Comparison of CFD and model derived performance variables at TOC and take-off 

operating conditions. 

 TOC Take-off 

 Model CFD Model CFD 

𝐹𝑛𝑒𝑡 [kN] 25.3 26.6 (+5%) 145 119.8 (-13%) 

𝐹𝑔,𝑐 [kN] 9.8 15.6 (+60%) 20.3 19.0 (-6%) 

𝐹𝑔,𝑏𝑦 [kN] 66.9 65.4 (-2%) 126.1 114.8 (-8%) 

�̇�1 [kg/s] 215 219 (+2%) 514 515 (-) 

𝑇𝑜,7
 [K] 658 684 (+4%) 794 794 (-) 

𝑇𝑜,17
 [K] 289 270 (-7%) 336 317 (-6%) 

𝑣𝜃,𝑚,2 [m/s] 132 101 (-23%) 140 164 (+17%) 

𝑀2 0.70 0.70 (-) 0.60 0.66 (+10%) 

FPR 1.68 1.66 (-1%) 1.60 1.58 (-1%) 

 

 The baseline engine performance and geometry were now well established and ready for the 

parametric study. CFD derived performance of the baseline geometry provides the main opportunity for 

comparison.   
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Chapter 7. Forced Mixer Parametric Study 

 Mixing performance was quantified through a CFD study of 12 geometrically reproducible mixing 

nozzles under different operating conditions ranging from takeoff to moderate swirl, but focusing on 

standard TOC, to identify the key design parameters. Mixing was quantified in terms of 𝐼𝑝𝑜 and 𝐼𝑇𝑜, and 

analyzed through the study of 𝜁𝑥 and 𝜁𝑛 in the wake. Feasibility was measured relative to the aerodynamics 

of the baseline engine and the added weight of the devices was considered.     

7.1 Mixing Nozzle Parameters 

 In accordance with Section 3.3, the mixing nozzles used in the parametric study are described and 

labeled in Table 7-1. The core outlet location was maintained in M1 through M10 but moved upstream in 

M11 and M12. Parameters targeted for variation are marked in bold. The geometric mixer blockage area 

for the bypass and core is also listed. Due to back pressure changes, each nozzle had a unique area reduction 

factor, 𝐴∗/𝐴7, necessary to maintain choked mass flow rate. To provide context and a visual aid, axial 

cross-sectional views, and side views for each geometry, indicating all relevant nozzle locations, are 

provided in Table 7-2. 

 The parametric study was arranged as stated by the evaluation matrix in Table 7-3. In each category 

at least 3 nozzles were compared, and the baseline acted as a reference point. A single variation was studied 

when core 𝜎 and 𝑇𝑢 operating conditions were changed. At takeoff, the most geometrically variant devices, 

M3 and M12, were compared.  

 To gauge overall performance in a single variable an objective variable, 𝐽, was defined based on 

the conglomeration of other well-established dependent variables according to 

 
𝐽 = 𝐹𝑥,𝐹𝐹(1 − 𝐼𝑝𝑜)(1 − 𝐼𝑇𝑜) (1 −

𝑇𝑐

max(𝑇)
) 

7.1 
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and was calculated at 𝑥 = 3𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑔 for each device and compared with the baseline operating at the respective 

TOC or takeoff condition. The objective variable gave equal weighting to 𝐹𝑥,𝐹𝐹, favoring low-drag, 𝐼𝑝𝑜, 

indicating velocity mixing and noise reduction, 𝐼𝑇𝑜, related to bulk thermal mixing, and max(𝑇), related to 

IRSS success through Stefan-Boltzmann’s Law.  

Table 7-1. Geometric parameters of 12 unique mixing nozzles used in the parametric study. 

Mixer ID 𝒏𝒍𝒐𝒃𝒆 L/𝝀 𝒉𝒍𝒐𝒃𝒆/𝝀 𝑶𝒍𝒐𝒃𝒆 %𝒔 𝑨∗/𝑨𝟕 𝑨𝑩,𝒄/𝑨𝟕  𝑨𝑩,𝒃𝒚/𝑨𝟏𝟕 

M1 (12-5-1-30-0) 12 5 1.0 0.30 0 0.88 0.2 0.03 

M2 (12-5-1.5-37-0) 12 5 1.5 0.37 0 0.87 0.3 0.05 

M3 (12-5-2.3-47-0) 12 5 2.3 0.47 0 0.8 0.4 0.07 

M4 (12-1-2.3-46-0) 12 1 2.3 0.46 0 0.88 0.4 0.09 

M5 (12-2.7-2.3-47-0) 12 2.7 2.3 0.47 0 0.85 0.4 0.09 

M6 (16-5-1-30-0) 16 5 1 0.30 0 0.93 0.2 0.03 

M7 (16-5-2.3-43-0) 16 5 2.3 0.43 0 0.87 0.3 0.07 

M8 (12-2.7-1.5-60-0) 12 2.7 1.5 0.6 0 0.90 0.3 0.08 

M9 (12-2.7-1.5-60-50) 12 2.7 1.5 0.6 50 0.90 0.3 0.08 

M10 (12-5-2.3-47-50) 12 5 2.3 0.47 50 0.8 0.4 0.07 

M11 (16-5-2.3-43-0) 

short 

16 5 2.3 0.43 0 0.87 0.15 0.25 

M12 (16-5-2.3-43-50) 

short 

16 5 2.3 0.43 50 0.87 0.15 0.25 
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Table 7-2. Nozzle shapes at the outlet plane and side views of each mixing nozzle used in the 

parametric analysis.  

(Blue line is lobe outlet, Red line is core at mixer inlet plane, Black line is baseline core outlet, 

Green is bypass nozzle outlet projected to the core outlet plane) 

Mixer ID Outlet Shapes Side View 

M1 

(12-5-1-30-0) 

  

M2 

(12-5-1.5-37-0) 

  

M3 

(12-5-2.3-47-0) 

& 

M10 

M10 (12-5-2.3-47-50) 
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M4 

(12-1-2.3-46-0) 

  

M5 

(12-2.7-2.3-47-0) 

  

M6 

(16-5-1-30-0) 
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M7  

(16-5-2.3-43-0) 

  

M8 

(12-2.7-1.5-60-0) 

& 

M9 

(12-2.7-1.5-60-50) 

 

 

 

M11 

(16-5-2.3-43-0) short 

& 

M12 

(16-5-2.3-43-50) short 
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Table 7-3. Evaluation matrix for mixing nozzle parametric study. Red boxes indicate a 

participating design nozzle ID and associated simulation. 

 Study 

Mixer 

IDs 

𝒉/𝝀 𝑳/𝝀  𝒏𝒍𝒐𝒃𝒆 %𝒔 Shortening Takeoff 𝑻𝒖 𝝈 

Baseline         

M1         

M2         

M3         

M4         

M5         

M6         

M7         

M8         

M9         

M10         

M11         

M12         

 

7.2 Discussion of Operating Conditions 

 The operating conditions and how they were applied to the domain boundaries were described in 

detail in Sections 4.3 and Section 6.6. However, modeling the core engine through the engine model 

decoupled from the actual simulation led to changes in set point which must be considered. This difference 

was best explained in terms of core nozzle flow choking.   

7.2.1 Core Choking 

 At TOC, the baseline engine bypass and core experienced choked flow downstream of the 

respective exhaust outlets, as shown in Figure 7.1. The bypass was observed to be under-expanded at a FPR 

of 1.66 and the core was also choked. When the bypass jet became less confined by the core nozzle wall 

and was subsequently heated by the core another period of expansion took place, agreeing with Figure 2.16. 

Earlier CFD to engine model verification studies showed choked �̇�𝑐 and  �̇�𝑏𝑦 could be replicated and 
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overall performance agreed within modeling and grid uncertainties. Augmenting the core nozzle with any 

of the devices produced a new choke point, one not easily predicated without 3D flow simulation, which 

caused a new �̇�𝑐. This change in engine set-point must be accounted for and the options of doing so are 

three-fold: 

1. Adjust  �̇�24 at the core inlet to match the new �̇�𝑐 produced by the pressure-inlet BC at station 7. 

2. Adjust 𝑇𝑜, altering the flow parameter, to change density at station 7 and maintain  �̇�𝑐. 

3. Adjust 𝐴7 to maintain the original  �̇�𝑐.  

 

Figure 7.1. Contours of Mach number at the outlet of the baseline engine at TOC. 

 

 The problem of variable back pressure is illustrated in Figure 7.2. Equal 𝐴7 with constant BCs 

yielded a 20% reduction in 〈𝐶𝑝〉 at the core nozzle inlet, station 5, in (b) versus (a). This was caused by the 

lower back pressure through bypass-core entrainment along the increased jet perimeter facilitating a 

different choke point. Each nozzle had a different backpressure reduction, depending mainly on ℎ/𝜆, and 

ranging from 5kPa to 10kPa (10% to 20%). This was not known theoretically and required manual iteration 

of the outlet area. The jet interaction’s influence on backpressure surpassed aerodynamic blockage increase. 
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The net result was high �̇�𝑐. By reducing 𝐴7, 𝐶𝑝 at station 5 can be matched to baseline, see (c), and thus 

the turbomachinery would not be influenced by the change in geometry.      

 

   a) Baseline     b) M5 (equal 𝐴7) 

 

c) M5 (reduced 𝐴7) 

Figure 7.2. Pressure coefficient at the engine outlet for three configurations operating at TOC. 

 

7.2.2 Dynamic Similarity and Adjusting the Flow Parameter 

 Matching the flow parameter leaving the core by area correction for every configuration was the 

most straightforward approach and raised the least questions because no other component was influenced 

by the change. Alternatively, the core inlet �̇� could be set equal to the outlet value, ignoring fuel. In this 

case, the core engine was operating at an entirely new condition, higher �̇�, for the same area and thus 𝜌 or 

𝑣𝑥 must increase. Core flow angles would change. Losses would change. Accounting for all this internally, 

the core was not simulated any ways, was fine. But the change in core �̇� still robed the bypass of air, see 
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Table 7-4, having a major impact on 𝐶𝑔,𝑏𝑦 amongst other things. Contrarily, outlet 𝑇𝑜 was reduced (33% 

for M5) to match �̇� by increasing 𝜌. The higher density flow achieved a 33% lower thrust potential because 

of the change in the speed of sound. Though the exhaust temperature would be much lower. Fundamentally, 

these other options presented problems because the internal core mechanics were not well known and 

detailed manufacturer data, such as characteristic curves, would be required to account for losses and 

because changes in backpressure and 𝑇𝑜 altered the potential enthalpy change across the turbines where 

work is extracted for the compressors and subsystems. For all these reasons, the parametric study went with 

𝐴7 adjustment but acknowledges the practical relevance of 𝐶𝑏 reduction and that further evaluation should 

be committed during design optimization when unique data is available.         

Table 7-4. Comparison of performance between baseline and different operating conditions of M5.   

  M5 

Performance 

Parameter 

Baseline Adjusted 

�̇�𝒄  

Adjusted 𝑻𝒐 Adjust 𝑨𝟕 

𝑪𝑭𝒙,𝑭𝑭 0.68 0.61 (-10%) 0.46 (-32%) 0.63 (-7%) 

𝑪𝒈,𝒃𝒚 1.66 1.52 (-8%) 1.65 (-1%) 1.66 (-) 

𝑪𝒈,𝒄 0.40 0.53 (+32%) 0.28 (-30%) 0.47 

(+17%) 

𝑪𝒅 0.79 0.81 (+2%) 0.73 (-7%) 0.83 (+5%) 

𝑪𝑹
 1.42 1.48 (+4%) 1.42 (-) 1.42 (-) 

�̇�𝒃𝒚 [kg/s] 189 186 (-2%) 189 (-) 189 (-) 

�̇�𝒄 [kg/s] 30.7 39.8 (+30%) 30.7 (-) 30.7 (-) 

 

7.3 Flow Interaction 

 Before diving into the analysis of each nozzle parameter it is important to explain the connection 

between wake vorticity and uniformity factor. When baseline iso-surfaces of 𝐶𝜁𝑥 and 𝐶𝜁𝑛 with contours of 
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𝜙𝑇𝑜 in the near wake in Figure 7.3 are juxtaposed against the equivalent for M3 in Figure 7.4 the 

relationship becomes clearer. Ensuing contour analysis will have more value if this is understood.  

 Right off the baseline generates a complete lack of 𝜁𝑥 due to perfect de-swirling in the stator UDF 

at TOC and because the core outlet BC is void of angular velocity. In contrast, 𝜁𝑛 was produced by every 

shear layer. It was observed at the BL height when the flow was wall bounded. Meanwhile, 𝜁𝑛 propagated 

downstream from trailing edges, expanded in width due to mixing, and subsequently decayed. Maximum 

𝜁𝑛 was generated between the core and bypass as 𝜁𝑛 here reached furthest into the wake. The decay rate 

increased proportional to vortex strength but to a lesser magnitude. Of importance was that the gradients of 

𝜙𝑇𝑜 were universally within non-freestream 𝜁𝑛. The iso-contour at 𝐶𝜁𝑛 = 3 contained the steepest gradient. 

So 𝜁𝑛 facilitates temperature mixing even for the baseline. Furthermore, the strength of 𝜁𝑛 must be a 

function of velocity ratio and density ratio because core-bypass density differed more greatly than bypass-

freestream velocity.  

 Now compare near wake vorticity and mixing produced by M3. Immediately a large CRVP of lobe 

radial dimension is observed (the positive 𝜁𝑥 is past the semi-transparent 𝜙𝑇𝑜 contour). 𝜁𝑛 surrounds weaker 

𝜁𝑥 as both decay. Unlike in the baseline, all trailing edges were not equal in 𝜁𝑛 generation. The lobe trough 

at 𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑒𝑙 had caused 95% increase in local maximum 𝜁𝑛 over the baseline. The density ratio was equivalent. 

The BCs equivalent. Inspection proved the local velocity ratio increased from 1.2 to 1.7, all core dominated, 

due to local bypass flow diffusion. So local velocity ratio was the cause. The difference in 𝜙𝑇𝑜 due to the 

change in vorticity was evident by the thickening of the thermal shear layer and reduction in the potential 

core radial length. Significantly, the gradient was no longer exclusively within 𝜁𝑛 but rather extended from 

𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑒𝑙, where 𝜁𝑛 was highest, to 𝑟𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡, where a combination of 𝜁𝑥 and 𝜁𝑛 contributed to mixing. Of lesser 

note, but in agreeance with literature, CRVP centers translate radial outward as they propagate. This was 

despite the boat-tail angle and higher bypass than core 𝑝𝑜.   
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Figure 7.3. Total temperature uniformity factor on an X𝜽-plane intercepting the lobe trough and 

iso-surfaces of axial (positive and negative) and normal vorticity near the engine outlet for the 

baseline at TOC.  

  

 

Figure 7.4. Total temperature uniformity factor on an X𝜽-plane intercepting the lobe trough and 

iso-surfaces of axial (positive and negative) and normal vorticity near the engine outlet for M3 at 

TOC. 
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7.4 Impact of Nozzle Blockage 

 Three nozzles of varying ℎ/𝜆 but constant 𝐿/𝜆 were compared to access the impact of nozzle 

blockage on the aerodynamic forces, vorticity, and mixing. Nozzle lengths were at a maximum to reduce 

the influence of rise/fall angles on performance. Blockage area ratios were provided above. Extra time will 

be spent with discussion of this first parameter.  

7.4.1 Forces and Nozzle Height 

 As ℎ\𝜆 increased net thrust (𝐶𝐹𝑥,𝐹𝐹) dropped up to 7%. This was not accounted for by increases in 

induced drag (𝐶𝑑,𝐼) or by changes in gross thrust issuing at the nozzle exit planes (𝐶𝑔,𝑐 and 𝐶𝑔,𝑏𝑦). The main 

source of drag leading to loss in 𝐶𝐹𝑥,𝐹𝐹 was the bypass jet impingement onto the lobed mixer crest. Surface 

pressure and viscous drag coefficient combined for a 0.01 increase (875N or 100 drag counts) from M1 to 

M3. Clearly, increased bypass blockage due to longer lobe height was detrimental to total wake momentum 

because of this interaction. Also clear was the parallel between core nozzle pressure loss coefficient, Δ𝐶𝑝𝑜, 

and the desire for matching back pressure. More ℎ/𝜆 meant more bypass-core entertainment which in turn 

reduced 𝐶𝑏 thus required a larger loss.  

Table 7-5. Force analysis of mixing nozzles with variable lobe height operating at TOC. 

  Mixing Nozzles 

Performance 

Parameter 

Baseline M1  

(12-5-1-30-0) 

M2 

(12-5-1.5-37-0) 

M3 

(12-5-2.3-47-0) 

𝑪𝑭𝒙,𝑭𝑭 0.68 0.64 (-6%) 0.64 (-6%) 0.63 (-7%) 

𝑪𝒈,𝒃𝒚 1.66 1.65 (-1%) 1.66 (-) 1.66 (-) 

𝑪𝒈,𝒄† 0.40 0.49 (+22%) 0.50 (+25%) 0.51 (+27%) 

𝑪𝒅 0.79 0.82 (+4%) 0.83 (+5%) 0.83 (+5%) 

𝚫𝑪𝒑𝒐† 0.006 0.032 (+×5) 0.06 (+×10) 0.19 (+×32) 

𝑪𝒅,𝑰 0.0003 0.0005 (+66%) 0.0008 (+×3) 0.0013 (+×4) 

†: Evaluated between the core nozzle inlet and the outlet plane between the x-axis and minimum lobe radius. 
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7.4.2 Vorticity and Nozzle Height 

 Axial (𝐶𝜁𝑥) and normal (𝐶𝜁𝑛) vorticity coefficients were analyzed on several wake planes using the 

scalar mass-weighted integral and the maximum/minimum values to draw comparisons. Vorticity data at 𝑥 

= 0.2𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑔 (or generally 2.6𝜆) will always be summarized in the associated table, for ℎ/𝜆 see Table 7-6 on 

pg. 213.  

 Contours of 𝐶𝜁𝑥, Figure 7.5, illustrate the strong relationship between CRVP radial length and ℎ. 

At 𝑥 = 0.2𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑔 these distances were identical when blanked to 95% the freestream zero value. CRVP width 

was constrained by the neighboring pairs. Increasing ℎ/𝜆 produced stronger max(𝐶𝜁𝑥) and min(𝐶𝜁𝑥) 

because the local secondary velocities increased due to the wall angles and curvature. Any discrepancy in 

CRVP strength was attributed to minor tangential velocity issuing from the bypass due to imperfect stator 

de-swirling as well as grid uncertainty. 𝐶𝜁𝑥
̅̅ ̅̅  continued to increase at the same rate as ℎ showing the strong 

relationship. CRVPs of higher initial strength propagated further into the wake, with remnants observable 

for M3 as far as 𝑥 = 2𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑔.  
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      a) M1               b) M2 

 

c) M3 

Figure 7.5. Axial vorticity contours at four wake location for mixing nozzles with varying lobe 

height operating at TOC. 

 

 Contours of 𝐶𝜁𝑛, shown in Figure 7.6, illustrate how nozzle perimeter dictated the location of 

normal vortex formation. Unlike 𝜁𝑥, significant 𝜁𝑛 was produced by the baseline engine due to bypass-core 

and bypass-freestream shear from trailing edges. That being said, max(𝐶𝜁𝑛) increased with ℎ due to local 

differences in velocity ratio where the nozzle walls terminated. As suggested by (McCormick and Bennett 

1994), the lobe trough produced the highest 𝜁𝑛. It is interesting that [𝐶𝜁𝑛(M3) - 𝐶𝜁𝑛(baseline)] / [𝐶𝜁𝑛(M1) 

- 𝐶𝜁𝑛(baseline)] again increased proportional with ℎ. This also related to M2 versus M1. The contours show 

that weaker 𝜁𝑛 persisted further into the wake. Due to the reduced 𝜁𝑥. 
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   a) Baseline               b) M1 

 

   c) M2               d) M3 

Figure 7.6. Normal vorticity contours at four wake location for mixing nozzles with varying lobe 

height and the baseline nozzle operating at TOC. 

 

 Tabbed and lobed mixers were known to have varying vorticity decay rates depending on height or 

penetration distance. Decay profiles of 𝜁𝑥 and 𝜁𝑛 are provided in Figure 7.7. 𝜁𝑥 was found to decay faster, 

at nearly twice the rate, than 𝜁𝑛 in all cases. 50% the integral value was always measured before 𝑥 = 1𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑔, 

or 5ℎ, for 𝜁𝑥. These rates generally agreed with observations by (Habchi et al. 2010) in vortex decay from 

tabbed nozzles. Significant CRVPs persisting up to 10𝜆 (0.8𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑔) and achieving much of the mixing/decay 

by 6𝜆 (0.5𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑔) in agreeance with (Hu et al. 2002). Overall, M3 produced the greatest vorticity but 

subsequently experienced the most rapid decay rates. Its 𝜁𝑛 dropped below baseline by 1𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑔, again likely 

due to CRVP interaction. Generally, all levels converged by 3𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑔 where (Hu et al. 2002) suggested mixing 

would return to that of a round jet. Slopes confirmed this occurred.  
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Figure 7.7. Decay of the scalar integral values of axial and normal vorticity on several r𝜽-planes 

located at 𝒙/𝑫𝒆𝒏𝒈 downstream of the core outlet.   

 

Table 7-6. Vorticity analysis of mixing nozzles at x=0.2𝑫𝒆𝒏𝒈 with variable lobe height operating at 

TOC. 

  Mixing Nozzles 

Performance 

Parameter 

Baseline M1  

(12-5-1-30-0) 

M2 

(12-5-1.5-37-0) 

M3 

(12-5-2.3-47-0) 

𝑪𝜻𝒙
̅̅ ̅̅̅ 0.6 1.5 (+×3) 2.3 (+×4) 3.4 (+×6) 

𝐦𝐚𝐱 𝑪𝜻𝒙  2.7 7.8 14.2 16.6 

𝐦𝐢𝐧 𝑪𝜻𝒙 -2.2 -6.8 -12.9 -16.1 

𝑪𝜻𝒏
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ 9.1 11.3 (+24%) 13.1 (+44%) 14.8 (+63%) 

𝐦𝐚𝐱 𝑪𝜻𝒏 26.1 39.4 (+51%) 43.5 (67%) 51.0 (+95%) 
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7.4.3 Mixing and Nozzle Height 

 Contours of 𝜙𝑇𝑜 are provided for each nozzle at 4 wake locations in Figure 7.8. Jet perimeter 𝜙𝑇𝑜 

was observed to increase with ℎ, leading to more surface area for the temperature gradient to act upon. A 

distinct reduction in peak temperature was seen for M3 which reduced max(𝑇) at 1𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑔 to 94% that of the 

baseline, see Table 7-7, while achieving a 17% increase in 𝜁𝑛 marked �̇�𝑒𝑛𝑡. All mixing data for M1, M2, 

and M3 are provided in Table 7-7. M1 and M2 enhanced mixing between the core and bypass but failed to 

reduce the centerline 𝑇. The vortex features were too distant from the centerline. What was interesting was 

that the mass-weighted mixing indices showed a different side of the story in Figure 7.9. 𝐼𝑝𝑜 decreased with 

𝑥 and the mixers with the greatest vorticity levels (M3) achieved the highest uniformity prior to the decay 

of the structures. 𝐼𝑝𝑜 differences prior to 3𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑔 was 5%. This was expected and �̇�𝑒𝑛𝑡 supported this change 

as it had with the low-Mach experiment. However, 𝐼𝑇𝑜 had a different behavior. Because of the temperature 

and pressure ratio a density ratio of 2:1 existed between the bypass and core. Therefore, the mass-weighted 

average weighed the heating of the relatively dense bypass stream greater than the cooling of the thin core 

jet. All factors considered on M3 achieved a beneficial performance spread as determined by 𝐽.     
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   a) Baseline              b) M1 

 

     c) M2                         d) M3 

Figure 7.8. Total temperature mixing index contours at four wake location for mixing nozzles with 

varying lobe height and the baseline nozzle all operating at TOC. 

 

Table 7-7. Mixing analysis of mixing nozzles at x=1.0𝑫𝒆𝒏𝒈 with variable lobe height operating at 

TOC. 

  Mixing Nozzles 

Performance 

Parameter 

Baseline M1  

(12-5-1-30-0) 

M2 

(12-5-1.5-37-0) 

M3 

(12-5-2.3-47-0) 

𝐦𝐚𝐱(𝑻𝒐)/𝑻𝒄  0.748 0.81 0.785 0.71 

�̇�𝒆𝒏𝒕/�̇�𝒕𝒐𝒕
†† 0.707 0.712 0.753 0.83 

𝑱/𝑱𝒃𝒂𝒔𝒆𝒍𝒊𝒏𝒆 1 0.66 0.78 1.08 

††: Evaluated at x=0.2𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑔 for 𝐶𝜁𝑛 > 0.9 
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Figure 7.9. Decay of total pressure mixing index and total temperature mixing index on several r𝜽-

planes located at 𝒙/𝑫𝒆𝒏𝒈 downstream of the core outlet.   

 

7.5 Impact of Nozzle Length 

 Three nozzles of varying 𝐿/𝜆 but constant ℎ/𝜆 were compared to assess the impact of nozzle length 

on the aerodynamic forces, vorticity, and mixing. Nozzle heights were at a maximum to exaggerate the 

influence of rise/fall angles on performance. The offset ratios were provided above in Table 7-1.  

7.5.1 Forces and Nozzle Length 

 Decreasing 𝐿/𝜆 had the largest impact on 𝐶𝐹𝑥,𝐹𝐹 than any other parameter. For constant blockage, 

the increase in rise/fall angles led to a loss in 𝐶𝐹𝑥,𝐹𝐹 ranging from -7% to -11% of baseline in a nearly linear 

trend as seen in Table 7-8. Though the bypass was largely unaffected, at the outlet plane 𝐶𝑑 had increased 

for 𝐿/𝜆 of 1 due to higher static pressure on the core side of the nozzle and the aggressive radial turning of 

the bypass jet. The conversion of axial momentum into angular momentum increased 𝐶𝑑,𝐼 by a factor of 9 

between M3 and M4 or a factor of 38 between baseline and M4. Radial velocities at the mixer outlet on the 
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crest plane increased from 0.25𝑣𝑟/𝑢∞ to 1.0𝑣𝑟/𝑢∞ and at the keel increased from -0.33𝑣𝑟/𝑢∞ to -

0.67𝑣𝑟/𝑢∞ because of the steeper wall angles and curvature.  

Table 7-8. Force analysis of mixing nozzles with variable length operating at TOC. 

  Mixing Nozzles 

Performance 

Parameter 

Baseline M3 

(12-5-2.3-47-0) 

M4 

(12-1-2.3-46-0) 

M5 

(12-2.7-2.3-47-0) 

𝑪𝑭𝒙,𝑭𝑭 0.68 0.63 (-7%) 0.60 (-11%) 0.62 (-9%) 

𝑪𝒈,𝒃𝒚 1.66 1.66 (-) 1.65 (-1%) 1.66 (-) 

𝑪𝒈,𝒄 0.40 0.51 (+27%) 0.45 (+13%) 0.47 (+18%) 

𝑪𝒅 0.79 0.83 (+5%) 0.86 (+9%) 0.83 (+5%) 

𝑪𝒅,𝑰 0.0003 0.0013 (+×4) 0.0114 (+×38) 0.0027 (+9×) 

 

7.5.2 Vorticity and Nozzle Length 

 Contours of 𝐶𝜁𝑥, Figure 7.10, illustrate that the change in 𝐿/𝜆 for constant ℎ/𝜆 had no effect on 

CRVP size but shorter nozzles produced longer lived 𝜁𝑥. Extending well into the 𝑥 = 2𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑔 plane. When 

numerically compared in Table 7-9, it can be said that the radial velocity enhancement at the outlet plane 

corresponded directly to a sharp rise in max(𝐶𝜁𝑥) of ×5 and an associated rise in  𝐶𝜁𝑥
̅̅ ̅̅  of ×4 between M3 

and M4. M5 𝐶𝜁𝑥 generation lied in the middle. Analysis of the decay rates in Figure 7.12 show two 

phenomenon. First, steeper nozzle angles increased 𝐶𝜁𝑥
̅̅ ̅̅   downstream of the outlet plane. Suggesting a brief 

period of acceleration. Second, higher initial CRVP strength always resulted in higher decay rates. 𝐶𝜁𝑥
̅̅ ̅̅  

coincided by 3𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑔 regardless of geometric parameters.  
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      a) M4               b) M5 

 

c) M3 

Figure 7.10. Axial vorticity contours at four wake location for mixing nozzles with varying length 

operating at TOC. 

 

 Contours of 𝐶𝜁𝑛 continue to highlight maximum values at the lobe trough and shapes followed the 

outlet perimeter regardless of 𝐿/𝜆 in Figure 7.11. Shortening the nozzle enhanced max(𝐶𝜁𝑛) at the keel 

where the axial velocity ratio was highest. However, integral levels of 𝜁𝑛 did not differ more than 15% 

between M3 and M4. Consequently, normal vorticity decayed rapidly in M4 where the streamwise vorticity 

was relatively much greater. Figure 7.11 shows levels of 𝐶𝜁𝑛 returned to freestream values between the core 

and bypass earlier than in both M3 and M4. Meanwhile  𝐶𝜁𝑛
̅̅ ̅̅̅ decayed lower than baseline by 𝑥 = 1𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑔  

and remained lower into the wake (Figure 7.12).  
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   a) Baseline               b) M3 

 

   c) M4               d) M5 

Figure 7.11. Normal vorticity contours at four wake location for mixing nozzles with varying length 

and the baseline nozzle operating at TOC. 

 

 

Figure 7.12. Decay of the scalar integral values of axial and normal vorticity on several r𝜽-planes 

located at 𝒙/𝑫𝒆𝒏𝒈 downstream of the core outlet.   
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Table 7-9. Vorticity analysis of mixing nozzles at x=0.2𝑫𝒆𝒏𝒈 with variable length operating at TOC. 

  Mixing Nozzles 

Performance 

Parameter 

Baseline M3 

(12-5-2.3-47-0) 

M4 

(12-1-2.3-46-0) 

M5 

(12-2.7-2.3-47-0) 

𝑪𝜻𝒙
̅̅ ̅̅̅ 0.6 3.4 (+×6) 13.9 (+×23) 5.8 (+×10) 

𝐦𝐚𝐱 𝑪𝜻𝒙  2.7 16.6 88.2 33.8 

𝐦𝐢𝐧 𝑪𝜻𝒙 -2.2 -16.1 -60.0 -31.1 

𝑪𝜻𝒏
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ 9.1 14.8 (+63%) 16.9 (+86%) 15.6 (+71%) 

𝐦𝐚𝐱 𝑪𝜻𝒏 26.1 51.0 (+95%) 79.3 (+×3) 56.2 (+×2) 

 

7.5.3 Mixing and Nozzle Length 

 Smaller 𝐿/𝜆 reduced wake 𝜙𝑇𝑜, Figure 7.13, and began lowering the centerline 𝑇 by 2𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑔 for all 

devices, Table 7-10. M4 reached a 15% lower centerline 𝑇 than M3 at 𝑥 = 1𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑔. Contours show that 

regions of higher 𝑇 near the crest radius were last to mix. Between the lobe minimum and maximum radii 

where 𝜁𝑛 was highest and the CRVP had the highest gradient resulted in the most rapid mixing. Because of 

the increase in 𝜁𝑛 with decreasing 𝐿/𝜆 entrainment ratio also increased according to the trend in  𝐶𝜁𝑛
̅̅ ̅̅̅. All 

devices resulted in similar levels of bypass heating, Figure 7.14, but 𝐼𝑇𝑜 began to drop more rapidly than 

other devices for M4. While M4 𝐼𝑝𝑜 was 13% lower than baseline throughout the wake, independent of the 

𝑝𝑜 drop from losses, because 𝐼𝑝𝑜’s converge at the outlet plane. Because 𝐽 is triple weighted on mixing 

versus net thrust, the performance of M4 surpassed all devices tested. The mixing generated from lobes 

with large blockage and steep, but unseparated, crest/keel lines was unrivaled.   
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   a) Baseline              b) M3 

 

     c) M4                         d) M5 

Figure 7.13. Total temperature mixing index contours at four wake location for mixing nozzles with 

varying length and the baseline nozzle all operating at TOC. 

 

Table 7-10. Mixing analysis of mixing nozzles at x=1.0𝑫𝒆𝒏𝒈 with variable length operating at TOC. 

  Mixing Nozzles 

Performance 

Parameter 

Baseline M3 

(12-5-2.3-47-0) 

M4 

(12-1-2.3-46-0) 

M5 

(12-2.7-2.3-47-0) 

𝐦𝐚𝐱(𝑻𝒐)/𝑻𝒄  0.748 0.71 0.60 0.67 

�̇�𝒆𝒏𝒕/�̇�𝒕𝒐𝒕
†† 0.707 0.83 0.91 0.87 

𝑱/𝑱𝒃𝒂𝒔𝒆𝒍𝒊𝒏𝒆 1 1.08 1.83 1.24 

††: Evaluated at x=0.2𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑔 for 𝐶𝜁𝑛 > 0.9 
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Figure 7.14. Decay of total pressure mixing index and total temperature mixing index on several r𝜽-

planes located at 𝒙/𝑫𝒆𝒏𝒈 downstream of the core outlet.   

 

7.6 Impact of Lobe Number 

 Four nozzles of varying 𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑒 were compared, one pair of low ℎ/𝜆 and one of high ℎ/𝜆, to access 

the impact of lobe number on the aerodynamic forces, vorticity, and mixing. Nozzles lengths were at a 

maximum to now limit the influence of rise/fall angles on performance and focus on the perimeter changes. 

7.6.1 Forces and Number of Lobes 

 Compared to other geometric parameters 𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑒 had a minor impact on aerodynamic forces for both 

high ℎ/𝜆 designs (M3 and M7) and low ℎ/𝜆 designs (M1 and M6). 16 lobes with ℎ/𝜆 of 2.3 resulted in the 

greatest loss in 𝐶𝐹𝑥,𝐹𝐹. Lowering it by an additional 2% between M3 and M7. Because length was fixed 

𝐶𝑔,𝑐 was relatively constant. Core pressure loss was similar. Discrepancy in net thrust again was a result of 

the bypass jet impingement on the lobe crests. But this was mostly a function of ℎ and not 𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑒. 𝐶𝑑 was 

constant within grid uncertainty between M3 and M7, as well as M1 and M6. 𝐶𝑑,𝐼 was lower for more lobes 

but overall levels were not very significant.       
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Table 7-11. Force analysis of mixing nozzles with variable number of lobes operating at TOC. 

  Mixing Nozzles 

Performance 

Parameter 

Baseline M1  

(12-5-1-30-0) 

M3 

(12-5-2.3-47-0) 

M6 

(16-5-1-30-0) 

M7  

(16-5-2.3-43-0) 

𝑪𝑭𝒙,𝑭𝑭 0.68 0.64 (-6%) 0.63 (-7%) 0.64 (-6%) 0.62 (-9%) 

𝑪𝒈,𝒃𝒚 1.66 1.65 (-1%) 1.66 (-) 1.66 (-) 1.65 (-1%) 

𝑪𝒈,𝒄 0.40 0.49 (+22%) 0.51 (+27%) 0.49 (+22%) 0.5 (+25%) 

𝑪𝒅 0.79 0.82 (+4%) 0.83 (+5%) 0.82 (+4%) 0.83 (+5%) 

𝑪𝒅,𝑰 0.0003 0.0005 (+66%) 0.0013 (+×4) 0.0003 (-) 0.0007 (+×2) 

 

7.6.2 Vorticity and Number of Lobes 

 Increasing 𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑒 while maintaining ℎ/𝜆 accomplished two changes in 𝜁𝑥. First, 𝜆 dropped moving 

to 16 lobes so CRVP radial scale dropped as well. Second, more lobes meant the same increase in number 

of CRVPs. Both changes are observed in Figure 7.15. No evidence of 𝐶𝜁𝑥 can be found at 𝑥 = 1𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑔 or 

beyond. Despite max(𝐶𝜁𝑥) being enhanced by 22% with more lobes, 𝐶𝜁𝑥
̅̅ ̅̅  decreased by 15% (Table 7-12). 

This resulted in the axial vorticity decay shown in Figure 7.17.  

 Perhaps surprisingly, the increased nozzle perimeter with 𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑒 led to 7% lower 𝐶𝜁𝑛
̅̅ ̅̅̅ between M3 

and M7. Though max(𝐶𝜁𝑛) was enhanced at the keel, the crest value was lower throughout the decay 

process, see Figure 7.16. Profiles of  𝐶𝜁𝑛
̅̅ ̅̅̅ decay show the rate returned to that of the round nozzles but at a 

larger value as early as 1𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑔. This made M6 the worst design at generating vorticity.      
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      a) M1               b) M6 

 

      c) M3               d) M7 

Figure 7.15. Axial vorticity contours at four wake location for mixing nozzles with varying number 

of lobes operating at TOC. 

 

Table 7-12. Vorticity analysis of mixing nozzles at x=0.2𝑫𝒆𝒏𝒈 with variable number of lobes at 

TOC. 

  Mixing Nozzles 

Performance 

Parameter 

Baseline M1  

(12-5-1-30-0) 

M3 

(12-5-2.3-47-0) 

M6 

(16-5-1-30-0) 

M7  

(16-5-2.3-43-0) 

𝑪𝜻𝒙
̅̅ ̅̅̅ 0.6 1.5 (+×3) 3.4 (+×6) 1.1 (+83%) 2.9 (+×5) 

𝐦𝐚𝐱 𝑪𝜻𝒙  2.7 7.8 16.6 8.0 20.3 

𝐦𝐢𝐧 𝑪𝜻𝒙 -2.2 -6.8 -16.1 -6.7 -18.5 

𝑪𝜻𝒏
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ 9.1 11.3 (+24%) 14.8 (+63%) 11.0 (+21%) 13.7 (+51%) 

𝐦𝐚𝐱 𝑪𝜻𝒏 26.1 39.4 (+51%) 51.0 (+95%) 53.2 (+104%) 54.8 (+110%) 
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     a) M1               b) M6 

 

      c) M3               d) M7 

Figure 7.16. Normal vorticity contours at four wake location for mixing nozzles with varying 

number of lobes operating at TOC. 

 

Figure 7.17. Decay of the scalar integral values of axial and normal vorticity on several r𝜽-planes 

located at 𝒙/𝑫𝒆𝒏𝒈 downstream of the core outlet.   
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7.6.3 Mixing and Number of Lobes 

 The degree total temperature mixing, shown in Figure 7.18, failed to penetrate the core when more 

lobes of shorter height were used. Mixing near the crest was enhanced, see (c) versus (d), but the centerline 

was less mixed than the baseline for M6. Lowering 𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑒𝑙 would assist this problem. Regardless,  �̇�𝑒𝑛𝑡 was 

1% lower between M6 and M1 resulting in a 2% higher centerline 𝑇 at 1𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑔, as reported in Table 7-13. 

M7 was even worse compared to M3 achieving a 10% higher 𝑇 there. So, aerodynamic forces were 

consistent, but 16 𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑒 designs reduced meaningful mixing which led to 𝐽’s less than their 12 𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑒 

counterparts. The decay rate profiles of 𝐼𝑇𝑜 and 𝐼𝑝𝑜 clearly shows the limitation of M6 in Figure 7.19. M7 

however performed within grid error of M3 in terms of 𝐼𝑝𝑜 decay past 1𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑔.   

 

      a) M1               b) M6 

 

      c) M3               d) M7 

Figure 7.18. Total temperature mixing index contours at four wake location for mixing nozzles with 

varying number of lobes operating at TOC. 
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Table 7-13. Mixing analysis of mixing nozzles at x=1.0𝑫𝒆𝒏𝒈 with variable number of lobes operating 

at TOC. 

  Mixing Nozzles 

Performance 

Parameter 

Baseline M1  

(12-5-1-30-0) 

M3 

(12-5-2.3-47-0) 

M6 

(16-5-1-30-0) 

M7  

(16-5-2.3-43-0) 

𝐦𝐚𝐱(𝑻𝒐)/𝑻𝒄  0.748 0.81 0.71 0.83 0.78 

�̇�𝒆𝒏𝒕/�̇�𝒕𝒐𝒕
†† 0.707 0.712 0.83 0.703 0.858 

𝑱/𝑱𝒃𝒂𝒔𝒆𝒍𝒊𝒏𝒆 1 0.66 1.08 0.62 0.8 

††: Evaluated at x=0.2𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑔 for 𝐶𝜁𝑛 > 0.9 

 

Figure 7.19. Decay of total pressure mixing index and total temperature mixing index on several r𝜽-

planes located at 𝒙/𝑫𝒆𝒏𝒈 downstream of the core outlet.   

 

7.7 Impact of Scalloping 

 Four nozzles with and without scalloping were simulated to access the impact of the notch cutout 

on the lobe sidewalls on aerodynamic forces, vorticity, and mixing. M3 and M10 had high 𝐿 and ℎ while 

M8 and M9 were in the middle. 
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7.7.1 Forces and Scalloping 

 Scalloping results varied. At 2.3 ℎ/𝜆 (M3 versus M10) increased bypass blockage between the core 

and bypass which increased pressure drag on the upwind side of the lobe by 5% summing to an overall 

increase in 𝐶𝑑 and drop in 𝐶𝐹𝑥,𝐹𝐹 of 1% and 3% versus baseline respectively. However, at a ℎ/𝜆 of 1.5 (M8 

versus M9) 𝐶𝑑 was nearly equal regardless of scalloping. Relieving the pressure difference at axial varying 

locations across the lobe sidewalls had also lowered 𝐶𝑑,𝐼 because the radial deflection of the jets was 

reduced by the newly introduced upstream mixing.  

Table 7-14. Force analysis of mixing nozzles, with and without scalloping, operating at TOC. 

Percentages are relative to baseline. 

 Mixing Nozzles 

Performance 

Parameter 

M3 

(12-5-2.3-47-0) 

M10 

(12-5-2.3-47-50) 

M8 

(12-2.7-1.5-60-0) 

M9 

(12-2.7-1.5-60-50) 

𝑪𝑭𝒙,𝑭𝑭 0.63 (-7%) 0.61 (-10%) 0.63 (-7%) 0.64 (-6%) 

𝑪𝒈,𝒃𝒚 1.66 (-)  1.65 (-1%)  1.65 (-1%)  1.66 (-) 

𝑪𝒈,𝒄 0.51 (+27%) 0.53 (+33%) 0.48 (+20%) 0.48 (+20%) 

𝑪𝒅 0.83 (+5%) 0.84 (+6%) 0.82 (+4%) 0.83 (+5%) 

𝑪𝒅,𝑰 0.0013 (+×4) 0.0009 (+×3) 0.0016 (+×5) 0.0014 (+×5) 

 

7.7.2 Vorticity and Scalloping 

 Contours of 𝐶𝜁𝑥, shown in Figure 7.20, illustrate that scalloping had allowed the CRVP to form 

prior to the core outlet plane where previously it had not achieved its final shape. The shape itself was again 

dictated entirely by ℎ and 𝜆. At 𝑥 = 0.2𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑔 scalloping had produced high maximum and integral levels of 

axial vorticity for both devices, Table 7-15.  𝐶𝜁𝑥
̅̅ ̅̅  increased 50% between M8 and M9 and 25% between M3 

and M10. In agreement with (Mao et al. 2009), scalloping also increased CRVP decay rate, Figure 7.22. 

Visually, no remnants of the CRVP persisted past 1𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑔 when the nozzle was scalloped. Decay profiles 
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show M10 experienced a greatly enhanced mixing rate despite being at an initial value within 2% of its 

peers.  

 

      a) M3               b) M10 

 

      c) M8               d) M9 

Figure 7.20. Axial vorticity contours at four wake location for mixing nozzles with and without 

scalloping operating at TOC. 

 

 Normal vorticity was not influenced to the same degree. Contours showed very minor discrepancies 

in Figure 7.21 and quantitatively the difference in max(𝐶𝜁𝑛) was within 10% and  𝐶𝜁𝑛
̅̅ ̅̅̅ was within 11% as 

reported in Table 7-15. Because of the enhanced streamwise vorticity the normal vorticity produced by 

M10 also decayed more rapidly. It hit sub-baseline levels by 1𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑔 even though it started above the others. 

See Figure 7.22. Scalloping had not changed the fact that when 𝜁𝑥 returns to baseline the 𝜁𝑛 decay matched 

that of the round nozzle.    
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                a) M3               b) M10 

 

      c) M8               d) M9 

Figure 7.21. Normal vorticity contours at four wake location for mixing nozzles with and without 

scalloping operating at TOC. 

 

 

Figure 7.22. Decay of the scalar integral values of axial and normal vorticity on several r𝜽-planes 

located at 𝒙/𝑫𝒆𝒏𝒈 downstream of the core outlet.   
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Table 7-15. Vorticity analysis of mixing nozzles at x=0.2𝑫𝒆𝒏𝒈 with and without scalloping at TOC. 

 Mixing Nozzles 

Performance 

Parameter 

M3 

(12-5-2.3-47-0) 

M10 

(12-5-2.3-47-50) 

M8 

(12-2.7-1.5-60-0) 

M9 

(12-2.7-1.5-60-50) 

𝑪𝜻𝒙
̅̅ ̅̅̅ 3.4 (+×6) 4.3 (+×7) 3.6 (+×6) 5.3 (+×9) 

𝐦𝐚𝐱 𝑪𝜻𝒙  16.6 29.0 21.8 31.3 

𝐦𝐢𝐧 𝑪𝜻𝒙 -16.1 -23.4 -21.1 -25.1 

𝑪𝜻𝒏
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ 14.8 (+63%) 15.5 (+70%) 13.5 (+48%) 15.1 (+66%) 

𝐦𝐚𝐱 𝑪𝜻𝒏 51.0 (+95%) 51.9 (+99%) 51.0 (+95%) 56.4 (+116%) 

 

7.7.3 Mixing and Scalloping 

 Scalloping did little in enhancing practical mixing. Centerline 𝑇 was unchanged between M3 and 

M10 and higher within uncertainty in M9 relative to M8. Figure 7.24 illustrates that development of 𝐼𝑝𝑜 in 

the wake was virtually identical and within uncertainty between devices with the same ℎ/𝜆 and 𝐿/𝜆. Visual 

comparison, enabled through Figure 7.23, yielded no difference in 𝜙𝑇𝑜 contours. Unlike the low-Mach 

study, �̇�𝑒𝑛𝑡 was not significantly enhanced by the cutout. Entrainment ratio was within 2%, Table 7-16. 

Core swirl encountered in the low-Mach experiment caused this discrepancy. It was hypothesized that 

instead of straightening tangential velocity between the lobe side walls the angular momentum interacted 

with the outer jet when the sidewalls were partially removed. Overall, the objective variable varied less in 

the case of scalloping than any other parameter. 
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     a) M3               b) M10 

 

      c) M8               d) M9 

Figure 7.23. Total temperature mixing index contours at four wake location for mixing nozzles with 

and without scalloping operating at TOC. 

 

Table 7-16. Mixing analysis of mixing nozzles at x=1.0𝑫𝒆𝒏𝒈 with and without scalloping operating 

at TOC. 

 Mixing Nozzles 

Performance 

Parameter 

M3 

(12-5-2.3-47-0) 

M10 

(12-5-2.3-47-50) 

M8 

(12-2.7-1.5-60-0) 

M9 

(12-2.7-1.5-60-50) 

𝐦𝐚𝐱(𝑻𝒐)/𝑻𝒄  0.71 0.71 0.76 0.77 

�̇�𝒆𝒏𝒕/�̇�𝒕𝒐𝒕
†† 0.83 0.84 0.82 0.83 

𝑱/𝑱𝒃𝒂𝒔𝒆𝒍𝒊𝒏𝒆 1.08 1.05 0.86 0.79 

††: Evaluated at x=0.2𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑔 for 𝐶𝜁𝑛 > 0.9 
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Figure 7.24. Decay of total pressure mixing index and total temperature mixing index on several r𝜽-

planes located at 𝒙/𝑫𝒆𝒏𝒈 downstream of the core outlet.   

 

7.8 Impact of Upstream Translation of Nozzle Outlet Plane 

 Two nozzles which terminate at an axial coordinate 0.2𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑔 upstream of the baseline were 

compared to access the impact of earlier bypass-core interaction on the aerodynamic forces, vorticity, and 

mixing. Nozzles heights were at a maximum to exaggerate the influence of rise/fall angles on performance. 

Scalloping was included in M12. Both M11 and M12 had 16 lobes to account for the larger round nozzle 

radius at this location.  

7.8.1 Forces and Outlet Location 

 Translating the outlet of the nozzle upstream could have little impact on engine aerodynamics 

compared to other parameters according to Table 7-17. Though M3 differs in 𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑒, 𝑂𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑒, and outlet 

location from M11 and M12, the loss in 𝐶𝐹𝑥,𝐹𝐹 compared to baseline were within 2% of each other. This is 

beneficial because of weight reduction on top of the possible advantage of earlier mixing. However, in 

terms of IRSS the core nozzle walls now provided less optical blockage to the bullet walls and the final LP 

turbine stator. Scalloping of M12 reduced 𝐶𝑑 over M11 and achieved a 𝐶𝐹𝑥,𝐹𝐹 on par with any of the other 
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most aerodynamic devices. Analysis of the surface forces on the lobed nozzle calculated a 6% reduction 

from M11 to M12. Drag was 98% pressure dominated so the 15% reduction in viscous drag was not relevant 

to the large geometric changes being made.     

Table 7-17. Force analysis of mixing nozzles with varying upstream inlet planes and scalloping 

operating at TOC. 

  Mixing Nozzles 

Performance 

Parameter 

Baseline M3 

(12-5-2.3-47-0) 
M11 

(16-5-2.3-43-0) short 

M12 

(16-5-2.3-43-50) short 

𝑪𝑭𝒙,𝑭𝑭 0.68 0.63 (-7%) 0.62 (-9%) 0.64 (-6%) 

𝑪𝒈,𝒃𝒚 1.66 1.66 (-) 1.65 (-1%) 1.66 (-) 

𝑪𝒈,𝒄 0.40 0.51 (+27%) 0.57 (+43%) 0.57 (+43%) 

𝑪𝒅 0.79 0.83 (+5%) 0.84 (+6%) 0.83 (+5%) 

 

7.8.2 Vorticity and Outlet Location 

 Scalloping continued to increase maximum and integral levels of 𝜁𝑥 by 23% and 28% over 

unscalloped counterparts with other parameters held constant. Wake contours of 𝐶𝜁𝑥, shown in Figure 7.25, 

illustrate that the notch had allowed the CRVP to fill the nozzle outlet plane and begin the mixing process. 

CRVPs emanating from the 16 lobe devices decayed faster than that of M3. Note, 𝑟𝜃-planes for M11 and 

M12 were at the same location as the baseline. It was therefore understandable that lower levels of 𝜁𝑥 were 

observed on the 0.2𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑔 plane compared with M3. Decay profiles show a more complete picture. In Figure 

7.27 it can be observed that  𝐶𝜁𝑥
̅̅ ̅̅  was significantly enhanced by M12, to nearly 4 times M3, but subsequently 

dropped to sub M3 values 0.4𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑔 downstream of its own outlet. This was the greatest decay rate observe 

in the parametric study. 
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      a) M11         b) M12 

 

         c) M3 

Figure 7.25. Axial vorticity contours at four wake location for mixing nozzles with varying nozzle 

inlet plane location operating at TOC. 

 

 At the upstream core outlet plane higher 𝐶𝜁𝑛 issued from the bypass trialing edge because less 

mixing had occurred according to Figure 7.26. The normal vorticity riding on top of the core bullet BL can 

also be observed. Like streamwise vorticity, M12 produced the greatest levels of  𝐶𝜁𝑛
̅̅ ̅̅̅, 1.6 times that of M3, 

at the respective outlet planes and experienced the greatest decay thanks to the corresponding CRVP 

strength. Both M11 and M12 returned to the baseline decay behavior by 2𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑔.    
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      a) M11         b) M12 

 

         c) M3 

Figure 7.26. Normal vorticity contours at four wake location for mixing nozzles with varying nozzle 

inlet plane location operating at TOC. 

 

 

Figure 7.27. Decay of the scalar integral values of axial and normal vorticity on several r𝜽-planes 

located at 𝒙/𝑫𝒆𝒏𝒈 downstream of the core outlet.   
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Table 7-18. Vorticity analysis of mixing nozzles at x=0.2𝑫𝒆𝒏𝒈 with varying inlet plane locations and 

with/without scalloping at TOC. 

  Mixing Nozzles 

Performance 

Parameter 

Baseline M3 

(12-5-2.3-47-0) 
M11 

(16-5-2.3-43-0) short 

M12 

(16-5-2.3-43-50) short 

𝑪𝜻𝒙
̅̅ ̅̅̅ 0.6 3.4  1.4 1.8 

𝐦𝐚𝐱 𝑪𝜻𝒙  2.7 16.6 8.9 11.0 

𝐦𝐢𝐧 𝑪𝜻𝒙 -2.2 -16.1 -7.4 -10.7 

𝑪𝜻𝒏
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ 9.1 14.8  9.2 9.3 

𝐦𝐚𝐱 𝑪𝜻𝒏 26.1 51.0  25.3 23.4 

 

7.8.3 Mixing and Outlet Location 

 For all the vorticity production and earlier development afforded M11 and M12 they failed to make 

significant centerline 𝑇 reductions in contrast to M3. M11 for example had a max(𝑇𝑜) /𝑇𝑐 4% higher than 

M3 and only 1% cooler than baseline, data in Table 7-19. M12 faired only slightly better but did manage a 

𝐽 above baseline. Qualitatively, the shortened devices achieved greater mixing at larger radii but poor 

mixing on the centerline, Figure 7.28. Because entertainment was evaluated at 0.2𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑔, both M11 and M12 

reached normal vorticity interaction on the full surface. Thus  �̇�𝑒𝑛𝑡/�̇�𝑡𝑜𝑡 was unity. It was worth noting 

that shortening did enhance 𝐼𝑝𝑜 over M3 between 2% and 5% between 0.2𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑔 and 1𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑔 as seen in Figure 

7.29. This reinforces the idea that a lower keel radius was required to ensure the centerline was mixed. 

Which is why some designers opt for varying lobe heights, see Figure 7.30(a), or 𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑒𝑙 that nearly 

(sometimes did) contact the bullet, see Figure 7.30(b). These were not from unmixed turbofan engines.   
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   a) Baseline              b) M3 

 

     c) M11              d) M12 

Figure 7.28. Total temperature mixing index contours at four wake location for mixing nozzles with 

varying nozzle inlet location and the baseline nozzle all operating at TOC. 

 

Table 7-19. Mixing analysis of mixing nozzles at x=1.0𝑫𝒆𝒏𝒈 with varying inlet plane locations and 

with/without scalloping at TOC. 

  Mixing Nozzles 

Performance 

Parameter 

Baseline M3 

(12-5-2.3-47-0) 
M11 

(16-5-2.3-43-0) short 

M12 

(16-5-2.3-43-50) short 

𝐦𝐚𝐱(𝑻𝒐)/𝑻𝒄  0.748 0.71 0.74 0.73 

�̇�𝒆𝒏𝒕/�̇�𝒕𝒐𝒕
†† 0.707 0.83 1 1 

𝑱/𝑱𝒃𝒂𝒔𝒆𝒍𝒊𝒏𝒆 1 1.08 0.92 1.01 

††: Evaluated at x=0.2𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑔 for 𝐶𝜁𝑛 > 0.9 
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Figure 7.29. Decay of total pressure mixing index and total temperature mixing index on several r𝜽-

planes located at 𝒙/𝑫𝒆𝒏𝒈 downstream of the core outlet.   

 

 

a) Exhaust mixer of JT8D engine of a Boeing 737-200  b) GE Passport engine displayed at EBACE 2019 

Figure 7.30. Two exhaust mixers showing low minimum outlet radii. Compliments of Wikimedia 

Common. 
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7.9 Weight Estimate 

 Added nozzle weight was calculated for each device by determining the change in surface area then 

multiplying through the material density. Inconel 625, a nickel-based superalloy, was chosen as a reference 

because it possesses high yield tensile strength (290 MPa) at elevated temperatures (650oC) at a density of 

8.44 g/cc. It was a common material in engine components including turbine shroud rings, thrust-reversers, 

and exhaust ducts. The lost thrust in drag counts was determined assuming a L/D of 18. Data is contained 

in Table 7-20. Overall, the added weight varied greatly between devices. M12, the smallest design, reduced 

weight. While the largest design, M7, increased weight by 31.9 N per mm thickness. This equated to 0.017% 

(0.004% per engine) of reduced payload on the C-17 per mm thickness. At a quarter inch, total payload 

reduction just passed 0.1%. Device weight would likely factor more into material cost, manufacturing 

capacity, and shipping. This analysis was outside of the scope.  

Table 7-20. Added surface area, weight, and loss of thrust count for each device compared to the 

baseline configuration.  

 M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 M10 M11 M12 

Added Area 

𝚫𝑨 [m2] 

2.1 3.8 6.7 1.5 4.0 2.3 7.8 2.4 1.5 4.7 0 -0.9 

Added 

Weight per 

mm 

thickness† 

[N] 

8.6 15.7 27.5 6.0 16.5 9.4 31.9 9.6 6.0 19.3 0 -3.7 

Lost 

Thrust†† per 

mm 

thickness 

(𝚫𝑪𝑭𝒙)×104 

1.2 2.2 3.8 0.8 2.3 1.3 4.4 1.3 0.8 2.7 0 -0.5 

†: Inconel 625 

††: Assuming a L/D ratio of 18. 
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7.10 Other Operating Conditions 

 Turbulence intensity, swirl, and takeoff operation impacted device performance. Investigating 

these BC changes added additional context and perspective to the parametric study.  

7.10.1 Turbulence Intensity 

 𝑇𝑢 of the core engine outlet pressure-inlet BC was changed from 5% to 15% while maintaining 

hydraulic diameter to study the impact of additional turbulence on M3. All nozzles operated past the critical 

𝑅𝑒 but increasing 𝑇𝑢 still increased 𝜇𝑡 and therefore impacted turbulent mixing in shear layers. On M3, 

𝐶𝐹𝑥,𝐹𝐹 dropped by 0.6% while 𝐼𝑝𝑜 was enhanced by 0.5% and max(𝑇𝑜)/𝑇𝑐 was reduced by 2% past 1𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑔. 

A proportional increase in �̇�𝑒𝑛𝑡 facilitated the mixing benefits because no discernible change in vorticity 

occurred. Qualitative analysis of contours was useless. Net thrust loss was due to a 7% increase in viscous 

drag on the mixer walls.      

7.10.2 Core Swirl 

 The impact of core swirl on performance was evaluated on M3 and M12 by introducing a 10o swirl 

at the engine outlet BC. A collection of contours is available in Figure 7.31. Swirl about the central axis 

produced a positive streamwise vortex about the bullet between its walls and 𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑒𝑙. Shear interaction at low 

radii increased the absolute maximum 𝜁𝑥 of the negatively spinning CRVP causing 𝐶𝜁𝑥 values as high as -

0.6 to be observed at 2𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑔 (a). Normal vorticity was also skewed at 𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑒𝑙 in the swirl direction (b) which 

coincided with a similarly skewed 𝜙𝑇𝑜 at 0.2𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑔 (c) but all visual evidence of this left further in the wake.    

 Net thrust dropped 1.3% due to a jump in core nozzle total pressure of a factor of 3.6 and an 

associated drop in core gross thrust of 1.3%. Thrust gain from flow straightening did not manifest due to 

the added wall forces despite the lobe sidewalls causing rapid de-swirling, see Figure 7.32. Between the 

bullet and 𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑒𝑙, where de-swirling had not occurred, flow acceleration through the nozzle caused 𝑣𝜃 to 

reach 𝜎 up to 30o. However, mass weighted scalar normal and streamwise vorticity integrals were enhanced 

at 0.2𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑔 by 4% and 29% respectively, translating into a 1% drop in 𝐼𝑝𝑜, a 1% drop in 𝐼𝑇𝑜, with a 3% drop 
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in centerline temperature. So, mixing observed many benefits. Effect of swirl on the shortened scalloped 

nozzle (M12) was slightly enhanced due to scalloping reducing the net thrust loss difference to 1% and 

achieving the same mixing enhancement as M3. Objective variables increased 8% for M3 and 7% for M12 

respectively because of the weighting towards mixing inherent to the definition of 𝐽.  

 

   a) Axial-Vorticity            b) Normal Vorticity 

 

c) Total Temperature Uniformity Factor 

Figure 7.31. Wake contours downstream of M3 operating at TOC with 10o core swirl. 
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Figure 7.32. Swirl angle near the engine outlet on the 𝒙𝒓-plane intersecting the lobe crest for M3 

with 10o core swirl.  

 

7.10.3 Takeoff 

 Takeoff operation, set at the domain boundaries according to the engine model, changed 𝜌𝑏𝑦/𝜌𝑐 

from 1.96 to 2.4, 𝑝𝑜,𝑏𝑦/𝑝𝑜,𝑐 from 1.46 to 2, and 𝑇𝑐/𝑇𝑏𝑦 from 3 to 2.8. The core was not choked at takeoff 

for baseline, M3, or M12 so the reduction in back pressure from bypass-core entertainment increased 

centerline core velocity by 20% when mixers were incorporated. This counteracted the pressure and viscous 

drag on the bypass side of the lobe and produced a 0.7% increase in 𝐶𝐹𝑥,𝐹𝐹 for M3. All integral vorticity 

levels were enhanced in proportion to the pressure ratio increase. A 2% increase in 𝐼𝑇𝑜 was observed at 𝑥 

= 3𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑔 and max(𝑇𝑜) was reduced by 10% over the baseline, or 66 K, for M3. When the nozzle was 

shortened, M12, and scalloped the core exit velocity was further enhanced by the lower pressure bypass jet 

at that axial location, as was the bypass drag, these canceled out, but the 𝐼𝑇𝑜 was improved because of the 

increased development length. Overall, 𝐽 normalized by the baseline takeoff value was increased by 8% in 

M12 and 25% in M3. In the wake several observations were made according to Figure 7.33: 

• 𝐶𝜁𝑥 from the bypass swirl was present at the core exhaust outlet plane which skewed the CRVP at 

𝑟𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡. 
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• CRVP had decayed more rapidly than at TOC due to 𝜁𝑛 enhancement. 

• 𝐶𝜁𝑛 strength between the bypass and freestream was greater due to the velocity ratio and continued 

to be highest at the lobe trough.  

• The bypass jet at takeoff was at a noticeably higher temperature from the enthalpy input from the 

fan-stator source term model leading to non-freestream levels of 𝜙𝑇𝑜 at 0𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑔. 

• Bypass-freestream shear strength produced higher 𝜁𝑛 downstream of the nacelle trialing edge 

because the bypass jet exhausted to still air.  

• Wake uniformity surpassed all TOC cases.   

 

   a) Axial-Vorticity            b) Normal Vorticity 

 

c) Total Temperature Uniformity Factor 

Figure 7.33. Wake contours downstream of M3 operating at takeoff. 
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7.11 Summary 

 The parametric study evaluated major geometric and operating properties on a series of 

reproducible mixing nozzles to analyze the aerodynamic to mixing tradeoffs and gain insight into vorticity 

generation and its impact. Guidance from low-Mach experiments/CFD informed the numerical methods. 

Realistic operating conditions, as well as engine axisymmetric geometry, were provided by a validated 

engine model. The objective variable normalized by the baseline is provided on the test matrix in Table 

7-21. In summary: 

• Lobe ℎ/𝜆 determined CRVP size. It was critical to center CRVP about the property gradient and 

as close to the centerline as separation concerns would allow. 16 lobe devices had reduced 𝜆, 

generated high integral levels of vorticity, but their CRVPs decayed rapidly and did not penetrate 

the potential core because 𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑒𝑙 was higher.  

• Lobe 𝐿/𝜆 influenced 𝜁𝑛 strength due to local flow acceleration and 𝜁𝑥 due to the change in 𝑣𝑟 

facilitated by the rise/fall angles. 

• Scalloping increased 𝐼𝑝𝑜 by enhancing 𝜁𝑥 but did not impact centerline cooling and could increase 

drag on large ℎ/𝜆 devices when no swirl was present.  

• Upstream translation of the nozzle outlet had weight savings but generally produced less vorticity 

and had less space to achieve minimal 𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑒𝑙 required to reduce maximum 𝑇. 

• Equal choked flow parameter was maintained at the core outlet throughout. At takeoff, the absence 

of choked flow allowed for improvements in mixing and thrust.   

• With 𝜎 scalloping became more important and vorticity was generally increased. 

• Increased core 𝑇𝑢 enhanced mixing at the expense of viscous drag.  

Overall, nozzle M3 surpassed baseline performance. Only lower 𝐿/𝜆 designs observed high 𝐽 but this was 

at the expense of net thrust. Performance benefitted from 𝜎, 𝑇𝑢, and takeoff conditions. It is proposed that 

M3 undergo a reduction in 𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑒𝑙 to reduce mean CRVP 𝑟 permitting enhanced centerline cooling.  
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Table 7-21. The objective variable, J, normalized by the baseline case compared for each device in 

the parametric study evaluation matrix.   

 Study 

Mixer 

IDs 

𝒉/𝝀 𝑳/𝝀  𝒏𝒍𝒐𝒃𝒆 %𝒔 Shortening Takeoff 𝑻𝒖 𝝈 

Baseline 1 1 1 1 1 1   

M1 0.66  0.66      

M2 0.78        

M3 1.08 1.08 1.08 1.08 1.08 1.25 1.14 1.16 

M4  1.83       

M5  1.24       

M6   0.62      

M7   0.80      

M8    0.86     

M9    0.79     

M10    1.05     

M11     0.92    

M12     1.02 1.08  1.08 
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Chapter 8. Conclusions and Recommendations 

 In this section, the totality of the work is summarized, key conclusions are highlighted, and advice 

and recommendations are provided to improve future endeavors.  

8.1 Synopsis 

 An opportunity was identified for the suppression of unmixed high bypass ratio turbofan engine 

thermal signatures via forced mixing nozzles to increase the mission safety of vulnerable transport aircraft. 

A feasibility study was proposed quantifying potential temperature and pressure uniformity factor 

enhancement at the expense of net thrust and added weight. Insufficiencies in the literature were identified 

regarding the design of lobed mixing nozzle shape, the engine operating conditions, and geometry at which 

nozzles were evaluated, and the scale of the proposed device. Published works identified normal and 

streamwise vorticity as major contributors to mixing but proprietary information limited detailed design 

specifications. An in-depth RANS-CFD parametric study of forced mixers on a full-scale target engine was 

warranted, an endeavor not before publicized. 

 First, a low-Mach apparatus was designed to study the impact of fan generated swirl on custom 

mixing nozzle performance using wake seven-hole probe traverse measurements, six-component force 

balances, and laser flow visualization techniques in a subsonic wind tunnel. Successful mixer design 

through reproducible methods observed no flow separation and provided angular momentum conversion 

into enhanced thrust through the lobe passages to a level which surpassed increased drag. Normal and 

streamwise vortex features were quantified. Increased entrainment of mass flow accompanying greater than 

freestream levels of normal vorticity correlated best with total pressure uniformity index. With 80% higher 

entrainment accounting for a 100% increase in total pressure uniformity between round and lobed nozzles 

as well as 8% higher net thrust due to de-swirling upstream tangential velocity between 17o and 7o across 

the lobe height. Parallel RANS-CFD simulations, completed in ANSYS® 18, used several turbulence 

models and the multiple-reference frame frozen rotor approach on a reverse engineered ducted fan to match 
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the experimental geometry. CFD overpredicted total pressure mixing by 8% due to overestimated eddy 

viscosity despite matching experimental boundary conditions. Separation on the fan and stator blades were 

blamed. Separation could have been a result of differences in the fan interior geometry between the physical 

device and the reverse engineered digitalization. Realizable k-𝜖 turbulence model with non-equilibrium 

wall functions at 𝑦+ of 30 gave the best agreement and was most efficient. Its use was recommended for 

full-scale simulations. 

 Lack of full-scale engine geometry and operating conditions forced the creation of a quasi-2D 

design-point engine model of the PW2040 (F117-PW-100). A 2-spool high bypass ratio turbofan engine on 

the C-17 Globemaster III. Thermodynamic, fluid dynamic, published correlations, and practical constraints 

combined to form an engine model which was then verified within uncertainty against published databases 

and a commercial code. An axisymmetrical geometry of the low-pressure system, derived from the model, 

was simulated at take-off and top-of-climb conditions using core intake and outlet modeled properties and 

a fan-stator source term user defined function. Agreement was promising but intake sensitivity and reduced 

core back pressure led to discrepancies in engine mass flow rate and core gross thrust. Taking the CFD 

results as baseline, mixer performance metrics could be readily compared. 

 Finally, a full-scale lobed mixer parametric study featuring 12 well-defined geometries was 

performed by matching the choke point on the core engine to maintain backpressure. Lobed nozzles with 

equal area to conical nozzles experienced reduced back pressure and changed the choke point. Overall, the 

effect of lobe number, length, height, crest/keel ratio, scalloping, and swirl was investigated on vorticity, 

drag composition, thrust, and mixing indices at top-of-climb. A direct tradeoff between net thrust and 

vorticity levels was observed with changes in mixer length for constant lobe height. Designs could enhance 

wake uniformity up to 25% at a cost of 5% in net thrust. Optimization would improve this result. Detailed 

engine maps could allow for the reduction in back pressure associated with enhanced mixing and jet 

perimeter to be propagated through the core engine to study if thrust could be enhanced or if the drop in 
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efficiency experienced by the turbomachinery outweigh this benefit. Device weight was negligible at 15 

kg/mm Inconel-625 thickness, or 10 N/mm at a lift to drag ratio of 18.   

 A vast quantity of literature, experimental methods, numerical setup, practical codes/scripts, and 

standard operating procedures were included to support the work and provide guidance and inspiration for 

future researchers. 

 An experimental and CFD study of lobe type mixing nozzles had been completed and the objective 

fulfilled. This work investigated many flow and geometric variables on mixing and aerodynamic 

performance of reproducible mixer geometries. In this section, an overview of the key outcomes is 

provided. Suggestions are made to guide similar studies and improve the current apparatus and numerical 

methods. Potential future research ideas are presented.   

8.2 Conclusions 

In Section 1.4 a hypothesis was established:  

• Vortex generation and enhanced entertainment from lobe style nozzles can sufficiently reduce the 

wake temperatures and achieve high total pressure uniformity on unmixed turbofan engines to a 

level deemed beneficial over decreased net thrust. 

Based on this work the concise answer to the investigation is: 

• Mixing nozzles, designed with sinusoidal outlet shapes and rise/fall angles according to published 

data, generate high amounts of vorticity and enhanced entrainment to a level that greatly improved 

𝐼𝑝𝑜 and had potential for reducing centerline 𝑇 given 𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑒𝑙 is small. The key parameters affecting 

nozzle design are now well understood. Though bypass-lobe pressure drag dominated net thrust 

loss, the decrease was deemed feasible. Net thrust loss due to added weight was nearly negligible. 
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8.2.1 Lobed Mixer Literature and Design 

What design features dictate the performance of lobe type mixers? Why are mixing and drag dependent 

on these features? How can a lobed mixer be parameterized? 

This work identified the main parameters of mixer design and established a geometry creation methodology 

encouraging reproducibility. The following are some key conclusions regarding mixer design: 

1. Literature, reviewed in Section 2.2, had previously concluded that the mixing mechanism was 

shared between streamwise and normal vorticity. As velocity ratio increased Kelvin-Helmholtz 

instabilities increased leading to normal vorticity dominating. Nozzle perimeter dominated only 

for a 1:1 velocity ratio. Increased lobe height corresponded directly to larger CRVPs.  

2. Decay rates based on tab height and lobe wavelength were identified. Stronger vortex features 

promoted rapid mixing and were not proportionally longer lived. 

3. 𝐼𝑝𝑜 and 𝐼𝑇𝑜 was established as the standard performance parameters describing mixing of two 

flows at different temperatures. 

4. Guidelines on rise/fall curves were curve fit from published data to create the crest/keel lines 

(Equations 3.3 and 3.4), but innovation was required to create a reproducible method of generating 

the nozzle outlet shape. Using sinusoidal functions in polar coordinates all studied nozzles were 

generated from three variables according to Equation 3.2.  

5. The trailing edge rule which governs proper scallop design was discovered, described in Section 

3.3, and implemented in both the small and full scall studies.  

6. A naming convention was suggested according to the design methodology to identify unique 

mixers by (𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑒 – 𝐿/𝜆 – ℎ/𝜆 – 𝑂𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑒 – %𝑠). These are the main parameters dictating performance.  

8.2.2 Low-Mach Experiment 

Can the Queen’s University low-speed wind tunnel be modified for ducted fan experiments? Is CFD 

validation of possible given the obtained experimental data? 
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 A major apparatus upgrade was completed on the LSWT to facilitate low-Mach lobed mixer 

experiments for the purpose of testing the lobed mixer design methodology, studying mixing mechanisms, 

and providing a route for CFD validation. Overall, 45 individual experiments were performed to quantify 

the aerodynamic and mixing performance of a round, a lobed, and a scalloped nozzle at different operating 

conditions and under fan generated swirl. The following are some key conclusions for the low-Mach study: 

1. Successful implementation of flow visualization, modular nacelle nozzles, and fan power/control 

electronics on the LSWT in the afforded time and financial constraints.  

2. Mixers designed according to the proposed methodology achieved a maximum decrease in 𝐼𝑝𝑜 of 

50%±10% using the scalloped mixer relative to the round nozzle. Flow straightening of swirl to 

a level which offset aerodynamic blockage was observed because 𝐶𝐹𝑥,𝑁𝐹 increased 20%±2% for 

the lobed mixer and corresponded to an 18%±2% increase in 𝐶𝑇𝑥. 

3. The importance of entrainment compared to vorticity was identified: 

a. Entrainment was defined by mass-flow accompanying greater than freestream levels of 

normal vorticity and was suggested as a primary indicator of uniformity index because its 

variation correlated more closely than integral axial or normal vorticity. 

b. Scalloping increased entertainment by 12%±6% over the lobed mixer. This was key in 

understanding why scalloping improved mixing despite a drop in vorticity levels at the 

same analysis plane. Decay rate was not experimentally measured. 

c. Higher normal vorticity levels corresponded to high gradient in total pressure uniformity 

factor. 

4. Flow visualization provided rapid length scale data and separation testing but was otherwise 

insufficient for qualitative wake analysis. It supplemented seven-hole probe data to verify vortex 

features and ensure they were temporally steady.   

5. CFD, using the frozen rotor MRF approach, allowed for additional analysis including that of the 

fan interior flow as well as additional wake planes. Agreement was acceptable given the reverse 
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engineering of the geometry and modeling techniques but was not within grid uncertainty or 

experimental error. The largest difference was a result of universally overpredicted turbulent 

viscosity between the turbulence models which was a result of spurious separation at the fan tip 

and stator root. This problem was not a concern at full-scale where an engine model created the 

BCs and the geometry was fully described.  

6. Because of the fan length and number of stators, angle of attack had a nonsymmetrical influence 

on axial vorticity depending on if the lobes were angled into or away from the freestream. 

7. The low-Mach experiments and CFD allows for several recommendation to be made to support 

the full-scale CFD study. These include: 

a. Rke was the best choice for simulation of aerodynamic components and jet mixing with 

secondary flow at this resolution.  

b. A y+ of 30 using non-equilibrium wall functions was sufficient to resolve the BL and 

managed to capture fan-stator separation. Though their existence was unable to be 

confirmed due to experimental limitations. 

c. Cell size should be kept to a minimum well into the wake to resolve the complex 

secondary flow features. Here wake cell length scale was held constant at 2% 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 (4 

mm) until being allowed to grow geometrically at a rate of 1.1 past x = 9𝐷𝑓𝑎𝑛.  

d. Implicit pseudo-transient relaxation was applied through solution-steering in the coupled 

pressure-velocity scheme to adjust local URFs improving convergence rate and stability.  

e. Second-order upwind discretization achieved the necessary stability and solution 

accuracy.  

f. The CAD-mesh-iteration-reduction scripting method through ANSYS® Workbench 

project files and TUI based journal files achieved a solution efficiency worth the initial 

time investment.  

g. The mixer perimeter and crest/keel design method achieved high levels of mixing without 

noticeable separation and its use in full-scale parametric study was justified. 
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8.2.3 Engine Model 

What is the geometry and operating conditions of a turbofan engine which would be compatible with 

the proposed mixing nozzle? 

 A quasi-2D engine model was developed for the PW2040 two-spool unmixed high bypass ratio 

turbofan engine to obtain the BCs required in full-scale CFD  simulation where the core was not resolved 

and to create an axisymmetrical geometry of the low-pressure system. This circumvented the lack of 

published engine data and achieved a representative CFD setup for a meaningful lobed mixer parametric 

study. These are some conclusions reached throughout the engine model study: 

1. Selection of the PW2040 as the target engine was justified based on the level of published data and 

application on the C-17. 

2. Application of thermodynamic and fluid dynamic conservation equations, correlations, and 

practical constraints produced an engine model verified against published works and a commercial 

code. 

3. Cross-sectional areas derived from the code, published data, and best-practices from literature 

allowed for a representative geometry to be generated for an unmixed turbofan engine including 

the nacelle, LP system, and core intake/nozzle.  

4. Closure of the CFD domain using BCs at the core intake and nozzle inlet was permitted by the 

properties at the associated model stations allowing for the complex core flow to be outside of the 

simulated domain. 

8.2.4 Full-scale Parametric Study 

What are the effects of mixers on unmixed turbofan engines? What parameters of lobed mixer design 

dominate at full-scale? What balance of mixing is achievable for a change in net thrust? 

 A full-scale parametric study of lobe type mixer was performed on 12 geometrically reproducible 

geometries to identify how and to what magnitude various parameters dictate aerodynamic forces, vorticity 
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generation, and level of mixing. This study was permitted through previously established standards and 

data from literature, the low-Mach study, and the engine model. These are the key conclusions:    

1. Modular and feasible nozzle designs can be generated from relatively simple sinusoidal functions 

in polar coordinates according to a MATLAB code. All geometries were free of separation. 

2. Altering the core choke point required additional engine data, to avoid this problem nozzles could 

be designed to match the flow parameter. Reaching the same �̇�𝑐 for identical total conditions 

required a reduction in core outlet area proportional to the decrease in back pressure. Skepticism 

of any study altering geometry without addressing core engine operation was justified. 

3. ℎ/𝜆: 

a. Lobe height correlated directly to CRVP size and influenced streamwise vorticity. Decay 

rates increased with integral levels of vorticity and agreed with published data. Height had 

less of an impact on drag that expected over the studied values. This was because rise/fall 

angles were relatively constant when compared to the respective changes in nozzle length.  

4. 𝐿/𝜆: 

a. Change in length greatly affected the rise/fall angles which had the largest impact on 𝐶𝑑,𝐼 

and 𝐶𝐹𝑥,𝐹𝐹. Shorter nozzles produced higher levels of  𝐶𝜁𝑥
̅̅ ̅̅  and 𝐶𝜁𝑛

̅̅ ̅̅̅ along with their 

maximums because the radial velocities were greater and the pressure difference between 

the leeward and windward side of the lobe walls was higher. �̇�𝑒𝑛𝑡 increased with 

decreasing 𝐿 and produced the best 𝐼𝑝𝑜 performance. 

5. 𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑒: 

a. Increasing 𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑒 reduced 𝜆 and led to lower ℎ, this reduced CRVP size but allowed for 

more pairs which decayed quickly. Streamwise vorticity failed to penetrate the centerline 

because 𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑒𝑙 was too large. 

6. Scalloping (%𝑠): 
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a. Drag increase was observed for ℎ/𝜆 of 2.3 due to additional blockage at the notch where 

the bypass and core began mixing earlier. Vorticity was enhanced with scalloping but did 

not manifest in mixing enhancement with levels being close to grid uncertainty and less 

variable than any other parameter. In this case, scalloping for swirl mitigation was more 

practical than scalloping for enhanced entertainment.  

7. Upstream Nozzle Outlet: 

a. Moving the nozzle outlet upstream produced, the largest increase in  𝐶𝜁𝑥
̅̅ ̅̅  and  𝐶𝜁𝑛

̅̅ ̅̅̅ along 

with the most rapid decay rate of all parameters producing low 𝐼𝑝𝑜 for similar drag to full 

length nozzles. However, earlier mixing did not reach the potential core due to the larger 

𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑒𝑙.  

8. Weight was determined to be not a problem in terms of payload or net thrust loss. 

9. Increasing core 𝑇𝑢 reduced net thrust and increased mixing to levels comparable with grid 

uncertainty. 

10. Swirl enhanced mixing but drag increased more rapidly than any thrust gain due to converting 

angular momentum into axial momentum. Scalloping reduced the net thrust loss by 1%. 

11. Takeoff performance benefitted from mixing nozzles because the core was not choked and the 

bypass to core property ratios (density, velocity and pressure) favored enhanced mixing. 

8.3 Contributions 

 A vast quantity of literature, experimental methods, numerical setup, practical codes/scripts, and 

standard operating procedures were included to support the work and provide support and inspiration for 

future researchers. Some specific contributions to the field include: 

1. Success of the engine model showed engine constraints could bridge the gap left by missing 

specifications. Generating a realistic geometry and operating conditions was possible from little 

preliminary information. 
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2. A method for designing lobed mixers which was transparent and reproducible was proposed. This 

could alleviate concerns for breaching IP and allow standard nozzles to be tested. 

3. Experimental data obtained and analyzed for a lobed mixer under free-vortex fan generated swirl. 

Often published works drive the core flow from larger upstream blowers or reservoirs.  

4. Identification of normal vorticity marked entertainment as a key variable governing mixing 

performance and allowed for downstream quantification of entrainment in unbounded external 

flow.  

5. An in-depth parametric study of lobed typed mixers on high bypass ratio unmixed turbofan 

engines had not been previously completed and publicized.    

8.4 Advice 

 As with any project there are a series of improvements and suggestions to be made in hindsight.  

8.4.1 Scripting 

 TUI based scripts were generated to automate all processes in Fluent 18.0 but Workbench 18.0 

auto-generated routines were used for the geometry and mesh creation. Because these routines were not 

scripted in the same manner minor changes, like a new point in the geometry spline, could result in failure. 

Planning on scripting everything from the onset of a project involving multiple similar geometries will save 

time.     

8.4.2 Drag Prediction Method 

 The far-field method should continue to serve as the primary method of drag analysis as it allowed 

for decomposition into form and induced drag via a relatively inexpensive and non-intrusive traverse. Far-

field metrics converged earlier in CFD. In addition, the far-field integrals required only an upstream total 

pressure measurement and tend to zero outside of the wake, thereby reducing the analysis plane size and 

neglecting the wall boundary layers.  
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8.4.3 Traverse Planes 

 Additional traverse planes are required to quantify mixing and vortex decay rates in the experiment. 

Including at least two more 2D traverses, or making a single 3D traverse, could be used to establish trends. 

Consider investing in a PIV setup. 

8.4.4 Motorizing the Smoke Wand 

 Linearly actuating and programming the smoke wand position and camera setting would improve 

consistency and lead to an overall time savings for flow visualization experiments.  

8.4.5 Fan Interior Flow Measurements 

 It is recommended to try hot-wire or fast response multi-hole probe measurements of the fan interior 

to identify swirl and separation at the fan outlet and stator outlet planes. The manually positioned pitot-

static probe measurement was only sufficient to measured meanline velocity magnitude and angle 

downstream of the fan. Spatial constraints limited all other measurements there.   

8.4.6 Fan Interior Geometry Dimensions 

 Contacting Schubeler Technologies GmbH for the fan CAD data would greatly improve the 

experimental-CFD validation method. Signing a non-disclosure agreement would be well worth the data. 

Alternatively, deconstructing or salvaging another identical ducted fan for 3D capture would also avoid 

geometry discrepancies from influencing the validation of turbulence models.   

8.4.7 Motor RPM Measurements 

 Investing in motor control feedback could increase the reliability of rpm and load measurements 

currently established through the motor settings and throttle position.  

8.5 Future Studies 

 Recommended future studies eligible for publication. 
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8.5.1 Improved Low-Mach Experiment 

 With additional traverse planes, imbedded surface piezoelectric wall sensors or pressure sensitive 

paint, and expanded throttle settings the low-Mach experiment could provide additional data on de-swirling, 

vorticity decay, and mixing. A high-fidelity fan-stator geometry would permit greater levels of CFD 

validation not achieved through the reverse engineering method used herein. Stronger guidelines on 

simulating fan generated swirling jet mixing and the impact of vorticity on mixing performance would 

accompany these improvements.    

8.5.2 Improve the Engine Model 

 Partner with an engine designer/manufacturer to obtain design and off-design performance maps 

for a target engine. Incorporate these into the engine model or use maps to directly study the impact of back 

pressure on the core engine operation including SFC, power balance, mass flow rate, and outlet total and 

static properties. Without this data it is difficult to evaluate how a reduced back pressure, clearly obtainable 

by lobe type mixers, impacts the core. Here area had to be reduced to match baseline choke point. 

Experiments on a turbofan engine testbed using one of the lobed mixers would be ideal. 

8.5.3   Expand the Parametric Study 

 Total pressure mixing was highly correlated with entertainment, but centerline temperature was 

more difficult to reduce through general mixing enhancement because it relied on the generation of CRVP 

at low radii. Studying the impact of lobe keel radius on maximum temperature decay would be of interest 

to designers of IRSS system. Evaluating angularly varying lobe shapes is recommended. For example, ones 

where every second lobe has different height. Axially angling the lobed mixer in the direction of average 

core swirl could provide optical blockage.  

8.5.4   Lobe Optimization and Pylon Consideration  

 Establishing an objective variable that fits the needs of a client is an important next step. Once 

established the parametric study can guide the creation of a specific device to meet the thrust mixing balance 
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desired. Whether it is pressure or temperature-based mixing. Geometry optimization would follow. The 

domain should expand to include the support pylon and wing. Installation drag, confinement effects, and 

geometry interaction complexities need to be accounted for in future iterations.    
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A. Fundamental Topics in Fluid Mechanics 

 Flow development in forced mixers was challenging to analyze since several factors influence both 

the operating conditions and the downstream flow physics. Downstream propagation of the fluid 

characteristics interact with a complex geometry to alter the flow relative to round conical nozzles. Despite 

this complexity, lobed mixers, Figure 2.1, can be addressed as a series of nozzles and diffusers wrapped 

circularly between the interface of two streams, see Figure 2.2. For exhaust system applications, it was of 

interest to understand the factors influencing diffuser pressure recovery and nozzle velocity uniformity 

using standard engineering practices.   

 
Figure A.1. Schematic of a lobed mixer on a mixed turbofan engine identifying the core and 

bypass streams. Altered from(Hu et al. 2002).  

 

Figure A.2. Identifying nozzle and diffuser type flow on a lobed mixer. Altered from(Mengle 

and Dalton 2002).  
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A.1 Turbulence 

 Rapid fluctuations varying in time and length scale exist in flow due to viscosity. Initiating large-

scale turbulent structures requires altering the flow geometry or boundary conditions making the high 

energy eddies, coherent vortex structures, mainly dependent on the bulk flow and available flow 

volume(Pope 2000). In a turbulent field, vorticity is distributed continuously but irregularly, and in all 

direction. A high degree of temporal disorder exists, making reproducing flow details for an instance 

impossible but often averaged quantities over sufficient large interval of space/time are well behaved. As 

shear stress acts between fluid elements of different velocities, turbulent energy is reduced, and the 

structures decrease in size until small-scale viscous mixing, at the molecular level, dissipate the kinetic 

energy in the form of heat(Blevins 1984). So simultaneously the great range of scales are constantly 

straining the fluid in all direction until the interfacial area between properties is both large and gradients 

steep such that diffusion is rapid. Succinctly put by Richardson in 1922, “big whirls have little whirls that 

feed on their velocity, and little whirls have lesser whirls and so on to viscosity in the molecular sense”. 

The smallest scales in a turbulent flow, referred to as Kolmogorov microscales, are thus dependent on the 

fluid properties and is given by 

 
𝜂 = (

𝑉3

𝜖
)

1/4

 
A.1 

while the large scales (integral length scales) are affected mainly by the macroscopic environment and was 

typically prescribed in CFD or measured experimentally using the autocorrelation of a temporal signal. 

Thus, an energy cascade, a spectrum, exists between the two extreme length scales where turbulence 

interaction occurs, see Figure A.3. Of the utmost importance to later CFD analysis, this decay of energy in 

the inertial subrange is universally scalable and independent of the integral lengths as depicted in Figure 

A.4. Reynolds number is used to describe the relative importance of inertial to viscous forces. In fact, the 

Reynolds number at the Kolmogorov microscale is unity. For internal flows, the Reynolds number is 

defined as 
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𝑅𝑒 =

𝜌𝑉𝐷ℎ

𝜇
 

 

A.2 

where 𝑑ℎ𝑦 = 4𝐴/𝑃 in the hydraulic diameter, useful for characterizing the length scale of non-circular 

ducts, and velocity is calculated using the mass weighted average  �̅�. Diffuser and nozzle flow in aerospace 

applications is typically independent for 𝑅𝑒 > 105 (Japikse and Baines 1998, Blevins 1984)  and 

performance is classified by a ‘fully turbulent’ operating regime. For example, a stable entrance length of 

15𝑑ℎ was measured based on the fully-developed pressure gradient in constant diameter pipe flows where 

the inlet flow was fully turbulent(Barbin and Jones 1963, Klein 1981b). Subsonic diffuser performance 

between wall angles of 2o and 4o and area ratios of 1.3 to 4.5 was independent of 𝑅𝑒 if the inlet value 

exceeded 7.5x104 (Hoffmann and Gonzalez 1984) or 5x104 if significant stall was avoided(Reneau, 

Johnston, and Kline 1967). Under 𝑅𝑒 independence, the specification of inlet turbulence intensity and 

velocity profile became most important.      

 Laminar flow is the inverse of turbulent flow. It is characterized by time independent streamlines; 

it is ordered, and transport of fluid properties only occur at the molecular level. Drag in laminar pipe flow 

is significantly lower than turbulent flow due to the lower wall shear-stress resulting from the lack of mixing 

between the boundary layer and centerline momentum. At some point, laminar flow transitions to turbulent 

flow at the critical 𝑅𝑒 according to a complex interaction of flow perturbations and increasing length scales. 

Despite how interesting this phenomenon is, laminar flow was not encountered in the practical examination 

of mixing nozzles in engine exhaust system. 
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Figure A.3. Regions of the energy cascade in terms of length scale and wavenumber(Piomelli 2016).   

 

Figure A.4. Experimental verification of the universal scaling of the energy cascade in the inertial 

subrange through normalization of a variety of studies(Saddoughi and Veeravalli 1994). 

  

 Kinetic energy per unit mass associated with the turbulent flow is defined by the turbulence 

intensity, 
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𝑇𝑢 =
√2

3𝑘

𝑉
, 

A.3 

and is used to define how well-developed the time-averaged mean velocity profile is in terms of the 

Reynolds stresses, a function of the velocity fluctuations, according to     

 
𝑘 =

1

2
𝑣𝑖

′𝑣𝑖
′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ . 

A.4 

But in practice, the ratio of the root-mean-square transient flow velocity to the freestream, 

 𝑇𝑢 =
𝑣𝑟𝑚𝑠

𝑉
 , A.5 

was readily measurable by hot-wire anemometry. Reynolds stress is additional to the ordinary viscous 

shearing stress present in any velocity gradient. Therefore, 𝑇𝑢 was often used to describe inlet boundary 

conditions. 𝑇𝑢 < 1% was typical of external flows across aerodynamic objects and 𝑇𝑢 > 10% was 

encountered in complex geometries such as mixers and turbomachinery. For annular diffusers, increasing 

𝑇𝑢 from 6-8.5% increased pressure recovery and reduced stall(Klein 1981a).     

 In the case of a uniform round jet exhausting into still air, mixing was achieved by small-scale 

interaction solely in the shear layer developing between the flows due to the relative velocity, viscosity, 

and unsteadiness(Carletti, Rogers, and Parekh 1995). For a round nozzles this meant the large-scale motion 

was a function of cross-sectional diameter and the small scales a function of the fluid properties, see Figure 

A.5. By way of the energy cascade, the turbulent mixing is self-similar(Dahm and Dimotakis 1990). For 

two equal energy jets, differing in viscosity, but issuing from identical nozzles, the dissipation rate is fixed 

and only the characteristic length scales differ. Adding complexity, the operating conditions may include 

flow with secondary structures, such as anisotropic vortex patterns, which alter pressure gradients and 

turbulence interaction. Static pressure rises due to loss of kinetic energy from enhanced mixing may result 

in greater back pressure and therefore a reduction in diffuser pressure recovery or nozzle mass flow rate. 

However, the introduction of vorticity upstream of potential boundary layer separation, at a height 
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proportional to the boundary layer thickness, could suppress separation as high momentum fluid is 

transported towards the wall by increased radial turbulence intensity(Japikse and Baines 1998).                

 

Figure A.5. Visual representation of length scale spectrum for a Low-𝑹𝒆 jet flow (left) and high-𝑹𝒆 

jet flow (right) edited from(Dahm and Dimotakis 1990).  

  

 Experimental studies of diffuser performance varied inlet turbulence intensity from 3% to 7% and 

concluded that, for larger area ratios (AR=2.43), higher 𝑇𝑢 increased pressure recovery up to 14%(Klein 

1981a). Lower area ratios (AR=1.64) did not benefit as strongly. The impact of 𝑇𝑢 on diffuser wall angle 

was studied by increasing 𝑇𝑢 from 0.5% to 5% on diffusers with divergence angles of 4.5o and 11o(Hoffmann 

and Gonzalez 1984). High intensity improved pressure recovery by 10% and 20% respectively by transmitting 

energy into the near wall region and suppressing separation.       

A.2 Compressibility  

 Flow compressibility is evaluated by the Mach number, 

 
𝑀 =

𝑉

𝑎
  , 

A.6 

the ratio of flow velocity difference to the local speed of sound, 𝑎 = √𝛾𝑅𝑔𝑎𝑠𝑇, dependent on the ratio of 

specific heats, the gas constant, and gas temperature. Generally, compressibility effects could be neglected 

for 𝑀 < 0.3 where the coupling between velocity and density is insignificant, hence incompressible flow. 

As freestream 𝑀 increases into the transonic range (0.8 < 𝑀 < 1.2) transient fluctuations and flow 

acceleration due to curvature can result in local sonic flow and the development of a shock due to the 

inability of the pressure waves to propagate upstream and the necessity to meet the downstream boundary 
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conditions. A shock is characterized by a nearly discontinuous, on the order of the mean free path, change 

in fluid properties and was typically stationary relative to an aerodynamic device operating under steady-

state. Rapidly changing the thermal properties is an irreversible process, entropy is generated, therefore it 

is not isentropic. Control volume analysis quickly proves momentum, mass flux, and energy must be 

conserved. No work is done on the fluid. Across the shock, stagnation pressure is lost as the fluid is heated 

and compressed to a subsonic 𝑀 proportional to the 𝑀 of the upstream sonic flow (𝑀 > 1). The cruising 

speed of subsonic airliners, such as the C-17 target aircraft, was commonly in the 0.75 < 𝑀 < 0.85 range 

to avoid local sonic flow. Design of the full-scale nacelle must limit shock formation and account for 

compressible behavior through the numerical methods and grid resolution in potential shock regions.   

 

Figure A.6. Change in flow properties across a normal shock in a diverging nozzle(White 2008). 

 

 Shocks are not required in sonic flow. In isentropic compressible flow, differentiation of the 

continuity equation(White 2008), combined with the speed of sound, yields a new relationship between 

duct area and flow velocity according to  

  𝑑𝑉

𝑉
= −

𝑑𝐴

𝐴
(

1

1 − 𝑀2
). 

A.7 
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Therefore, a sonic flow behaves opposite to a subsonic flow. Area and velocity change in the same direction, 

a diverging duct now accelerates the flow. In this case, area expansion sufficiently reduces density and 

forces flow acceleration to maintain 𝜌𝐴𝑉. Turbofan engine bypass and core nozzles are converging ducts 

operating with subsonic inlet conditions, therefore the 𝑀 limit is theoretically unity. However, the diffusive 

regions of the lobed mixer are diverging ducts. Sonic transition must be monitored when 𝑀 = 1 is reached 

at the minimum area, called the throat, of a converging or converging-diverging duct. 

 The throat area, 𝐴∗, continues to be critical for choked flow. All fluid properties there are denoted 

by ()∗. Choked flow is a limit on mass flow rate, �̇�, according to the venturi effect. Subsonic flow passing 

through a restriction increases in velocity and decreases in static pressure according to Bernoulli’s principal. 

Decreasing pressure continues to reduce density until a limit is reached when 𝑀 = 1 at the throat and the 

flow is said to be choked. At this condition, �̇� is maximum for the upstream total pressure, total temperature 

and 𝐴∗. Furthermore, it is independent of downstream conditions. Isentropic compressible flow behavior, 

choking and normal shocks are illustrated in Figure A.7 for a c-d nozzle with reducing exit pressure. The 

desire for maximum thrust, work extraction in turbines, and generally high efficiency demanded choked 

flow throughout turbofan engines. Indeed, the bypass and core flow were choked at many operating points 

and must be incorporated into the engine model and CFD boundary conditions. Back pressure affects must 

be considered.      
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Figure A.7. C-D nozzle schematic with possible flow conditions (a), pressure distribution caused by 

various back pressures (b)(White 2008). Note: nozzle is choke from C-I.  

 

 Subsonic diffuser performance is 𝑀 independent up to the transonic flow regime (𝑀 > 0.8 − 1.2) 

where the presence of a shock would deteriorate performance(Japikse and Baines 1998). A shock could 

occur because of off-design operation leading to the diverging geometry to act as a nozzle or because of an 

external factor leading to shock impingement on the diffuser surface. Shock induced separation due to shock 

impingement on a boundary layer could exacerbate losses by triggering flow separation as the rapid pressure 

rise overcomes the near wall momentum in the region of contact. Flow separation leads to further loss of 

total pressure which may manifest as a steady loss in  the lift-to-drag ratio (up to stall) and aileron control 

in transonic airfoils (Pearcey 1959) or a region of dangerous recirculating hot fluid where cooling was a 

priority(Waiter 1983).           
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Figure A.8. Schlieren photograph showing separation on the suction side of an RAE 102 airfoil at 2 

deg. incidence at 𝑴 = 0.88(Pearcey 1959). 

  

 

Figure A.9. Shock induced separation leading to recirculation in a corner(Waiter 1983). 

 

A.3 Diffusion and Separation 

 In a subsonic diffuser, conservation of mass forces velocity to decrease as flow area increases. 

Meanwhile, static pressure rises according to conservation of linear momentum. A meanline inviscid one-

dimensional analysis is trivial, but in real flows the boundary layer is greatly influenced by the increasing 

pressure gradient. It is known that the velocity must be zero at a wall, by the no slip condition, and that the 

velocity profile must be a continuous function, it is smooth. Therefore, near the wall the axial momentum 

equation reduces to the rate of change of shear-stress, 

 𝜕𝜏𝑤

𝜕𝑦
= 𝜇

𝜕2𝑢

𝜕𝑦2
=

𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑥
 . 

A.8 
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Analysis of the third term shows how the axial velocity profile varies with normal distance as the 

streamwise pressure changes, reference Figure A.10. For a positive pressure gradient (adverse), the second 

derivative of axial velocity must be positive at the wall, increasing in steepness. Meanwhile the necessity 

of merging with the mean flow forces it to decrease across the boundary layer where 𝑦 = 𝛿 and 𝜏𝑤 = 0. 

Thus, a point of inflection (PI) must exist in the velocity profile, causing an S-shape, characteristic of a 

positive pressure gradient. As 𝜕𝑝/𝜕𝑥 increases, a critical point is reached at the wall, the separation point, 

where the pressure gradient cancels the axial velocity causing 𝜏𝑤 = 0. Further positive increase in the 

pressure gradient will cause reversed flow, greatly increasing the boundary layer thickness and by extension 

the aerodynamic blockage. On the other hand, if no pressure gradient is present, then the PI is uniquely zero 

at the wall. Negative pressure gradients cannot separate, which is why they are called favorable. In practice, 

perturbations, flow unsteadiness and asymmetrical designs led to a spread of diffuser stall regimes 

characterized by the strength and temporal nature of the separation, Table A-1.          

 

Figure A.10. Velocity profiles under increasing pressure gradient(White 2008). 
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Table A-1. Definition of two-dimensional diffuser stall regimes(Blevins 1984).  

Stall Regime Depiction Features 

1. Unstalled 

 

 

• Flow is steady 

• No separation 

• Maximum performance 

2. Appreciable Stall 

 

 

• Small regions of temporal 

separation  

• Minor vibration 

• Boundary layers thicken 

3. Large transitory stall 

 

 

• Flow oscillates as regions of 

reverse flow form and convect 

downstream  

• N/W1<4: stall on one wall 

• 4<N/W1<12: stall on both walls       

(as shown) 

• N/W1>16: stall moves into parallel 

wall region  

4. Fully developed stall 

 

 

• Formation of a large, stable eddy 

originating near the throat 

• Eddy can only migrate to other 

wall with a large disturbance 

• Flow area is reduced by a fixed 

amount  

5. Jet flow 

 

 

• Flow separates immediately on 

diffuser walls forming stable 

regions of reversed flow 

• The flow area approaches that of 

the parallel walls 

• Pressure recovery is at a minimum  
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 Separation free flow of diverging geometries, like half the flow area in lobed mixers, depends 

greatly on the near wall momentum, turbulence level, and adverse pressure gradient strength. Therefore, 

uniform inlet axial velocity profiles, small growth rates in cross-sectional area (divergence angles <15o) 

and a 𝑅𝑒 past critical with high 𝑇𝑢 were preferable(Japikse and Baines 1998).  Adverse pressure gradients 

caused a departure from the logarithmic velocity profiles, characteristic of the zero and favorable pressure 

gradients, which defied accurate one-dimensional modeling (Stevens and Frey 1973, Stevens and Williams 

1980) . Magnetic resonance velocimetry was implemented to obtain detailed profiles and confirm boundary 

layer thickening(Cherry, Elkins, and Eaton 2008). Annular diffuser experiments measured pressure 

recovery and monitored separation using wool tufts attached to the wall to visualize 𝜕𝑣𝑥/𝜕𝑦 (Adenubi 

1976). Intermittent transitory stall was observed on 15o diffuser angles and recovery was 8% lower than 

predicted. Monitoring for and elimination of separation was key to aerodynamic performance of lobed 

mixers.  

A.4 Swirl and Vorticity 

 Swirling flow includes a tangential velocity component about a central axis and was keenly relevant 

to turbomachinery and, by extension, the exhaust system of a turbo engine. For example, the experimental 

mixing nozzles encountered fan generated swirl profiles. Swirling flow was useful because it has angular 

momentum which can be altered while maintaining axial momentum through applying a torque. The swirl 

angle at some radius was calculated using simple trigonometry,  

 𝜃(𝑟) = arctan
𝑣𝜃

𝑣𝑥
 . A.9 

 Depending on the profile of swirl angle the flow can be categorized as(Gupta, Lilley, and Syred 1984): 

• Free vortex flow – irrotational flow. Where tangential velocity varies radially according to 𝑟𝑣𝜃 =

𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡. This type of circulating flow was produced naturally in drains and by swirlers with flat 

vanes. 
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• Forced vortex – solid body rotation. Now 𝑣𝜃/𝑟 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 and all radial fluid elements starting 

at equal angular position complete a revolution in the same time. A forced vortex could be produced 

by a twisted-vane swirler. 

Because swirl angle is variable, the swirl number, 

 
𝑆 =

𝑀𝜃

𝑀𝑥𝐿
 , 

A.10 

was used to quantify the time-averaged degree of swirl according to the ratio of the axial flux of angular 

momentum, 

 
𝑀𝑜𝜃 = ∫𝜌𝑣𝑥𝑣𝜃𝑟

2𝑑𝑟 , 
A.11 

 and the axial flux of axial momentum, 

 
𝑀𝑜𝑥 = ∫𝜌𝑣𝑥

2𝑟𝑑𝑟 . 
A.12 

Choice of the characteristic length, 𝐿, varied even amongst annular flow studies, but generally 𝑑ℎ𝑦/2 was 

implemented (Jawarneh and Vatistas 2004, Martemianov and Okulov 2002) because the best agreement 

with the swirl number flow regimes suggested by (Gupta, Lilley, and Syred 1984) was reached. 

Nonetheless, many researchers continued to use other definitions, 𝐿 = 𝑟𝑖, 𝑟𝑜, (𝑟𝑜 + 𝑟𝑖)/2, making cross-

comparison more difficult. These regimes, illustrated in Figure A.11, were as follows: 

• Very Weak (𝑆 < 0.2) – radial pressure gradient is negligible. 

• Weak (0.2 < 𝑆 < 0.4) – radial pressure gradient may be significant in a straight-duct. 

• Strong (𝑆 > 0.6) – high degrees of swirl produce strong pressure gradients. In diffusers, a central 

toroidal recirculation zone can be produced as the center line flow separates. The 0.4-0.6 gap in the 

range intentionally blurs the regimes to account for sensitivity. 
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Figure A.11. Attached weak swirling flow (left) and strong swirling flow (right) with central 

toroidal recirculation zone(Gupta, Lilley, and Syred 1984). 

 

 Swirl had a profound effect on diffuser pressure recovery due mainly to separation control, thanks 

to the higher near-wall momentum mixing, permitted by the angular velocity component. Pressure recovery 

studies incremented inlet free-vortex swirl angle between 0o and 40o on annular diffusers with 1.5o inner 

wall and 8o outer wall angles. Both (Dovzhik and Kartavenko 1975) and (Fleige, Riess, and Seume 2002) 

reported optimal performance at 10o swirl and (Eckert et al. 1980) between 10o and 14o. However, as 

diffuser wall angle increased up to 20o, large swirl angles became more efficient(Coladipietro, Schneider, 

and Sridhar 1975). With excess swirl, 𝜃 > 30𝑜, separation on the inner wall of an annular diffuser was 

likely and vibrations were created(Klomp 1997). Conical diffusers studied under forced-vortex swirl 

numbers between 0 and 0.18 (Senoo, Kawaguchi, and Nagata 1978) showed large improvements with 

increasing 𝑆 depending on the wall divergence angle, Figure A.12. Axial and tangential velocity profiles, 

normalized by inlet axial velocity, at the diffuser exit plane are included in Figure A.13. The transport of 

axial momentum towards the walls is clear.   
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Figure A.12. Pressure recovery coefficient as a function of swirl number (Senoo, Kawaguchi, and 

Nagata 1978) for conical diffusers with several divergence angles and AR=4. 

 

Figure A.13. Change in radial profiles of axial velocity (left) and tangential velocity (right) with 𝑺 at 

the exit of a conical diffuser(Senoo, Kawaguchi, and Nagata 1978). 
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A.5 Curvature 

 Constraints such as space requirements and optical blockage could force ducts to become curved. 

In general, sudden changes in geometry, kinks, should be avoided to mitigation flow separation. This was 

a problem in crude manufacturing, rapid prototyping and in CAD-mesh resolution in CFD. However, large 

scale flow turning represented its own challenges. A radial pressure gradient is necessary to navigate the 

duct. This corresponds to a decrease in velocity from the inside bend (convex curvature) to the outer bend 

(concave curvature) as high momentum fluid is deflected radially outward by centrifugal force. Meanwhile, 

low momentum fluid, incapable of penetrating the developed adverse pressure gradient, moves towards the 

inside bend. Various losses may be encountered: two cells of secondary flow normal to the axial direction 

were established (Miller 1984) (Figure A.14), separation on the convex surface and potential need for 

turning vanes when turning angle exceeded 45o(Blevins 1984). Turning vanes could recover performance, but 

increase weight, cost, and drag.   

 

Figure A.14. Flow characteristics of a bent pipe(Munson et al. 2009). 

 

 The pressure recovery of curved axis diffusers was reduced compared to straight axis designs (Fox 

and Kline 1972) and flow distortion increased. Diffuser efficiency decreased considerably with curvature 

angle, see Figure A.15, and was compounded by inlet displacement thickness(Schlichting 1968). Yet, a 

curved diffuser could have a lower loss coefficient than a straight diffuser followed by a bend(Miller 1984). 

Curvature was relevant near the crest and keel of lobed mixers where flow turning, and the production of 
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secondary flow was desired but separation control and displacement thickness mitigation was needed. 

Curvature also impacted intake and nacelle design where local flow acceleration to sonic values would 

increase wave and viscous drag.     

 

Figure A.15. Effect of inlet boundary layer and curvature on diffuser efficiency(Schlichting 1968). 

 

A.6 Aerodynamic Blockage 

  Aerodynamic blockage represents the fraction by which the geometric flow area is effectively 

reduced by the presence of the low-momentum boundary layer. The degree of blockage therefore depends 

on how much the near wall region impacts the freestream streamlines. Lobed nozzles were assured to 

increasing aerodynamic blockage relative to the added wetted area. So a displacement thickness described 

the geometry as if the flow were inviscid, that is, the distance from a wall where the freestream velocity 

would give the same flow rate as occurs in the real fluid, see Figure A.16. Assuming turbulent flat plate 

flow, displacement thickness can be quantified as (White 2008) 
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𝛿𝑑 =

0.02𝑥

𝑅𝑒𝑥
1/7

 , 
A.13 

or in the general transverse direction by 

 
𝛿𝑑 = ∫ (1 −

𝑣

𝑣∞
)

∞

0

𝑑𝑦 . 
A.14 

Thus, blockage is simply the ratio of the displacement thickness area to the geometric area,  

 
𝐴𝐵 =

𝐴

𝐴𝑑
 . 

A.15 

However, flat plate and uniform flow are idealized conditions, making Equation A.14 unlikely to be used 

in practical engineering flows. Therefore, it was common to calculate 

 
𝐴𝐵 = 1 −

�̅�

𝑢𝑚𝑎𝑥
 , 

A.16 

where a more uniform velocity represents lower blockage and less distortion. In practice, it was common 

to know the geometric area, measured 𝐴𝐵 using typical sensors, and calculate a mean 𝛿𝑑.   

 

Figure A.16. Concept of displacement thickness on a flat wall, altered from (Munson et al. 2009) 

 

𝛿𝑑 
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B. Definitions and Principles of Drag 

 Drag is defined as a force acting to oppose the motion of a body moving relative to a fluid. Drag 

can be categorized by parasitic drag (profile/irreversible), lift-induced drag (induced/secondary) and wave 

drag (compressibility drag). Parasitic drag is made up of pressure drag (form drag), drag due to surface wall 

shear stress (skin friction drag) and may also include interference drag between a body and its support 

structure. Lift-induced drag applies for lift generating bodies and may be otherwise called secondary drag 

for a fuselage or nacelle. Either way, induced drag is a result of secondary flow momentum added to the 

wake due to three-dimensional effects. A classic example of this are wing tip vortices, generated by 

circulation as pressure side fluid moves towards the suction side when no longer bound by the wing. Induced 

drag is therefore a consequence of the pressure difference necessary for lift. Lastly, wave drag is a result of 

shockwave formation. Due to local flow acceleration weak shocks may be present at transonic Mach 

numbers. While at Mach numbers greater than unity the aircraft leading edge produces oblique shocks. 

Shocks are highly irreversible.  

B.1  Reynolds Number Effects 

 A vast collection of experimental drag results was contained in(Hoerner 1965). One of the primary 

parameters influencing the drag of a given shape is the Reynolds number. The effect of 𝑅𝑒𝐷 on 𝐶𝑑 of a 

sphere is displayed in Figure B.1 and 𝐶𝑝 in Figure B.2.  As Reynolds number increases the trend in 𝐶𝑑 

marks several flow regimes: 

• Creeping Flow, 𝑅𝑒𝐷 < 1 

o 𝐶𝑑 = 24/𝑅𝑒𝐷. 

o Inertial effects small, symmetric pressure distribution. 

• 𝑅𝑒𝐷 < 20 

o 𝐶𝑑 ∝ 1/√𝑅𝑒𝐷. 

o Steady separation. 
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o Friction drag dominated but form drag increased. 

• 𝑅𝑒𝐷 > 100 − 1000 

o Trialing vortices increased in size and separated in an alternating fashion (Von Karman 

vortices). 

o 𝐶𝑑 continued to decrease. 

• 103 < 𝑅𝑒𝐷 < 105 

o Laminar boundary layer separated on start of diverging geometry, 𝜙 ≈ 90𝑜.  

o Drag is pressure dominated and 𝐶𝑑 was constant. 

• 𝑅𝑒𝐷 > 105 

o An immediate sharp decrease in 𝐶𝐷 as the boundary layer transitions to turbulent (𝑅𝑒𝐷 ≈

2 ∙ 105) due to delayed flow separation caused by increased momentum transfer into the 

boundary layer, Figure B.2. 

o Drag was pressure dominated and will continue to rise with increasing velocity. 

 

Figure B.1: Experimental drag coefficient of a sphere as a function of Reynolds number. Data is 

compiled from a wide range of investigators.(Hoerner 1965). 

 

Creep 𝑹𝒆 Indep. Laminar Flow 

Transition at 𝑹𝒆∗ 
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Figure B.2: Pressure coefficient around a sphere for sub (solid) and super critical (dashed) 

Reynolds number flow. Pressure predicted by potential flow theory (dash and dotted) is also shown. 

A distinct delay in separation, roughly 30 degrees, is witnessed between the laminar and turbulent 

flow(Hoerner 1965). 

   

 In this works experimental study, the wind tunnel was operated at constant speed and ingested 

ambient air during fair weather spring/summer days. Thus, the fan frontal area Reynolds number was held 

constant at 6.1 × 105. Temperature effects on viscosity were <3% over the range of ambient conditions 

tested and projected frontal diameter increase marginally with angle of attack. CFD permitted full control 

over the boundary conditions. All studies were fully turbulent. 

B.2  Geometry Effects 

 A body shaped to have low flow interference is said to be well streamlined. An apt comparison by 

(White 2008) illustrated the effect of streamlining a rectangular cylinder. A 45% reduction in drag was 

observed when the front corners were rounded, see Figure B.3 (b), to reduce leading edge separation. A 

further 85% reduction was achieved by gradually merging the rear surfaces to a trailing edge (c) reducing 

the wake width.  

Separation 

Points 
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Figure B.3: The two step process in streamlining a rectangular cylinder (a). First the leading 

corners are rounded (b) giving it a bullet like shape. Next the rear is reduced to a sharp trailing 

edge (c). Last a circular cylinder (d) is show which has the same drag coefficient as (c) but 1-8th the 

thickness(White 2008). 

 

 Friction drag, due to wall shear stress, was typically a small component of total drag, 5% for a 

sphere operating outside of Stoke’s flow regime. On the other hand, pressure drag dominated for bodies 

with poor form, where separation occurs. In the separation zone the flow is nearly at rest and the body 

experiences a nearly constant pressure force(Hoerner 1965). With the extreme case being a flat plate 

perpendicular to the flow direction(White 2008). It was expected that the nacelle geometry created in this 

project will be well streamlined and thus accurate shear-stress calculations were needed in CFD. 

Furthermore, nacelle separation would compromise the analysis of the downstream mixer. 

B.3  Angle of Attack 

 Angle of attack (AoA), or incidence angle, is the angle at which the body is oriented to the mean 

flow direction. AoA had great influence over drag and is of primary importance for detailing airfoil 

performance, Figure B.4. For intake systems, increased AoA led to inlet distortion due to leading edge 

separation and had to be considered in the CFD geometry design for takeoff and TOC performance. 

Experimentally, AoA was varied to investigate mixer performance in a crosswind.  

Separation Points 
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Figure B.4: Lift and drag of a NACA 0009 airfoil versus AoA (𝜶) with and without flaps and 

over several Reynolds numbers(White 2008). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stall Points 
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C. Solving the RANS Equations 

 With the governing equations established, a discussion of how they were solved efficiently and in 

a robust manner was due. For it is not just the selection of the turbulence model and near wall treatment 

that dictate solution convergence, time, and overall accuracy. 

C.1  Solution Algorithm 

 Great effort went into accurately describing the impact of turbulent fluctuations on the mean flow, 

but the mean flow still needed to be solved. The Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible flow involve 

4 equations, continuity and cartesian momentum, with 4 unknowns, 𝑢𝑖 and 𝑝. But no direct equation for 𝑝. 

Rather, the continuity equation acts as a restriction on momentum. Also, the equation of state was not 

helpful. It finds 𝜌 based on 𝑇, which can be set as constants for incompressible flow without significant 

heat transfer. One method of finding the velocity field which satisfies continuity and deriving pressure was 

the SIMPLE algorithm. A pressure-based algorithm using the ‘pressure corrector’ method. Understanding 

this makes all other adaptations, including accounting for compressible flow in density-based algorithms, 

trivial extensions.  

  First, momentum is written in linearize matrix form using the finite volume method to isolate the 

pressure gradient according to 

 ℳ𝑣𝑖 = −∇𝑝  . C.1 

Where ℳ is the matrix of known coefficients calculated by decomposing the differential terms in the 

momentum equation. For velocity in one direction, like 𝑥, an array of length 𝑛 for all 𝑣𝑥 could be passed 

through the 𝑛 by 𝑛 matrix ℳ which describes each cell centroid location to find 𝜕𝑝/𝜕𝑥. However, solving 

in this form was expensive so ℳ was then decomposed into diagonal (𝒜) and off-diagonal (ℋ) components 

such that 
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 𝒜𝑣𝑖 − ℋ = −∇𝑝  . C.2 

Diagonal matrices were efficient to invert and ℋ was simply the remainder of 𝒜𝑣𝑖 minus ℳ𝑣𝑖. Now 

having efficiently solved for momentum in terms of known coefficients and ∇𝑝, 

 𝑣𝑖 = 𝒜−1ℋ − 𝒜−1∇𝑝 , C.3 

𝑣𝑖 can be substituted back into the continuity equation and the terms separated, 

 ∇ ∙ (𝒜−1∇𝑝) = ∇ ∙ (𝒜−1ℋ) . C.4 

Behold, a Poisson equation for pressure based only on known coefficients. Still 4 equations and 4 unknowns 

but now drastically computationally simplified. Each iteration process is now: 

1. Predict the velocity field by solving for momentum conservation, Equation C.1. 

2. Solve the pressure field using the Poisson equation, Equation C.4.   

3. Correct the velocity field to satisfy continuity, divergence of Equation C.3. 

4. Velocity field no longer conserves momentum, reiterate.    

Incorporating energy, turbulence scalars and species transport was straightforward. Simply decompose 

those governing equations in matrix form, solve for any new coefficients and extend the SIMPLE loop. For 

example, 𝑘 and 𝜖 must be inside the cycle to update 𝜇𝑡 when the 𝑘 − 𝜖 turbulence model is used.     

C.2  The Finite Volume Method 

 The Navier-Stokes equations are discretized for a generic 3D polyhedral cell and written in linear 

matrix form, Equation C.1. Gone were the days of turning to structure elements outside of extreme cost 

saving measures and for low 𝑦+ inflation layers. In the second order finite volume method, cell variables 

are stored at the cell centroid and vary linearly across the element. Each cell is connected to various 

neighboring cells, sharing a face. First, the RANS equation is integrated across the cell volume, which is a 

commutative process, and produces 
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∫ [∇ ∙ (𝑢𝑖

2)]𝑑𝑉 = ∫ [−
1

𝜌
∇𝑝]

𝑉𝑉

dV + ∫ [∇ ∙ (𝑢∇𝑢𝑖)]𝑑𝑉
𝑉

+ ∫ [𝑔𝑖]𝑑𝑉
𝑉

 . 
C.5 

 There are many possible source terms. In Equation C.5, 𝑔𝑖 is gravity, a possible source term, and 

integrates to 

 
∫ [𝑔𝑖]𝑑𝑉 = 𝑔𝑖𝑉𝑛
𝑉

 , 
C.6 

on some element 𝑛 with volume 𝑉𝑛. In this case the source term is constant, does not depend on velocity, 

and gets directly added to the RHS of Equation C.1. For a generic linear source term, common in the energy, 

𝑘 and 𝜖 transport equations,       

 
∫ [𝑆𝑢𝑖]𝑑𝑉 = 𝑆𝑢𝑖,𝑛𝑉𝑛
𝑉

 . 
C.7 

Where 𝑣𝑖,𝑛 represents the velocity components of the 𝑛th cell centroid. Now the source is proportional to 

velocity. −𝑆𝑉𝑛 can be included into ℳ in Equation C.1 as an implicit treatment or the entire −𝑆𝑣𝑖,𝑛𝑉𝑛 is 

added to the RHS in explicit treatment. Implicit treatment is only a diagonal contribution to ℳ, increasing 

diagonal dominance improves stability. If stability would be negatively impacted, then the software 

switches to explicit formulation. Lastly, non-linear source terms (𝑆𝑢𝑖
𝑚) are linearized by using the previous 

iterations cell centroid velocity. Now the contribution looks like 𝑆𝑢𝑖,𝑛𝑢𝑖,𝑛,𝑗−1
𝑚−1 𝑉𝑛. This is just the source, cell 

volume, and previous iteration (𝑗-1) velocity to the power of non-linearity minus one. Again, this is added 

to Equation C.1. 

 Discretization of the convection term was more involved because of the divergence operator. 

Though divergence theorem allows conversion of volume integrals into surfaces integrals according to  

 
∫ [∇ ∙ 𝑢𝑖𝑢𝑖]𝑑𝑉 =
𝑉

∫ [𝑢𝑖(𝑢𝑖 ∙ �̂�)]𝑑𝑆
𝑆

 . 
C.8 
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Now the surface area (𝑑𝑆) and normal vector ( �̂�) for each cell was required. Notice 𝑢𝑖 ∙ �̂� is the flow rate 

out of the cell. Two simplification were possible. First, each cell had a finite number of flat faces so the 

integral could be expressed as a sum. Second, the velocity at the face centers was used to avoid integrating 

the velocity field over the entire surface. For a cuboid in a continuous flow field, Equation C.8 is only a 

function of point data on each face, see Figure C.1. This was a vast improvement, but currently only centroid 

information was available and interpolation to the faces between neighboring cells was required. A variety 

of interpolation schemes were available to complete the summation and Equation C.8 becomes 

 

∫ [∇ ∙ 𝑢𝑖𝑢𝑖]𝑑𝑉 ≈ ∑ 𝑢𝑖,𝑓,𝑗(𝑢𝑖,𝑓,𝑗 ∙ �̂�𝑓,𝑗)

# 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑠

𝑗=1

𝑆𝑗
𝑉

 . 

C.9 

Where each cell has 𝑗 values of face center properties 𝑓. This was repeated for every face of every cell. 

Finally, these terms were included in ℳ for solving. One diagonal and number of faces off-diagonal terms 

were generated to reflect cell connectivity. 

 Once this discretization process was completed for all terms in the RANS equation, one large 

ℳ𝑈 = ℬ linear matrix equation was produced. Thankfully, in many cases, such as stationary meshes, the 

coefficient matrices ℳ and ℬ never change. Therefore, the geometric interpolation to cell faces was 

calculated once. The system was then solved using the appropriate solution algorithm, like SIMPLE.         

 

Figure C.1. Surface normal and vector field for a single cuboid.  
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C.3  Discretization Schemes 

 CFD codes offered a variety of discretization schemes: upwind, central differencing (second-

order/linear), second-order upwind, QUICK, etc. Each discretization scheme used interpolation to construct 

a matrix of necessary cell information at cell faces. Information that relates the cell faces and centroids to 

their neighbors was required in the linear matrix solver. Because of these schemes, polyhedral unstructured 

meshes could be solved rapidly with little impact on solution cost and no change to accuracy assuming 

gradients were well resolved, and cell quality was acceptable, by avoiding high skew and aspect ratios. 

Though the mesh was often fixed, the schemes may also depend on fluid data to decide on how to weigh 

the interpolation. Regardless, the chosen scheme could have a large impact on solution stability. For 

example, a hexahedral primary element will have six attached secondary elements assuming there are no 

hanging nodes. Hanging node occur when cell corners are not aligned, which can also be dealt with, but is 

not important to this comparison. Note, this occurs in nonconformal meshes, in sudden mesh density 

changes, and is virtually unavoidable at the inference of rotating-stationary meshes.        

 Now, consider a single cell (primary, 𝑷) sharing one face with its neighboring cell (secondary, 𝑺). 

Two unique cell centroids exist, where data is stored, and they share one face (𝒇), where data for some flow 

variable 𝜒 is required. Next the discretization schemes will be compared for this setup with the 

understanding that it can be duplicated between all other neighboring cells of the primary cell then again 

for all internal elements in the entire domain. Boundary faces, where cells connect to a wall for example, 

required identification and a special treatment again not necessary to understanding the schemes but worth 

recognizing.  

  The second-order discretization scheme was the most basic. Here a linear interpolation was applied 

based on the distance vector from each centroid to the face such that the face value is given by 

 
𝜒𝑓 =

|𝑥𝑖,𝒇 − 𝑥𝑖,𝑷|

|𝑥𝑖,𝑺 − 𝑥𝑖,𝑷|
χ𝐒 + (1 −

|𝑥𝑖,𝒇 − 𝑥𝑖,𝑷|

|𝑥𝑖,𝑺 − 𝑥𝑖,𝑷|
) χ𝐏  . 

C.10 
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Of course, the 𝑥𝑖’s can be calculated from the coordinates. A visual interpretation of this scheme is shown 

in Figure C.2. Seems straight-forward, why not use this all the time? The second-order accuracy was 

considered good, but the solution tended to oscillate, producing unphysical nonsmoothed solutions of T, 𝑣𝑖, 

𝑝 etc. The scheme was said to be unbounded. In RANS, second-order schemes were only recommended for 

diffusion terms.  

 

Figure C.2. Schematic of the second-order discretization scheme.  

  

 To improve stability and removed oscillations the upwind schemes were developed. These schemes 

depended on flow field information and not just the grid. This dependence on flow data led to improved 

convection term modeling. In upwind differencing the mass flow rate on the face was calculated based on 

𝜌𝒇, 𝐴𝒇, 𝑣𝑖,𝒇, �̂� and was identified as either being positive, out of the cell, or negative, into the cell. Depending 

on the direction the interpolation method changed such that 𝜒𝒇 only depends on the upstream cell centroid 

value of 𝜒. To first-order accuracy the upstream centroid value was a constant projected directly onto the 

face, see Figure C.3. This sacrificed accuracy and often over-smooths/blends physical features but on the 

other hand it was exceedingly stable. Users may opt to compute initial solutions with this scheme prior to 

switching to more accurate ones.   
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Figure C.3. Schematic of the upwind differencing discretization scheme.  

 

 A combination of the linear and upwind scheme, called the second-order upwind discretization 

scheme, was possible. This scheme relied on the mass flux through the face, the distance vector between 

centroid and the face, and ∇𝜒𝑷. A representation is shown in Figure C.4. Projecting the gradient of the 

upstream centroid field data onto the face accomplished second order accuracy with reasonable stability 

making it a popular choice for discretizing the convection terms to convergence. It should not be used for 

diffusion terms where the basic second-order scheme was more accurate. In extreme cases the standard 

upwind scheme may still be relied upon to eliminate oscillation. For example, if the projected upstream 

gradient produces a 𝜒𝑓 larger than the value of the next centroid a ‘wiggle’ will appear which may never 

smooth out or could diverge. One last modification was possible, the gradient could be limited by the value 

of the downstream cell such that the face value must lie between the centroids. The value of 𝜒𝒇 can be 

represented by 

 𝜒𝒇 = χ𝐏 + 𝜓(∇𝜒𝑷) ∙ |𝑥𝑖,𝒇 − 𝑥𝑖,𝑷|  C.11 

for an upwind scheme using P with 𝜓 being a limiter taking a value between 0 and 1. In practice, these 

limited upwind schemes used a blending function to balance the accuracy of the second-order scheme with 
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the stability of the upwind scheme throughout the mesh based on the flow field gradients. These were 

currently the best general schemes used throughout this project.  

 

Figure C.4. Schematic of the second-order upwind discretization scheme. 
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D. Wind Tunnel Theory 

 Wind tunnels are tools used in aerodynamic research to examine airflow moving past and/or 

through test bodies. Ideally, the supplied airflow was uniform in speed, of known temperature and in one 

direction for testing conditions to be consistent.  Wind tunnels were often employed in aerodynamic 

research because the time and expense of testing full-scale models was unfeasible. In this section, the design 

and characterization of wind tunnels is discussed to better identify key aspects of the Queen’s University 

LSWT.   

D.1 Wind Tunnel Configuration and Design 

 Wind tunnels can be designed in either an open-circuit or closed-loop configuration. An open-

circuit wind tunnel draws air in through one end of the duct and ejects air out a different end, see Figure 

D.1. On the other hand, a closed-loop wind tunnel recirculates the air continuously, see Figure D.2. One of 

the main driving factors in choosing the appropriate configuration was the dimension of the test-section. 

Smaller wind tunnels, with test-section diameters of one meter or less, would often be open-circuit. Whereas 

larger tunnels were commonly closed-loop. The LSWT used in this study had a 1 m by 1 m test-section 

which was at the upper limit of typical open-circuit designs. The power required to accelerate ambient air 

to the desired testing conditions was less practical for larger open-circuit designs and led to more noise 

pollution. At a certain point, it was more appropriate to spend funds on the extra ductwork and flow vanes 

needed in a closed-loop design.   

 

Figure D.1: General suction type open-circuit wind tunnel schematic illustrating important 

components (NASA Website, 2015). 
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Figure D.2: General closed-circuit wind tunnel schematic illustrating important components 

(NASA Website, 2015). 

 

D.1.1 Open-Circuit Design 

 Open-circuit wind tunnels were further categorized by the placement of the fan. A tunnel powered 

by a fan near the exit and downstream of the test-section was referred to as a suction tunnel, like the Queen’s 

University LSWT. If the fan were located at the inlet, the tunnel would be a blower tunnel. A suction tunnel 

generates a favorable pressure gradient across the fan, drawing ambient air through the duct, which results 

in sub-ambient pressure in the test-section. A blower tunnel forces air through the tunnel resulting in higher 

than atmospheric pressure in the test-section. The fan location was dependent on the application. Blower 

tunnels did not have to operate under highly disturbed flow based on being located upstream of the test-

section. This made them suited for cascade and turbine performance testing where the outflow would not 

be handled well by a fan(Bradshaw and Pankhurst 1964). On the contrary, a suction type tunnel was often 

utilized for model testing with low blockage ratios, less than 5. In this study, a well-conditioned flow was 

most desirable to characterize the flow at the test-section inlet and provide meaningful BCs for CFD 

simulations.  

 There were several complications when designing and operating an open-circuit wind tunnel, one 

of which was the sensitivity to entrance conditions. Wind gusts and variations in day-to-day humidity 
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should be monitored and operating conditions constrained. Additionally, the test-section shape was 

typically not directly compatible with the blower and duct transition components may be required. The fan 

inlet on the LSWT, Figure 3.6, was not compatible with the square test-section and the flow was split and 

diverted into the double-sided centrifugal blower. A blower tunnel did not require a diffuser and was 

therefore able to study specialized duct geometries, such as open jets and exhaust rigs (Metha 1977). The 

fan, however, produced non-uniform, often swirling flow, requiring flow-straightening devices.  

D.1.2 Closed-Loop Design 

 Close-loop wind tunnels required turning vanes or cascades to turn the flow smoothly through 360o. 

Vanes provided flow guidance with the benefit of reducing disturbances entering the fan and the test-section 

(Bradshaw and Pankhurst 1964). Other design concerns unique to closed-loop tunnels included friction 

heating of the flow, requiring dump valves or cooling, and a buildup of dust, leading to cleaning costs.  

D.2 Flow Quality 

 Wind tunnel flow quality refers to the uniformity and the turbulence levels entering the test-section. 

In this section, the flow conditioning and characterization of flow quality are discussed.  

D.2.1 Contraction 

 A contraction in the duct was present in both open-circuit and closed-loop wind tunnel designs and 

was located upstream of the test-section. This contraction accelerated the flow and can be seen in Figure 

3.2. Contraction shape was extensively studied in literature, including geometry optimization. The major 

design consideration included flow uniformity and minimum nozzle dimensions, to save on space and cost. 

A uniform flow required a minimization of the boundary layer exiting the contraction and the avoidance of 

flow separation (Morel 1977).  

 Initially the contraction profile was formed by two cubic curves, proposed by (Morel 1977). 

Advances in computing power allowed for 3-dimensional flow analysis of contractions (Bell and Metha 

1988). The analysis indicated that in a successful contraction the favorable pressure gradient in the concave 
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region caused the boundary layer to re-laminarize at moderate Reynolds numbers. At this point laminar 

boundary layer theory and empirical relations were used to study polynomial contractions. Optimization of 

a fifth order polynomial geometry concluded that, for a contraction ratio of 7.7, separation occurred when 

the ratio between nozzle length to inlet height was under 0.66. It was also stated that an increase in 

contraction length improved flow uniformity up to length versus height ratios around 1.8 where separation 

occurred due to the thickening boundary layer. It was important when the Queen’s LSWT was designed to 

ensure the contraction operated between being overly lengthy and having drastic curvature because both 

would have resulted in poor flow conditioning.  

D.2.2 Impact of Turbulence 

 The uniformity and turbulence level of wind tunnel flow had a remarkable impact on aerodynamic 

performance. Notable effects of increased turbulence included hastened boundary layer transition and 

increased mixing in shear layers. As a result, one would expect different skin-friction on the model as well 

as increased wake recovery under high turbulence. W. H. Bell provided a comprehensive analysis regarding 

the impact of turbulence intensity on wind tunnel testing in the 1980s. Comparing the drag on a circular 

cylinder measured by many investigators at different turbulence intensities (Bell 1983) the source of 

discrepancies was discussed in detail. The basis of the study relied on a “standard” drag curve, the solid 

line in Figure D.3, which was measured at very low turbulence levels and acted as the benchmark. 
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Figure D.3: Drag coefficient of a circular cylinder versus Reynolds number measured by many 

researchers operating under a wide range of turbulence conditions. 

 

 A key feature of the “standard” case was the drastic decrease in drag coefficient observed around 

the critical Reynolds number of 2 ∙ 105. At this point instabilities caused the laminar flow to become 

turbulent through a disturbance amplification process known as Tollmien-Schlichting instability(Bell 

1983). The higher kinetic energy transfer in turbulent flow delayed separation by permitting further 

penetration into the adverse-pressure gradient region. This decreased wake width and improved pressure 

recovery, resulting in a net decrease in drag. Boundary layer transition was not fully specified by freestream 

𝑅𝑒, transition may be triggered by surface roughness and turbulence level, see Bruun & Davies in Figure 

D.3. W. H. Bell then concluded possible causes for the lack of conclusiveness between the various data 

sets, which are summarized as follows and related to this study: 

1. Acoustic excitation, due to vibrating components, could lead to earlier boundary layer transition. 

However, the author noted at turbulence intensities greater than 1% the acoustic signal was 

comparatively insignificant. In this study, model vibration was not an issue. 
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2. Measurement limitations for 𝑇𝑢 greater than 10% could have led to large uncertainties in drag. The 

thermal response of CTA was non-linear when the flow was fluctuating heavily. Accurate 

measurements required compensation else risked increasing uncertainty by 10% according to 

Hinze(Bell 1983).  

3. Studies used a wide range of turbulence generating methods. Turbulence intensity was measured 

but information regarding length scale and anisotropy was not included. The author highly 

recommended future studies to include additional information. This study measured 𝑇𝑢 at several 

locations in the test-section and analyze the energy spectrum to provide the appropriate level of 

flow quality specification. This was important for comparison between investigations but also to 

define the CFD inlet conditions (Spalart 2015).  

4. Three-dimensional effects, due to model imperfections, caused discrepancies. The influence of the 

boundary layer interaction with the model near the wall was important. Without properly 

accounting for spanwise boundary layer effects drag could not be accurately measured or compared 

between cases. One solution was the introduction of end plates, which separated the model from 

the large boundary layers on the wind tunnel walls, see Figure D.4. Bearman and Wadcock (Bell 

1983) found end plates made their drag measurement independent of the axial location of the model. 

A boundary layer trip upstream of the model may also be employed to force a consistent boundary 

layer transition location. This study was expected to account for 3-dimensional effects. To that end, 

the boundary layer thickness must be measured and accounted for in the CFD inlet boundary 

condition. Also, the CAD model geometry must have been accurately captured by the surface mesh 

in CFD. 
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Figure D.4: Boundary layer upstream a car model is split through the use of an end plate. A 

boundary layer then begins to develop on the plate resulting in a reduced thickness interacting with 

the vehicle(Bell 1983).  

 

5. Secondary flows were always present in turbulent viscous flows in non-circular ducts, according 

to Streeter(Bell 1983). In a rectangular test-section, the interaction of the boundary layers at a 

corner resulted in circulation, which transported fluid from the corner towards the midpoint of the 

wall, see Figure D.5. Leakage through the walls was another source of secondary flow. Depending 

on wall proximity, interaction resulted in an altered drag. In this study, leakage was minimized by 

plugging unused ports. Corner effects were not significant enough to be captured by the wake 

traverse.  

 

Figure D.5: Experimental (a) and simulated (b) secondary flow in the corner of a square duct 

provided by (Brundett and Baines 1964) and(Gavrilakis 1992). 
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D.2.3 Reduction of Flow Turbulence 

 Flow quality improvement was accomplished through the application of turbulence 

suppression/control devices. For example, corner fillets reduced corner secondary-flow and boundary layer 

trips control boundary layer laminar-turbulent transition. The Queen’s University LSWT did not employ 

these methods but made use of an inlet contraction and honeycomb. Inlet contractions reduced turbulence 

by accelerating the mean flow while the fluctuating component remained relatively constant(Batchelor 

1953). 𝑇𝑢 was reduced in the streamwise direction. Meanwhile, the compression of eddies through the 

contraction increased transverse fluctuations(Batchelor 1953). Conveniently, the streamwise 𝑇𝑢 was 

normally higher than the transverse 𝑇𝑢 due to unsteadiness generated by the fan and/or separation off the 

rounded inlets to the contraction. Honeycomb and screens, Figure 3.3, reduced turbulence and improved 

flow quality by breaking up large eddies. By forcing the flow through an ordered grid, the flow direction 

was controlled, and largest length scale constrained. Honeycomb and screens were located before the inlet 

contraction, where velocity is low, to reduce the pressure loss across the device and take advantage of extra 

development length. 

 To predict screen performance, empirical correlations between pressure loss coefficient, 

 
𝐾 =

𝛥𝑝

1
2
𝜌𝑢2

  , 
D.1 

and turbulence reduction factor were developed by many authors. Screens were first suggested as a method 

for improving flow quality by increasing uniformity by a factor of 1/(1+K)(Prandtl 1932). Though many 

authors have compared this reduction factor against a variety of complexities such as screen misalignment, 

they all agreed Prandtl’s correlation was solid. Where it did breakdown was for the prediction of honeycomb 

performance. Honeycomb suppressed the transverse fluctuations more effectively than the axial variation. 

This coupled well with the turbulence reduction performance of a contraction. It was recommended by 

(Metha and Bradshaw 1979) to use screens and honeycomb, though designers must be aware of increasing 
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the pressure loss. Recently a honeycomb and five screen combination was successful employed by (Pedro 

2011) to reduce test-section turbulence intensity from 6.5% to 0.5%. 
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E. Transducer Calibration 

 This section outlines the calibration methods and verification techniques used to ready the pressure 

transducers, seven-hole pressure probe, and one-wire hot-wire for flow measurements.  

E.1 Calibration Wind Tunnel 

 A variable speed open-loop blower wind tunnel capable of producing flow speeds up to 60 m/s was 

used for probe calibration. A 16” centrifugal fan powered by a 5 hp motor drove ambient air through a 5” 

diameter, 16’ long, pipe plastic pipe. The length to diameter ratio was sufficient to achieve fully developed 

flow at a 𝑅𝑒 of 4.8 × 105. The pipe also contained an 8” flow straighter to suppress swirl and reduce 

turbulence length scale. A reference pitot-static probe could be setup at the exit plane to verify velocity and 

static pressure there. 𝑇𝑢 effects may be ignored when operating at 𝑅𝑒 larger than 2 × 104. The flow was 

incompressible at M ≈ 0.1. Temperature was assumed ambient and could be measured by a thermocouple 

or thermometer.  

 The calibration wind tunnel was instrumented with a rotary traverse with stepper motors capable 

of orienting a probe through pitch and yaw angles of 60o with minimum incremental positioning of 1.8o in 

pitch and 0.32o in yaw. The rotation axes were aligned with the probe tip such that translational motion was 

avoided. The error in probe tip location was on the order of 1 mm and ignored because the velocity gradients 

at the center of a fully developed pipe flow are negligibly small. Data was recorded into MATLAB by a 

Dell® Optiplex GX620MT computer with Pentium 4 processor and 3 GB of RAM operating Windows® 

XP through a DT3003 multifunciton DAQ card and DT730-T terminal block. An annotated photo of the 

calibration apparatus exit region is shown in Figure E.1. 
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Figure E.1. Annotated photograph of the calibration apparatus outlet. 

 

E.2 Pressure Transducers 

 A water manometer was connected to the positive port on each Omega PX139 strain-gauge sensor 

in a transducer bank of 8 such sensors and manually pressurized using human lungs. The voltage response 

of each transducer was recorded along with the corresponding height of dyed water using National 

Instruments LabVIEW® 5.1 over a series of pressures inside its operating range. Zero pressure was returned 

to several times throughout the process to confirm repeatability. A linear calibration curve was produced 

by correlating the recorded voltages to the known pressures. The uncertainty was a function of the resolution 

and the regression of the linear curve fit, which was negligible by comparison. Transducer banks were 

recalibrated seasonally to mitigate pressure variance, check for damages, and negate condensation concerns. 
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E.2.1 Pressure Transducer Verification 

 A pitot-static probe coupled to every transducer of the pressure transducer box determined the 

flow velocity issuing from the variable speed calibration tunnel. Each transducer measured axial velocity 

within the uncertainty of a vertical water manometer, ±0.2 m/s, over several repeatability trials. To 

determine appropriate sampling settings, the same flow was sampled for several seconds at rates of 200 

Hz, 500 Hz and 1 kHz. A rolling mean error, calculated in MATLAB, is shown in Figure E.2. It was 

observed that 500 Hz was a stable sampling rate. Acquiring 1000 samples reduced error to <±0.02%. A 1 

kHz sampling rate appeared to introduce instability producing local peaks at 1000 and 2000 samples. 

Meanwhile, 200 Hz simply required 5/2 more data points and therefore extra time. 

 

Figure E.2. Rolling mean velocity error versus number of samples from pitot-static probe 

measurements using calibrated pressure transducers being sampled at 3 frequencies. 

 

 A seven-hole probe was then placed in the LSWT with the freestream on. The probe was translated 

from the wall to the boundary layer height and immediately sampled at 500 Hz for several seconds. A 

rolling error was calculated for each port to determine the response time. The results shown in Figure E.3 
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illustrate that a settling time of 2 seconds was enough to accomplish a great reduction in mean repeatability 

error and generally avoid measuring the pressure in the lines before steady-state was reached.  

 

Figure E.3. Mean error in pressure signals when sampled immediately after translation across large 

pressure gradients.  

 

E.3 Seven-Hole Probe Calibration 

 To measure an arbitrary flow, the careful calibration of the probe was required. To reduce 

interference and increase spatial resolution, probe tips were small, roughly 3.75 mm in diameter, and 

especially vulnerable to manufacturing tolerances. Though the flow was incompressible and 𝑅𝑒 based on  

tip diameter was 1.8×105 where independence was reached at 2×104(Chen 2008). The individual seven-hole 

probe must be calibrated and recalibrated if tip damage/wear was suspected. By orienting the probe over a 

range of operating angles in a known and well-behaved flow field arbitrary results were correlated to 

reference conditions captured by a pitot-static probe. A calibrated seven-hole probe could measure average 
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three-component velocity and pressure at flow angles up to 60o relative to the probe axis when used in non-

nulling mode. In this section, the details of seven-hole probe calibration are discussed. 

E.3.1 Definitions and Working Principal 

 Velocity and pressure were determined by measuring the differential pressures between at least 

four ports on the seven-hole probe. The ports may be numbered according to Figure E.4. In the roll direction, 

ports other than ‘1’ have hole center angular spacing of 60o.  The orientation of the probe tip to the incoming 

flow was described by the pitch, 𝛼, and yaw, 𝛽, or the cone, 𝜃, and roll, 𝛾, depending on the AoA, see 

Figure E.5. Note, the coordinate system was separate from that of the LSWT. Also, 𝛼𝑇 and 𝛽𝑇 were 

measured from the z-axis to the YZ-plane and XZ-plane projections of the arbitrary velocity vector 

respectively. The three components of velocity are defined mathematically using either pitch and yaw, or 

cone and roll, and trigonometric functions, see Table E-1. 

 

Figure E.4. Probe port number and angle definitions(Crawford 2011). 

 

Figure E.5. Flow angle conventions(Chen 2008). 
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Table E-1: Expressions for velocity components based on flow angle and velocity magnitude. 

𝑢 = 𝑉 sin(𝛽) 𝑢 = 𝑉 sin(𝜃) sin(𝛾) 𝛼𝑇 = tan−1 (
𝑣

𝑤
) 

𝑣 = 𝑉 sin(𝛼) cos(𝛽) 𝑣 = 𝑉 sin(𝜃) cos(𝛾) 𝛽𝑇 = tan−1 (
𝑢

𝑤
) 

𝑤 = 𝑉 cos(𝛼) cos(𝛽) 𝑤 = 𝑉 cos(𝜃)  

 

 At low flow angles, all ports experienced unseparated flow and measurement of them provided 

useful information. This entirely unseparated operating condition was called the ‘Low Angle’ flow regime. 

At cone angles greater than approximately 30o flow separation occurred on the downstream side of the 

probe and a port other than ‘1’, whichever was closer to the stagnation point, will observe the greatest total 

pressure. Then the separated ports were measuring flow which was not representative of the true flow and 

promptly discarded in favor of using the four unseparated ports; this was the ‘High Angle’ regime. If four 

or more ports were separated, the probe was outside of the applicable operating conditions and data will be 

noticeably invalid. The neighboring ports of the one at the highest total pressure were used. At this point it 

was helpful to define angle sectors based on probe orientation, see Figure E.6.  
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Figure E.6. Seven-hole probe angle sectors based on the port measuring highest pressure(Gerner, 

Maurer, and Gallington 1984). 

 

 Non-dimensional pressure coefficients were defined for the differential pressure measurements to 

solve for flow variables(Gallington 1980). The pressure difference between two ports was normalized by 

the best estimate for dynamic pressure. The apparent dynamic pressure in the Low Angle condition was the 

center port pressure, 𝑝7, subtracted by the average of all other port pressures, �̅�1−6. For the Low Angle 

regime, it followed that three pressure coefficients were defined based on the readings of opposite pairs, 

 𝐶𝛼𝑎 =
𝑝4 − 𝑝1

𝑝7 − �̅�1−6
  , E.1 

 𝐶𝛼𝑏 =
𝑝3 − 𝑝6

𝑝7 − �̅�1−6
 , E.2 
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 𝐶𝛼𝑐 =
𝑝2 − 𝑝5

𝑝7 − �̅�1−6
 . E.3 

Two conversion coefficients were defined to determined flow direction. They are, 

 
 𝐶𝛼𝑇 =

1

3
(2𝐶𝛼𝑎 + 𝐶𝛼𝑏 + 𝐶𝛼𝑐)  , 

E.4 

 
𝐶𝛽𝑇 =

1

√3
(𝐶𝛼𝑏 + 𝐶𝛼𝑐)  . 

E.5 

Notice, Equation E.4 has increased 𝐶𝛼𝑎 weighting because ports 1 and 4 lie along 𝛼𝑇 while the other 

peripheral ports lie diagonal to it. Conversely and by extension, ports 1 and 4 are irrelevant to Equation 

E.5. Total and dynamic pressure coefficients are then based on the reference pitot-static probe readings, 

  𝐶𝑜 =
𝑝7 − 𝑝𝑜

𝑝7 − �̅�1−6
  , E.6 

 𝐶𝑞 =
𝑝7 − 𝑝1−6

𝑝𝑜 − 𝑝∞
  . E.7 

where 𝑝∞ is the reference static pressure and 𝑝𝑜 is the reference total pressure in this case.  

 High Angle operation required new coefficients based on the cone and roll angles. Under this 

condition, the coefficients were based on the current port reading the highest pressure, labeled by 𝑛. The 

cone and roll coefficients are then given by     

  𝐶𝜃𝑛 =
𝑝 − 𝑝7

𝑝𝑛 − (𝑝𝑛+1 + 𝑝𝑛−1)/2 
  , E.8 

 𝐶𝛾𝑛 =
𝑝𝑛−1 − 𝑝𝑛+1

𝑝𝑛 − (𝑝𝑛+1 + 𝑝𝑛−1)/2 
  . E.9 

 In all situations, port 7 was measuring attached flow else more than 3 ports would be unusable and 

the correlations will breakdown. The total and dynamic pressure coefficients are similarly described by  
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  𝐶𝑜𝑛 =
𝑝𝑛 − 𝑝𝑜

𝑝𝑛 − (𝑝𝑛+1 + 𝑝𝑛−1)/2 
  , E.10 

 
 𝐶𝑞𝑛 =

𝑝𝑛 − (𝑝𝑛+1 + 𝑝𝑛−1)/2

𝑝𝑜 − 𝑝∞ 
   . 

E.11 

E.3.2 Calibration Theory 

 The calibration wind tunnel and rotary traverse oriented the probe through cone and roll angles 

between ±60𝑜 to acquire roughly 2000 data points of sequentially ordered coordinates for correlation to 

reference measurements. At each point, each port was measured using the pressure transducer box 

connected via silicon tube according to the preestablished sampling practices. Total and static pressure from 

the reference probe was measured as well, also at a sampling rate of 500 Hz for 2 seconds per step. A 

sample calibration grid is shown in Figure E.7. 

 

Figure E.7. Calibration grid showing individual pitch and yaw coordinates to be traversed. 

 

 Recorded pressure data from each port were allocated to the proper regions and the coefficients 

were calculated. An overlap pressure was set between regions to avoid misallocating data points and smooth 

the boundaries between them, reducing error. Previous users found overlap values between 5% and 15% 
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provided the best contours (Crawford 2011). In this study, a 10% overlap pressure based on the differential 

signal was used. The desired flow parameters (𝛼𝑇, 𝛽𝑇, 𝐶𝑜, 𝐶𝑞) were determined using a fourth order 

polynomial expansion of the pressure coefficients. The Low Angle polynomial flow property expression is 

given by 

  𝐴𝑖 = [𝐾1
𝐴 + 𝐾2

𝐴𝐶𝛼𝑇 + 𝐾3
𝐴𝐶𝛽𝑇 + 𝐾4

𝐴𝐶𝛼𝑇
2 + 𝐾5

𝐴𝐶𝛼𝑇𝐶𝛽𝑇 + 𝐾6
𝐴𝐶𝛽𝑇

2

+ 𝐾7
𝐴𝐶𝛼𝑇

3 + 𝐾8
𝐴𝐶𝛼𝑇

2 𝐶𝛽𝑇 + 𝐾9
𝐴𝐶𝛼𝐶𝛽𝑇

2 + 𝐾10
𝐴 𝐶𝛽𝑇

3

+ 𝐾11
𝐴 𝐶𝛼𝑇

4 + 𝐾12
𝐴 𝐶𝛼𝑇

3 𝐶𝛽𝑇 + 𝐾13
𝐴 𝐶𝛼𝑇

2 𝐶𝛽𝑇
2

+ 𝐾14
𝐴 𝐶𝛼𝑇𝐶𝛽𝑇

3 + 𝐾15
𝐴 𝐶𝛽𝑇

4 ]  , 

E.12 

with 𝐾𝑖 representing the polynomial coefficients (calibration constants) and 𝐴𝑖 one of the flow 

parameters(Ericksen, Gallington, and Rao 1995). Replacing 𝐶𝛼𝑇 and 𝐶𝛽𝑇 with 𝐶𝜃 and 𝐶𝛾 yields the High 

Angle polynomial expression.   

 A matrix of 𝑚 data points was then constructed for each region and each flow parameter.  

 

[

𝐴1

𝐴2

⋮
𝐴𝑚

] =

[
 
 
 
 1 𝐶𝛼𝑇1 𝐶𝛽𝑇1

1 𝐶𝛼𝑇2 𝐶𝛽𝑇2

⋮
1

⋮
𝐶𝛼𝑇𝑚

⋮
𝐶𝛽𝑇𝑚

   

𝐶𝛼𝑇1
2 𝐶𝛼𝑇1𝐶𝛽𝑇1 … 𝐶𝛽𝑇1

4

𝐶𝛼𝑇2
2 𝐶𝛼𝑇2𝐶𝛽𝑇2 … 𝐶𝛽𝑇2

4

⋮
𝐶𝛼𝑇𝑚

2
⋮

𝐶𝛼𝑇𝑚𝐶𝛽𝑇𝑚
 

⋮
⋯ 𝐶𝛽𝑇𝑚

4
]
 
 
 
 

[
 
 
 
𝐾1

𝐴

𝐾2
𝐴

⋮
𝐾15

𝐴 ]
 
 
 

. 

E.13 

The 𝐴𝑖 array is simply the reference values. The matrix of angle coefficients was calculated based on their 

description in Appendix E.3.1. Finally, matrix algebra determined the fifteen calibration constants in a 

FORTRAN program for each flow parameter. With the calibration coefficients solved, the seven-hole probe 

was ready to measure an arbitrary flow-field as long as it was incompressible, 𝑅𝑒 independent, compatible 

with the tip intrusion, compatible with the pressure transducer range, and incidence was less than 60o.    
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E.3.3 Verification and Uncertainty Study 

 Once a calibration was obtained the correlation uncertainty was assessed by traversing the 

calibration rig again at the same settings, and then using the original set of calibration coefficients compare 

the average of each point. This gave a measure of the sum of positional uncertainty, transducer error, 

repeatability uncertainty, and curve-fit residual error. The output of the calibration produced calibration 

error contours which were then area-weighted averaged to find the r.m.s. value of uncertainty. 𝑝𝑜, 𝑝 and 𝑞 

contours are shown in Figure E.8 through Figure E.11. The uncertainty contours showed no obvious trend 

or extreme peaks to suggest the probe was unreliable. Uncertainty in 𝑞 was highest because it was calculated 

from 𝑝𝑜 and 𝑝.  

 

Figure E.8. Total pressure calibration error [%] versus pitch and yaw angle. 
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Figure E.9. Absolute value of total pressure calibration error [%] versus pitch and yaw angle with 

values under 0.5% blanked. 

 

 

Figure E.10. Static pressure calibration error [%] versus pitch and yaw angle. 
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Figure E.11. Dynamic pressure calibration error [%] versus pitch and yaw angle. 

 

 As probe AoA increased the measured axial velocity decreased which resulted in a smooth 

concentric transition according to the trigonometric relation. Any observed streaks or exaggerated waviness 

would again indicate an unreliable calibration. This could be for any number of reasons from physical 

alignment to electrical connections. Though outliers could safely be removed, recalibration was advised for 

larger problems. An example of the axial velocity contour produced through the calibration process is 

shown in Figure E.12. Clear rings of decreasing velocity were observed, and the probe was still effective 

up to 50o AoA. 
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Figure E.12. Axial velocity contour and off-axial scaled vectors versus pitch and yaw angle. 

 

E.4 Hot-Wire Calibration 

 The one-wire hotwire CTA, 55P16, from Dantec Dynamics® provided high frequency axial 

velocity information for the purpose of characterizing the LSWT boundary layer and turbulence. The hot-

wire was mounted in the calibration wind tunnel rotary traverse and aligned with the flow. A pitot-static 

probe was inserted at equivalent axial distance from the outlet plane and used to record reference conditions. 

Both probes were placed in the potential core of the flow to avoid large velocity gradients and because the 

turbulence was more isotropic and stable in the core. The CTA did not require angular calibration; the rotary 

traverse was simply used as a controllable and secure clamp.  

 Calibration then commenced by varying the velocity from 10 m/s up to 35 m/s. The upper limit 

was chosen based on the LSWT 𝑢∞ and the lower limit was constrained by minimum blower rpm.  

Reference pressures were recorded using a previously calibrated pressure traducer box. CTA voltages were 

provided to the wire by the Dantec Dynamics® 54T42 Wheatstone bridge. Data was recorded using a 

National Instruments USB 9215 high speed DAQ through Dantec Dynamics® MiniCTA software package. 
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The CTA mean voltage calculated over 2 seconds of 3 kHz data was correlated with the reference velocity 

measured by the pitot-static probe for 16 data points between in the velocity range. A fourth order 

polynomial curve fit was applied resulting in the well-defined calibration curve shown in Figure E.13. 

Uncertainty was a function of DAQ 12-bit resolution and uncertainty in the reference condition. Mean error 

in the curve-fit was 0.5%. Now CTA voltages measured in an arbitrary flow could be correlated to a 

velocity.  

 
Figure E.13. Hot-wire voltage is fit to the reference velocity using a 4th order polynomial. 

 

E.4.1 Hot-wire Verification 

 To test an appropriate sampling rate and time, the hot-wire was placed in an approximant 30 m/s 

flow and data was recorded over a range of operating frequencies. The probe could operate between 1 kHz 

and 10 kHz. According to Figure E.14, a second of data taken at 3 kHz was sufficient to reduce repeatability 

error to <0.05%. However, to facilitate spectral analysis, 8192 (213) samples were recorded. The CTA 

calibration was further verified by comparing the CTA mean velocity measurements to a new set of mean 
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reference velocities measured by a water manometer. It was observed that the hot-wire predicted mean axial 

velocity within 0.5% of the reference value, see Figure E.15.   

 

Figure E.14. Rolling error in mean velocity for a range of CTA sampling rates. 

 

 

Figure E.15. Comparison between CTA and water manometer mean velocity measurements. 
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F. Uncertainty Analysis 

 In this section, the methods for estimating experimental uncertainty for measured values and 

calculated are discussed. Examples are provided to illustrate the governing sources of error. Note, 

uncertainty was only reported to one significant figure and to the same precision of the associated variable. 

F.1 Uncertainties in Measurements 

 Uncertainty could enter a measured value in several ways. Fist, calibration error encompassed the 

shortcomings of the technique and correlation when attempting to measure a known quantity. Often this 

involved the quality of the curve fits that made up the correlation and the certainty of the known value for 

which the sensor was compared. Second, the resolution error of the measurement depended on the degree 

of precision of the DAQ and sensor technology. Resolution was often the limiting factor for steady-state 

measurements. Third, any individual data point was suspect to random perturbations. For mean quantities, 

the variance in a set of samples quantifies the stability of the parameter. More samples increased the 

confidence of the average if the timescale of the perturbations was resolved. When all components were 

known they were combined by taking the root-mean-square to estimate the total uncertainty of the mean.   

F.1.1 Seven-hole Probe Uncertainty 

 Total seven-hole probe error was a function of the calibration residual error, the pressure transducer 

resolution, and probe alignment precision. Experimental data could not be directly compared with a 100% 

accurate reference measurement and therefore required error to be propagated through the governing 

equations. One way of estimating the total error of a seven-hole probe in an arbitrary flow was by averaging 

the transducer error at all points, averaging the calibration error at all points, and combining them with 

estimated alignment uncertainty.  

 The calibration showed a non-uniform distribution of errors dependent on probe orientation, but 

the errors were area-weighted averaged to provide a concise estimate.  The curve fit itself accounted for 

pressure sensor, residual, and unsteadiness error because the effect of these appeared as noise in the 
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calibration data. However, when calculating velocity, a density was needed and additional thermocouple 

random error entered. Furthermore, probe alignment was considered. Probe position was approximately a 

factor of 100 larger than the stepper motor minimum step size so error in individual shaft position was 

negligible. Also, it was always confirmed that the probes returned to the traverse (0,0) location after testing 

to ensure points were not skipped. There was no feedback from the traverse to the DAQ.  

 Calibration involved a 5o grid density, a 15% overlap pressure between sectors, and a fourth order 

polynomial curve fit. The average and maximum errors associated with the calibration alone are presented 

in Table F-1 and details of the calibration method are provided in Appendix E.3. 

Table F-1. Seven-hole probe area-weighted average calibration error in all sectors. 

Variable RMS Average [%] Maximum [%] 

Yaw [o] 0.6 -- 

Pitch [o] 0.5 -- 

𝑝𝑡 [%] 1.5 2.2 

𝑞 [%] 2 5 

𝑝𝑠 [%] 2 4 

 

 The manufacturer gave the transducer resolution error. The Omega PX139 pressure transducers 

had a bias error of 0.3% of full scale. Sampling rate testing showed the mean pressure was stable within 

0.1%. However, repeatability was studied by recording all pressure ports several times at one traverse 

location after having moved it away from the recording spot. Repeatability error was approximated as 0.6%, 

or 0.2 m/s in 𝑢. 

 Now consider uncertainty in axial and transverse velocity measurements in the LSWT core flow 

using the calibrated seven-hole probe and specified pressure transducers. Determining directional velocity 

was a four step process, shown in Table F-2, in which density was calculated from the ideal gas equation, 

dynamic pressure was determined by the difference between total and static pressure, velocity magnitude 

was solved for using dynamic pressure and finally trigonometry was applied for the flow angle. In practice, 

post processing scripts handle error propagation for all measured values.  
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 Clearly, it was shown that error in pressure dominated the final uncertainty in directional velocity 

with the majority of said error arising from the pressure transducer resolution and not the probe calibration 

technique. Temperature had the greatest impact on measured density however the density itself had little 

impact on the parameters further in the process. Uncertainty in probe angle was difficult to quantify. It was 

shown by (Wexler 2013) that probe misalignment was not of serious concern for small angles because the 

central port in the seven-hole probe was still observing the highest 𝑝𝑜 for pure axial flow. It would be a 

display of incompetence or an indication of past impact to achieve misalignment angles up to 5o. Even then 

the outputted data could be biased to account for a known misalignment in post. Misalignment error was 

estimated to be 2o based on the physical and repeated measurements. 

Table F-2. Process of determining the uncertainty in velocity component measurements on a single 

data point taken using a seven-hole probe, pressure tap and thermocouple.  

  Variable Equation Value Error % of Derived Quantity 

𝑝 (tap) -- 530 Pa(g) 130 Pa 4% of 𝜌 

𝑇 -- 283 K 6 K 96% of 𝜌 

𝜌 𝑝𝑠/𝑅𝑇 1.241 kg/m3 0.001 kg/m3 -- 

𝑝𝑜 -- -88 Pa 20 Pa 30% of 𝑞 

𝑝 (7-hole) -- -585 Pa 30 Pa 70% of 𝑞 

𝑞 𝑝𝑜 − 𝑝𝑠 497 Pa 40 Pa -- 

𝜌 -- 1.241 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3 0.001 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3 <1% of 𝑉 

𝑞 -- 497 Pa 40 Pa 99% of 𝑉 

|𝑉| √2𝑞/𝜌 28.3 m/s 1.1 m/s -- 

𝜃 -- 18o 2o <1% of 𝑤 

|𝑉| -- 28.3 m/s 1.1 m/s 99% of 𝑤 

𝒘 𝑽𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝜽) 26.8 m/s 1.1 m/s  -- 

𝒖 𝑽𝐬𝐢𝐧(𝜽) 8.7 m/s 0.9 m/s -- 

 

F.1.2 Hot-wire Uncertainty  

 Hot-wire uncertainty was a function of the calibration process, curve fitting accuracy, A/D board 

resolution, probe positioning and repeatability error. Temperature and pressure variations were also 

considered. A review of hot-wire operation was available in(Jorgensen 2002). The uncertainties and their 

contribution to total error are shown in Table F-3. Combining the individual independent errors in 
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quadrature yielded the total uncertainty of 3% on measurements of 𝑢. However, when the hot-wire was 

used to measure 𝑇𝑢𝑥 the error was dependent on the deviation between individual 𝑇𝑢𝑥 calculations and the 

mean. This increased uncertainty inversely proportional to sample size.    

Table F-3. One-wire hot-wire CTA sources of uncertainty. 

Source Dependent 

Variable 

Variable Range Impact on 

Output 

Expression 

Standard 

Error 

Calibrator 

(Pitot-Static Probe) 
𝑈∞ 2% -- 2% 

Curve-Fit Δ𝑈𝑓𝑖𝑡 0.5% -- 0.5% 

A/D Resolution Input Voltage 

Range (𝑉𝑟) and Bit 

Resolution (𝑏𝑟) 

10 V 

12 bit 

1

𝑈
∙

𝑉𝑟
2𝑏𝑟

∙
𝜕𝑈

𝜕𝑉
 

0.1% 

Probe Orientation 

(AoA) 
𝜃 1o 1 − cos(𝜃) ≈ 0 

 

F.1.3 Loadcell Uncertainty 

 Uncertainty in both ATI SI-130-10 gamma loadcells was the root-sum-square of resolution 

and sampling error. The manufacturer detailed resolution and saturation limits for all component 

of force and torque, see  

Table 3-2. Sampling error was dependent on the number of data points taken. Recording during steady-

state operation made timeframe irrelevant. Typically, 216 samples were taken at a sampling rate of 1 kHz, 

which was past the Nyquist frequency and convenient number of points for FFT analysis. Furthermore, 

preliminary repeatability trials involved comparison of the SI-130-10’s versus a commercially available 

digital fishing weight. All force components agreed within resolution.   

F.1.4 Thermocouple Uncertainty 

 Again, uncertainty in the k-type thermocouples was the root-sum-square of resolution provided by 

the manufacturer and repeatability. Datasheet resolution was indicated to be the greater of 2.2oC or 2% and 

sampling error was dependent on the number of data points. Thermocouples were always sampled at the 

same rate as the pressure transducers where preliminary testing and calibration verified efficient sampling 

settings. Note, temporal temperature signals were not of interests and none were reported, so response time 
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was irrelevant. Furthermore, sources of radiative heat transfer were nonexistent making temperature 

correction unnecessary.   

F.2 Uncertainties in Calculations 

 Uncertainties in a finite number, N, of measured values, 𝜒, propagate into calculated results, 𝜓, 

according to the variance formula 

 

𝛿𝜓 = [∑ (
𝜕𝜓

𝜕𝜒𝑖
𝜕𝜒𝑖)

𝑁

1

2

]

1/2

 

F.1 

when variables are independent. Having uncertainties of all independent variables and an equation for the 

dependent variable, only the partial derivative was required. Data reduction of experimental results, like 

drag and vorticity calculations, used this method. This can be observed in the script in Appendix K.4.1.      
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G. Manufactured Components 

G.1 Fan Mounting System 

G.1.1 Mounting Plate 

  

Figure G.1. Drawing of mounting plate [metric, mm], used to secure mounting struts to the LSWT 

test-section floor and hold the loadcell underneath. 
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G.1.2 Mounting Bar 

 

Figure G.2. Drawing of mounting bar [metric, mm], used to connect the loadcell to the mounting 

plate. 
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G.1.3 Mounting Block 

 

Figure G.3. Drawing of mounting block [metric, mm], used to offset the mounting bar from the 

mounting plate to provide space for the loadcell. 
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G.1.4 Mounting Pin 

 

Figure G.4. Drawing of mounting pin [metric, mm], used to connect the loadcell to the support 

strut. 
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G.1.5 Support Struts 

 

Figure G.5. Drawing of the left support strut (looking upstream) [metric, mm], used to connect the 

ducted fan to the mounting pin. Select measurements in imperial, inches. 
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Figure G.6. Drawing of the right support strut (looking upstream) [metric, mm], used to connect 

the ducted fan to the mounting pin. Select measurements in imperial, inches. 
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G.2 Laser-Optics System 

G.2.1 Side Plate 

 

Figure G.7. Drawing of the main plate used to mount the laser head and lens tube support rod 

[imperial, inches]. 
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G.2.2 Top Plate 

 

Figure G.8. Drawing of the top plate which connects to the rail cart [imperial, inches]. 
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G.2.3 Gusset Plate 

 

Figure G.9. Drawing of the gusset plate which connects to the top and side plates together [imperial, 

inches]. 
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G.2.4 Upper Window Flange  

 

Figure G.10. Drawing of the upper window flange used to hold porthole window [imperial, inches]. 

 

G.2.5 Lower Window Flange  

 

Figure G.11. Drawing of the lower window flange used to hold porthole window [imperial, inches]. 
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G.3 Nacelle-Nozzle System 

G.3.1 Flange 

 

Figure G.12. Aluminum flange which was glued onto the ducted fan to hold the nacelle and nozzle.  
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G.3.2 3D Printed Components – Nacelle and Nozzles 

 Complex shapes for 3D printing. 

 

Figure G.13. CAD rendered models of parts to be 3D printed. Each part is labeled.  
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H. Standard Operating Procedures 

 The SOPs created for this project are provided to assist in future SOP creation and guide future 

users in responsible operation of the apparatus and systems. Each SOP is a standalone document. There 

will be no cross-referencing between SOPs and the main text. Furthermore, consistent formatting was not 

necessary. Each SOP is contained between the dashed lines. 

H.1 Low Speed Wind Tunnel 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Department of Mechanical and Materials Engineering 

Faculty of Engineering and Applied Science 

Queen’s University 

Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) 

1m x 1m Low Speed Wind Tunnel 

Energy and Fluid Systems Lab 

136 Grant Timmins Drive 

Kingston, Ontario 

A.M. Birk 

March 10 2013 

 

Background 

The Low Speed Wind Tunnel (LSWT) is an open flow, suction drive wind tunnel. This wind tunnel is 

driven by a double sided centrifugal blower powered by a 56 kW (75 hp) electric motor. The test section 

measures 1 m by 1 m by 2 m long. The wind tunnel can maintain a continuous section velocity of 30 m/s. 

The flow speed characteristics are summarized in Appendix A including; 

i) test section wind speed vs drive belt selection 

ii) test section turbulence 

iii) test section velocity profile 

iv) test section total pressure distortion 

 

The following figures show the overall layout of the wind tunnel: 
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Figure 1:  View towards inlet. 

 

 

Figure 2: View towards outlet 

 

 

Figure 3: Close in view of inlet bell and test section (yellow) 
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Figure 4: Close in view of flow splitter, blower (red) and exit diffuser. 

 

Test Section Force and Moment Balance  

The wind tunnel is equipped with a multi axis force balance that measures three forces in x, y, z and three 

moments in x-y, x-z, y-z. Details of this rig are presented in Appendix B. 

The wind tunnel is also equipped with a 2D traversing 7 hole probe used to conduct wake surveys behind 

test articles. Details of this can be found in Appendix xx. 

Safety Features 

The wind tunnel includes the following safety features: 

i) key lock for blower power 

ii) emergency shutdown button at main power box and at test section. 

iii) pressure switch in test section that shuts down blower if pressure drops  

iv) interlock that only allows blower to run when test section door is closed.  

v) inlet screen to stop objects from entering inlet 

vi) screen at inlet of splitter before blower to capture test articles or other items that do enter the 

test section. 

vii) Screen at exit of diffuser to stop objects or animals from entering blower 

viii) wooden slide doors to close inlet of test section and entrance to blower to stop objects or 

animals from entering ducting. 

ix) Motor and drive belts fully enclosed. 

x) Motor and diffuser exit in fenced off area.  

xi) Air struts to hold test section door open. 

 

Weather Considerations 

This is an open inlet wind tunnel. Under certain weather conditions the wind tunnel should not be used, 

including: 

i) strong winds (>10 m/s) 

ii) rain and snow 

 

A weather station has been located at the wind tunnel entrance to give continuous data on wind speed and 

direction. The display for this weather station is at the test section.  
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Special Caution 

The wind tunnel blower is sufficiently powerful that it could buckle the walls of the wind tunnel if the wind 

tunnel is not operated properly.  If the blower motor is started without removing the various barriers, the 

static pressure inside the wind tunnel would result in buckling of the duct walls.  

FOLLOW THE OPERATING PROCEDURE AND CHECK LIST EXACTLY. 

Test Articles  

Test articles in the wind tunnel must be supported and fixed in position so that they do not break loose and 

enter the blower. The protective screen before the blower may not be strong enough to stop massive objects.  

If an item enters the blower this will result is very costly damage to the blower and very significant down 

time for the wind tunnel.  

DO NOT RUN THE WIND TUNNEL UNTIL ALL ITEMS IN THE TEST SECTION ARE PROPERLY 

SECURED AND THE TEST SECTION DOOR IS CLOSED AND LOCKED. 

Personal Protection 

While the wind tunnel is operating all personnel must wear hearing and eye protection.   

Commissioning and Startup Procedure 

See Appendix A. 

Operating Procedure 

No one shall operate this wind tunnel while alone in the Grant Timmins EFS Lab building.  

The following is a check list of tasks to perform before the wind tunnel motor is started.  

i) secure items in test section 

ii) remove all loose articles from the test section.  

iii) remove all loose items within 20 m of the wind tunnel inlet.  

iv) close and lock test section door 

v) remove inlet slide barrier and insert spacer to block gap and secure with bolts. 

vi) remove slide barrier before blower and insert spacer in gap and secure with bolts. 

vii) make sure exit area is all clear. 

viii) inspect motor and blower area and make sure all is secure.  

ix) view into the inlet and make sure there are no unexpected items in the ducting all the way to 

the splitter before the inlet of the blower 

x) open blower inspection door and make sure all is clear 

xi) put up safety warning signs at inlet and exit area 

xii) announce to everyone in the building that the wind tunnel will be started 

xiii) make sure no one is near inlet or outlet of wind tunnel 

xiv) start blower 

a. switch breaker to ON position 

b. press the red button the blower control panel (next to breaker) 

c. push the reset button (bottom right of the control panel) 

d. screen changes to display ready 

e. press the green button 

xv) if there are any unusual noises or vibration stop blower immediately.  
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xvi) Go check the blower for unusual noise or vibration. Shut down blower if there are any 

concerns.  

xvii) Shut down by pressing the red button 

xviii) Turn off the breaker and lock it 

 

While the wind tunnel is running someone must always be present observing the test section. A person must 

check the inlet and exit areas every 10 minutes.  

While the blower is running: 

i) the test section door is not to be opened 

ii) people are not to stand near the inlet or exit 

 

Wind Tunnel Log 

An operating log of the wind tunnel shall be kept in a bound logbook located at the wind tunnel test section. 

The log will include: 

i) date of operation 

ii) operators name 

iii) project name and supervisor name 

iv) hours operated 

v) notes of any issues 

 

If there are any issues with the wind tunnel, they are to be communicated to A. M. Birk immediately.  

Wind Tunnel Rental Charges 

This wind tunnel is available on an hourly basis at a rate of $100 per hour without an operator and $175 

with an operator.  

Operating grants are available to undergraduate student projects.   

Wind Tunnel Maintenance 

No one is to open and enter the blower or drive motor spaces unless the blower power has been disconnected 

and locked out.  

The wind tunnel shall be inspected each month for the following: 

i) blower and motor bearings greased 

ii) smooth running of impeller 

iii) smooth running of motor 

iv) all ducting clear of dirt, water, objects, and animals 

v) inlet and exit screens clear 

vi) corrosion 

vii) all items secure  

 

If any items are in need of repair, they shall be reported in writing to A. M. Birk.  

Appendix A: 
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Commissioning and Annual Startup 

The following will take place before the wind tunnel is started for the first time, or after a long period of 

non-use.  

i) the wind tunnel shall be inspected to ensure all parts are secure and in good working order, 

including: 

a. wind tunnel support and anchor bolts, frames, etc. are secure. 

b. Inlet bell is in good condition including inlet screen.  

c. section joints are secure and leak free 

d. all sections are free from damage or distortion 

e. test section door is secure and in good working order  

f. wooden test section panels are in good condition and screws are secure and undamaged. 

Screw heads are inspected inside the wind tunnel to make sure they are not pulling 

through the wood.  

g. expansion joint is free of cracks and free to move 

h. blower impellor is free to spin 

i. blower bearings are greased and free running 

j. electric motor belts are secure and in good operating order 

k. set drive belt to lowest speed 

l. follow normal start procedure 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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H.2 Laser-Optics 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Laser SOP 

M.Zawislak 

Dept. of Mech. and Mat. Eng. 

Queen’s University 

 

Note: Instructions are for qualified personnel not the general public. Please contact M. Zawislak and use 
the rest of the thesis to better your understanding of the equipment and procedures. Good luck. 

Introduction: 

This document describes the standard operating procedure for using a class 4 (iv) 2W continuous wave 
laser for flow visualization in the Grant Timmins Lab of A.M.Birk. The scope of this document is limited to 
the use of the specific MGL-F-532-2W laser module (serial number X201703352), a 2W green F series 
product from Dragon Lasers, by students of Dr. A. M. Birk. Other laser systems are not covered under this 
document. 

Laser Safety 

Training and Safety Equipment: 

All personnel working with the laser must complete the laser safety training required by Queen’s 
University Health and Safety. Details can be found at the Queen’s University H&S web site. This entails 
signing-out a video, watching said video and signing a document acknowledging you did so. The video 
communicates the dangers of various laser classes, their usefulness and the necessary precautions that 
must be taken to be a responsible operator.  

All students must get a retina scan before working with the laser as per the Queen’s University rules. If 
damage is done to the workers eyesight another scan may be performed to confirm the damage.  More 
information about this testing can be found through the Queen’s Health and Safety website. 

Special Safety Equipment: 

All users must be familiar and properly use the associated safety equipment: 

i. Wavelength specific laser safety glasses (OD>5) must always be worn during laser alignment and 
operation. 

a. we have a pair of OD 7 laser safety glasses from THORlabs which will protect your eyes 
from the direct beam 
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Figure H.1: certified laser safety glasses with OD 7 (left) shown beside alignment glasses (right) not 

to be used as certification is not displayed on the item 

ii. Metal shielding is used during alignment to mitigate the risk of spectral reflections upstream of 
the optics. The metal cover ensures an operator standing upstream of the cover end and above 
the device is at no risk from the direct beam and minimal risk of spectral reflection. 

a. More on alignment later. 

 

Figure H.2: a half cylinder of aluminum is used to eliminate spectral reflection  

iii. Blackout supplies are not rated to absorb the direct beam but rather act to increase signal to noise 
ratio on the inside while reducing light pollution to their surroundings. These supplies take the 
form of a black hardboard box (primarily 5 sheets of THORlabs part # TB5 and structural support), 
black curtains (example THORlabs part # BK5) and black spray paint all of which have been applied 
to the Grant Timmins (GT) low-speed wind tunnel (LSWT) for the safety of other personnel besides 
the main operator and vehicles in the vicinity of the LSWT inlet. Photos of the blackout techniques 
used for the LSWT will be discussed in the laser usage section as the specifics will need to be 
adapted to individual projects. 

Registration: 

Before using the laser, it must be registered with Queen’s University Health and Safety. A radiation safety 
officer must inspect the setup for approval. 

Laser Operation Warning: 

When the laser is ON there must be warnings in place as per the Queen’s University H&S code: 
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i. Signage on all doors leading to the space where the laser is operating and near the laser setup 
(within peripheral vision of the laser control module at a minimum) 

 

Figure H.3: Example of OSHA sign to communicate a dangerous laser is in use through a doorway 

or window 

 

Figure H.4: warning label on the laser system showing the laser type, serial number, class, light 

source direction and general danger. 

ii. A light indicating the laser is powered ON 
a. The front panel of the laser module clearly indicates when the control module is ON/OFF, 

when the laser is powered, when the laser is on and an alarm light if an unexpected 
problem occurred (due to overheating for example). 
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Figure H.5: A portion of the laser control module front panel showing the available indicator lights. 

A key hole is also shown which must be used to power the laser. 

b. A rotating red signal light is setup beside the laser power module and will be switched ON 
when the laser is in use. 

 

Figure H.6: Laser warning signage and red light. Sign is located on the laser blackout box above the 

wind tunnel which is next to the red rotating signal light. Both are in close proximity to the laser 

power supply which would be located between the two during operation. 

iii. Turning on the laser requires a key be inserted into the laser control module. This key is to be 
removed and safely store when not in use. Powering the laser is thus a deliberate act. 

iv. The laser itself has a screw-on lens cover which must be removed prior to use. This cover protects 
the laser nozzle and decreases the likelihood of unexpected dangerous laser discharge, see 
towards the top of Figure H.4. 

v. Do not aim outside windows, at vehicles, at people, at hazardous and flammable material under 
any circumstances 

vi. Disconnect main power lines when it is not necessary for the equipment to be operating 
a. Clean up cables to reduce tripping and dropping hazards 
b. Do not open the laser or power module as you may damage the electronics/optics, 

specialized tools and technical training are required 
c. Do not open the laser module especially if the power is connected 

Emergency Stop: 
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The laser may be powered down, turned off, many ways. 

i. Emergency off button, labeled ‘Emerg.stop’ circular red button, located on the laser control 
module front panel. 

 

Figure H.7: Upper part of the laser control module front panel showing the emergency stop button, 

the laser power level and the control knob/lock for the laser power setting. 

ii. Flip the ON/OFF (I/O) switch on the laser control module (I imagine this still allows any capacitors 
to discharge whereas the emergency stop is an actual disconnect so expect the laser to dim before 
turning off over a currently unknown timeframe on the order of a second) 

iii. Take the key out of the laser control module. 
iv. Unplug the laser control module from the power outlet either at either end. 
v. If the laser control module is connected to a PC through the signal interface, then it can be 

remotely stopped from the PC itself or a PC wirelessly connected to it through screen sharing 
software (TeamViewer for example). 

In Case of Emergency/Accident: 

If there is an accident with the laser it will be shut down immediately. Anyone injured by the laser will be 
taken to hospital by the quickest means possible and EMS will be contacted. The accident will be reported 
in writing to the laser safety officer and investigated to improve practices. 

Follow-up: 

• Always clean-up work area by removing any garbage and putting away tools 

• Make improvements to this document as more experience is gained to increase safety, clarity, 
and efficiency. 

General Operation 

Also see M. Zawislak’s thesis and supplementary documentation for further information on design and 
operation as related to the LSWT apparatus. 

Hardware: 

i. Laser Unit: 
a. Dragon Lasers 2 Watt Green laser Class 4 model MGL-F-532-2W serial # X201703352 

ii. Laser Safety Glasses: 
a. THORlabs OD=7 certified laser safety glasses 

iii. Pelican Hardcase 
a. 100x45x15 cm 
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Warnings: 

i. Laser should be mounted on a stable, level and thermally dissipating surface 
ii. During storage and operating the temperatures should remain between 10 degrees Celsius and 

35 degrees Celsius. Rate of change should be minimized. 
iii. CNI lasers are designed with ESD protection and will shutdown to protect the unit 
iv. Relative humidity should not surpass 60% and operate the unit must be operated under normal 

aeration or a large enclosure. 
v. Do not open the unit and touch any elements of the PC board this will likely result in damage 

vi. Do not block the fan inlet or vents within a few (~5) cm 
vii. Only use with outlet voltage or power supply within the bounds labeled on the back of the module 

Features: 

See Figure H.5 and Figure H.7. 

i. Main power switch I/O 
ii. Key switch ON/OFF 

iii. Emergency button, kill switch 
a. Main power and key need to be reset upon use 

iv. Power knob and lock 
a. Move locking lever clockwise to unlock the knob 
b. Do not move knob when locked 
c. Move knob clockwise to increase power 

v. Display panel shows the current to the device 
vi. Signal interface and interlock options 

a. Make sure main power and key switch are OFF before inserting anything into rear panel 
vii. Toggle switch to alter between CW and modulation modes 

a. Make sure main power and key switch are OFF before inserting anything into rear panel 
b. In CW mode external voltage high, >3V, allows laser to be turned ON 
c. In modulation mode an external 0-5V external analog voltage can control the laser 

strength 

 

Figure H.8: Rear panel of the PSU-H-FDA as an example 
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Operation: 

This described how to turn the laser ON and OFF as per the manufacturer instructions and applies with all 
use.  

Pre-use: 

i. the area will be inspected to ensure nothing has been tampered with and no one is in the area 
that should not be. 

ii. the laser signage will be setup 
iii. an announcement is made to everyone in the building that the laser will be turned on 
iv. laser warning red light is switched ON 

Use: 

i. Attach the laser head to the power supply firmly and secure locking ring 
ii. Connect power cord from power supply module to AC power outlet of suitable range 

iii. Connect the auxiliary trigger power supply 
iv. Use/apply appropriate safety equipment! 
v. Remove the aperture cover of the laser 

vi. Switch on the auxiliary power supply to provide HIGH trigger of >3V 
vii. Switch ON the main power 

a. Red LED “power” light turns on 
viii. Turn Key switch to ON state 

a. Green LED “laser” light turns on 
ix. Turn the unlocked power knob to suitable setting 

a. Laser turns on at ~20% power 
b. 15 minutes to stabilize  

x. During unexpected problem, electrical or thermal, red “alarm’ light turn on 
a. Switch main power off OFF and reset the key switch 
b. Wait ~5-10 minutes before restarting the laser 

xi. The laser will be not be left unattended while it is on. 
xii. Turn OFF the system by switching the key to OFF then by the main power switch and auxiliary 

power switch 
xiii. Replace the laser aperture cover 

Post-use: 

i. Everyone in the building will be informed that the laser is off 
ii. Unplug connections and store in secure location 

iii. Initiate any other suitable clean-up 
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Figure H.9: Laser optics system setup during alignment procedure. Note the cable connections. 

 

Warranty and Maintenance 

i. Warranty is one year from the shipping date 
ii. Warranty is void if the unit is treated outside the terms of this agreement: 

a. Misuse, abuse, improper handling/storage or in any way outside the authorization and 
guidance supplied by the manufacturer 

b. Original identification markings have been altered, removed or the unit has been opened 
c. An claims unrelated to product quality and workmanship are not valid 

iii. Contact a CNI representative for questions related to this product: 
a. sales@cnilaser.com 
b. +86-431-85603799 (China) 

Emergency Stop: 

See the laser safety section. 

Optical Alignment 

Introduction: 

In this section assembly and alignment of the optics to generate a laser sheet are outlined as applies to 
flow-visualization on the LSWT. Different lenses can produce greater laser spreading rates and flatten the 
Gaussian shape of the final laser sheet. Optics can be adjusted to fit new user needs. It is advisable to 
design the optics to minimize the degrees of freedom thereby simplifying the alignment at the expense 
of limiting the scope.    

mailto:sales@cnilaser.com
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Tools and Hardware: 

New items are bolded. 

i. Laser Unit: 
ii. Laser Safety Glasses: 

iii. Pelican Hardcase 
iv. Laser Sheet Optics Lenses 

a. 3 x 1” round cylindrical plano-concave lenses foc -25mm 
b. 25.4mm x -25mm FL, Uncoated Beam Shaping PCV Cylinder Lens 
c. (Edmund Optics part # 34-621) 

v. Frosted Alignment Disk 
a. 1” alignment disk with inner diameter 1mm hole for diffusing a nonaligned beam 

(THORlabs part # DG10-1500-H1-MD)  
vi. Universal Post Holder 

a. 1” length post holder for 1/2” diameter optical posts with spring-loaded thumb screw 
(THORlabs part # UPH1)  

vii. Optical Post 
a. ½” diameter 1” length optical post metric 4 mm setscrew (THORlabs part # TR1) 

viii. Rotating Mount 
a. 60mm square cage for rotating 2” diameter optics about 360 degrees and 4mm tap 

(THORlabs part # LCRM2/M) 
ix. Threaded Round Cage 

a. 2” diameter with outer threads and 1” diameter inner threads for SM1 (THORlabs part # 
LCRM2/M) 

x. 2 x Slotted Lens Tubes 
a. Lens tube for 1” optics used with provided 6 x 1” retainment rings (SM1RR) 3” threaded 

depth (THORlabs part # SM1L30C) 
xi. Allen key set 

a. Generic fold out metric Allen key collection 
xii. Spanner Wrench for Retainment Rings 

a. Specialized tool for moving SM1RR 1” retainment rings (THORlabs part # SPW602) 
b. Graduated outer sleeve allows for accurate ring depth measurement 
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Figure H.10: THORlabs’ spanner wrench for retainment rings is shown in use. Note the 

graduations on the side to indicate depth for accurate focal length measurement. Use of standard 

small screwdriver is both difficult and may lead to a scratched lens. 

 

Figure H.11: A reasonably aligned laser sheet generated by three cylindrical lenses and the laser 

module at ~40% power. 

Indicators of Poor Alignment: 

• Laser beam relative to lens 
o If beam is not in the center of the lens the light will refract causing misalignment of 

downstream optics or a misplaced laser sheet 

• Laser beam perpendicular to lens plane 
o If the beam enters the lens at an angle (even in the center) reflection will cause a widening 

of the laser sheet or another laser sheet under severe angles 

• Lenses plane parallel to each other 
o Reflection will cause a wider laser sheet 

• Cylindrical axes are aligned on all lenses 
o Rotation of the lens will cause rotation and skew in the laser sheet  

 

 

Figure H.12: Illustration of the lens and cylindrical cut out axis referred to in alignment procedures 
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Figure H.13: A misaligned laser sheet shown on a target of white cardboard generated from 2 

cylindrical lenses and the laser system which is perpendicular to the target. Of note are the two 

laser sheets, the Gaussian distribution of laser energy observed at the target and the reflection off a 

side wall coated with glossy light color paint. Note the center of the sheet is saturating the camera. 

Design to Limit Degrees of Freedom: 

• An optical grade lens tube is used to ensure the lenses are both coaxial and the lens are parallel 

• A single optical post and fixed laser system forces a singular freedom in optic height and one 
rotation angle about the axis of the post 

• The entire lens tube is secured to a rotating mount about the lens tube axis and can thus be zeroed 
to create a vertical laser sheet 

• Lenses will be fixed by retainment rings to the lens tube depth specified by the focal length 

• Each cylindrical lens can rotate about the lens tube axis, one degree of freedom per lens, changing 
the angle of the cylinder axis 

Observing the Laser: 

There are several safe methods that can be used to aid in alignment. Wearing the certified laser safety 
glasses (OD=7’s) blocks all of the green laser light, this makes alignment difficult. 

• Use of handheld laser pointer: 
o A 1mW laser pointer (class 3) can be used with the alignment glasses and poses no fire 

risk or risk to exposed skin. 
o Using the laser pointer, even by hand, can be used to check if the optics need major or 

minor adjustments 

• Smartphone camera: 
o Pictures, recording and real time viewing of the laser sheet on the target can be achieved 

by using a personal smartphone digital camera or any similar convenient device  
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o If laser power is strong enough to cause pixel saturation turn down the laser power if 
needed. Do not align at the maximum 2W power unless required 

Procedure: 

Pre-alignment: 

i. Wear laser safety glasses (OD=7’s) at all times, not just when laser is off 
ii. Protect exposed skin 

iii. Label any doors into the room with laser operation signage and cover windows to avoid exposure 
to surroundings 

iv. Turn laser warning red light ON 
v. Cover the gap between the laser and the lens tube with the half cylinder of sheet metal to ensure 

no direct or specular reflection can hit an operating standing above the shield 
vi. The direct beam from the laser should not hit a solid surface. Use the laser pointer before serious 

alignment to check if the main beam will completely miss the optics. Only at low power, <1W, can 
the laser module be used without optics. Laser target in this case would be white painted concrete 
for example. 

vii. A highly reflective and diffuse surface, such as white cardboard, should be used as the target for 
the laser sheet 

Alignment (after prerequisites from pre-alignment are met): 

i. Mount the laser on a level and stable surface over one meter away from the target 
a. Use the experimental mount where appropriate 

ii. Measure the elevation of the laser (from the floor or table) and mark this elevation on your target  
iii. Install lens that will be closest to the laser with the cylindrical axis parallel to the laser mounting 

plane and with the curved side facing the laser 
iv. Adjust lens height and rotation as necessary 
v. Use the laser pointer to ensure the beam will hit somewhere on the lens, no misses 

vi. Turn the laser power to 1W before turning ON the unit 
vii. Turn the laser ON  

viii. The beam sheet should be vertical and maximum intensity should be at the laser elevation 
a. Adjust lens rotation about its central circular axis and lens elevation accordingly 
b. If two laser lines are observed adjust the optics rotation about the mounting post 

ix. Satisfied with the location and concentration of the laser sheet for one lens turn laser OFF 
x. Install the next downstream lens at 2 x focal length (50mm)  

a. The separation will alter the sheet divergence and can be adjusted 
xi. Repeat alignment check for the second lens (steps v – ix) 

xii. Continue until all necessary lens are secured to achieve desired sheet size and quality 
a. Make note if lase sheet measurements for your records 

xiii. Double check laser is OFF and unplugged before removing your glasses and cleaning up your work 
area 

xiv. Make adjustment to this procedure as necessary to improve success rate and transparency    

Emergency Stop: 

See the laser safety section. 
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LSWT Operation 

Introduction: 

In this section the aligned laser optic system is supported in position above the Queen’s University LSWT. 
Directions are given on how to mount the laser optic system and the safety precautions are outlined. This 
is specific to flow-visualization experiments performed in the wake of a bypass fan inside the LSWT as per 
M. Zawislak’s research.  For general laser operation and alignment refer to those sections. Safety 
requirements outlined earlier apply to all laser use. 

Tools and Hardware: 

New Items are Bolded: 

i. Laser Unit 
ii. Laser Safety Glasses 

iii. Pelican Hardcase 
iv. Laser Sheet Optics Lenses 
v. Frosted Alignment Disk 

vi. Universal Post Holder 
vii. Optical Post 

viii. Rotating Mount 
ix. Threaded Round Cage 
x. 2 x Slotted Lens Tubes 

xi. Allen key set 
xii. Spanner Wrench for Retainment Rings 

xiii. 2 x FLIR Flea3 USB3 CMOS Cameras 
a. FL3-U3-20E4M-C, 2 Mp 59 fps monochrome (Serial # 16403111) 
b. FL3-U3-32S2M-CS, 3 Mp 59 fps monochrome (Serial # 15569439) 
c. 2 x USB3 extension cables 

xiv. Camera mounts: 
a. Manfrotto tripod with three-way tilt head 
b. Manfrotto ball head  

xv. Laser/Optics Mounting Bracket 
a. 4 item set of machined aluminum plates (optics plate, rail plate, 2 x gusset plate) 

xvi. Aluminum T-slotted framing support 
a. 2” by 2” quad rail extruded aluminum connected to form an ‘n’ shape support structure 

(McMaster-Carr part # 47065T501) 
b. 2 x corner brace (McMaster-Carr part # 47065T218) 
c. 4 x mounting foot (McMaster-Carr part # 47065T842) 
d. Sliding mount for 2” rails with hand brake (McMaster-Carr part #s 47065T965 and 

60585K31) 
xvii. High Efficiency (low reflectivity) Round Window 

a. 10” diameter, 3 mm thick float glass window for 425-700nm light (Edmund Optics part # 
48860) 

b. Transmission 94% 
c. Reach 191 and RoHS 2015 compliant 

xviii. Blackout Supplies 
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a. Blackout box to limit exposure and increase signal-noise-ratio, SNR, made from blackout 
board, plastic 90 degree framing material (on outside of box) and assembled with 3M 
double-sided tape and duct tape (THORlabs part # TB5). Created to surround the laser 
and optics while mounted on the supports 

b. 2 x blackout curtains with loops to block incoming light, increasing SNR, and blocking the 
surroundings from low energy reflections and diffuse light from the laser through the 
wind tunnel window (THORlabs part # BK5) 

c. Matte black spray paint to reduce reflectivity of wind tunnel duct surfaces 
xix. Fasteners are not listed 

Optics Assembly: 

Details of how the optics and laser are assembled. 

i. The laser is mounted to a machined aluminum plate with side gusset plates and a rear plate for 
securing to the wind tunnel mounting structure 

a. Standoffs are used to elevate the laser off the plate. Allowing the optics to be elevated is 
easier to design as the original elevation was too short for most post type systems. Air 
flow under the unit is also beneficial to the fan flow. 

 

Figure H.14: the laser head is secured to the aluminum mounting bracket, note the use standoffs 

and washers to stabilize the elevated laser. Cardboard is used to gently hold the machine screws in 

their holes, access to which is partial obscured by the laser 

ii. The assembly of the optics uses a swiveling post holder system 
a. Align the post holder such that the center of the post would be aligned with the laser 

aperture 
b. The middle of three holes in the aluminum plate is used in this case because both lens 

tubes will be held 
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Figure H.15: Post hold with thumb screw holding an optical post awaiting further components 

iii. Assemble the rest of the optic holders 
a. A rotating cage hold a 2” disk. The disk subsequently supports two lens tubes, one from 

each side. 
b. Lens tubes hold 1” cylindrical lenses pinched by retainment rings to hold them in place. 

Rings are adjusted with specialized spanner wrench to a precise depth without damaging 
the lenses. 

 

Figure H.16: Two angles of the lens holder assembly illustrating how the parts interact 

iv. Once assembled the optics can proceed to be aligned 

Mounting: 

Details of the LSWT mounting structure 

i. A support structure was created primarily from T-slotted extruded aluminum and secured above 
the wind tunnel to the roof by mounting feet 

a. The structure has a mounting cart attached on the inside of the upper rail. A handbrake 
allows its position to be fixed. 
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b. The support position is just downstream of the LSWT test section. Alignment with the 2D 
traverse plane was selected. 

c. A round low reflectivity window was mounted directly below the support structure and is 
held with a custom machined flange. 

 

Figure H.17: the optical and laser support structure prior to securing the aluminum mounting 

bracket. The rail cart is visible on the upper rail. 
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Figure H.18: 12” round window is held to the LSWT roof below the optics by a flange. A dust cover 

is seen through the window. 

 

Figure H.19: SolidEdge image of the final optics assembly 

Blackout: 

i. A blackout box has been made to enclose the laser optics and entire mounting structure 
a. Simply place the box over the mounting system to limit the amount of incoming ambient 

light that will reach the test section window as well as the outgoing light pollution from 
the laser 

b. The box is not rated to handle the direct beam so only previously aligned optics should 
be used 
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Figure H.20: Blackout box stored behind the laser mounting structure. At the bottom of the picture 

one can see the pink foam board used to protect the window from dust and items falling on it. 

ii. Matte black spray paint was used to spray a wide line on the wind tunnel floor between the front 
of the fan intake and the start of the wind tunnel bell mouth intake, where the floor begins to 
slope. 

a. The paint is rated to high temperatures as it is intended for protecting metals used in 
cookware and automotive application 

b. The black line has a lower reflectivity which will assist in dissipating the laser energy as it 
is reflected towards the inlet. The inlet is open to the outside. 

c. Honeycomb flow straightener will assist in laser attenuation. Each cell is only a fraction of 
an inch wide. Thus many reflections will occur prior to being released. 

 

Figure H.21: painted black line upstream of the LSWT test section. 

 

Figure H.22: honeycomb flow straightener (left) as it relates to LSWT intake (right). 
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iii. Blackout curtains are used to cover the LSWT test section window. SNR is increased as a result. 
Low energy reflections and diffuse light is also blocked inside the tunnel duct. 

a. Two curtains are present which each span roughly 75% of the window width and its full 
length. Overlap the curtains to close the gap by hooking the loops on the further of the 
two hooks 

b. The camera on tripod will be located between the window and the curtain 

 

Figure H.23: a pair of blackout curtains are used to cover the wind tunnel test section window. 

Smoke Machine: 

See ‘Smoke Machine SOP’ for guidance. It is only mentioned hear as the laser in the LSWT is only useful 
when paired with the smoke machine. The smoke machine system was procured from Aerolabs to 
generate seeding particles for flow visualization in the LSWT. The system is not dangerous to any unique 
or noteworthy extent. It includes a smoke generating wand, regulator/air/power supply unit and a 
modern air compressor with a pressure relief valve and its own regulator. Smoke can be produced for up 
to 45 minutes on its fuel tank. It is location under the wind tunnel and upstream of the test section.  
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Figure H.24: the smoke generator cart (left) holding the air compressor, fuel reserves, air line and 

regulator. The wand is shown in the wind tunnel (right) with the protective cover on. 

Operation Procedure for FlowVis: 

Refer to both the laser safety and general operation procedures before continuing. These steps assume 
the operator is abiding by those regulations. Optics are to be aligned prior to mounting on the LSWT 
support structure as outline earlier. The laser optics are in place. 

i. Start LSWT PCs and initialize software 
a. Start FlyCapture 
b. Start MATLAB and open LSWT codes for 7-hole probe traverse and one for loadcells 

ii. Check if cameras are connected 
iii. Check if DAQs are working 

a. Take a trial zero loadcell data point to ensure connection 
b. Restart the loadcell code and read biases then reconnect pressure lines 
c. Take a trial 7-hole probe point to ensure working correctly 
d. Restart the 7-hole probe code and read offset pressure then reconnect pressure lines 

iv. Turn the laser ON according to the operating procedure 
a. Check cameras for laser sheet position and quality 

v. Turn the LSWT ON according to the LSWT SOP 
vi. Turn the smoke machine ON according to the Smoke Machine SOP 

vii. Turn the bypass fan ON according to the Bypass Fan SOP 
a. Select desired operating power for the fan 

viii. Record Data 
a. continue running 7-hole probe traverse code by pressing any key to continue 
b. Start running load cell code 
c. Start recording Flea3 cameras 

ix. Begin shutdown sequence: 
a. Turn the bypass fan OFF according to the Bypass Fan SOP 
b. Turn the smoke machine OFF 
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c. Turn the laser OFF 
d. Turn the LSWT main fan OFF according to the LSWT SOP 

x. Backup saved data and transfer to portable hard drive 
xi. Clean-up work area 

xii. Make improvement to this procedure as necessary to increase level success rate and efficiency  

Emergency Stop: 

See the laser safety section, Bypass Fan SOP and LSWT SOP for all relevant stops. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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H.3 Smoke Generator 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Smoke Generator SOP 

M.Zawislak 

Dept. of Mech. and Mat. Eng. 

Queen’s University 

 

 

Figure H.25: Aerolabs smoke generator system showing the main unit and wand. 

Note: Instructions are for qualified personnel not the general public. Please contact M. Zawislak and use 
the rest of the thesis to better your understanding of the equipment and procedures. Good luck. 

Introduction: 

This document describes the standard operating procedure for using Aerolabs smoke generator system 
in the Grant Timmins low-speed wind tunnel (LSWT). The scope of this document is limited to the use of 
this specific system by students of Dr. A. M. Birk. 

Safety 

Training: 

There is no specific Queen’s H&S safety training for smoke generator operation. It is recommended that 
the user has WHIMIS and First-Aid training. This document will server as a form of training. Preferably 
seek direct training by experienced personnel.   

Safety Equipment: 
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All users must be familiar and properly use the associated safety equipment: 

i. Certified steel toe boots (Green Triangle – Grade 1 sole and tow protection) 
a. When moving heavy components (air compressor and main generator unit) is necessary 

ii. Closed toe shoes 
a. During operation 

iii. Standard dust mask if going to be exposed to glycol vapor 
a. This should be a non-factor because the LSWT is closed to the operator via the test section 

window 
iv. Rubber gloves 

a. When pouring glycol into the main unit use gloves to avoid unnecessary skin contact 
v. Safety Glasses 

a. When pouring glycol into the main unit use eye protection to negate risk of splashes 

User Precautions: 

i. Hazardous Material 
a. Propylene Glycol USP 

i. See the safety data sheet printout, e-copy, search on ChemWorld.com 
ii. Label containers and keep sealed while in storage  

iii. Avoid skin contact, rinse with water if contact occurs, if irritation develops seek 
medical attention. 

iv. Avoid eye contact, rinse with water for 15 minutes if contact occurs. Remove 
contacts. Seek medical attention. 

v. Do not ingest. If ingested do not induce vomiting. Instead rinse mouth with water 
and call poison center and/or EMS. 

vi. Symptoms are not expected to be significantly hazardous. Include irritation of 
skin, eyes and lungs. Ingestion of liquid is most severe. 

ii. Hot Surfaces 
a. Wand tip is hot during smoke production. Roughly 150 degrees Celsius. 
b. Do not touch during operation 
c. Allow it to cool after operation for at least 15 minutes 

iii. Heavy Objects 
a. Air compressor and main unit pose dropping hazards 
b. Wear protective footwear during handling/moving 

iv. Compressed Air 
a. Compressed air is not to be blown at any person 

i. Compressed air can cause a blocked blood vessel when impinged onto the skin at 
close proximity 

ii. Particulate in the air or on surfaces can be blown into eyes 

System Precautions: 

i. Hazardous Material 
a. Propylene Glycol USP 

i. See the safety data sheet printout, e-copy, search on ChemWorld.com 
ii. Liquid is clear, colorless with slight odor   

iii. Label containers and keep sealed while in storage  
iv. Not flammable, explosive or reactive. 
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v. Avoid drainage into public sewage 
vi. Never put any other liquid in the smoke generator’s reservoir 

ii. Electrical 
a. 110-120 VAC 
b. Never plug the wand directly into domestic power 

iii. Compressed Air 
a. 150 psig maximum into main unit 

iv. Position 
a. Never put the main unit on its side unless fully drained 
b. Never put the wand tip within 13 cm of another object 

Emergency Stops: 

The smoke generator does not require an emergency stop. The standard and emergency stop would 
follow the same procedure and take a minimal amount of time. The unit or air compressor can be 
electrically disconnected but this may cause damage to the machine in terms of clogging. Note: the wand 
tip will remain hot for several minutes and will continue to generate small amounts for vapor during 
cooling as there is still liquid present in the wand.   

In Case of Emergency/Accident: 

If there is an accident with the smoke generator or related equipment anyone injured will be taken to 
hospital by the quickest means possible and EMS will be contacted. The accident will be reported in writing 
to the safety officer, supervisor and investigated to improve practices. 

Follow-up: 

• Always clean-up work area by removing any garbage and putting away tools 

• Make improvements to this document as more experience is gained to increase safety, clarity, 
and efficiency. 

Operation 

References: 

Only key details to operation are available here. The manuals for each device need to be consulted before 
doing anything you are not certain about or when changes are to be made. 

Also see M. Zawislak’s thesis and supplementary documentation for further information on design and 
operation. 

Hardware: 

The main hardware is listed. Fasteners and minor components are ignored. Total hardware cost is on the 
order of $3,000 USD. See below: 

i. Main Unit 
a. Base power, control and fluid reservoir unit 
b. Regulates air flow, holds glycol, controls heating element temperature 

ii. Long Wand 
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a. 114 cm smoke generating wand 
b. Heating element near the tip 

iii. Air compressor 
a. Standard pancake air compressor with coupler airline 

Controls and Connections: 

All controls are located on the main unit they are as follows. 

 

Figure H.26: Tope view of the smoke generator main unit 

• Pressure Regulator – allows the operator to adjust the air pressure in the smoke fluid reservoir 

• Pressure Gauge – indicates the current air pressure in the smoke fluid reservoir 

• Fluid Filler Plug – screw cap to access the fluid reservoir 

• Fluid Flow – knob controls the fluid flow from the reservoir to the wand 

• Power – ON/OFF switch to heating element 

All connections are made on to the main unit. 
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Figure H.27: Left side (left) and right side (right) of the main unit showing all connections 

• Left side: 
o Main power input type B plug for domestic power 
o Compressed air supply input (max 150 psig) 

• Right side: 
o Wand temperature thermocouple input 
o Wand power cord input 
o Wand fluid barbed connection 
o 4 A main fuse 

Air Compressor: 

The air compressor must be warmed up when first used or when stored for several months. 

Break-in: 

i. Insert unplugged hose or secure the handle of an air gun in the open position 
ii. Fully open regulator valve 

iii. Close drain valve 
iv. Plug the air compressor into standard power 
v. Switch ON 

vi. Run for 20-30 minutes 
vii. Switch power OFF 

viii. Unplug from power 

General Use: 

Describes the steps to using the air compressor. 

i. Turn regulator fully counterclockwise  
ii. Close drain valve 

iii. Connect air lines 
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iv. Plug into electrical power 
v. Turn ON 

vi. Build pressure 
vii. Adjust regulator to power desired tool (clockwise = more air) 

a. Check gauges to find the balance with regulator on tool/main unit 
viii. Use air as appropriate 

ix. Power OFF 
x. Disconnect electrical connections 

xi. Close valves and bleed air from tools 
xii. Drain any moisture with drain valve then close 

xiii. Store as needed 

Smoke Generator Operating Procedure: 

This described how to generate smoke using the Aerolab smoke generator system. This guide assumes 
the wand is already secured in the LSWT test section. Strain relief grommets worked well here. The air 
compressor and main unit are located under the LSWT to make connection simple. 

 

Figure H.28: The long wand (left) located in the LSWT duct and the remaining hardware beneath 

it under the LSWT (right) 

Pre-use: 

i. Start with main and compressor powered OFF and all lines disconnected from the main unit 
ii. Connect the wand fluid tube to the main unit (vinyl line) 

iii. Connect the wand power cord to the main unit 
iv. Connect the thermocouple male plug into the main unit (it is polarized/non-symmetrical) 
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Figure H.29: All wand connection to the main unit 

v. Remove the tip protector cap from the wand  
a. the red cap with ‘remove before flight’ tag 

vi. Remove the fluid filler plug by screwing counterclockwise 
vii. Fill the reservoir with glycol using the jugs of fluid and funnel 

b. Maximum fill height is to the bottom of the filler plug threads 
c. Wear rubber gloves and safety glasses 

 

Figure H.30: glycol is poured into the fluid reservoir through a plastic funnel 

viii. Reinstall the fluid plug 
ix. Close the fluid flow valve (clockwise) 
x. Connect the main unit to domestic power and to the air compressor 
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Figure H.31: main unit left side connections completed including power and air lines 

i. Pull up on the pressure regulator to unlock the knob 
ii. Turn ON the air compressor 

a. Likely keep the air compressor unregulated and regulate at the main unit 
iii. Adjust the pressure regulator on the main unit to achieve 20 psig via the gauge 

 

Figure H.32: pressure regulator knob being manipulated by operator to achieve 20 psig on gauge 

i. Lock the regulator by pressing down on the knob 
ii. Turn the fluid flow knob counterclockwise 1/8th to 1/4th of a turn 

a. Fluid now flows towards the wand tip 
b. Too much flow will restrict the wand from heating to achieve vaporization in the following 

steps 
iii. When the wand tip is steadily dripping turn the main unit power ON 
iv. Smoke is soon produced, and the unit is ready for intended use 

Use: 

i. Smoke is now used for flow visualization with a laser, optics and camera system. See appropriate 
SOPs for guidance. 
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Figure H.33: Vapor discharge from the smoke generator wand in the LSWT duct when blower is 

off (left) and on (right) 

Post-use: 

i. Turn power on the main unit OFF 
a. Vapor will become a steady stream then a steady drip 

ii. Allow fluid to drip from the wand for at least 7 minutes during cooling 
iii. Close the fluid flow valve  
iv. Disconnect all power cables 
v. Turn OFF the air compressor 

vi. Disconnect air line 
vii. Disconnect thermocouple from main unit 

viii. Leave the fluid line as it still contains fluid 
a. Disconnect and drain if going into storage 

ix. Reinstall the wand tip protection cap 
x. Clean work area 

xi. Update SOP as needed 

Reserves Empty: 

If at any time the glycol reserve is empty while in operation the following must be done immediately to 
protect the device: 

i. Turn power OFF 
ii. Allow air to pass through for a minimum of 10 minutes 

a. Wand tip should be cool to the touch 
iii. Proceed to shut down the air compressor 
iv. Preparation for use again is the same 

a. Try not to run as long to avoid drainage 

Warranty and Maintenance: 

Contact sales for inquiry.  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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H.4 Fan Mounting and Assembly 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Fan Mounting SOP 

M. Zawislak 

Dept. of Mech. and Mat. Eng. 

Queen’s University 

 

Figure H.34: Assembled ducted fan with standard trialing edge before FME tape is applied. 

Mounting Instructions – Bypass Fan Supports and Nacelle 

Note: Instructions are for qualified personnel as a reminder of good practice with the goal of minimizing 

errors and wasted time. Without annotated pictures and more detailed descriptions this document does not 

stand alone. Please contact M. Zawislak and use the rest of the thesis to better your understanding.  Good 

luck. 

Introduction: 

This document describes the assembly and mounting of the Schubeler DS-215-DIA HST ducted fan with 

the appropriate cables, supports and nacelle pieces.   

Training and Safety Equipment: 

All personnel working on these components should familiarize themselves with this document and the 

hardware. Basic WHIMIS and OHSA training. Steel tow boots are required due to the weight and density 

of some tools and hardware involved. 
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Tools and Hardware: 

1) Allen key set 

2) ~10 cm straight picks 

3) Wooden block supports 

4) FME tape or similar stretchy tape 

5) Fasteners for power cables (generic bolt and lock washers) 

6) Bolts for mount 4 x M6 machine screws 25 mm length 

7) Screws for nacelle 13 x M4 socket head cap screw 45 mm length (more needed depending on probe 

and wire lock use) tapered ends for easier alignment 

8) Vaseline or similar light lubricant 

Preparation: 

• A stable and reasonably level hard working surface (desk) 

• Wipe down polycarbonate pieces to ensure good fit (water and then dry) 

• Wipe down aluminum ring on bypass fan, blow out tapped holes if needed (dry) 

• Make pre-calibrated 7-hole probe available for installation 

• Check failsafe wire lock cables are connected between fan and flange 

 

 

Figure H.35: two pictures of the wire lock system connected between fan hard point and aluminum 

support flange through drilled socket bolts, there are two such assemblies per flange on the second 

hole from the end. 

Procedure: 
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1) Place fan inlet side down on work surface 

2) Connect three power cables according to color code in fan SOP (green, blue, yellow on fan 123 

counting clockwise looking upstream to ABC on controller) 

a. If this is done in the wrong order wires can be swapped at the distribution block near 

controller to reverse spin direction back to design 

 

Figure H.36: Excerpt from electrical diagram illustrating the fan-distribution block-controller 

connection. 

3) Slide the three power cables through the bottom nacelle piece 

a. Pull cables as far as possible to keep close to the fan body for nacelle-fan clearance 

b. Spool the end of the cables and align them at an angle to the slot in the nacelle to reduce 

the force on the nacelle  

4) Insert 2 pins into the furthest outward holes on the rear plane of the bottom nacelle  

5) Place wooden blocks appropriate distance from the fan to support struts 

6) Slide mounting struts through the bottom nacelle section to the carbon fiber side flanges on each 

side of the fan  

7) Secure 2 x mounting struts with 4 x bolts while supported by blocks 

a. Bottom nacelle should be between the blocks and the fan 
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Figure H.37: Ducted fan with power cables through the bottom (top), support struts connected 

while supported by blocks and lower nacelle in position. Update photos to check progress. 

8) Place top nacelle section in position on the opposite side of the fan 

a. Take care to insert the stepped walls inside the grooves  

b. Check that the rear plane (fan outlet) is at uniform elevation 

c. Check that the inlet round to nacelle transition is smooth (within a few mm) 

9) Remove pins in bottom nacelle 

d. Keep pressure on the nacelle to keep the gaps closed 

10) Insert a 7-hole probe into the D-shaped slot between the bottom nacelle section and the 

mixer/trailing-edge if desired 

a. Use tape to secure probe to the nacelle temporarily if desired, if not it will rattle until 

fastened into the wind tunnel floor mounting bracket 

11) Place the desired nacelle trailing edge (or mixer) onto the rear plane and align holes in proper 

orientation 

a. See Zawislak’s thesis for the designing you own component to attach to the fan 

b. Other examples include lobed and scalloped mixers 
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Figure H.38: Possible alternatives to the standard trialing edge are the lobed mixing nozzle (left) 

and scalloped nozzle (right). 

12) Insert three picks equidistant to aid alignment 

a. Two picks into the furthest outside holes of the bottom nacelle 

b. One into the middle hole of the top section 

 

Figure H.39: three alignment pins are shown inserted through the trailing edge piece two go on to 

hold the lower nacelle and one is holding the upper nacelle 

13) Insert screw into the middle hole of the bottom nacelle 

a. Dip screw end into the Vaseline roughly 0.5 cm  

b. Apply moderate pressure with Allen key and turn one rotation 

c. if screw does not go in with rotation do not force further, recheck alignment, reapply 

lubricant and apply some pressure with picks to reduce any restriction 
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d. Do not fully tighten (snug) 

14) Continue to insert and tighten screws on bottom nacelle alternating sides 

a. Avoid the holes marked with black dot, these are taken by the wire lock bolts 

 

Figure.H.40: trailing edge with multiple screws inserted and an empty hole marked by a black dot 

indicating it is being used from the other end by the wire lock system. 

15) Remove both picks in the bottom nacelle and finish installing final screws 

16) Remove pick in the top nacelle and replace two picks into the furthest outer holes 

17) Begin inserting screws in the same method as the bottom nacelle until all holes (not marked with 

black dot) are filled 

18) Begin tightening in a star/crisscross pattern around the entire nacelle rear plane 

a. Continue until nacelle to mixer/trailing-edge gap is uniform and minimal 

b. Do not over torque, try using only wrist strength 

19) Stand up the entire assembly to stand it on to the support struts 

a. Use both hands, one per strut, grab near the nacelle/strut interface to minimize toque on 

the strut/fan connection 

b. Alternatively use the rotor axis front and rear bullet to lift the assembly grabbing as far into 

the annular duct as possible 
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Figure H.41: Final assembly pending FME taping of rear bolt holes and gaps. 

20) Apply FME tape to gaps 

a. Target the transition from inlet round to nacelle and the nacelle to mixer/trailing-edge 

The assembled fan is now ready to by secured onto the load cells located in the LSWT via machined pins 

and setscrews using the holes in the base of the struts 

21) Cleanup work area 

22) Prepare LSWT for fan by opening test section window, clearing any obstructions and doors along 

the route 

23) Carry the assembly to the LSWT and insert the probe into the appropriate hole in the mounting 

plate, the cables can rest on the floors and the support struts slide onto the two pins 
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Figure H.42: Bypass fan mounted in the Queen’s LSWT 

Follow-up: 

• Clean-up work area by removing any garbage and putting away tools 

• Make improvements to this procedure as more experience is gained to increase clarity, success rate 

and efficiency 

In Case of Emergency: 

• In case of injury because of possible dropped item, stabbing by the alignment pins, cut by rough 

metal or similar unlikely issue, stop working immediately and administer first-aid or call 911 if 

warranted. 

• Accidents of any severity will be reported in writing to the project supervisor and safety officer 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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H.5 Fan Power and Control 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Fan Electronics SOP 

M.Zawislak 

Dept. of Mech. and Mat. Eng. 

Queen’s University 

 

Note: Instructions are for qualified personnel not the general public. Please contact M. Zawislak and use 

the rest of the thesis to better your understanding of the equipment and procedures. Good luck. 

Introduction: 

This document describes the standard operating procedure for using a Schubeler Technologies GbmH DS-

215-DIA HST Ducted Fan in the Grant Timmins low-speed wind tunnel (LSWT). The fan is controlled by 

MGM-Controllers X2-Series TMM 40063-3 motor controller. Power is supplied by a series of 12V Trojan 

marine batteries, SCS225, or a Magna-Power 6kW DC power supply. The scope of this document is limited 

to the use of this specific ducted fan and associated subsystems by students of Dr. A. M. Birk. 

Safety 

Training: 

There is no specific Queen’s H&S safety training for wind tunnel or motor control operation. It is 

recommended that the user has WHIMIS and First-Aid training. This document will server as a form of 

training. Preferably seek direct training by experienced personnel.   

Safety Equipment: 

All users must be familiar and properly use the associated safety equipment: 

1. Certified steel toe boots (Green Triangle – Grade 1 sole and tow protection) 

a. When moving equipment is necessary 

2. Closed toe shoes 

a. During operation 

3. Safety glasses 

4. Hearing protection 

a. Ear muffs or plugs rated to a minimum of 28dB 

5. Chemical Resistant Gloves 

a. When changing the leads on the lead-acid batteries 

Physical Hazards: 

1. Spinning Machinery 

a. The fan incorporates spinning carbon fiber blades at ~8000 rpm 

b. Mitigation – LSWT test section window always closed during power ON 

2. Highspeed Debris and Particulate 
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a. Fan jet speed is ~60 m/s (~200 km/h) particulate in the air could cause damage to the eye, 

skin pain or lacerations depending on the size 

b. Mitigation – eye protection and LSWT test section window always closed during power 

ON. Fan exhaust has no line of sight to the outdoors through the LSWT outlet. LSWT 

exhausts to a glass field. The main LSWT blower will not start if window is open due to 

kill switch. 

 

Figure H.43: The LSWT test section window securely closed. Circled are the emergency stop for the 

main fan and the switch that cuts power when the window is open just a few inches. 

3. Heavy Falling Equipment 

a. SCS225 12V Batteries weigh 30 kg each 

b. Mitigation – wear certified steel toe boots if moving the batteries is necessary 

 

Figure H.44: Safety standards for footwear are shown. The symbol for Class 1 steel toe boot 

protection (left) and the symbol for grounding electrical protection (right) 

4. Impact to the Head 

a. The fan control and electrical system is location beneath the LSWT duct downstream of 

the test section. A person 5’8” in height can hit their head when moving from a slightly 

leaned to standing straight position. 
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b. Mitigation – foam pads are placed on any corners or protruding structure. Working 

awareness and familiarity with their environment. Wear a hardhat. 

5. Loud Machinery 

a. Both the ducted fan and the LSWT fan are loud during operation 

b. Mitigation - wear 28dB hearing protection and increase your distance to the apparatus 

when possible, such as during automated data collection. 

 

Electrical Hazards: 

1. Electrocution/Shocks 

a. Two 12V batteries in series generate a 24V potential of DC electricity and the Magna-

Power 6kW DC power supply is capable of being set to 40V 

b. Mitigation 

i. Battery boxes are used to cover the batteries in all cases except for charging. These 

can be locked or tied closed 

ii. Connections are insulated with rated shrink wrap and large lug covers where 

appropriate 

iii. Leads on the power supply are shielded by a sheet metal box. Do not blindly reach 

around the back when powered ON 

iv. Labels warning of electrical hazards are visible 

v. The controller and three-phase power distribution are contained in an enclosure 

with locking capabilities 

vi. A licensed electrician will be contact through Queen’s University Physical Plant 

Services if major adjustments to the power supply is needed 

 

Figure H.45: Two SCS225 12V batteries connected in series. One is contained in the battery box 

while the other is shown with the lid off to the side. 

Chemical Hazards: 

1. Chemical Burns (Reaction) 

a. The 12V SCS225 batteries from Trojan are wet lead-acid/deep-cycle flooded type. Small 

leaks at the +/- leads are possible during charging and operation 

b. Mitigation – small leaks and minor splatters are clearly visible, remain next to the leads in 

small pools and contact can be avoided. Wear chemical resistant gloves when in contact 

with the batteries. 

2. Fire 

a. Risk of electrical systems overheating. The cables, motor controller and fan can overheat. 
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b. Mitigation: 

i. the system was designed to handle a higher power flow than the largest power 

source in the system, the Magna-Power supply, can produce.  

ii. Motor controller has built in temperature monitors and can run at higher power 

than can be provided in this setup, 63V and 400A continuously. 

iii. The ducted fan is rated to at a higher power setting of 50V and ~280A 

iv. Electrical cable gauges and connection are sized appropriately for the load and 

have been inspected by a representative from the Electrical Safety Authority 

v. Components are in reasonably aerated locations 

Emergency Stops: 

The ducted fan may be powered down, turned off, by physical interaction and through software. These are 

for emergency only as the fan and controller should be powered to a low rpm setting for ~5 minutes before 

regular shutdown. The emergency stops for the LSWT fan itself are in the LSWT SOP.  

1. Main Breaker: 

a. An ON/OFF breaker lever (fused) is located on the front face of the motor control 

containment box. Flip the lever to OFF/Trip by pulling upward from the ON position. 

 

Figure H.46: 150A 48V DC rated lever style breaker on the outside of the motor controller box. 

2. Power Source Selector Switch: 

a. The switch can be turned from either the batteries, state 1, or the power supply, state 2, to 

the OFF position cutting power to the controller and the fan. 
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Figure H.47: Power selector switch in the OFF position. Positions 1 and 2 are labeled batteries and 

power supply respectively beside the switch and on the power units. Note, where the cables enter 

the switch is visually misrepresentative by its design. 

3. STOP button on Magna-Power DC power supply: 

a. When using the power supply only this button can be used to turn the unit off cutting power 

to all downstream components. This has no purpose when using batteries. 

 

Figure H.48: Front panel of the Magna-Power DC power supply. Red ‘STOP’ button is circled. 

4. Remote controller throttle pulled down to minimum 

a. The fan will power down rapidly until OFF when the ‘CHANNEL 2’ throttle lever (the left 

stick) is moved from any non-zero position to the minimum. That is towards the bottom of 

the remote control. 

b. This is not as instantaneous as the other methods because the motor controller will attempt 

to follow programmed ramp-down rates. This is on the order of seconds not minutes. 
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Figure H.49: Ranger II Z remote controller by hitec. The left stick is annotated to indicate how the 

target throttle can be set to zero, off. 

5. MGM Compro Controller 2 software can be used to turn the fan off and disconnect the controller 

from the fan 

a. In MGM-Controller’s provided software one can disconnect the fan from the controller via 

the GUI on the controlling laptop. Remote desktop applications, such as TeamViewer, 

could be used to control the laptop from a remote location.  

In Case of Emergency/Accident: 

If there is an accident with the ducted fan system it will be shut down immediately. Anyone injured will be 

taken to hospital by the quickest means possible and EMS will be contacted. The accident will be reported 

in writing to the safety officer, supervisor and investigated to improve practices. 

Follow-up: 

• Always clean-up work area by removing any garbage and putting away tools 

• Make improvements to this document as more experience is gained to increase safety, clarity, and 

efficiency. 

Operation 

References: 

There are many components in this apparatus. Only key details to operation are available here. The manuals 

for each device need to be consulted before doing anything you are not certain about or when changes are 

to be made. 

OFF 
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Also see M. Zawislak’s thesis and supplementary documentation for further information on design and 

operation. 

Hardware: 

The main hardware is listed. Fasteners and minor components are ignored. 

1. Ducted Fan 

a. DS-215-DIA HST model by Schubeler Tech. GmbH 

b. Up to 15.6 kW input power producing 250 N of thrust for a 215 𝑐𝑚2 input area 

2. Motor Controller 

a. TMM 40063-3 from MGM Compro 

b. 12-63 V operating voltage with 400 A continuous current and 250,000 max rpm 

3. DC Power Supply 

a. XR40-150 by Magna-Power Electronics serial number 1162-5017 

b. 40 V at 150 A DC power 

4. 2 x 12V Marine Batteries 

a. SCS225 lead-acid batteries from Trojan Battery Company 

b. 105 Amp-Hours @ 5-Hr for example 

5. DC Circuit Breaker 

a. Lever Style-IP66 Rated 150A 48VDC model by BUSS 

b. Serial number 187150F-03-1 

6. Power Source Selector Switch 

a. Model #6007 by Blue Sea 

7. 2 x Battery Boxes 

a. Power guard battery case by Attwood 

8. Polycarbonate Enclosure 

a. McMaster-Carr part number 5376K702 by Integral Enclosures 

Warnings: 

1. Fan Operating Conditions 

a. Max voltage 51.8 V 

b. Max current 310 A 

c. Permittable temperature range of -10 to 30 degrees Celsius 

d. Max relative humidity 80% 

2. Motor Controller Air Flow 

a. Do not restrict air flow to the motor controller fan, gap on the order of cm 

b. It is on Standoffs suggested by the manual 

3. Power Selector Switch 1+2 

a. Never put the power selector switch, see Figure H.47, to the ‘1+2’ position as electricity 

will flow from the batteries to the leads of the power supply 

4. Power Supply Stability 

a. A warm up period for constant voltage operation of ~30 minutes is required to reach a 

stable output of +/- 0.01% V of full-scale with a 2 ms recovery time within +/-1% of 

regulated output with a 50% change in load 

5. Power Supply Operating Conditions 

a. Do not operate at freezing temperatures, less than zero degrees Celsius 

Mounting Fan: 
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The fan is enclosed in a 3D printed polycarbonate nacelle made up of three pieces. The nacelle is held on 

the fan by an aluminum flange. Two aluminum struts support the fan using the carbon fiber hardpoints 

locate don each side as part of the manufacturing. Pins are inserted into the struts and setscrews are sued to 

prevent slip. Fan mounting is a complicated and delicate procedure and warranted the standalone ‘Fan 

Mounting SOP’. Consider following those steps the beginning of the experimental setup. The result of that 

SOP is shown below. 

 

Figure H.50: The ducted fan enclosed in a nacelle with standard trailing edge is mounting in the 

LSWT 

Electrical Setup: 

How the electrical components are connected is described in detail. First an electrical schematic is shown 

below illustrating the entire system. Then photos of the physical assembly are shown for reference.  
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Figure H.51: Schematic of the fan electronics. Key components are labeled, connections are shown 

with colour coded (+ve red, -ve black) cables with gauge shown. +/- implies DC power and ‘3’ is for 

3-phase AC. 
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Figure H.52: Zoomed out photo of the ducted fan electronic system. Power supply is on the right, 

batteries are below, power switch and main breaker are in the center and the motor controller 

enclosure on the left. 

 

Figure H.53: Photo of the motor controller enclosure. The main breaker is shown on the front of 

the enclosure. Power comes in the front to the controller unit. Three cables carrying three-phase 

exit the enclosure on the left. 
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Figure H.54: Photos taken directly above the motor controller. The wires connecting the device to 

an external PC are shown o the right. Wires to the remote-control receiver are shown twisted into a 

bundle of three and exiting the bottom of the photo. 

Operating Fan: 

This described how to turn the fan ON and OFF and applies with all use. 

Pre-use: 

1. Use fan performance curves to determine operating point of provided power 

a. See ‘Fan Curves Extrapolated.xlsx’  

2. Ensure fan is securely mounted 

3. Check DAQs and cameras if data is to be recorded 

4. Use Laser SOP and LSWT SOP for starting those systems if needed 

Initializing fan: 

1. Run ‘Controller 2’ software on laptop 

2. Power controller 

a. Switch main breaker to ON and switch power selector to batteries = 1 

  OR 

b. Turn on DC power supply under constant voltage mode with desired settings 

i. Supply off rotating knobs full counterclockwise 

ii. Press V/I display key 

iii. Changes knobs to desired output voltage and crossover current 

iv. Connect load by switching the power selector to P.S. = 2 

v. Turn the power supply ON 

3. Connect the controller to the PC using the USB cable 

4. Save the following settings to ‘memory bank 3’ and adjust as necessary: 
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Motor Controller Parameters 
Parameter Setting 

Load Type airplane (one way) 

Throttle Limits auto (until set) 

Battery Type auto 

# Cells auto 

Cut-off Voltage Per Cell only UNI (N/A) 

Free Wheel On/Yes (no synchro) 

# Motor Poles 10 

Motor PWM [kHz] 14 

Motor Timing [o] 20 

Spin Direction normal 

---------Advanced-------- -------Setting------- 

RPM Limits 14,000 

Battery Capacity N/A 

Empty Battery motor stop 

Motor Type Sensor less 

Deceleration Time  180 s 

Telemetry off 
 

Other Motor Parameters 
Parameter Setting 

Motor Start soft/low 

Cooldown 3 min at 25% 

Max Voltage 51.8 V 

Max Current 310 A 

Max Humidity 80% 

Temp. Range [oC] -10 to 30 
Note: max voltage is % of available power for full throttle (24V for battery operation) 

 

5. Start throttle sequence for transmitter without neutral limits auto. 

a. Disconnect PC to controller connection and restart controller (switch OFF then ON) 

b. Turn on transmitter with 0% throttle 

c. Turn on receiver 

d. See yellow + green alternating light on controller, move throttle stick to max, 3 beeps + 

green light confirms success 

e. See green + red alternating light on controller, move to minimum throttle, 2 beeps + red 

light confirms success 

f. Wait 3 seconds, controller blue + yellow lights and melody plays 

g. Motor ready to be throttled 
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Figure H.55: Channel 2 (left stick) on the remote control is used as a transmitter without neutral. A 

linear signal from 0 to max throttle is sent to the receiver. 

 

In-use: 

1. Move the throttle to desired power level and leave for duration of the test 

2. Record any data 

Post-use: 

1. Set motor to cooldown state 

a. 3 minutes at 25% throttle 

2. Turn motor off with throttle 

3. Disconnect from motor controller from power using main breaker and power selector switch 

4. Turn off receiver and transmitter 

5. Continue with any other shutdown using the Laser SOP and LSWT SOP 

6. Backup any saved data 

7. Clean-up and inspect work area, put away tools, close lid on the motor controller and lock if needed 

8. Make improvements to this procedure to increase level of success and efficiency 

Charging Batteries: 

Steps to charge one battery are outlined as follows: 

1. Procure a 1/2” socket and ratchet 

2. Put on safety equipment – chemical resistant gloves and steel toe boots if moving batteries 

3. Remove the lid from the battery to be charged 

4. Disconnect the cable from the terminal that is connecting the two batteries in series (+’ve on one 

or -ve on the other) 

5. Set the battery charging unit, the Motomaster Nautilus Intelligent Battery Charger, in a stable 

location and plug it into a standard outlet 

6. Connect the positive lead to the positive battery terminal and the negative charging cable to the 

negative battery terminal 
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Figure H.56: The 12V battery on the right is being charged through the small clamps. Note the 

main cable from the negative terminal of the right battery has been disconnected from the positive 

terminal of the left battery severing the connection. 

7. Set the charging mode to optimal and leave the unit for up to 6 hours, checking every hour for 

progress and issues  

 

Figure H.57: battery charging system displaying discharge current in amps and running in optimal charge 

setting 

1. The charger will shutoff when the battery is full 

2. Once satisfied unplug the battery charger from the outlet 

3. Remove the clamped leads of the charger from the battery removing the positive lead second 

4. Either charge the other battery or reconnect the main cable placing both batteries back in series 

5. Replace the lid of the battery box 
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6. Put away tools and safety equipment 

7. Store the battery charger 

Warranty and Maintenance: 

See relevant user manuals for individual warrant agreements. 

Emergency Stop: 

See the safety section. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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H.6 Loadcell 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Loadcell SOP 

M.Zawislak 

Dept. of Mech. and Mat. Eng. 

Queen’s University 

 

 

Figure H.58: ATI Loadcell version Gamma (SI-130-10) showing three measured forces and three 

torques. 

Note: Instructions are for qualified personnel not the general public. Please contact M. Zawislak and use 

the rest of the thesis to better your understanding of the equipment and procedures. Good luck. 

Introduction: 

This document describes the standard operating procedure for using ATI Industrial Automation® F/T 

Sensor Gamma SI-130-10 in the Grant Timmins low-speed wind tunnel (LSWT). Data is recorded by a 

USB DAQ system with 16 channels (9105-M1USB6218). The scope of this document is limited to the use 

of this specific loadcell by students of Dr. A. M. Birk. 

Safety 

Training: 

There is no specific Queen’s H&S safety training for loadcell operation. It is recommended that the user 

has WHIMIS and First-Aid training. This document will server as a form of training. Preferably seek direct 

training by experienced personnel.   

Safety Equipment: 
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All users must be familiar and properly use the associated safety equipment: 

1. Certified steel toe boots (Green Triangle – Grade 1 sole and tow protection) 

a. When moving heavy support structure is necessary 

2. Closed toe shoes 

a. During operation 

Precautions: 

1. Probing Transducer 

a. Do not probe any openings in the transducer this will damage the instrumentation 

2. Disassembly 

a. Do not disassemble the transducer 

3. Over Torque 

a. Do not over load the transducer by applying large forces or moments past the rated value 

this will cause damage. Possible recalibration required. 

4. Maintenance and Repair 

a. Injury or equipment damage can occur when the equipment is not supported or removed 

from live circuits. Safely move heavy equipment and turnoff and deenergize live circuits 

before performing any other actions. 

5. DAQ Assembly 

a. Transducer, cables, power box and calibration matrix are all one system and must be used 

together. No interchanging allowed. 

Emergency Stops: 

The loadcell do not require an emergency stop as their operation poses no risks to their surroundings or 

personnel. They can safely be powered down via software or by unplugging from standard wall power. 

Note: even when powered down and not connected to the DAQ over torqueing is still a risk.  

In Case of Emergency/Accident: 

If there is an accident with the loadcell or related equipment anyone injured will be taken to hospital by the 

quickest means possible and EMS will be contacted. The accident will be reported in writing to the safety 

officer, supervisor and investigated to improve practices. 

Follow-up: 

• Always clean-up work area by removing any garbage and putting away tools 

• Make improvements to this document as more experience is gained to increase safety, clarity, and 

efficiency. 

Operation 

Also see M. Zawislak’s thesis and supplementary documentation for further information on design and 

operation. 

Hardware: 

The main hardware is listed. Fasteners and minor components are ignored. Total hardware cost is on the 

order of $10,000 USD before PCs and custom machined mounting components are considered. See below: 

1. Loadcells (1 or 2) 

a. ATI SI-130-10 6-component loadcell 
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b. Transducer #1 serial: 12156 

c. Transducer #2 serial: 22078 

2. DAQ Interface Power Supply (Mux box) 

a. Use with 12V 24W wall mount power supply 

b. Part number 9105-PS-1 is this case 

c. One unit per loadcell (designated) 

3. DAQ F/T transducer cable, 5m 

a. Cable between mux box and DAQ 

b. Part #: 9105-C-PS-U-2 

4. NI USB-6218 DAQ 

a. 16-bit 250kS/s DAQ  

b. Enough pins for two loadcells 

 

Figure H.59: NI USB DAQ connected to two loadcells via shielded cables. A mux box unit for F/T # 

12156 is seen on the left side. 
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DAQ: 

The DAQ must be assembled with the same hardware as when the loadcell was calibrated. Components are 

marked by the loadcell serial number. For each loadcell the connectivity chain is loadcell → mux box → 

DAQ power and data cable → USB DAQ → PC. An example for a single loadcell is shown below. An 
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additional loadcell can be connected to out NI USB DAQ because of the additional channels compared to 

the setup below.  

 

Figure H.60: A sample setup to record a single loadcell using DAQ hardware and a laptop. 

Detail schematics of the loadcell ports and mux box ports are also provided for clarity. Note the use of the 

mounting plate and tool head on the loadcell diagram. Reiterating, the mux box and associated cables must 

be kept together and are not interchangeable for the same calibration. Mux box has a solid green power on 

light not clearly indicated in the schematic. 

 

Figure H.61: closeup schematic of the loadcell showing the main port and plate naming convention. 
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Figure H.62: schematic of the mux bow indicating the main ports. 

Wiring the DAQ is done using the screw terminals on the analog pins on the NI USB DAQ. The shielded 

DAQ power and data cable from the mux box to the NI USB DAQ must be cut open, unwrapped and 

partially striped at the NI USB DAQ end. The raw wire can then be inserted into the terminals and tightened 

with a small screwdriver. Wiring has been completed. In the event of loose connections or rewiring please 

consult the pinout and DAQ schematic provided below. 

Table H-1: Pinout of Mux Box end of power/data shielded cable 
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Figure H.63: Shielded power/data cable connection to NI USB DAQ. 

Software: 

ATI provided software for measuring a single loadcell. Two loadcells are used on the LSWT so a MATLAB 

code was written for data recording and processing. ‘getGammaFT.m’ is a MATLAB code which calls 

‘getBias.m’ and ‘getFT.m’ to eventually store temporal force/torque data at a prescribed frequency and 

duration in text format as well as provide basic statistical analysis of said data. ‘getGammaFT.m’ sets the 

DAQ channels then records raw voltages. These voltages are then run through the appropriate calibration 

matrixes and converted to forces/torques using the function ‘getBias.m’. Returning to the main, 

‘getGammaFT.m’, the user is then asked for their desired sampling settings and voltages are recorded again. 

Next ‘getFT.m’ converts these voltages to force/torque and returns the data to the main. The data is then 

written to a named text file. The user can then ask for statistics to be calculated right away and these can be 

saved to a separate text file. Variables are then cleared. See the actual code or Maverick Zawislak’s thesis 

for guidance. 

Mounting: 

Loadcells are mounted into the LSWT using machined aluminum parts. Two ‘U’ shaped mounting beams 

are offset from a central plate by blocks. The loadcell mounting side is screwed onto the beam on one end 

and a mounting pin is attached to the tool side. The CAD assembly is shown below. In practice the circular 

plate is also used to feed power cables and instrumentation for other subsystems. A photo of the underside 

is also provided. For example, a fan can be secured to the machined support struts for a measurements of 

thrust minus drag. 
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Figure H.64: CAD images of the underside (left) and topside (right) showing the loadcell support 

structure. 

 

Figure H.65: Photo of the underside of the mounting plate showing two loadcells supported with 

fan power cables and a vertical linear traverse awaiting probe placements. 
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Figure H.66: A ducted fan is supported on mounting struts which are connected to the loadcells 

underneath the LSWT floor. 

Operating Procedure: 

This described how to turn the fan ON and OFF and applies with all use. 

Pre-use: 

1. Ensure loadcells are secured to the mounting structure 

2. Ensure labeled cables are connected to the loadcell and mux box 

3. Power on the mux box by plugging the power adapter into a standard electrical socket 

a. Check for solid green power on light 

4. Power on the USB DAQ by plugging the USB cable into a PC 

a. Check for solid blue power on light 

5. Turn on PC 

a. Open MATLAB 

b. Check devices to make sure NI USB DAQ is seen 

c. Go to device manager, NI software or reinstall drivers as needed 

Use: 

1. Open ‘getGammaFT.m’ 

2. Run program to get bias data 

3. Turn ON other subsystems using appropriate SOP 

a. Turn on the LSWT main blower 

b. Turn on ducted fan 

4. Insert desired data recording settings 

5. Record test data 

6. Save data using code 

7. Check data statistics for error, repeat test as required 
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Post-use: 

1. Power down subsystems using appropriate SOP 

2. Close MATLAB 

3. Disconnect mux box from power 

4. Unplug USB cable from PC 

5. Cleanup work area 

6. Backup data as needed 

Calibration: 

Calibration matrices are provided by ATI. In the event of damage, the transducers need to be sent to ATI 

for recalibration. It is recommended that a realism test is performance by the operator using scientific 

masses, spring-scales or fishing scales to rapidly test the loadcells and verify the calibration/software 

integrity. 

 

Figure H.67: Measured force in the x-direction is compared with four known forces applied with a 

scale. Good agreement is observed. 

Warranty and Maintenance: 

See ATI manuals or contact sales for inquiry.  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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H.7 Seven-hole Probe Traverse 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

7-Hole Probe SOP 

M.Zawislak 

Dept. of Mech. and Mat. Eng. 

Queen’s University 

 

Note: Instructions are for qualified personnel not the general public. Please contact M. Zawislak and use 

the rest of the thesis to better your understanding of the equipment and procedures. Good luck. 

 

Figure H.68: Round tip 7-hole probe in the LSWT. 

Introduction: 

This document describes the standard operating procedure for using a 7-hole probe in the Grant Timmins 

low-speed wind tunnel (LSWT). The calibration of the pressure transducers and 7-hole probe is discussed. 

The scope of this document is limited to the use of this specific probe and associated subsystems by students 

of Dr. A. M. Birk. 

Safety 

Training: 

There is no specific Queen’s H&S safety training for calibration rig or 7-hole probe operation. It is 

recommended that the user has WHIMIS and First-Aid training. This document will server as a form of 

training. Preferably seek direct training by experienced personnel.   

Safety Equipment: 
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All users must be familiar and properly use the associated safety equipment: 

1. Certified steel toe boots (Green Triangle – Grade 1 sole and tow protection) 

a. When moving support equipment 

2. Closed toe shoes 

a. During standard operation 

3. Safety glasses 

4. Hearing protection 

a. Ear muffs or plugs rated to a minimum of 28dB 

5. “Testing in Progress” Signs 

a. When the calibration rig motor is on these folding signs must be placed at each entrance to 

the building 

Physical Hazards: 

1. Spinning Machinery 

a. The impellor incorporates spinning steel blades 

b. Mitigation 1– a steel screen with maximum gap size ~1 cm covers the inlet and the outlet 

is down a ~16’ long tube not easily accessed 

c. Mitigation 2 – place “Testing in Progress” signage at all building entrances 

2. Airborne Particulate 

a. The calibration rig exhausts to atmosphere at knee level and way cause particulate/dust to 

be suspended in air or accelerate any debris left in the tube 

b. Mitigation 1 – wear eye protection when motor is on 

c. Mitigation 2 – clean/check tube for loose debris and start motor at low power 

d. Mitigation 3 – use face mask if needed 

3. Noise 

a. Calibration rig impellor generates loud noises 

b. Mitigation – wear hearing protection 

Electrical Hazards: 

1. Electrocution/Shocks 

a. Calibration rig motor power cables must be checked for damage and should not be 

tampered with 

 

Figure H.69: A 5 hp motor is used to spin a 16” impellor forcing air down a 5” round plastic pipe 
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Emergency Stops: 

The 7-hole probe and pressure transducer boxes pose no health risks. Danger only arises due to the 

calibration rig blower. This blower can be electrically isolated and powered down the following ways:  

1. Main Breaker: 

a. An ON/OFF breaker lever (fused) is located on the Northeast wall of the Grant Timmins 

building main room. Push the lever to OFF will cut power to the blower. There is no brake 

so the impellor will still spin due to inertia until friction stops it. 

2. Control Panel: 

a. A panel with power settings and ON/OFF buttons is located on the Northwestern wall of 

the Grant Timmins building main room. The red button can be pressed to turn OFF the 

motor. The up and down arrows can be used to adjust speed. There is no brake so the 

impellor will still spin due to inertia until friction stops it. 

In Case of Emergency/Accident: 

If there is an accident with the calibration rig impellor it will be shut down immediately. Anyone injured 

will be taken to hospital by the quickest means possible and EMS will be contacted. The accident will be 

reported in writing to the safety officer, supervisor and investigated to improve practices. 

Follow-up: 

• Always clean-up work area by removing any garbage and putting away tools 

• Make improvements to this document as more experience is gained to increase safety, clarity, and 

efficiency. 

Operation 

References: 

There are many components and technical detail in this apparatus. Only key details to operation are 

available here. Refer to the following theses for more details and contact an experienced group member 

when available. 

Also see M. Zawislak’s PhD thesis and supplementary documentation for further information on design 

and operation. 

Hardware: 

The main hardware is listed. Fasteners and minor components are ignored.  

1. 7-hole Probe 

a. In-house 7-hole probes 

b. Pre-existing round, cone, ‘L’ shape and cobra bent designs are available 

c. For assembly and manufacture see J. Crawford’s MASc thesis refenced earlier 

2. Pressure Transducer Box 

a. An assembly of 8 strain-gauge diaphragm type pressure transducers from Omega (PX 139) 

b. 0 to 5V +/- 1 psi (~7kPa) are standard but other ranges are available 
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Figure H.70: A pressure transducer box with individual transducers labeled 1-8 and the low/high 

port is labeled L/H. Additional information is labeled on the side. 

3. Water Manometer 

a. A bent rubber tube with inline tape measure can be used to reliably calculate static pressure 

b. A hand valve allows for a web of tubes to be pressurized and closed off 

4. Calibration Rig Blower 

a. A 16” impellor is powered by as 5 hp motor which creates flow up to ~60 m/s through a 

5” plastic tube 

b. Reynolds number is 4.8E5 

5. DT730 distribution block 

a. A distribution block is used to transfer data from the pressure transducer box to the DAQ 

card in PC which is a part of the calibration rig  
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Figure H.71: Wires from the pressure transducer box are fed into the DT730 distribution block and 

then to the PC via a ribbon cable. 

6. Pitch/Yaw Actuator 

a. Two actuator motors and a probe clamshell holder can be used to position the probe head 

at designated pitch and yaw angles via software 

b. 1.8 degrees per step in pitch and 0.32 degrees per step in yaw 

c. On the calibration apparatus 

 

Figure H.72: A 7-hole probe is positioned at a set pitch and yaw via servo motors in the calibration 

rig. 

7. 2D linear positioner 

a. Two actuator motors and a probe clamshell holder can be used to position the probe head 

at designated X and Y coordinates via software 

b. On the LSWT apparatus 
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Figure H.73: Stepper are used to move a clamshell mount in 2D space under the LSWT 

8. NI USB-6343 

a. A 16 differential channel USB DAQ a part of the LSWT apparatus 

 

Figure H.74: Two 7-hole probes connected to the NI USB-6343 DAQ device. 

 

Tools: 

Examples of useful tools to have access to prior to working with the 7-hole probe and associated systems. 

1. Allen Key Set 

2. Bubble level 

3. Tape measure 

4. Digital or Analog Calipers 

Pressure Transducer Box Calibration: 

Steps to calibrate a single pressure transducer box are outlined in this section. 

1. Connect the pressure box to the DT730 via the grey cable 

2. Turn PC ON  

3. Connect the pressure box to the water manometer using the silicon tube manifold 
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Figure H.75: A pressure transducer box has all the high (+ve) ports connected via tubing 

4. The manifold is connected to the water manometer 

a. Make sure the manometer is standing straight upward and is stable 

5. Start LabView software and access the pressure box calibration code 

6. Insert pressure box name 

7. Open valve and relieve any pressure 

8. Take a zero reading 

9. Pressurize the manifold with compressed air or human breath and close the valve  

10. Insert the water manometer measurements into LabView (left and right water level) and click 

record 

a. Minor leaks exist so this should be done quickly 

b. Use a partner  

11. Continue for at least another high-pressure point, 2 suction points and another zero 

a. Keep in mind the range of the pressure transducers 

12. You should see a linear relationship between pressure and voltage 

13. Save the calibration 

14. Cleanup 

The pressure box converts a pressure difference to a voltage and now that voltage can be converted back 

into a pressure. At this point it is recommended to repeat the calibration process and compare the results to 

check for stability. Then it is typical for the operator to study the transducer utility by taking pitot-static 

probe measurements at different blower speeds, sampling rates and sampling times. 
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Figure H.76: A sample test of pressure measurement stability. Channel 1 was measured in the same 

flow at three frequencies for up to 8000 samples and a rolling average was calculated. 

 

Pressure Transducer Box Wiring 

If rewiring the DT730 is needed or connecting the pressure transducer box to a separate dedicated DAQ 

then the wiring diagram will be helpful. The following details the pinout and color code of all pressure 

transducer boxes. 

Table H-2: DT730 pin to cable color chart 
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Figure H.77: Belkin 25 conductor cable and a db25 connector was connected according to the 

following schematic. Diagram is shown looking at the male connector from outside the pressure 

box. 

 

Figure H.78: Inside of the pressure transducer box with each transducer labeled according to its 

number on the outer casing. 

 

7-Hole Probe Calibration: 

Steps to mount and calibrate one 7-hole probe are outlined. 
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Figure H.79: Annotated photograph of the calibration wind tunnel 

Mounting and Alignment: 

It is critical to align the 7-hole probe well with the outlet plane of the calibration tube. This will take some 

dedication and handy work. 

 

Figure H.80: 7-hole probe hole numbering and angle convention 

1. Energize the stepper motors to make them resist changes rotation 

2. Open MATLAB and use ‘ZeroTraverse.m’ to step the motors as necessary 

3. Loosely attach the 7-hole probe to be calibrated onto the clamshell mounting bracket 

4. Align the probe tip with the outlet plane of the wind tunnel tube 
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a. Move the entire frame holding the stepper motor assembly if required 

b. Stabilize with cinderblocks 

5. Align the probe tip with the pitch and yaw rotation axis with the probe aiming directly upstream 

a. This will take trial and error as well as a steady hand 

b. Use calipers, bubble level and a partner to check 

6. Tighten the 7-hole probe when you are satisfied 

 

Figure H.81: A well aligned 7-hole probe at 0 degrees pitch and zero degrees yaw. Notice the tip is 

at the tube exit plane and directly above the center of rotation. 

Calibration Traverse: 

MATLAB is then used to traverse the 7-hole probe about ~40 degrees pitch and yaw. Data points are taken 

ever ~5 degrees forming a circle of pressure data when converted through the pressure box calibration. The 

raw 7-hole probe data is then run through a series of programs to convert to a calibration matrix. 

1. Connect pressure transducer box to the DT730 and the 7-hole probe with silicon tubing 

2. PC on and open MATLAB 

3. Build a directory with pressure box calibration file, ‘getVoltage.m’, ‘Traverse.m’ and an xy.txt file 

containing the desired positions 

4. Flip the calibration blower breaker to ON 

5. Turn on the blower with the control panel and set to ~30 with the up/down arrow keys pwm signal 

6. Run ‘Traverse.m’ and follow built in instructions 

a. Hardcode recording settings as necessary 

7. Save raw data 

8. Power down the blower using control panel 

9. On the PC in a new directory with the calibration executable programs convert the raw data to 

velocity vectors 

10. Run MakeCorrelateData.exe 

a. Answer questions as required 

b. Overlap pressure roughly 15% to smooth the hole region boundaries 

11. Run MakeCorrelateData.exe 
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a. Takes in the raw data file and outputs the calibration for each hole region and the reference 

flow condition 

12. Run CorrelateM3.exe 

a. This program requires the 8 files required in the previous step 

b. This program reads the raw data and creates a high angle and low angle calibration matrix 

to be used for subsequent arbitrary flow data 

13. Run AngleConvert.exe 

a. Generates an error file to check be used to check the associated error of a calibration 

 

Figure H.82: a sample total pressure error contour plot at all pitch and yaw angles 
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Figure H.83: an example axial velocity contour as the probe is rotated in the middle of the tube. As 

it is angled this simulates a decrease in axial speed but higher crosswind. 

The 7-hole probe can now be used in the LSWT to record three-component velocity, total and dynamic 

pressure at the probe head. A genetic data set is related to the calibration matrix to convert a series of 

pressure box values to the actual flow vector. It is now up to the user to run stability and resolution tests on 

the 7-hole probe to ensure data is recorded in a statistically meaningful way. Generally, this means ~ 1 

second of settling time at each unique point, ~2 seconds of data recording and a recording frequency of 

~300 Hz. 

Software: 

The MATLAB code used to control the traversing stepper motors, record data and store is discussed here. 

For more information check the references mentioned earlier.  

‘LSWT.m’ is written for session based DAQ control. It can be used to traverse and record 7-hole probe 

pressures via a pressure transducer box and NI USB DAQ.  First a session is created and the DAQ channels 

are assigned. Sampling settings are hardcoded. The pressure box calibrations are read and the user is 

instructed to take a bias reading of the pressure box. The 2D positioner is zeroed and a set of desired 

measurement locations is read via text file. The program iterates through moving the probe and recording 

data until all points are completed. The data is then organized and written to a text file.  The code is not 

shown here but can be obtained from M. Zawislak or seen in his thesis or provided hard drive. 

7-hole Probe Measurement Procedure: 

This described how to record 7-hole probe data over a traversed plane in the LSWT. 
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Figure H.84: A 7-hole probe protrudes into the LSWT test section through a slot in the floor and is 

ready to record wake velocities. 

Pre-use: 

1. Secure the 7-hole probe to the clamshell mount under the LSWT 

2. Place pressure transducer box in reach (~3 feet) from the bottom end of the probe 

3. Connect the pressure box to the relevant DAQ and turn ON the connected PC 

4. Physically move the probe to the desired (0,0) coordinate 

5. Power on the motor controllers that drive the 2D positioner stepper motors 

6. Launch MATLAB and open ‘LSWT.m’ script or similar program 

7. Use Laser SOP, Fan Electronics SOP and LSWT SOP for starting those systems if needed 

a. Refer to appropriate SOP for safety and emergency protocols 

b. Refer to relevant SOP for guidance  

Use: 

1. When other systems are suitably operational and stabilized record 7-hole probe when ready 

2. Run ‘LSWT.m’ and follow built-in instructions 

a. Take bias reading by unplugging tubes from pressure box, recording voltage and re-

attaching tubes 

b. Check bias realism 

c. Record 7-hole data at each XY position according to input grid 

d. Save data 

3. Re-run ‘LSWT.m’ code to take another data set if desired or time permits 

Post-use: 

1. Shutdown systems in order of danger as outline in relevant SOPs 

2. Power down motor controllers  

3. With 7-hole probe calibration files in directory analyze the new raw data with ConverteM3.exe 

a. The measured data and calibration is used to determine two angles, the total and dynamic 

pressure that defines the flow at each traverse point 

b. Post-process as desired 

c. Backup data as necessary 

4. Shutdown PC and clean-up work area 

Warranty: 
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No warranties, probes and transducer boxes are made in-house and other equipment is too old.  

Storage and Handling: 

7-hole probes are very sensitive to damage, and damage to probe tips is often difficult to diagnose or 

recognize because it will not cause step changes in response. The tip should be protected from marring or 

chipping when not in use. It is recommended that a soft cap, such as a silicone tube, be placed over the 

probe tip when not in use. The probe neck must also be handled carefully, as it can be bent. Bending the 

probe neck will cause a bias error in the calculation of the pitch angle. This type of error is difficult to 

detect, because the probe neck bend angle is not typically consistent between probes. 7-hole probes should 

be handled by gripping the mounting stem and should not be hung from the probe neck when stored. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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H.8 Full-Scale CAD-to-Mesh SOP 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Turbofan CFD SOP 

M.Zawislak 

Dept. of Mech. and Mat. Eng. 

Queen’s University 

 

Note: Instructions are for qualified personnel not the general public. Please contact M. Zawislak and use 

the rest of the thesis to better your understanding of the procedures. Good luck. 

Introduction: 

This document describes the standard operating procedure for setting up a steady-RANS simulation of an 

axisymmetric turbofan using ANSYS software and a pre-existing Workbench casefile. The process is 

broken down from geometry generation to solving. An in-house fan source term model is applied using a 

UFD. 

Geometry: 

An Excel file is used to plot a series of lines making up the axisymmetric nacelle and engine geometry. 

Areas and angles are computer and compared to both literature and the EES model. When agreement is 

reached the x,y,z coordinates are stored in a .dat file to be imported into the ANSYS CAD software. 
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When the .dat file is ready open ANSYS Workbench, currently using 18.0, and access the project file 

‘aug15.wbpj’ this will bring up a home screen with previous cases. Select the top left corner of one of the 

cases, duplicate it. We will use it as a template. Rename the new case FFF-(next number). Open the 

Geometry, link 2, to launch DesignModeler. 

 

You will see the previously used geometry which we will now update. Right click the point import, edit, 

call the new coordinate file and then select the generate command always marked by a yellow lightning 

bolt.  
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If the number of points is the same, then the geometry will be successful altered. If this is not the case you 

will need to go step-by-step to recreate the geometry. Use the previous case as an example of the steps, they 

are roughly: 

1. Connect point to make lines 

2. Rotate and copy the points and lines about the x-axis 45 degrees 

3. Make surfaces 

4. Name part selection for surfaces and volumes (plenum, interduct, fan and stator for volumes) 

The final geometry should look like this. Use file and save the project and close D.M. 

 

 

 Meshing: 

Back in Workbench select the Mesh, link 3, to open ANSYS Meshing and read upstream data. You should 

recognize the geometry. Check for ‘Match Control’s for blue/red sizes being assigned on the rotationally 

symmetrical surface. Again, if problems arise use another case’s mesh to compare the process. If it looks 

good, then select the ‘Mesh’ in the drop down. Open the sizing controls and input desired details. Minimum 

cell sizes, growth rates and inflation are the key settings. Once ready right click the ‘Mesh’ and update or 

generate the mesh. The result should look like the following. Adjust settings and recompute as necessary. 

Save project and close the ANSYS Meshing software. 
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Solver: 

Next we need to grab the generated fluent case file. Select the Setup, link 4, to open Fluent and read 

upstream data. Launch 3D double precision with 4 processors on the local machine. Accept any firewall 

settings and ignore any errors at this time. Using File, export the case to a separate working directory named 

appropriately for the cell count and B.C.s for example. Close Fluent and Workbench. We no longer need 

past files.  

In the directory the should now place the UDF files ‘rotorturbV6.c’, ‘thread.mem.h’ and 

‘thread_mem_v1.0.c’ as well as the case.cas file that was exported and any journal files you plan on using 

to automate the process that is about to be described. 

Launch CMD Shell application. Launch Fluent by inserting its path into the command prompt. Select 3D, 

dp, 4 parallels. Use of the CMD Shell is necessary for the UDF. Ignore any errors when launched. 

 

Now is a good time to edit the ‘rotorturbV6.c’ file. Open it in a text editor. Search, ctrl F, for Omega. It is 

around line 90-100. Edit the const real Omega and Ma_rotor to values determined in the EES model. These 

are the only hardcoded values to determine FPR based on what is essentially inlet speed and rpm. Mean 

angular velocity at 3800 rpm is 398 rad/s and fan inlet Ma is around 0.6. Save and close the text editor. 

 

Now in Fluent load the case by using file and read case. Go to the Boundary Conditions drop down and 

do the following: 
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• check that the side surfaces are rotationally periodic. 

• Select the pressure under Operating Conditions as the static pressure at desired altitude, cruise is 

22,600 Pa.     

• Select the freestream inlet surface ‘vin’ and assign Pressure Inlet conditions of the Gauge Total 

Pressure (Pa) based on EES, for cruise this is inlet Po minus operating pressure and is around 11,850 

Pa. Temperature at cruise altitude is 216 K.  

• Select the engine intake surface, ‘ein’, and make it a Pressure Outlet with a target mass flow rate 

1/8th of the EES predicted core inlet mdot. This is 3.87 kg/s for the PW2040 at cruise.  

• Select the engine core outlet surface, ‘eout’, and make it a pressure inlet with a gauge total pressure 

(Pa) determined by EES, 21,400 Pa at cruise, and a total temperature, 775 K at cruise. 

This can be scripted in a journal for consistency and speed. 

 

Now it is time to compile the UDF, select the User Defined tab at the top bar. Select the functions drop 

down and open the ‘Compiled…’ window. Add both .c files to the source files and the .h file to the header 

files. Select build then load when ready. Under the User  Defined heading select the ‘Memory…’ link and 

check for 8 memory locations. Under function hooks check for 3 adjust hooks as seen the screenshot below. 

Then click the Execute on Demand button and execute the rotor_inputs. Basic cell counts, rotor location 

coordinates and tolerances are recorded. Check for realism as needed.  

Open the rotorturbV6.c and adjust the following if needed: 

• Changing pressure jump 

o rotorturbV7.c 

▪ real Ma_rotor axial at fan inlet 

▪ dp1 = function(Ma_rotor) or hard code 

• Tolerances for fine meshes 

o N_stator_rows controls mytol_stator 

o Same for rotor 

o # cells along the radial, keep coarse 

• Sources 

o UDMI(0) is x-mom 

o Sr, St are radial and tangential source terms later converted to Cartesian, see Fluent manual 

On CAC, a Linux based cluster, the following steps can be followed to compile the UDF. Compileudf is a 

script file, see folders. 
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1. compileudf. To run on CAC: 

a. put everything and go to your working directory on swlogin1 

b. use fluent 

c. use ansys18 

d. use icsmpi 

e. make sure (your udf).c and compileudf are in unix format (dos2unix compileudf) 

f. bash compileudf 

g. open fluent. -> /define/user-defined/compiled-functions load "libudf" 

h. Say your udf has a different filename, modify lines 22 and 54.  

i. Note that this works for v180 only – you will have to change paths on lines 12 and 54 for 

other versions. Also note that I commented the 2D directives. 

 

 

Next go to the Cell Zone Conditions under the Tree on the left. Select the Rotor2 and Stator2 and make 

sure both have the source terms for x,y,z momentum and the rotor will have energy as well. Src_1 for rotor 

and src_2 for stator. Check rotation axis is x-axis. 

 

Go to the Solution tab and input desired solver settings. The following describe the recommended settings: 

1. Solver: 
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a. Density-based, transonic 

b. Rk-e, non-equilibrium 

i. Swirl correction 

2. Method: 

a. Implicit formulation 

b. Roe-FDS 

3. Initialization: 

a. Run with steering and FMG initialization 

b. Change for future calculations, if not in WB RMB solution and continue solution 

4. Iterate: 

a. Iterate as needed for convergence 

5. Save: 

a. Save case and data and post process as needed 

b. Script data extraction, plane and line creation and force calculation 

Post Processing: 

• Fg_core = farfield s.noz.core X 8 

• Fg_by = farfield s.noz.by X 8 

• F_net = farfield (DeltaP + downstream x-mom – upstream x-mom) X 8 

• F_net = nearfield (1,0,0) net total X 8 

• Cx_core = meanline P.noz.core 

• Cx_by = meanline P.noz.by 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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I. Preliminary Testing 

 In this section, the preliminary experimental testing is detailed. This involved characterizing the 

wind tunnel, determining adequate traverse grid spacing, and studying the effects of weather on inlet 

conditions. Much of this content was lifted from(Zawislak 2016). 

I.1 Inlet Characterization 

 In Section B.1 the effects of Reynolds number on drag was discussed. Characterizations allowed 

for a more thorough understanding of the experimental results and the ability to compare findings with 

other research. Flow characterization was also required to match the experimental inlet conditions with the 

CFD boundary conditions.   

I.1.1 Test Section Axial Velocity  

 A CTA was used to characterize the test section flow. Two linear traverse lines were recorded at 

25 cm and 45 cm from the -z test-section wall on a 1 cm grid. Temporal data was averaged once the data 

sets were verified to be similar and free of abnormalities. Spacing transitioned to 5 cm at two times the 

boundary layer height. Figure I.1 illustrates the change in axial velocity approaching the floor 25 cm and 

45 cm from the -z side wall.  
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Figure I.1: Axial velocity, 𝒖, profiles recorded by the CTA at the LSWT traverse plane. 

 

 Both axial velocity profiles were similar. The freestream axial velocity was determined to be 31 

m/s ± 1 m/s and was used to normalize the profiles. 𝑅𝑒 based the maximum frontal area of the fan was  

6.1 × 105. A boundary layer thickness of 7.0 cm ± 0.5 cm was determined based on the wall distance when 

99% of the freestream velocity was reached. Stepper motor uncertainty was negligible. The more central 

profile had developed further based on the near wall curvature and corner affects. A 1/7th power law was 

inserted for comparison with the Blasius boundary layer for fully turbulent flow. Comparing this result 

to(Wexler 2013), whom did not have inlet honeycomb, showed more consistency between traverse 

locations and a reduction in boundary layer thickness at the traverse plane by approximately 3 cm.  
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I.1.2 Test Section Flow Uniformity 

 Flow asymmetry was studied by recording a full seven-hole probe traverse in the empty tunnel. 

Contours of the axial velocity, 𝒖, and vertical velocity, 𝒗, showed no discernable asymmetry, see 

 

Figure I.2. Secondary velocity, expected to be zero in the freestream, was within experimental uncertainty 

of 1 m/s. 
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Figure I.2: Traverse plane contours of x-velocity, 𝒖, (top) and y-velocity, 𝒗, (bottom) measured by a 

seven-hole probe in the empty wind tunnel.   

I.1.3 Test-Section Turbulence Intensity  

 Streamwise turbulence intensity was measured along the vertical hotwire profiles. Axial velocity 

fluctuations were recorded at 3 kHz for 30 s and 𝑇𝑢 was calculated. Figure I.3 illustrates the change in 

turbulence intensity approaching the test-section floor. As the flow was forced to reduce velocity near the 

wall, high speed and low speed flow mix and the turbulence intensity increased rapidly up to a maximum 
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of 7% with a high uncertainty of ±2%. Outside of the boundary layer, the turbulence intensity was 1.1% 

± 0.4% and showed much more consistency. Previous studies, before honeycomb installation, observed 

similar near wall behavior but found the core turbulence intensity was 3%(Wexler 2013).  

 

Figure I.3: Normalized x-velocity, 𝒖, and turbulence intensity, 𝑻𝒖, profiles taken at the traverse 

plane by a one-wire CTA. 

I.1.4 Turbulence Length Scale 

 The longitudinal integral length scale was estimated by taking an autocorrelation of the CTA 

velocity signal, probing for a pattern. The autocorrelation is a mathematical tool used to find the repeating 

periodic signal in a larger data set containing noise. In this case, the autocorrelation was applied to find the 

time between similar eddy structures. With a known mean velocity and sampling rate, time may be 

expressed as a distance. The distance between turbulence features obtained in this manner was defined as 
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the integral length scale of turbulence. It was concluded by (Pope 2000) that the distance between features 

when the autocorrelation was 0.1 gave an estimate for the integral length scale of isotropic turbulent flow. 

The autocorrelation obtained from data recorded at 3 kHz in the center of the test-section is shown in Figure 

I.4 and the script is available in Appendix K.4.2. The integral length scale of turbulence was therefore 

calculated to be between 0.1 m and 0.15 m. This information was successfully used in preliminary CFD 

studies to match the simulation of square duct flow to the experimental turbulence conditions.   

 

Figure I.4: Cross-autocorrelation, 𝑹𝒖𝒖, of one-wire CTA signal taken in the freestream flow. 

I.1.5 Turbulence Isotopy 

 The one-wire was limited to measuring x-direction fluctuations in velocity and should only be used 

in isotropic turbulent flows. Even if the core flow was isotropic, the near wall flow would not be, due to 

eddies being elongated at the boundary layer. One way of determining if the freestream had isotropic 

turbulence was by analyzing the energy spectrum of the core flow. The energy spectrum of a 213 data point 

signal was calculated using periodic FFTs of 29 samples with a segment overlap of 25% and filtered using 

a Hanning window, script available in Appendix K. The energy spectrums, normalized by the mean velocity 
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squared, at several locations along the traverse slot are compared with grid generated isotropic turbulence 

decay, a 5/3rd decay rate, in Figure I.5. 

 

Figure I.5: Normalized energy spectrum of hot-wire data taken at several locations. Distances 

relative to new origin translated to the bottom corner of the traverse plane. 

 

 Clearly, the LSWT turbulence structure was not grid generated decaying turbulence. The flow was 

anisotropic near the walls and in the core. All decay slopes were gentler than the expected -5/3 decay rate. 

Furthermore, larger energy transfer was observed where the flow was more two-dimensional. Corner 

measurements showed a stronger energy spectrum than the mid-wall, followed by the core flow. Interesting, 

(Wexler 2013) determined the core flow was isotropic prior to flow straightener installation and the near 

wall flow, because of eddy compression, was not. This suggests the flow straightener increased transverse 

turbulence while reducing the streamwise turbulence. As a result, the overall turbulence intensity was 

reduced at the cost of increased anisotropy. However, the overall turbulence levels were small and not 

expected to be an issue with RANS models assuming isotropic turbulence. 
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I.2 Traverse Grid Resolution 

 Wind tunnel testing costed time and electricity. The 75 hp blower was required to run for up to an 

hour for a single test and possibly several times a day. Once the required sampling method of each probe 

was identified (to achieve a statistically significant amount of data), the next way to reduce test duration 

was to minimize the traverse grid spacing. When factoring in the data recording time, settling time, and 

time to change traverse location each probe location took roughly 6 s. By halving the grid density, the test 

time could be essentially cut in two. It was determined that a 1 cm grid spacing was required for 7-hole 

probe measurements in the wake of the ducted fan with lobed mixing nozzle. Further refinement to 0.5 cm 

spacing achieved no discernible increasing in resolution. Meanwhile, 2 cm spacing resulted in a difference 

in net thrust outside of the probe uncertainty as well as muddling of the streamwise vortex structures.   

I.3 Weather Effects 

 The effects of weather on the LSWT test-section flow was studied by (Wexler 2013). Wexler 

recorded the local atmospheric pressure and temperature as well as the wind speed and direction using a 

weather monitor located near the entrance to the LSWT bell mouth inlet. The study showed that hot-wire 

measured freestream velocities were always within uncertainty of each other, regardless of weather. 

Turbulence intensity was noticeably affected by crosswind resulting in an increase from 3% to 4% between 

the most drastic tests.  Honeycomb flow straightener, not present in Wexler’s studies, had a stabilizing 

influence. The LSWT was never run during rain, snowfall, or inclement weather scenarios and always 

between 15oC and 25oC. 
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J. Ducted Fan Detailed Specifications 

 Detailed specifications of the Schubeler Technologies DS-215-DIA HST® ducted fan are provided 

here. 

J.1 Geometry 

 Detailed drawings were not available and the product had not come with CAD files. The 

dimensions provided in the user manual are shown in  

Figure J.1. They are used in part to recreate the fan in CAD using Siemens Solid Edge ST7.    

 

Ducted Fan Intake Fan Mounting Bracket 

A B  C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q 

195 202 103 160 45.5 200 195 268 208 8 96.5 99.5 220.5 239.5 25 70 M6x16 

 

Figure J.1. Dimensions [metric, mm] of the Schubeler Technologies DS-215-DIA HST® ducted fan.  
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J.2 Performance Extrapolation  

 The fan performance versus input power is provided here. Data in Table J-1 is from the 

manufacturer. The curve fit extrapolation in Figure J.2 was done to estimate performance at a reduced 

power setting necessary to meet electrical constraints and the desired velocity ratio.  

Table J-1. DS-215-DIA HST® ducted fan power versus performance operating specifications. 

Power Performance 

Voltage [V] Current [A] RPM [rev/min/100] Thrust [N] Jet Speed [m/s] Eff. [%] 

42 205 112 170 80 78 

43 210 115 175 81 79 

44 217 118 181 83 79 

45 224 120 189 85 80 

46 230 121 196 87 80 

47 238 125 205 89 80 

48 246 127 212 90 80 

49 254 130 221 91 81 

50 262 131 230 93 81 

51 271 134 240 95 82 

52 281 136 251 98 82 

 

 

Figure J.2. DS-215-DIA HST® ducted fan operating specifications extrapolated to low power. 
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J.3 Controller Information 

 The motor controller program, Controller 2 by MGM-Compro, requires many parameters to control 

the fan rpm safely and effectively according to the position of a throttle lever on a radius remote control. 

The parameters to be input into the Controller 2 software for the TMM 40063-3 motor controller to 

throttling the DS-215-DIA HST® ducted fan are provided in Table J-2. 

Table J-2. Parameters required by the motor controller software to control the ducted fan.  

Motor Controller Parameters 
Parameter Setting 

Load Type airplane (one way) 

Throttle Limits auto (until set) 

Battery Type auto 

# Cells auto 

Cut-off Voltage Per Cell only UNI (N/A) 

Free Wheel On/Yes (no synchro) 

# Motor Poles 10 

Motor PWM [kHz] 14 

Motor Timing [o] 20 

Spin Direction normal 

---------Advanced--------  
RPM Limits 14,000 

Battery Capacity N/A 

Empty Battery motor stop 

Motor Type Sensorless 

Deceleration Time 180 s 

Telemetry off 

  

Other Parameters 
Parameter Setting 

Motor Start soft/low 

Cooldown 3 min at 25% 
Max Voltage 

(of available power) 51.8 V 
Max Current 

(limit) 310 A 

Max Humidity 80% 

Temp. Range [oC] -10 to 30 
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K. Experimental Scripts 

 Examples of the major scripts used during experimentation are provided here to provide clarity to 

data extraction and processing methods and to assist future researchers.  

K.1 Geometry Generation 

 Programs were needed to automate and generate mixer geometries.    

K.1.1 Crest and Keel Curve Fit 

 KeelandCrest.m applies a curve fit to data from literature to provide a general function to define 

the crest and keel radius with axial distance.   

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

close all; clear all; clc; 

  

%% Lobe crest and keel analysis of NASA Mengle (2002) 

% data points (x,r) coordinates are put through curve fitting to describe 

%the shape of a lobed mixer's crest and keel curves 

  

% list point data for outer and inner lines 

x_out = [1.15 1.8 2.5 3.2] 

r_out = [3.23 3.5 3.7 3.8] 

  

x_in = [0.75 1.66 2.15 2.65 2.9] 

r_in = [3.14 3 2.74 2.5 2.37] 

  

% subtract by axial starting coordinate 

x_out = x_out - min(x_out) 

x_in = x_in - min(x_in) 

  

% subtract by closest radial coordinate to get origin 

r_out = r_out - min(r_out) 

r_in = r_in - max(r_in) 

  

%plot base data for visual 

figure(1) 

hold on 

plot(x_out,r_out,'r') 

plot(x_in,r_in,'b') 

axis([0 4 -2 2]) 

hold off 

  

%% Fit Outer and Inner to Linear 

[xData, yData] = prepareCurveData(x_out, r_out); 

ft1 = fittype('poly1') 

[fit_Lout, gof_Lout] = fit(xData, yData, ft1); 

clear xData yData 

[xData, yData] = prepareCurveData(x_in, r_in); 

[fit_Lin, gof_Lin] = fit(xData, yData, ft1); 

clear xData yData 

  

%% Fit Outer and Inner to Higher Polynomial  

[xData, yData] = prepareCurveData(x_out, r_out); 
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ft2 = fittype('poly2') 

[fit_Lout, gof_Lout] = fit(xData, yData, ft2); 

clear xData yData 

[xData, yData] = prepareCurveData(x_in, r_in); 

[fit_Lin, gof_Lin] = fit(xData, yData, ft2); 

clear xData yData 

  

%% Done 

% Analyze data for slope/angle 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

K.1.2 Experimental Mixing Nozzle Outlet Shape Generator 

 RoseMath.m creates the outlet shape of a lobed mixer based on several key design parameters.  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

%% Rose Math for Lobed Mixer Testing 

close all 

clear all 

clc 

  

%% Plotting 

theta = 0:0.01:2*pi; 

  

%RED 

k1 = 6; % 6 = 12 lobes 

c1 = 52; % keel 52 mm 

amp1 = 68; %height 68 mm 

r1 = amp1.*sin(k1.*theta).*sin(k1.*theta) + c1; 

  

%BLUE 

k2 = 12; %even 12 

c2 = 84; %middle lobe radius 84 

amp2 = 34; %half height 34 

r2 = amp2*sin(k2.*theta) + c2; 

  

%BLACK 

r3 = 97.*(zeros(size(theta))+1); % r_outer = 97.8 

figure(1) 

polarplot(theta,r1,'r') 

hold on 

polarplot(theta,r2,'b') 

polarplot(theta,r3,'k') 

hold off 

  

%% Analysis 

crest_red = c1+amp1; 

crest_blue = c2+amp2; 

  

keel_red = c1; 

keel_blue = c2-amp2; 

  

height_red = crest_red - keel_red; 

height_blue = crest_blue - keel_blue; 

  

a_red = (pi*amp1^2)/2 + pi*c1^2; 

a_blue = (pi*(2*amp2)^2)/2 + pi*keel_blue^2; 

  

r_inner = 52; %mm 

r_outer = 97; %mm 

a_conical = pi*r_outer^2 - pi*r_inner^2; %mm2 

  

%% Point Export 

[x_blue,y_blue] = pol2cart(theta,r2); 
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XY = [x_blue; y_blue]; 

XY = transpose(XY); 

figure(2) 

hold on 

plot(x_blue,y_blue) 

hold off 

datafile = fopen('LobeXY.txt','wt'); 

fprintf(datafile, '%f %f\n',transpose(XY)); 

fclose(datafile); 

  

%% Done 

fprintf('\n Code Complete')  

 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

K.1.3 Full-Scale Mixing Nozzle Outlet Shape Generator 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

%% LOBE MIXER DESIGN - FULLSCALE PARAMETRIC STUDY 

close all 

clear all 

clc 

%% Base Engine Parameters 

%hardcoded because base engine is contant during parametric study 

%units in [mm] 

%core cowling slope 

m_out = (590-323)./(2000-3545); %see excel  

%core bullet slope 

m_in = (330-0)./(2000-3300); %see excel 

  

%% Find Lobe Parameters 

%end of core cowling 

x_end_out = 2971; %choose end of lobe coordinate (same as beasic TE) 

x_end_in = 2971; 

y_end_out = -1.*(m_out.*(2000-x_end_out)-590);  

y_end_in = -1.*(m_in.*(2000-x_end_in)-330); 

%enter the parameters of the desired lobed mixer 

n_lobes = 16; 

lambda = 2*pi.*y_end_out/n_lobes; %input radius of outer cowling at lobe end 

h = 2.3*lambda; %lobed height, *adapt to match areas* 

l = 1.2.*h;%lobed mixer length, *vary in param study* 

n = 1; 

crest = 0.5^n.*h; %lobe crest height *vary in param study* 

keel = 0.5^n.*h; %lobe keel height *vary in param study* 

scalloping = 0; %reminder to scallop or not 

  

%start of mixer 

x_start = x_end_out-l; %changes depending on length 

y_out = -1.*(m_out.*(2000-x_start)-590);  

y_in = -1.*(m_in.*(2000-x_start)-330); 

  

% middle y's 

h_max = y_end_out + crest; 

h_min = y_end_out-keel; 

h_mid = (h_max+h_min)/2; 

  

  

%% Lobe Point Generation 

%theta = pi/4:0.01:pi/2; 

theta = 0:0.01:2*pi; 

%BLUE 

k2 = n_lobes; %even 

c2 = h_mid; %middle lobe radius 84 

amp2 = h./2; %half height 34 

r_lobe = amp2*sin(k2.*theta+pi) + c2; %pi/2 to shift maxima 
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%% Default Nozzle Comparison 

%Start of Nozzle - RED 

r_in = y_in.*(zeros(size(theta))+1); 

r_out = y_out.*(zeros(size(theta))+1); 

  

%End Default Nozzle - BLACK 

r_end = y_end_out.*(zeros(size(theta))+1); % r_outer = 97.8 

  

r_lobe = r_lobe./1.2; %area correciton for mdot at Po To 

  

%plot 

figure(1) 

polarplot(theta,r_lobe,'b') 

hold on 

polarplot(theta,r_in,'r') 

polarplot(theta,r_out,'r') 

polarplot(theta,r_end,'k') 

hold off 

  

%% Integral 

r_block_by = r_lobe; 

r_block_by(r_block_by<=323)= 323; 

[x_by,y_by] = pol2cart(theta,r_block_by); 

A_block_by1 = abs(trapz(x_by, y_by)); 

a_core = pi*323^2; %mm^2 

a_bypass = pi*638^2 - pi*323^2; %mm^2 

A_block_by2 = A_block_by1 - a_core; 

AbA17 = A_block_by2/a_bypass; 

  

r_block_c = r_lobe; 

r_block_c(r_block_c>=323)= 323; 

[x_c,y_c] = pol2cart(theta,r_block_c); 

A_block_c1 = abs(trapz(x_c, y_c)); 

A_block_c2 = a_core - A_block_c1; 

AbA7 = A_block_c2/a_core; 

  

%% Metrics of Lobed Mixer 

%check metrics with desired input 

crest_lobe = c2+amp2; 

keel_lobe = c2-amp2; 

h_lobe = crest_lobe - keel_lobe; 

  

  

%area check 

a_lobe = (pi*(2*amp2)^2)/2 + pi*keel_lobe^2; %mm^2 

a_conical = pi*y_end_out^2; %mm^2 

area1 = 2.*pi.*c2 - (2.*amp2.*sin(pi.*k2).^2)./k2; 

a_mixer_good = (1/(8*k2))*(  4*pi*amp2^2*k2  + amp2^2*(-1*sin(4*pi*k2)) + 8*amp2*c2*cos(2*pi*k2)  

- 8*amp2*c2  + 8*pi*k2*c2^2  );                           

  

  

%% Point Export 

% in YZ-plane 

theta_export = pi/4:pi/256:pi/2; 

r_export = amp2*sin(k2.*theta_export+(pi/2)) + c2; %pi/2 to shift maxima 

r_export = (r_export - 42.5)*0.939; %area correciton for mdot at Po To 

[z_lobe,y_lobe] = pol2cart(theta_export,r_export); 

x_lobe = x_end_out.*ones([1 length(theta_export)]); 

group = ones([1 length(theta_export)]); 

points = linspace(1,length(group),length(group)); 

group = transpose(group); 

points = transpose(points); 

x_lobe = transpose(x_lobe); 

y_lobe = transpose(y_lobe); 

z_lobe = transpose(z_lobe); 

XYZ = [group points x_lobe y_lobe z_lobe]; 

  

r_max = max(r_export); 

r_min = min(r_export); 

r_mid = (r_max+r_min)/2; 
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%notch size 

h_notch = ((r_max-r_min)/2)*0.85; %this is minor axis 

notch_max = r_mid+h_notch; 

notch_min = r_mid-h_notch; 

x_start = 2530; 

l_notch2 = (x_end_out-x_start)*0.7; %this is major axis 

l_notch3 = (x_end_out-x_start)*4.65; %this is major axis 

  

% indices of notch (x point to be affected) 

k1 = find(r_export<=notch_max & r_export>=notch_min);  

[k2,k3] = min(abs(r_export-r_mid)); 

  

%notch profile (x reduction) 

x_lobe1=x_lobe; 

x_lobe2=x_lobe; 

x_lobe3=x_lobe; 

x_lobe1(k1) = x_lobe(k1) - ( h_notch^2 - (abs(r_export(k1)'-r_mid)).^2 ).^0.5; %circle 

x_lobe2(k1) = x_lobe(k1) - ( (l_notch2/2)^2*(1-(abs(r_export(k1)'-r_mid).^2/h_notch^2)) ).^0.5; 

%elipse 

x_offset = (x_end_out-x_start)/0.5+25; 

x_lobe3(k1) = x_lobe(k1) - ( (l_notch3/2)^2*(1-(abs(r_export(k1)'-r_mid).^2/(h_notch*2)^2)) 

).^0.5 + x_offset; %offset elipse 

x_lobe3(x_lobe3>x_end_out) = x_end_out; 

  

%combine again (use 1, 2 or 3) 

XYZ = [group points x_lobe3 y_lobe z_lobe]; 

  

figure(2) 

hold on 

plot(z_lobe,y_lobe) 

axis([0 700 0 700]) 

hold off 

  

figure(3) 

hold on 

plot(x_lobe1) 

plot(x_lobe2) 

plot(x_lobe3) 

axis([0 70 x_start (x_end_out+x_offset)]) 

hold off 

  

%ANSYS Design Modeler Point Inport Format 

datafile = fopen('LobeXY-scal.txt','wt'); 

fprintf(datafile, '# List of Point Coordinates for Lobed Mixer\n'); 

fprintf(datafile, '# Format is: integer Group, integer ID, X, Y, Z\n'); 

fprintf(datafile, '# # all spaces delimited \n'); 

fprintf(datafile, '# Group1    x    y   z\n'); 

fprintf(datafile, '%f %f %f %f %f\n',transpose(XYZ)); 

fclose(datafile); 

  

%% Done 

fprintf('\n Code Complete') 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

K.2 Loadcell Measurements 

K.2.1 Main Script 

 getGammaFT.m calls getBias.m and getFT.m to setup, bias, read and process data from two 

laodcells. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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%% Reading Force and Torque from Two ATI Gamma Transducers with an NI-USB-6218 DAQ 

% Emile Flavin 

% June 7, 2018 

  

%% 

clear all; clc; 

date = datetime('now'); 

  

%   Setting up the session 

fprintf('\nSetting up the session and recording bias data...\n\n'); 

s = daq.createSession('ni'); 

ch = [0 1 2 3 4 5 16 17 18 19 20 21];   %Set input pins on DAQ 

sCh(1:length(ch)) = addAnalogInputChannel(s, 'Dev1', ch, 'Voltage'); 

s.Rate = 62;    %Set sampling rate 

s.DurationInSeconds = 10;    %Set sampling time 

for i = 1:length(ch) 

    sCh(i).Range = [-10 10];   %Setting range (see page 37 of manual, OutputRange of calibration 

file is 20) 

end 

clear i 

  

%   Getting and reporting bias data 

biasdata = startForeground(s); 

bias_voltage_12156 = biasdata(:,1:6); 

bias_voltage_22078 = biasdata(:,7:12); 

  

[bias_12156, bias_22078] = getBias(bias_voltage_12156, bias_voltage_22078); 

  

fprintf('FT12156 Bias \n Fx = %.3f N ; Fy = %.3f N ; Fz = %.3f N ; Tx = %.3f Nm; Ty = %.3f Nm; Tz 

= %.3f Nm\n', bias_12156(1), bias_12156(2), bias_12156(3), bias_12156(4), bias_12156(5), 

bias_12156(6)) 

fprintf('FT22078 Bias \n Fx = %.3f N ; Fy = %.3f N ; Fz = %.3f N ; Tx = %.3f Nm; Ty = %.3f Nm; Tz 

= %.3f Nm\n\n', bias_22078(1), bias_22078(2), bias_22078(3), bias_22078(4), bias_22078(5), 

bias_22078(6)) 

  

%   Setting up the test 

prompt1 = 'Enter desired testing sampling rate (Hz):  '; 

rate = input(prompt1); 

s.Rate = rate; 

prompt2 = '\nEnter desired test duration (s):  '; 

dur = input(prompt2); 

s.DurationInSeconds = dur; 

prompt = '\nSetup complete. Press Enter to begin the test.\n'; 

str = input(prompt, 's'); 

fprintf('Recording data...\n'); 

  

go = 1; 

while go == 1 

%   Getting and reporting force and torque data 

if isempty(str) 

    data = startForeground(s); 

end 

clear str  

  

voltage_12156 = data(:,1:6); 

voltage_22078 = data(:,7:12); 

  

[FT_12156, FT_22078, all_data] = getFT(voltage_12156, voltage_22078, bias_12156, bias_22078); 

  

%   Writing FT data to a .txt file 

prompt3 = '\nEnter the name of the file you would like to save your data to (MUST end in .txt):  

'; 

str = input(prompt3, 's'); 

datafile = fopen(str,'w'); 

fprintf(datafile, '%s Sampling Frequency = %.1f Hz, Sampling Time = %.1f s \r\n\r\n',date, rate, 

dur); 

fprintf(datafile,'%6s %6s %6s %6s %6s %6s %6s %6s %6s %6s %6s %6s %6s %6s\r\n', 'FT12156','Fx 

[N]','Fy [N]','Fz [N]','Tx (Anderson, Povinelli, and Gerstenmaier)','Ty (Anderson, Povinelli, and 

Gerstenmaier)','Tz (Anderson, Povinelli, and Gerstenmaier)', 'FT22078','Fx [N]','Fy [N]','Fz 

[N]','Tx (Anderson, Povinelli, and Gerstenmaier)','Ty (Anderson, Povinelli, and 

Gerstenmaier)','Tz (Anderson, Povinelli, and Gerstenmaier)'); 
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fprintf(datafile,'%13.2f %6.2f %6.2f %7.2f %7.2f %7.2f %14.2f %6.2f %6.2f %7.2f %7.2f %7.2f\r\n', 

transpose(all_data)); 

fclose(datafile); 

%%% If you want an excel file instead of a text file uncomment the 2 lines below and take 

%%% out the 5 lines above this 

% xlswrite(str, all_data); 

% fprintf('\nTest complete, the "%s" data file has been saved to your current folder.\n',str) 

clear str; 

  

%   Ask user if they want statistics 

prompt4 = ('\nPress Enter to see the mean, maximums, minimums, and standard deviations of your 

data.\n'); 

str = input(prompt4, 's'); 

if isempty(str) 

    fprintf('From FT12156: \n   Mean: Fx = %.1f N; Fy = %.1f N; Fz = %.1f N; Tx = %.1f Nm; Ty = 

%.1f Nm; Tz = %.1f Nm\n', mean(all_data(:,1)), mean(all_data(:,2)), mean(all_data(:,3)), 

mean(all_data(:,4)), mean(all_data(:,5)), mean(all_data(:,6))); 

    fprintf('   Max: Fx = %.1f N; Fy = %.1f N; Fz = %.1f N; Tx = %.1f Nm; Ty = %.1f Nm; Tz = %.1f 

Nm \n', max(all_data(:,1)), max(all_data(:,2)), max(all_data(:,3)), max(all_data(:,4)), 

max(all_data(:,5)), max(all_data(:,6))); 

    fprintf('   Min: Fx = %.1f N; Fy = %.1f N; Fz = %.1f N; Tx = %.1f Nm; Ty = %.1f Nm; Tz = %.1f 

Nm \n', min(all_data(:,1)), min(all_data(:,2)), min(all_data(:,3)), min(all_data(:,4)), 

min(all_data(:,5)), min(all_data(:,6))); 

    fprintf('   Standard Deviation: Fx = %.1f N; Fy = %.1f N; Fz = %.1f N; Tx = %.1f Nm; Ty = 

%.1f Nm; Tz = %.1f Nm \n', std(all_data(:,1)), std(all_data(:,2)), std(all_data(:,3)), 

std(all_data(:,4)), std(all_data(:,5)), std(all_data(:,6))); 

    fprintf('From FT22078: \n   Mean: Fx = %.1f N; Fy = %.1f N; Fz = %.1f N; Tx = %.1f Nm; Ty = 

%.1f Nm; Tz = %.1f Nm\n', mean(all_data(:,7)), mean(all_data(:,8)), mean(all_data(:,9)), 

mean(all_data(:,10)), mean(all_data(:,11)), mean(all_data(:,12))); 

    fprintf('   Max: Fx = %.1f N; Fy = %.1f N; Fz = %.1f N; Tx = %.1f Nm; Ty = %.1f Nm; Tz = %.1f 

Nm \n', max(all_data(:,7)), max(all_data(:,8)), max(all_data(:,9)), max(all_data(:,10)), 

max(all_data(:,11)), max(all_data(:,12))); 

    fprintf('   Min: Fx = %.1f N; Fy = %.1f N; Fz = %.1f N; Tx = %.1f Nm; Ty = %.1f Nm; Tz = %.1f 

Nm \n', min(all_data(:,7)), min(all_data(:,8)), min(all_data(:,9)), min(all_data(:,10)), 

min(all_data(:,11)), min(all_data(:,12))); 

    fprintf('   Standard Deviation: Fx = %.1f N; Fy = %.1f N; Fz = %.1f N; Tx = %.1f Nm; Ty = 

%.1f Nm; Tz = %.1f Nm \n', std(all_data(:,7)), std(all_data(:,8)), std(all_data(:,9)), 

std(all_data(:,10)), std(all_data(:,11)), std(all_data(:,12))); 

end 

  

prompt5 = ('\n To output these stats to a .txt file, enter the file name of your choice (MUST end 

in .txt):  '); 

str2 = input(prompt5, 's'); 

  

if isempty(str2) ~= 1 

    datafile2 = fopen(str2,'w'); 

    fprintf(datafile2,'%s\r\n', date); 

    fprintf(datafile2,'From FT12156: \n   Mean: Fx = %.1f N; Fy = %.1f N; Fz = %.1f N; Tx = %.1f 

Nm; Ty = %.1f Nm; Tz = %.1f Nm\r\n', mean(all_data(:,1)), mean(all_data(:,2)), 

mean(all_data(:,3)), mean(all_data(:,4)), mean(all_data(:,5)), mean(all_data(:,6))); 

    fprintf(datafile2,'   Max: Fx = %.1f N; Fy = %.1f N; Fz = %.1f N; Tx = %.1f Nm; Ty = %.1f Nm; 

Tz = %.1f Nm \r\n', max(all_data(:,1)), max(all_data(:,2)), max(all_data(:,3)), 

max(all_data(:,4)), max(all_data(:,5)), max(all_data(:,6))); 

    fprintf(datafile2,'   Min: Fx = %.1f N; Fy = %.1f N; Fz = %.1f N; Tx = %.1f Nm; Ty = %.1f Nm; 

Tz = %.1f Nm \r\n', min(all_data(:,1)), min(all_data(:,2)), min(all_data(:,3)), 

min(all_data(:,4)), min(all_data(:,5)), min(all_data(:,6))); 

    fprintf(datafile2,'   Standard Deviation: Fx = %.1f N; Fy = %.1f N; Fz = %.1f N; Tx = %.1f 

Nm; Ty = %.1f Nm; Tz = %.1f Nm \r\n', std(all_data(:,1)), std(all_data(:,2)), std(all_data(:,3)), 

std(all_data(:,4)), std(all_data(:,5)), std(all_data(:,6))); 

    fprintf(datafile2,'From FT22078: \n   Mean: Fx = %.1f N; Fy = %.1f N; Fz = %.1f N; Tx = %.1f 

Nm; Ty = %.1f Nm; Tz = %.1f Nm\r\n', mean(all_data(:,7)), mean(all_data(:,8)), 

mean(all_data(:,9)), mean(all_data(:,10)), mean(all_data(:,11)), mean(all_data(:,12))); 

    fprintf(datafile2,'   Max: Fx = %.1f N; Fy = %.1f N; Fz = %.1f N; Tx = %.1f Nm; Ty = %.1f Nm; 

Tz = %.1f Nm \r\n', max(all_data(:,7)), max(all_data(:,8)), max(all_data(:,9)), 

max(all_data(:,10)), max(all_data(:,11)), max(all_data(:,12))); 

    fprintf(datafile2,'   Min: Fx = %.1f N; Fy = %.1f N; Fz = %.1f N; Tx = %.1f Nm; Ty = %.1f Nm; 

Tz = %.1f Nm \r\n', min(all_data(:,7)), min(all_data(:,8)), min(all_data(:,9)), 

min(all_data(:,10)), min(all_data(:,11)), min(all_data(:,12))); 

    fprintf(datafile2,'   Standard Deviation: Fx = %.1f N; Fy = %.1f N; Fz = %.1f N; Tx = %.1f 

Nm; Ty = %.1f Nm; Tz = %.1f Nm \r\n', std(all_data(:,7)), std(all_data(:,8)), std(all_data(:,9)), 

std(all_data(:,10)), std(all_data(:,11)), std(all_data(:,12))); 
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    fclose(datafile2); 

end 

    user_entry = input('Continue Measurments? y or n !Warning: Starts Immediately!\n','s'); 

%multiple measurements for one bias reading 

    if user_entry == 'y' 

        go=1; 

    else 

        go=0; 

    end 

%   Complete 

end 

fprintf('\nTest complete.'); 

clear ans; clear prompt1; clear prompt2; clear prompt3;clear prompt4; clear prompt5; clear str; 

clear str2; clear datafile; clear datafile2; clear prompt; clear i; clear n; clear p; 

     

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

K.2.2 Biasing 

 Function getBias.m is called by getGammaFT.m. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

function [bias_12156, bias_22078] = getBias(bias_voltages_12156, bias_voltages_22078) 

% This function reads voltage data from two ATI Gamma sensors and converts 

% it to forces and torques using the given calibration matrices. The data 

% is averaged to produce a bias reading. 

  

% Reading calibration files 

cal_22078 = dlmread('FT22078_conversion_matrix.txt', ' '); 

unscaled_cal_12156 = dlmread('FT12156_unscaled_conversion_matrix.txt', ' '); 

scale_factor_12156 = dlmread('FT12156_scale_factors.txt', ' ')'; 

for i = 1:6 

    cal_12156(i,:) = unscaled_cal_12156(i,:)/scale_factor_12156(i); 

end 

clear i 

  

trans_12156 = transpose(bias_voltages_12156); 

trans_22078 = transpose(bias_voltages_22078); 

  

FT_12156 = cal_12156*trans_12156; 

FT_22078 = cal_22078*trans_22078; 

FT_12156 = transpose(FT_12156); 

FT_22078 = transpose(FT_22078); 

  

bias_12156 = mean(FT_12156); 

bias_22078 = mean(FT_22078); 

  

end 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

K.2.3 Applying Calibration 

 Function getFT.m is called by getGammaFT.m. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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function [FT_12156, FT_22078, all_data] = getFT(voltages_12156, voltages_22078,bias_12156, 

bias_22078) 

% This function reads voltage data from two ATI Gamma sensors and converts 

% it to forces and torques using the given calibration matrices. 

  

% Reading calibration files 

cal_22078 = dlmread('FT22078_conversion_matrix.txt', ' '); 

unscaled_cal_12156 = dlmread('FT12156_unscaled_conversion_matrix.txt', ' '); 

scale_factor_12156 = dlmread('FT12156_scale_factors.txt', ' ')'; 

for i = 1:6 

    cal_12156(i,:) = unscaled_cal_12156(i,:)/scale_factor_12156(i); 

end 

clear i 

  

trans_12156 = transpose(voltages_12156); 

trans_22078 = transpose(voltages_22078); 

  

FT_12156 = cal_12156*trans_12156; 

FT_22078 = cal_22078*trans_22078; 

FT_12156 = transpose(FT_12156); 

FT_22078 = transpose(FT_22078); 

  

for i = 1:6 

    for j = 1:length(FT_12156(:,1)) 

        FT_12156(j,i) = FT_12156(j,i) - bias_12156(i); 

        FT_22078(j,i) = FT_22078(j,i) - bias_22078(i); 

    end 

end 

  

  

for i = 1:6 

    for j = 1:length(FT_12156(:,1)) 

        all_data(j,i) = FT_12156(j,i); 

    end 

end 

  

for i = 7:12 

    for j = 1:length(FT_22078(:,1)) 

        all_data(j,i) = FT_22078(j,i-6); 

    end 

end 

  

end 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

K.3 Seven-hole Probe Measurements 

 Program LSWT_P1.m used to obtain traverse data from a single seven-hole probe and a reference 

probe. The program must setup the DAQ, read pressure transducer calibration information, record bias data, 

and obtain seven-hole probe measurements on a traverse grid navigated through stepper motor control. 

Measurements are averaged and stored in an output text file.  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

%% READ ME 

% Code by Maverick S. Zawislak, 2018 

% Run DAQ of LSWT Bypass Fan test 

% 2 7hole probes, 2D traverse and thermocouple 

%% Setup the DAQ 
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%clean workspace 

close all; clear all; clc; 

%record date for filing data 

date = datetime('now'); 

  

%   Setting up the session 

fprintf('\nSetting up the session...\n\n'); 

global SP 

s = daq.createSession('ni'); 

%List desired channel in appropriate type 

Pch = [16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23]; 

Pch1 = Pch(1:8); %transducer box 1 

  

%Add channel to DAQ with desired type 

sch(1:(length(Pch1))) = addAnalogInputChannel(s, 'Dev2', Pch, 'Voltage'); 

%sch(1:4) = addAnalogInputChannel(s, 'Dev4', Pch, 'Voltage'); 

%sch(length(Pch):(length(Pch)+length(Tch))) = addAnalogInputChannel(s, 'Dev4', Tch, 'Voltage'); 

  

%Sampling Specs. 

SettlingTime = 0.5; 

s.Rate = 200;    %Set sampling rate 

rate = s.Rate; 

s.DurationInSeconds = 2.5;    %Set sampling time 

dur = s.DurationInSeconds; 

  

for i=1:length(Pch) 

    sch(i).Range = [-5 5];    %range depends on sensor  

end 

clear i 

  

%Pressure Box Calibation File(s) 

[Cal7HP1(:,1), Cal7HP1(:,2), Cal7HP1(:,3)] = textread('PSD.txt', '%f %f %f'); 

  

SP = serial('COM1'); %motors on COM1 

set(SP,'Timeout',60); 

  

% Read in xy point file 

% Specify the desired X-Y file here.  Points in meters 

[Point(:,1), Point(:,2)] = textread('xy-line.txt', '%f %f'); 

  

fprintf('\nSetup Complete - Proceed to Record Bias Data Data...\n\n'); 

  

%% Offset is Recorded for Pressure Transducers  

% Zero Offset Pressure Transducers 

fprintf('\n Transducer Offsets \n'); 

fprintf('\n Please Disconnect all Pressure Lines from the Transducers and Press Any Key To 

Continue \n'); 

pause 

  

biasraw = startForeground(s); 

for i = 1:(length(Pch)) 

    biasdata(i) = mean(biasraw(:,i)); 

end %for 

  

for i = 1:length(Pch1) 

    biasdataP1(i) = biasdata(i) * Cal7HP1(i,1) + Cal7HP1(i,2); 

end %for 

  

clear i 

fprintf('\n The 7 Hole Probe Zero Offset Pressures are as follows: \n'); 

fprintf('Bias \n P1 = %.3f; P2 = %.3f; P3 = %.3f; P4 = %.3f; P5 = %.3f; P6 = %.3f; P7 = %.3f; P8 

= %.3f;\n', biasdataP1(1), biasdataP1(2), biasdataP1(3), biasdataP1(4), biasdataP1(5), 

biasdataP1(6), biasdataP1(7), biasdataP1(8)); 

fprintf('\n Restart the Program if the Offsets are not Reasonable \n'); 

fprintf('\n Press Any Key To Continue \n'); 

pause 

  

%% Record Test Data at Each Traverse Point 

% Getting Raw Data for test 

ResultsFile = fopen('data.txt', 'wt'); 
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% Motor Settings and Initializations 

C4Num = 1; 

XPerStep = 0.000127; % units of m/step 

YPerStep = 0.000127/4; % units of m/step 

  

% Set motor speeds and ramp ups 

%set to limit vibration and run time 

fopen(SP); 

fprintf(SP, '!1wv1,500,500,100'); 

fprintf(SP, '!1wv2,1000,1000,500'); 

fclose(SP); 

  

XCurr = 0; 

YCurr = 0; 

  

% WallIndex = nWallSamples-1; 

tic 

for i = 1:length(Point) 

    % Move Traverse to point i 

    % 

    %Test Running:::::::: 

    % global SP 

    %SP = serial('COM1'); 

    %set(SP,'Timeout',60); 

    %moveTrav(1,0.000127,0.00003175,0,0,0.05,0.05) 

    %:::::::::::::: 

    [XCurr, YCurr] = moveTrav(C4Num, XPerStep, YPerStep, XCurr, YCurr, Point(i,1), Point(i,2)); 

    pause(SettlingTime); 

     

    Message = ['\nPoint ' num2str(i) ' of ' num2str(length(Point(:,2))) ', Coordinates ' 

num2str(1000*Point(i,1)) ', ' num2str(1000*Point(i,2)) '\n']; 

    fprintf(Message); 

     

    % Read the pressures and temperatures 

    data = startForeground(s); 

  

    Vp = data(:,1:length(Pch)); 

    Vp1 = Vp(:,1:length(Pch1)); 

     %!!!!!!!!!!!need to average!!!!!!!!!!!% 

   

    for j = 1:(length(Pch)) 

        Vp1_avg(j) = mean(Vp1(:,j)); 

    end %for 

    clear j 

     

    % Process Pressures 

    for j = 1:length(Pch1) 

        P1s(:,j) = Vp1_avg(:,j) * Cal7HP1(j,1) + Cal7HP1(j,2) - biasdataP1(j); 

    end %for     

    clear j 

      

    % Write data to output file 

    Results(1) = Point(i,1); 

    Results(2) = Point(i,2); 

    Results(3) = P1s(1); 

    Results(4) = P1s(2); 

    Results(5) = P1s(3); 

    Results(6) = P1s(4); 

    Results(7) = P1s(5); 

    Results(8) = P1s(6); 

    Results(9) = P1s(7); 

    Results(10) = P1s(8); 

     

    fprintf(ResultsFile, '%9.6f %9.6f %9.3f %9.3f %9.3f %9.3f %9.3f %9.3f %9.3f %9.3f\n', 

Results); 

     

    clear Results 

    clear P1s 

    clear data 

  

end %for 
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fclose(ResultsFile); 

delete(SP); 

  

%% Seperate Data Files 

  

Raw = importdata('data.txt'); 

data7hp1 = Raw(:,[1:10]); 

  

%   Complete 

fprintf('\nTest complete.');   

  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

K.4 Data Reduction 

 Scripts used to post-process data obtained from the seven-hole probe traverse. Averaged data is 

plotted, integrated and analyzed for uncertainty. 

K.4.1 Experimental Post-Processing Example 

 TraverseAnalysis2.m, used to post-process traverse data from the lobed mixer with the LSWT on. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

% Maverick Zawislak 2017 

% This script reads an exit plane traverse data file and calculates 

% derivatives in the exit plane 

%  

  

%% Process: 

% -Read the datafile 

% -Determine the grid structure 

% -Interpret the unstructured dataset into a structured form 

% -Perform calculations on the structured dataset 

  

% LIMITATIONS: 

% - The grid must be structured and rectangular (will work for 

% circular grids but will insert a lot of zeros that must be removed later) 

% - All derivatives are first order central differencing 

% - Boundary derivatives are forward/backward first order differencing 

  

clear all 

close all 

clc 

%% Parameters 

inFileName = 'results.dat'; 

nVars = 10; 

nHeaders = 3; 

%% Read the Datafile 

InputFile = fopen(inFileName); 

  

inFormat = '%n'; 

proto = ' %n'; 

for a = 1:(nVars-1) 

    inFormat = strcat(inFormat, proto); 

end 

indata(:,:) = textscan(InputFile, inFormat, 'HeaderLines', nHeaders); 

fclose(InputFile); 

clear ans InputFile inFileName nHeaders inFormat proto 
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% Data structure is as follows: 

% 1 - X 

% 2 - Y 

% 3 - u 

% 4 - v 

% 5 - w 

% 6 - V 

% 7 - Ps 

% 8 - Pt 

% 9 - T 

% 10 - rho 

% 11 - Sector (sometimes) 

  

% Read the array variables into a matrix 

for a = 1:nVars 

    RawData(:,a) = indata{a}; 

end 

clear indata nVars 

  

%% Determine the Grid Structure 

% Extract and sort the unique values of X and Y into vectors, and then get 

% their length.  This fixes the size of the grid 

X = sort(unique(RawData(:,1))); 

Y = sort(unique(RawData(:,2))); 

  

Nx = length(X); 

Ny = length(Y); 

  

u = zeros(Nx,Ny); 

v = zeros(Nx,Ny); 

w = zeros(Nx,Ny); 

Ps = zeros(Nx,Ny); 

Pt = zeros(Nx,Ny); 

T = zeros(Nx,Ny); 

rho = zeros(Nx,Ny); 

  

%% Read the unstructured data into the structured arrays created above 

for a = 1:length(RawData) 

%   For each point in the unstructured dataset, find the structured grid 

%   index and put data from that point in that location in the structured 

%   grid 

    Xind = find(X==RawData(a,1)); 

    Yind = find(Y==RawData(a,2)); 

     

    u(Xind,Yind) = RawData(a,3); 

    v(Xind,Yind) = RawData(a,4); 

    w(Xind,Yind) = RawData(a,5); 

    Ps(Xind,Yind) = RawData(a,7); 

    Pt(Xind,Yind) = RawData(a,8); 

    T(Xind,Yind) = RawData(a,9); 

    rho(Xind,Yind) = RawData(a,10); 

end 

clear a Xind Yind RawData 

  

%% Calculate Derivatives for Vorticity 

% Initialize the matrices 

dudx = zeros(Nx,Ny); 

dudy = zeros(Nx,Ny); 

dvdx = zeros(Nx,Ny); 

dvdy = zeros(Nx,Ny); 

dwdx = zeros(Nx,Ny); 

dwdy = zeros(Nx,Ny); 

  

dPsdx = zeros(Nx,Ny); 

dPsdy = zeros(Nx,Ny); 

  

dPtdx = zeros(Nx,Ny); 

dPtdy = zeros(Nx,Ny); 

  

dTdx = zeros(Nx,Ny); 

dTdy = zeros(Nx,Ny); 
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% Calculate x-derivatives 

for a = 2:(Nx-1) 

    for b = 1:Ny 

        dudx(a,b) = ( u(a+1,b) - u(a-1,b) ) / ( X(a+1) - X(a-1)); 

        dvdx(a,b) = ( v(a+1,b) - v(a-1,b) ) / ( X(a+1) - X(a-1)); 

        dwdx(a,b) = ( w(a+1,b) - w(a-1,b) ) / ( X(a+1) - X(a-1)); 

         

        dPsdx(a,b) = ( Ps(a+1,b) - Ps(a-1,b) ) / ( X(a+1) - X(a-1)); 

        dPtdx(a,b) = ( Pt(a+1,b) - Pt(a-1,b) ) / ( X(a+1) - X(a-1)); 

  

        dTdx(a,b) = ( T(a+1,b) - T(a-1,b) ) / ( X(a+1) - X(a-1)); 

    end 

end 

  

% X-derivatives at boundaries 

for b = 1:Ny 

    dudx(1,b) = ( u(2,b) - u(1,b) ) / ( X(2) - X(1)); 

    dvdx(1,b) = ( v(2,b) - v(1,b) ) / ( X(2) - X(1)); 

    dwdx(1,b) = ( w(2,b) - w(1,b) ) / ( X(2) - X(1)); 

     

    dPsdx(1,b) = ( Ps(2,b) - Ps(1,b) ) / ( X(2) - X(1)); 

    dPtdx(1,b) = ( Pt(2,b) - Pt(1,b) ) / ( X(2) - X(1)); 

     

    dTdx(1,b) = ( T(2,b) - T(1,b) ) / ( X(2) - X(1)); 

     

    dudx(end,b) = ( u(end,b) - u(end-1,b) ) / ( X(end) - X(end-1)); 

    dvdx(end,b) = ( v(end,b) - v(end-1,b) ) / ( X(end) - X(end-1)); 

    dwdx(end,b) = ( w(end,b) - w(end-1,b) ) / ( X(end) - X(end-1)); 

     

    dPsdx(end,b) = ( Ps(end,b) - Ps(end-1,b) ) / ( X(end) - X(end-1)); 

    dPtdx(end,b) = ( Pt(end,b) - Pt(end-1,b) ) / ( X(end) - X(end-1)); 

     

    dTdx(end,b) = ( T(end,b) - T(end-1,b) ) / ( X(end) - X(end-1)); 

end 

  

% Calculate y-derivatives 

for a = 1:Nx 

    for b = 2:(Ny-1) 

        dudy(a,b) = ( u(a,b+1) - u(a,b-1) ) / ( Y(b+1) - Y(b-1)); 

        dvdy(a,b) = ( v(a,b+1) - v(a,b-1) ) / ( Y(b+1) - Y(b-1)); 

        dwdy(a,b) = ( w(a,b+1) - w(a,b-1) ) / ( Y(b+1) - Y(b-1)); 

         

        dPsdy(a,b) = ( Ps(a,b+1) - Ps(a,b-1) ) / ( Y(b+1) - Y(b-1)); 

        dPtdy(a,b) = ( Pt(a,b+1) - Pt(a,b-1) ) / ( Y(b+1) - Y(b-1)); 

         

        dTdy(a,b) = ( T(a,b+1) - T(a,b-1) ) / ( Y(b+1) - Y(b-1)); 

    end 

end 

  

% Y-derivatives at boundaries 

for a = 1:Nx 

    dudy(a,1) = ( u(a,2) - u(a,1) ) / ( Y(2) - Y(1)); 

    dvdy(a,1) = ( v(a,2) - v(a,1) ) / ( Y(2) - Y(1)); 

    dwdy(a,1) = ( w(a,2) - w(a,1) ) / ( Y(2) - Y(1)); 

     

    dPsdy(a,1) = ( Ps(a,2) - Ps(a,1) ) / ( Y(2) - Y(1)); 

    dPtdy(a,1) = ( Pt(a,2) - Pt(a,1) ) / ( Y(2) - Y(1)); 

     

    dTdy(a,1) = ( T(a,2) - T(a,1) ) / ( Y(2) - Y(1)); 

     

    dudy(a,end) = ( u(a,end) - u(a,end-1) ) / ( Y(end) - Y(end-1)); 

    dvdy(a,end) = ( v(a,end) - v(a,end-1) ) / ( Y(end) - Y(end-1)); 

    dwdy(a,end) = ( w(a,end) - w(a,end-1) ) / ( Y(end) - Y(end-1)); 

     

    dPsdy(a,end) = ( Ps(a,end) - Ps(a,end-1) ) / ( Y(end) - Y(end-1)); 

    dPtdy(a,end) = ( Pt(a,end) - Pt(a,end-1) ) / ( Y(end) - Y(end-1)); 

    

    dTdy(a,end) = ( T(a,end) - T(a,end-1) ) / ( Y(end) - Y(end-1)); 

end 
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clear a b 

  

%% Z-Vorticity (X in CFD) Export for Tecplot 

% Z-vorticity is dv/dx - du/dy 

Zvort = dvdx - dudy; 

  

%Zv = flipud(Zvort); 

Zv=-1.*Zvort; 

  

X_out = X; %previously X-0.5 

  

%% Azimuthal Vorticity 

Xvort = (1./w).*( (1./1.205).*(dPtdy) - u.*Zvort); 

Yvort = (1./w).*( (1./1.205).*(dPtdx) - v.*Zvort); 

Avort = (Xvort.^2 + Yvort.^2).^0.5; 

  

%% Velocity Magnitude 

Vmag = sqrt(u.^2+v.^2+w.^2); 

  

%% Plotting 

% create full wake from quarter wake data 

%!!!!! flip rho, Pt and Ps for drag calc!!!!!!% 

  

X_flip = -1.*flipud(X); 

X_flip(length(X_flip)) = [];  

Y_unflipped = Y-0.25; 

Y_flip = -1.*flipud(Y_unflipped); 

Y_flip(length(Y_flip)) = []; 

X_wake = [X_flip; X]; 

Y_wake = [Y_flip; Y_unflipped]; 

w_q1 = w; 

w_q2 = fliplr(w); 

w_q2(:,length(X))=[]; 

w_q3 = flipud(w_q2); 

w_q3(length(Y),:)=[]; 

w_q4 = flipud(w); 

w_q4(length(Y),:)=[]; 

w_wake = [w_q3 w_q4; w_q2 w_q1]; 

  

dPtdy_q1 = dPtdy; 

dPtdy_q2 = fliplr(dPtdy); 

dPtdy_q2(:,length(X))=[]; 

dPtdy_q3 = flipud(dPtdy_q2); 

dPtdy_q3(length(Y),:)=[]; 

dPtdy_q4 = flipud(dPtdy); 

dPtdy_q4(length(Y),:)=[]; 

dPtdy_wake = [dPtdy_q3 dPtdy_q4; dPtdy_q2 dPtdy_q1]; 

  

dPtdx_q1 = dPtdx; 

dPtdx_q2 = fliplr(dPtdx); 

dPtdx_q2(:,length(X))=[]; 

dPtdx_q3 = flipud(dPtdx_q2); 

dPtdx_q3(length(Y),:)=[]; 

dPtdx_q4 = flipud(dPtdx); 

dPtdx_q4(length(Y),:)=[]; 

dPtdx_wake = [dPtdx_q3 dPtdx_q4; dPtdx_q2 dPtdx_q1]; 

  

u_q1 = u; 

u_q2 = -1.*fliplr(u_q1); 

u_q2(:,length(X))=[]; 

u_q3 = flipud(u_q2); 

u_q3(length(Y),:)=[]; 

u_q4 = flipud(u); 

u_q4(length(Y),:)=[]; 

u_wake = [u_q3 u_q4; u_q2 u_q1]; 

  

v_q1 = v; 

v_q2 = fliplr(v); 

v_q2(:,length(X))=[]; 

v_q3 = -1.*flipud(v_q2); 

v_q3(length(Y),:)=[]; 
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v_q4 = -1.*flipud(v); 

v_q4(length(Y),:)=[]; 

v_wake = [v_q3 v_q4; v_q2 v_q1]; 

  

Zv_q1 = Zv; 

Zv_q2 = fliplr(Zv); 

Zv_q2(:,length(X))=[]; 

Zv_q3 = flipud(Zv_q2); 

Zv_q3(length(Y),:)=[]; 

Zv_q4 = flipud(Zv); 

Zv_q4(length(Y),:)=[]; 

Zv_wake = [Zv_q3 Zv_q4; Zv_q2 Zv_q1]; 

% rotation 

Zv_upright = Zv; 

Zv_upleft = rot90(Zv,1); %rotates CCW 

Zv_lowleft = rot90(Zv,2); 

Zv_lowright = rot90(Zv,3); 

Zv_test = zeros(size(Zv)); 

Zv_rotated = [Zv_lowleft Zv_upleft;Zv_lowright Zv]; 

Zv_rotated(:,length(Zv))=[]; 

Zv_rotated(length(Zv),:)=[]; 

  

Xv_upright = Xvort; 

Xv_upleft = rot90(Xvort,1); %rotates CCW 

Xv_lowleft = rot90(Xvort,2); 

Xv_lowright = rot90(Xvort,3); 

Xv_test = zeros(size(Xvort)); 

Xv_rotated = [Xv_lowleft Xv_upleft;Xv_lowright Xvort]; 

Xv_rotated(:,length(Xvort))=[]; 

Xv_rotated(length(Xvort),:)=[]; 

Xv_wake = Xv_rotated; 

  

Yv_upright = Yvort; 

Yv_upleft = rot90(Yvort,1); %rotates CCW 

Yv_lowleft = rot90(Yvort,2); 

Yv_lowright = rot90(Yvort,3); 

Yv_test = zeros(size(Yvort)); 

Yv_rotated = [Yv_lowleft Yv_upleft;Yv_lowright Yvort]; 

Yv_rotated(:,length(Yvort))=[]; 

Yv_rotated(length(Yvort),:)=[]; 

Yv_wake = Yv_rotated; 

  

Av_q1 = Avort; 

Av_q2 = fliplr(Avort); 

Av_q2(:,length(X))=[]; 

Av_q3 = flipud(Av_q2); 

Av_q3(length(Y),:)=[]; 

Av_q4 = flipud(Avort); 

Av_q4(length(Y),:)=[]; 

Av_wake = [Av_q3 Av_q4; Av_q2 Av_q1]; 

% rotation 

Av_upright = Avort; 

Av_upleft = rot90(Avort,1); %rotates CCW 

Av_lowleft = rot90(Avort,2); 

Av_lowright = rot90(Avort,3); 

Av_test = zeros(size(Avort)); 

Av_rotated = [Av_lowleft Av_upleft;Av_lowright Avort]; 

Av_rotated(:,length(Avort))=[]; 

Av_rotated(length(Avort),:)=[]; 

  

Vmag_q1 = Vmag; 

Vmag_q2 = fliplr(Vmag); 

Vmag_q2(:,length(X))=[]; 

Vmag_q3 = flipud(Vmag_q2); 

Vmag_q3(length(Y),:)=[]; 

Vmag_q4 = flipud(Vmag); 

Vmag_q4(length(Y),:)=[]; 

Vmag_wake = [Vmag_q3 Vmag_q4; Vmag_q2 Vmag_q1]; 

  

rho_q1 = rho; 

rho_q2 = fliplr(rho); 
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rho_q2(:,length(X))=[]; 

rho_q3 = flipud(rho_q2); 

rho_q3(length(Y),:)=[]; 

rho_q4 = flipud(rho); 

rho_q4(length(Y),:)=[]; 

rho_wake = [rho_q3 rho_q4; rho_q2 rho_q1]; 

  

Ps_q1 = Ps; 

Ps_q2 = fliplr(Ps); 

Ps_q2(:,length(X))=[]; 

Ps_q3 = flipud(Ps_q2); 

Ps_q3(length(Y),:)=[]; 

Ps_q4 = flipud(Ps); 

Ps_q4(length(Y),:)=[]; 

Ps_wake = [Ps_q3 Ps_q4; Ps_q2 Ps_q1]; 

  

Pt_q1 = Pt; 

Pt_q2 = fliplr(Pt); 

Pt_q2(:,length(X))=[]; 

Pt_q3 = flipud(Pt_q2); 

Pt_q3(length(Y),:)=[]; 

Pt_q4 = flipud(Pt); 

Pt_q4(length(Y),:)=[]; 

Pt_wake = [Pt_q3 Pt_q4; Pt_q2 Pt_q1]; 

  

% wake region visual 

figure(1) 

hold on 

title('Axial Velocity [m/s]') 

contourf(X,Y,w','ShowText','on') 

figure(2) 

hold on 

title('Total Pressure [Pa]') 

contourf(X,Y,Pt','ShowText','on') 

figure(3) 

hold on 

title('Horizontal Velocity [m/s]') 

contourf(X,Y,u','ShowText','on') 

figure(4) 

hold on 

title('Axial Vorticity [1/s]') 

contourf(X,Y,Zv','ShowText','on') 

figure(10) 

hold on 

title('Azimuthal Vorticity [1/s]') 

levels = 100:100:1000; 

contourf(X,Y,Avort',levels,'ShowText','on') 

clear levels 

figure(5) 

hold on 

title('Axial Velocity [m/s]') 

contourf(X_wake,Y_wake,w_wake','ShowText','on') 

figure(6) 

hold on 

title('Horizontal Velocity [m/s]') 

levels = -5:1:5; 

contourf(X_wake,Y_wake,u_wake',levels,'ShowText','on') 

clear levels 

figure(7) 

hold on 

title('Vertical Velocity [m/s]') 

levels = -5:1:5; 

contourf(X_wake,Y_wake,v_wake',levels,'ShowText','on') 

clear levels 

figure(8) 

hold on 

title('Axial Vorticity [1/s]') 

contourf(X_wake,Y_wake,Zv_wake','ShowText','on') 

figure(11) 

hold on 

title('Axial Vorticity (rotated) [1/s]') 
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levels = -500:100:500; 

contourf(X_wake,Y_wake,Zv_rotated',levels,'ShowText','on') 

clear levels 

figure(9) 

hold on 

title('Velocity Magnitude [m/s]') 

contourf(X_wake,Y_wake,Vmag_wake','ShowText','on') 

figure(12) 

hold on 

title('Azimuthal Vorticity (rotated) [1/s]') 

levels = 50:100:1000; 

contourf(X_wake,Y_wake,Av_rotated',levels,'ShowText','on') 

clear levels 

  

%% %% Drag calculation from Betz Method 

  

% mean flow conditions 

Umean = mean(mean(w((length(w)-3):length(w),(length(w)-3):length(w)))); % from w in freestream % 

from w in freestream 

sdev_Umean = 0.1; 

  

Psmean = mean(mean(Ps((length(Ps)-3):length(Ps),(length(Ps)-3):length(Ps)))); 

%Psmean = -600; %from freestream 

sdev_Psmean = 4; 

  

Ptmean = mean(mean(Pt((length(Pt)-3):length(Pt),(length(Pt)-3):length(Pt)))); 

%Ptmean = -60; %from freestream 

sdev_ptmean = 1.2; 

Pt_min = min(min(Pt)); 

  

T = 20; %from thermocouple 

  

% ubar of each data point 

% when Pt is positive I need to change the sign 

%ubar = (   (2./rho).*(  Pt - Ptmean  )   +   Umean.^2   ).^0.5; 

ubar = zeros(length(Pt_wake),length(Pt_wake)); 

Pt_use = Pt_wake+10000; %make +ve for ease 

Ptmean_use = Ptmean+10000; 

for i = 1:length(Pt_wake) 

    for j=1:length(Pt_wake) 

        if Pt_wake(i,j)>0 

            ubar(i,j) = (   (2./rho_wake(i,j)).*(  Pt_use(i,j) - Ptmean_use  )     +   Umean.^2   

).^0.5; 

        else 

            ubar(i,j) = (   (2./rho_wake(i,j)).*(  Pt_use(i,j) - Ptmean_use  )     +   Umean.^2   

).^0.5; 

        end 

    end 

end 

ubar = real(ubar); 

%drag types 

dp = -rho_wake.*w_wake.*( ubar-Umean ); 

dp = real(dp); 

D_profile = 1.*sum(sum((dp)*(X(2)-X(1))*(Y(2)-Y(1)))); % 

D_profile = real(D_profile); 

  

di = 0.5.*rho_wake.*( u_wake.^2  +  v_wake.^2 ); 

D_induced = 1.*sum(sum((di)*(X(2)-X(1))*(Y(2)-Y(1)))); % 

  

% momentum (velocity) 

dMx1 = rho.*(Umean).^2; 

dMx2 = rho.*(w).^2; 

%dMx = rho.*(Vmag).^2; 

dMxdel = rho.*w.*(w-Umean); %assume streamtube 

%dMxdel = rho.*(Vmag-Umean).^2; 

Mx1 = 4.*sum(sum((dMx1).*(X(2)-X(1))*(Y(2)-Y(1)))); 

Mx2 = 4.*sum(sum((dMx2).*(X(2)-X(1))*(Y(2)-Y(1)))); 

Mxdel = 4.*sum(sum((dMxdel).*(X(2)-X(1))*(Y(2)-Y(1))));  

%Momentum Difference on Wake 

dPs =  Ps_wake - Psmean; 

Psint = 1.*sum(sum((dPs)*(X(2)-X(1))*(Y(2)-Y(1)))); 
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dMx_wake = rho_wake.*w_wake.*(w_wake-Umean); 

Mx_wake = 1.*sum(sum((dMx_wake).*(X(2)-X(1))*(Y(2)-Y(1)))); 

X_momentum_diff = Mx_wake + Psint; 

%quadrant forces 

Dprofile_quad = D_profile./4; 

Dinduced_quad = D_induced./4; 

Mx_quad = X_momentum_diff./4; 

  

%% Angular Momentum 

% find radius of each point 

X_map = repmat(X_wake,1,length(X_wake)); 

X_map = rot90(X_map); 

Y_map = repmat(Y_wake,1,length(Y_wake)); 

Y_map = rot90(Y_map,2); 

radius = zeros(size(X_map)); 

radius = (X_map.^2+Y_map.^2).^0.5; 

  

% map angle 

theta_map = zeros(size(radius)); 

theta_map = asind(Y_map./radius); 

sin_map = sind(theta_map); 

cos_map = cosd(theta_map); 

  

%remove NaN values 

cos_map(17,17) = 0; 

sin_map(17,17) = 0; 

  

% find tangential velocity at each radius 

C_theta = ((u_wake'.*sin_map).^2 + (v_wake'.*cos_map).^2).^0.5; 

Angular_mom = 1.*sum(sum((C_theta.*radius'.*rho_wake'.*w_wake').*(X(2)-X(1))*(Y(2)-Y(1)))); 

% kg m /s 

  

figure(31) 

hold on 

title('Tangential Velocity [m/s]') 

levels = 0:2:20; 

contourf(X_wake,Y_wake,C_theta,levels,'ShowText','on') 

clear levels 

  

%% Vorticity Metrics 

% integrate and find area of axial vorticity 

Zv_total = 1.*sum(sum((abs(Zv_rotated)).*(X(2)-X(1))*(Y(2)-Y(1)))); 

Zv_count = sum(sum(Zv_rotated > 300 | Zv_rotated < -300));  

Zv_area = Zv_count*0.001; %convertion to m^2 

Zv_max = max(max(Zv_wake)); 

Zv_min = min(min(Zv_wake)); 

  

% integrate and find area of aximuthal vorticity 

Av_total = 1.*sum(sum((abs(Av_rotated)).*(X(2)-X(1))*(Y(2)-Y(1)))); 

Av_count = sum(sum(Av_rotated > 100));  

Av_area = Av_count*0.001; %convertion to m^2 

Av_max = max(max(Av_wake)); 

  

% entrainment kg/s 

w_entrained = w_wake; 

w_entrained(Av_rotated<50) = 0; 

[Xent,Yent] = find(Av_rotated>50); 

mdot_ent = 1.*sum(sum((rho_wake.*w_entrained).*(X(2)-X(1))*(Y(2)-Y(1)))); 

mdot_tot = 1.*sum(sum((rho_wake.*w_wake).*(X(2)-X(1))*(Y(2)-Y(1)))); 

  

%% Pressure Mixing 

po_free = -40; 

po_core = 1.38E3; 

phi_p = (Pt_wake - po_free)./(po_core-po_free); 

Ip = mean(mean(phi_p));  

  

%% Error analysis - Variables 

  

% error in rho 

Tamb = 287; 

error_T = 0.02*Tamb; 
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error_Ps = 7000; 

Pamb = 101325; 

error_rho = mean(mean(rho_wake))*((error_T/Tamb)^2+(error_Ps/Pamb)^2)^0.5; 

  

%error in q (calibration + resolution) 

q_wake = Pt_wake - Ps_wake; 

error_Pt = (  (Pt_wake.*0.03).^2 + (Pt_wake.*0.03).^2   ).^0.5; 

error_q = ((Pt_wake.*0.03).^2+(Pt_wake.*0.003).^2+(Ps_wake.*0.02).^2+(Ps_wake.*0.003).^2).^0.5; 

  

%error in V magnitude 

error_Vmag = 

((error_q.*(q_wake./rho_wake).^0.5./((2).^0.5.*q_wake)).^2+((error_rho.*(q_wake./rho_wake).^0.5./

((2).^0.5.*rho_wake)).^2)).^0.5; 

error_Vmag(isnan(error_Vmag))=0; 

  

%error in flow angles 

theta_wake = atand(v_wake./w_wake); 

phi_wake = atand(u_wake./w_wake); 

error_theta = theta_wake.*0.01; 

error_phi = phi_wake.*0.01; 

  

%error in velocity components 

error_w = ((error_Vmag.*cos(pi.*theta_wake./180)).^2 + 

((pi.*error_theta./180).*Vmag_wake.*sin(pi.*theta_wake./180)).^2).^0.5; 

error_u = ((error_Vmag.*sin(pi.*phi_wake./180)).^2 + 

((pi.*error_phi./180).*Vmag_wake.*cos(pi.*phi_wake./180)).^2).^0.5; 

error_v = ((error_Vmag.*sin(pi.*theta_wake./180)).^2 + 

((pi.*error_theta./180).*Vmag_wake.*cos(pi.*theta_wake./180)).^2).^0.5; 

  

%error in Axial Vorticity 

error_Zv = (  (error_v.*(1./(X(end) - X(end-1)))).^2  + (error_v.*(1./(X(end) - X(end-1)))).^2 + 

(error_u.*(1./(Y(end) - Y(end-1)))).^2 +  (error_u.*(1./(Y(end) - Y(end-1)))).^2   ).^0.5; 

  

%error in Azimuthal Vorticity 

%need error in dPtdy and dPdx 

error_dPtdy = (  (error_Pt.*(1./(Y(end) - Y(end-1)))).^2   ).^0.5; 

error_dPtdx = (  (error_Pt.*(1./(X(end) - X(end-1)))).^2   ).^0.5; 

%need error in Xvort 

error_Xv = ( ( error_w.*(u_wake.*Zv_rotated - 0.83*dPtdy_wake)./w_wake.^2  ).^2  + ( 

0.83.*error_dPtdy./w_wake ).^2   +    ( Zv_rotated.*error_u./w_wake ).^2   +     ( 

u_wake.*error_Zv./w_wake).^2 ).^0.5; 

%need error in Yvort 

error_Yv = ( ( error_w.*(v_wake.*Zv_rotated - 0.83*dPtdx_wake)./w_wake.^2  ).^2  + ( 

0.83.*error_dPtdx./w_wake ).^2   +    ( Zv_rotated.*error_v./w_wake ).^2   +     ( 

v_wake.*error_Zv./w_wake).^2 ).^0.5; 

%finally error Av 

error_Av = ( ( Yv_wake.*error_Yv./Av_rotated  ).^2    +   ( Xv_wake.*error_Xv./Av_rotated  ).^2  

).^0.5; 

  

%remove NaN values 

error_w(17,17) = 0; 

error_u(17,17) = 0; 

error_v(17,17) = 0; 

error_Zv(17,17) = 0; 

error_Av(17,17) = 0; 

  

%error in cell mass flow rate 

error_mdot = ( ((1e-4/1e-4).*w_wake.*error_rho).^2 + ((1e-4/1e-4).*rho_wake.*error_w).^2   

).^0.5; 

  

%error in cell axial momentum 

error_Mx = (  ( (1e-4/1e-4).*w_wake.*(w_wake-Umean).*error_rho ).^2   +  ( (1e-4/1e-

4).*rho_wake.*(Umean-2.*w_wake).*error_w  ).^2     ).^0.5; 

  

%error in cell angular momentum 

error_ct = ( ( (error_u.*u_wake.*sind(theta_wake).^2)./C_theta  ).^2 + ( 

(error_v.*v_wake.*cosd(theta_wake).^2)./C_theta  ).^2   + ( 0.01.*( 

2.*u_wake.^2.*sind(theta_wake).*cosd(theta_wake)  - 

2.*v_wake.^2.*sind(theta_wake).*cosd(theta_wake) )./(2.*C_theta) ).^2      ).^0.5; 

error_ct(17,17) = 0; 
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error_Mang = ( ( radius.*(1e-4/1e-4).*rho_wake.*w_wake.*error_ct ).^2  + ( radius.*(1e-4/1e-

4).*rho_wake.*error_w.*C_theta ).^2   +   ( radius.*(1e-4/1e-4).*error_rho.*w_wake.*C_theta ).^2  

).^0.5; 

  

%error in Dp cell 

%error in ubar cell (same as w because identical variables used) 

error_ubar = error_w; 

error_Dp = (  ( (1e-4/1e-4).*w_wake.*(ubar-Umean).*error_rho ).^2   +  ( (1e-4/1e-

4).*rho_wake.*(ubar-Umean).*error_w  ).^2  +  ( (1e-4/1e-4).*rho_wake.*w_wake.*error_ubar ).^2   

).^0.5; 

error_Dp = real(error_Dp); 

  

%error in Di cell 

error_Di = ( (0.5.*(1e-4/1e-4).*error_rho.*(u_wake.^2 + v_wake.^2)).^2  + (rho_wake.*(1e-4/1e-

4).*u_wake.*error_u).^2  + (rho_wake.*(1e-4/1e-4).*v_wake.*error_v).^2    ).*0.5; 

  

%error in original grid can be found by using errors on quadrant  

% or just divide by 4 

% w_quart = w_wake((1:length(X)),(1:length(Y))); 

% error_w_quad = error_w((1:length(X)),(1:length(Y))); 

% error_v_quad = error_v((1:length(X)),(1:length(Y))); 

% error_u_quad = error_u((1:length(X)),(1:length(Y))); 

% error_Mang_quad = error_Mang((1:length(X)),(1:length(Y))); 

% error_Mx_quad = error_Mx((1:length(X)),(1:length(Y))); 

% error_mdot_quad = error_mdot((1:length(X)),(1:length(Y))); 

% error_Dp_quad = error_Dp((1:length(X)),(1:length(Y))); 

% error_Di_quad = error_Di((1:length(X)),(1:length(Y))); 

% error_Zv_quad = error_Zv((1:length(X)),(1:length(Y))); 

% error_Av_quad = error_Av((1:length(X)),(1:length(Y))); 

  

%% Error Analysis - Outputs and Integrals 

  

%error in drag components 

error_int_Dp = (sum(sum(((error_Dp.*(X(2)-X(1))*(Y(2)-Y(1))).^2)))).^0.5; 

error_int_Di = (sum(sum(((error_Di.*(X(2)-X(1))*(Y(2)-Y(1))).^2)))).^0.5; 

  

%error in axial and angular momentum  

error_int_Mx = (sum(sum(((error_Mx.*(X(2)-X(1))*(Y(2)-Y(1))).^2)))).^0.5; 

error_int_Mang = (sum(sum(((error_Mang.*(X(2)-X(1))*(Y(2)-Y(1))).^2)))).^0.5; 

  

%error in entrainment 

error_ment = error_mdot; 

error_ment(Av_rotated<50) = 0; 

error_int_ment = (sum(sum(((error_ment.*(X(2)-X(1))*(Y(2)-Y(1))).^2)))).^0.5; 

  

%error in vorticity total/maximum/area 

error_int_Zv = (sum(sum(((error_Zv.*(X(2)-X(1))*(Y(2)-Y(1))).^2)))).^0.5; 

error_int_Av = (sum(sum(((error_Av.*(X(2)-X(1))*(Y(2)-Y(1))).^2)))).^0.5; 

  

error_Zv_max = 190; 

error_Av_max = 200; 

  

error_per_Zv = error_int_Zv/Zv_total; 

Zv_count_high = sum(sum(Zv_rotated > 300*(1+3*error_per_Zv) | Zv_rotated < -

300*(1+3*error_per_Zv)));  

Zv_area_high = Zv_count_high*0.001; %convertion to m^2 

Zv_count_low = sum(sum(Zv_rotated > 300*(1-3*error_per_Zv) | Zv_rotated < -300*(1-

3*error_per_Zv)));  

Zv_area_low = Zv_count_low*0.001; %convertion to m^2 

  

error_per_Av = error_int_Av/Av_total; 

Av_count_high = sum(sum(Av_rotated > 100*(1+3*error_per_Av)));  

Av_area_high = Av_count_high*0.001; %convertion to m^2 

Av_count_low = sum(sum(Av_rotated > 100*(1-3*error_per_Av)));  

Av_area_low = Av_count_low*0.001; %convertion to m^2 

  

%% Output files (Tecplot) 

  

outfile = fopen('vorticity.dat','wt'); 

fprintf(outfile,'Title = "vorticity"\n'); 

fprintf(outfile,'Variables ="x, m" "y, m" "X-Vorticity, 1/s"\n'); 
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fprintf(outfile,'Zone T="y1"\n'); 

for i = 1:length(X_out) 

    for j = 1:length(Y) 

        fprintf(outfile,'%f %f %f \n', X_out(i), Y(j), Zv(i,j)); 

    end 

end 

clear outfile 

clear i j 

  

outfile = fopen('post-2D.dat','wt'); 

fprintf(outfile, 'Title = "post-2D"\n'); 

fprintf(outfile,'Variables ="x, m" "y, m" "u, m/s" "v, m/s" "w, m/s" "Vmag, m/s" "Vtheta, m/s" 

"Zv, 1/s" "Av, 1/s" "rho, kg/m^3" "Pt, Pa" "Ps, Pa" "q, Pa" "u_err, m/s" "v_err, m/s" "w_err, 

m/s" "Vmag_err, m/s" "Vtheta_err, m/s" "Zv_err, 1/s" "Av_err, 1/s" "Pt_err, Pa" "q_err, Pa"\n'); 

fprintf(outfile,'Zone T="post"\n'); 

for i = 1:length(X_wake) 

    for j = 1:length(Y_wake) 

        fprintf(outfile,'%f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f\n', 

X_wake(i), Y_wake(j), u_wake(i,j), v_wake(i,j), w_wake(i,j), Vmag_wake(i,j), C_theta(i,j), 

Zv_rotated(i,j), Av_rotated(i,j), rho_wake(i,j), Pt_wake(i,j), Ps_wake(i,j), q_wake(i,j), 

error_u(i,j), error_v(i,j), error_w(i,j), error_Vmag(i,j), error_ct(i,j), error_Zv(i,j), 

error_Av(i,j), error_Pt(i,j), error_q(i,j)); 

    end 

end 

clear outfile 

clear i j 

  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

K.4.2 Energy Spectrum Correlation 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

%% Hotwire FFT Analysis Script - Maverick Z 

close all 

clear all 

clc 

  

%% Standard FFT Results 

%import data (locations) 

C = importdata('45-30.txt'); 

B = importdata('45-5.txt'); 

C_25 = importdata('25-30.txt'); 

C_5 = importdata('5-30.txt'); 

B_55 = importdata('5-5.txt'); 

  

%import data (frequencies) 

D1 = importdata('28ms-1khz.txt'); 

D2 = importdata('28ms-2khz.txt'); 

D3 = importdata('28ms-3khz.txt'); 

D5 = importdata('28ms-5khz.txt'); 

  

%extract data in array 

hwC=C(:,2); 

hwC_25=C_25(:,2); 

hwC_5=C_5(:,2); 

hwB=B(:,2); 

hwB55=B_55(:,2); 

  

hw1=D1(:,2); 

hw2=D2(:,2); 

hw3=D3(:,2); 

hw5=D5(:,2); 

  

time = zeros([1,8192]); 

for i=1:length(hwC) 
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    time(i)=i/3000; 

end 

  

%set parameters 

Fs=3000; 

T=1/Fs; 

Length=length(hwC); 

time2=(0:(Length-1))*T; 

n=2^(nextpow2(Length)-1); 

  

%take fft using built in function 

FFT_C=fft(hwC,n)/Length; 

FFT_B=fft(hwB,n)/Length; 

f=Fs/2*linspace(0,1,n/2+1); 

  

%set first data point equal to zero to remove DC value (zero point filter) 

FFT_C(1)=0; 

FFT_B(1)=0; 

  

%power 

power_C = abs(FFT_C).^2/length(FFT_C); 

power_B = abs(FFT_B).^2/length(FFT_B); 

  

  

%plot result for each angle of attack as well as the combination 

%only plot up to a certain point coresponding to 250Hz 

figure(1) 

hold on 

plot(f(1:2049),power_C(1:2049)) 

plot(f(1:2049),power_B(1:2049),'r') 

title('Single-Sided Amplitude Spectrum of Normalized Fx(f) for Zero Angle of Attack') 

ylabel('|Fx(f)|') 

xlabel('Frequency (Xu, Khoo, and Leschziner)') 

hold off 

  

%decay line 

X=50:500; 

Y = 10.^(-5/3.*log(X)-3); 

  

figure(2) 

loglog(f(1:2049),power_C(1:2049)) 

hold on 

loglog(f(1:2049),power_B(1:2049),'r') 

loglog(X,Y,'k') 

hold off 

  

velC_avg=mean(hwC); 

velB_avg=mean(hwB); 

  

%% Windowed FFT to smooth data set 

  

% for different locations 

  

overlap = 0.5; 

nfft = 4096/8; 

  

[han_C, hamm_C, Org_C, xW_C, x_C] = windowfft(hwC,nfft,overlap); 

[han_C_25, hamm_C_25, Org_C_25, xW_C_25, x_C_25] = windowfft(hwC_25,nfft,overlap); 

[han_C_5, hamm_C_5, Org_C_5, xW_C_5, x_C_5] = windowfft(hwC_5,nfft,overlap); 

[han_B, hamm_B, Org_B, xW_B, x_B] = windowfft(hwB,nfft,overlap); 

[han_B55, hamm_B55, Org_B55, xW_B55, x_B55] = windowfft(hwB55,nfft,overlap); 

  

% hanpowC = abs(han_C).^2./(30.8^2); 

hammpowC = abs(hamm_C).^2./(30.8^2); 

% hanpowB = abs(han_B).^2./(30.8^2); 

hammpowB = abs(hamm_B).^2./(30.8^2); 

hammpowC_25 = abs(hamm_C_25).^2./(30.8^2); 

hammpowC_5 = abs(hamm_C_5).^2./(30.8^2); 

hammpowB55 = abs(hamm_B55).^2./(30.8^2); 

  

figure(3) 
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loglog(xW_C,hammpowC,'b') 

hold on 

% loglog(xW_C,hanpowC,'b') 

loglog(xW_B,hammpowB,'r') 

% loglog(xW_B,hanpowB,'b-') 

loglog(xW_C_25,hammpowC_25,'g') 

loglog(xW_C_5,hammpowC_5,'c') 

loglog(xW_B55,hammpowB55,'m') 

loglog(X,Y,'k') 

hold off 

  

%for different sampling frequencies 

  

overlap = 0.5; 

nfft = 4096/8; 

[han_1, hamm_1, Org_1, xW_1, x_1] = windowfft(hw1,nfft,overlap); 

hammpow1 = abs(hamm_1).^2./(28^2); 

  

[han_2, hamm_2, Org_2, xW_2, x_2] = windowfft(hw2,nfft,overlap); 

hammpow2 = abs(hamm_2).^2./(28^2); 

  

[han_3, hamm_3, Org_3, xW_3, x_3] = windowfft(hw3,nfft,overlap); 

hammpow3 = abs(hamm_3).^2./(28^2); 

  

[han_5, hamm_5, Org_5, xW_5, x_5] = windowfft(hw5,nfft,overlap); 

hammpow5 = abs(hamm_5).^2./(28^2); 

  

%decay line 

Xf=50:500; 

Yf = 10.^(-5/3.*log(X)-7); 

  

figure(4) 

loglog(xW_1,hammpow1,'b') 

hold on 

loglog(xW_2,hammpow2,'r') 

loglog(xW_3,hammpow3,'g') 

loglog(xW_5,hammpow5,'k') 

loglog(Xf,Yf,'k') 

hold off 

  

%% export to tecplot 

M = [xW_C; hammpowC; hammpowB; hammpowC_25; hammpowC_5; hammpowB55]'; 

L = [X; Y]'; 

  

%export to tecplot format (figure 3)  

fid = fopen('turbulence-decay.dat','wt'); 

fprintf(fid, 'TITLE="EnergySpectrum"\n'); 

fprintf(fid,'VARIABLES="Freq" "45-30" "45-5" "25-30" "5-30" "5-5"\n'); 

fprintf(fid, 'ZONE T="ESpec"\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '%f %e %e %e %e %e\n', M'); 

fclose(fid); 

  

fid = fopen('isentropic-decay.dat','wt'); 

fprintf(fid, 'TITLE="EnergySpectrum-5/3 decay"\n'); 

fprintf(fid,'VARIABLES="Freq_5/3" "Energy_5/3"\n'); 

fprintf(fid, 'ZONE T="ESpec_5/3"\n'); 

fprintf(fid, '%e %e\n', L'); 

fclose(fid); 

  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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L. Engine Model Code 

 The EES code, turbofan-2spool-cruise-pw2040-cfd.ees, for the two-spool PW2040 high bypass 

ratio turbofan-engine operating at TOC is included below. The code includes on and off design parameters, 

blade design, constraint study, fuel consumption estimates, and a thrust analysis given limited specifications 

from the actual PW2040 engine.  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

{Turbofan Engine Model for Performance and Exhaust Estimates} 

{||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||} 
{two-spool turbofan} 

{Inpiration from Gas Turbine Performance 2nd by Walsh - Example C6.4} 

{operating at design point set conditions} 
{Code by Maverick Zawislak} 

{Jan 2019} 

  
{--------------------------------Assumptions-------------------------------: 

-normal stages 

-axial velocity, Cx, constant 
-constant area bypass duct 

-bypass stator completely removes whirl 

-given BPR choose optimal FPR (6.20)  
} 

  

{----------------------------Guidlines---------------------------- 

General: 

Minlet 0.55 to 0.65 

Mtip 0.9 to 1.3 and ~1.6 angle <65deg for fan 
Comp loading = Cp(dT)/U^2 = 0.25 to 0.5 

rpm 3000 to 3600 

inner hode angle growth <10 deg 
exit swirl 0deg to 10deg 

Dehaller# > 0.72 

Diffusion factor 0.4 tip and 0.6 meanline 
  

Fan: 

FPR root=tip unless BPR>10 
rhub/rtip ~0.3 to 0.4 

Vtip<500m/s 

AspectRatio (height/chord) = 2 to 2.5 
Bypass M=0.35 fixed mdot 

bypass jetpipe M<0.5 before nozzle 
  

Mixing Length = 1.25/D 

  
Nacelle Drag: 

Dpod = 0.5*rho*Vamb^2*Cd*Awetted 

Cd = 0.002 to 0.003 
Awetted = pi*L*((Dintake+Dbypass+Dnozzle)/3) 

  

Core jet velocity 1.2*bypass jet for energy transfer and because M choke 
} 

  

{--------------------------Engine Info ---------------------------------------------} 
{Target Engine scale of PW2000 

} 

"mdot = 184 [kg/s]"  "now set by fan radii and inlet Mach number" 
SOT = 1400 [K] 
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BPR = 6 
PR = 32 

FPR = 1.68 "constant root/tip optimal from Chart 6.20 @ OPR and cruise conditions" {can be parameterized} 

PRc = PR/FPR 
eta_pc = 0.88 

eta_pf = 0.88 

eta_pt = 0.89 
eta_comb = 0.999 

dp_comb = 0.97  

LHV = 43100 [kJ/kg] 
eta_mech = 0.995 

eta_intake = 0.995 

eta_bypass = 0.97 
eta_inter = 0.98 "interduct" 

eta_jet = 0.99 

eta_nozzle = 0.99 
Cd = 0.97 

  

{------------------------Operating Conditions--------------------------} 

{atmospheric operating consitions - ISA Chart 6.1}  

alt = 11000 

"standard day" 
{} 

Pamb = Piso*(Tiso/Tamb)^(-5.25588) 

Tamb = Tiso-0.0065*alt 
{} 

"MIL STD 210A hot atmosphere" 
{ 

Pamb = (3.646E-7)*alt^2 - (0.01108)*alt + 100.5 

Tamb = (3.637E-8)*alt^2 - (0.007309)*alt +312.7 
} 

"MIL STD 210A cold atmosphere" 

{ 
Pamb = (3.646E-7)*alt^2 - (0.01108)*alt + 100.5 

Tamb = (-7.949E-22)*alt^6 + (3.112E-17)*alt^5 - (4.763E-13)*alt^4 + (3.727E-9)*alt^3 - (1.638E-5)*alt^2 + (0.03434)*alt + 221.9 

} 
Tiso = 288.15 [K] 

Piso = 101.325 [kPa] 

M = 0.8 
throttle=85 "%" 

k_c = 1.4 

k_h = 1.33 
Cp_c = 1.005 [kJ/kg/K] 

Cp_h = 1.15 [kJ/kg/K] 

R = 0.287 
  

"use Q-curve to find THETA and DELTA"  

Ton/Tamb = (1+(k_c-1)/2*M^2) 
THETA_on = Ton/Tiso 

Pon/Pamb = (Ton/Tamb)^(k_c/(k_c-1)) 

DELTA_on = Pon/Piso  
  

"use ON design point cruise to find ISA SLS performance" 

"get reference values for Ma and throttle" 
Fnet_refon = 4.65 - 45.85*M + 0.532*throttle + 14.28*M^2 + 1.04*M*throttle - 0.02023*throttle^2 - 0.08038*M^2*throttle - 

0.009954*M*throttle^2 + 0.0002459*throttle^3 

BPR_refon = -68.08 + 199.1*M + 8.502*throttle - 8.027*M^2 - 4.594*M*throttle - 0.1096*throttle^2 + 0.08608*M^2*throttle + 
0.02635*M*throttle^2 + 0.0004118*throttle^3 

Fuel_refon = -93.66 - 42.5*M + 5.454*throttle - 3.043*M^2 + 1.031*M*throttle - 0.0983*throttle^2 + 0.05071*M^2*throttle - 

0.006567*M*throttle^2 + 0.0006223*throttle^3 
mdot_refon = -30.22 + 45.68*M + 1.902*throttle - 5.689*M^2 - 1.008*M*throttle - 0.01939*throttle^2 + 0.07091*M^2*throttle + 

0.005471*M*throttle^2 + 0.00013*throttle^3 

P3_refon = -65.08 + (-30.12)*M + 4.112*throttle + 2.104*M^2 + 0.5756*M*throttle - 0.06954*throttle^2 + (-0.02455)*M^2*throttle + (-
0.002726)*M*throttle^2 + 0.000455*throttle^3 

T41_refon = 104.2 + (-27.68)*M + (-2.728)*throttle + (-16.48)*M^2 + 0.7177*M*throttle + 0.03738*throttle^2 + (0.1872)*M^2*throttle + (-

0.004655)*M*throttle^2 + (-0.0001041)*throttle^3 
T5_refon = 154.8 + (-46.2)*M + (-4.52)*throttle + (-22.54)*M^2 + 1.217*M*throttle + 0.0572*throttle^2 + 0.2739*M^2*throttle + (-

0.00806)*M*throttle^2 - (0.0001717)*throttle^3 

T3_refon = 46.93 + (-5.024)*M + 0.02516*throttle + 0.05022*M*throttle + 0.005196*throttle^2 
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SFC_refon = 147.0 + 162.9*M - 7.56*Fnet_refon - 117.6*M^2 - 4.484*M*Fnet_refon + 0.2693*Fnet_refon^2 + 4.415*M^2*Fnet_refon + 
0.05318*M*Fnet_refon^2 - 0.003685*Fnet_refon^3 - 0.04154*M^2*Fnet_refon^2 - 0.0001141*M*Fnet_refon^3 + (1.73E-5)*Fnet_refon^4 

"convert to actual values based on operating atmospheric conditions"  

Fnet_acton = Fnet_refon*DELTA_on 
SFC_acton = SFC_refon*sqrt(THETA_on) 

BPR_acton = BPR_refon 

T3_acton = T3_refon*THETA_on 
P3_acton = P3_refon*DELTA_on 

Fuel_acton = Fuel_refon*DELTA_on/sqrt(THETA_on) 

mdot_acton = mdot_refon*DELTA_on/sqrt(THETA_on) 
T41_acton = T41_refon*THETA_on 

T5_acton = T5_refon*THETA_on 

"calculate ISA SLS performance based on design point cruise condition" 
Fnet_takeoff = Fnet/(Fnet_acton/100) 

SFC_takeoff = SFC*(SFC_acton/100) 

BPR_takeoff = BPR*(BPR_acton/100) 
Fuel_takeoff = mdot_f/(Fuel_acton/100) 

mdot_takeoff = mdot/(mdot_acton/100) 

P3_takeoff = P_3/(P3_acton/100) 

T3_takeoff = T_3/(T3_acton/100) 

T41_takeoff = T_41/(T41_acton/100)  

T5_takeoff = T_5/(T5_acton/100) 
  

  

{----------------------------------------Off-Design ------------------------------------} 
"input conditions for off-design calc." 

M_off = 0.0 "input" 
alt_off = 0 "input" 

throttle_off = 100 "input [%]" 

"standard day" 
{} 

Pamb_off = Piso*(Tiso/Tamb_off)^(-5.25588) 

Tamb_off = Tiso-0.0065*alt_off 
{} 

"MIL STD 210A hot atmosphere" 

{ 
Pamb_off = (3.646E-7)*alt_off^2 - (0.01108)*alt_off + 100.5 

Tamb_off = (3.637E-8)*alt_off^2 - (0.007309)*alt_off +312.7 

} 
"MIL STD 210A cold atmosphere" 

{ 

Pamb_off = (3.646E-7)*alt_off^2 - (0.01108)*alt_off + 100.5 
Tamb_off = (-7.949E-22)*alt_off^6 + (3.112E-17)*alt_off^5 - (4.763E-13)*alt_off^4 + (3.727E-9)*alt_off^3 - (1.638E-5)*alt_off^2 + 

(0.03434)*alt_off + 221.9 

} 
T_off/Tamb_off = (1+(k_c-1)/2*M_off^2) 

THETA_off = T_off/Tiso 

P_off/Pamb_off = (T_off/Tamb_off)^(k_c/(k_c-1)) 
DELTA_off = P_off/Piso  

"need Chart 7.7 in Walsh 2nd ed. use surface fits" 

"get reference values for Ma and throttle" 
Fnet_refoff = 4.65 - 45.85*M_off + 0.532*throttle_off + 14.28*M_off^2 + 1.04*M_off*throttle_off - 0.02023*throttle_off^2 - 

0.08038*M_off^2*throttle_off - 0.009954*M_off*throttle_off^2 + 0.0002459*throttle_off^3 

BPR_refoff = -68.08 + 199.1*M_off + 8.502*throttle_off - 8.027*M_off^2 - 4.594*M_off*throttle_off - 0.1096*throttle_off^2 + 
0.08608*M_off^2*throttle_off + 0.02635*M_off*throttle_off^2 + 0.0004118*throttle_off^3 

Fuel_refoff = -93.66 - 42.5*M_off + 5.454*throttle_off - 3.043*M_off^2 + 1.031*M_off*throttle_off - 0.0983*throttle_off^2 + 

0.05071*M_off^2*throttle_off - 0.006567*M_off*throttle_off^2 + 0.0006223*throttle_off^3 
mdot_refoff = -30.22 + 45.68*M_off + 1.902*throttle_off - 5.689*M_off^2 - 1.008*M_off*throttle_off - 0.01939*throttle_off^2 + 

0.07091*M_off^2*throttle_off + 0.005471*M_off*throttle_off^2 + 0.00013*throttle_off^3 

P3_refoff = -65.08 + (-30.12)*M_off + 4.112*throttle_off + 2.104*M_off^2 + 0.5756*M_off*throttle_off - 0.06954*throttle_off^2 + (-
0.02455)*M_off^2*throttle_off + (-0.002726)*M_off*throttle_off^2 + 0.000455*throttle_off^3 

T41_refoff = 104.2 + (-27.68)*M_off + (-2.728)*throttle_off + (-16.48)*M_off^2 + 0.7177*M_off*throttle_off + 0.03738*throttle_off^2 + 

(0.1872)*M_off^2*throttle_off + (-0.004655)*M_off*throttle_off^2 + (-0.0001041)*throttle_off^3 
T5_refoff = 154.8 + (-46.2)*M_off + (-4.52)*throttle_off + (-22.54)*M_off^2 + 1.217*M_off*throttle_off + 0.0572*throttle_off^2 + 

0.2739*M_off^2*throttle_off + (-0.00806)*M_off*throttle_off^2 - (0.0001717)*throttle_off^3 

T3_refoff = 46.93 + (-5.024)*M_off + 0.02516*throttle_off + 0.05022*M_off*throttle_off + 0.005196*throttle_off^2 
SFC_refoff = 147.0 + 162.9*M_off - 7.56*Fnet_refoff - 117.6*M_off^2 - 4.484*M_off*Fnet_refoff + 0.2693*Fnet_refoff^2 + 

4.415*M_off^2*Fnet_refoff + 0.05318*M_off*Fnet_refoff^2 - 0.003685*Fnet_refoff^3 - 0.04154*M_off^2*Fnet_refoff^2 - 

0.0001141*M_off*Fnet_refoff^3 + (1.73E-5)*Fnet_refoff^4 
"convert to actual values based on operating atmospheric conditions"  
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Fnet_actoff = Fnet_refoff*DELTA_off 
SFC_actoff = SFC_refoff*sqrt(THETA_off) 

BPR_actoff = BPR_refoff 

T3_actoff = T3_refoff*THETA_off 
P3_actoff = P3_refoff*DELTA_off 

Fuel_actoff = Fuel_refoff*DELTA_off/sqrt(THETA_off) 

mdot_actoff = mdot_refoff*DELTA_off/sqrt(THETA_off) 
T41_actoff = T41_refoff*THETA_off 

T5_actoff = T5_refoff*THETA_off 

"calculate off-design performance based on ISA SLS conditions solved using the cruise ON design metrics" 
Fnet_off = Fnet_takeoff*(Fnet_actoff/100) 

SFC_off = SFC_takeoff/(SFC_actoff/100) 

BPR_off = BPR_takeoff/(BPR_actoff/100) 
Fuel_off = Fuel_takeoff*(Fuel_actoff/100) 

mdot_off = mdot_takeoff*(mdot_actoff/100) 

P3_off = P3_takeoff*(P3_actoff/100) 
T3_off = T3_takeoff*(T3_actoff/100) 

T41_off = T41_takeoff*(T41_actoff/100)  

T5_off = T5_takeoff*(T5_actoff/100)  

  

{Method: 

-use efficiency estimates to derived mean line uniform engine performance on station-by-station basis 
- thermodynamic analysis 

-use safety and loss constraints to test design realism, fluid mechanics 

-adjust as nessissary to meet expected overal performance 
} 

  
{ --------------   NOMENCLATURE   --------------} 

" 

0 = ambient 
1 = intake inlet 

2 = fan inlet 

24 = fan root exit 
13 = fan tip exit 

26 = compressor inlet 

17 = bypass nozzle exit 
3 = compressor diffuser inlet 

31 = combustion chamber inlet 

4 = combution chamber exit 
41 = turbine guide vane inlet 

415 = turbine HPT inlet 

416 = turbine HPT exit 
46 = turbine LPT inlet 

48 = turbine LPT exit 

5 = core nozzle inlet 
7 = core nozzle outlet 

" 

{Thermodynamic Anslysis} 
  

{Stagnation Properties Intake Inlet} 

"work in stagnation" 
To_0 = Tamb*(1+((k_c-1)/2)*M^2) 

Po_0 = Pamb*(To_0/Tamb)^(k_c/(k_c-1)) 

  
{Intake} 

T_2 = To_0  

P_2 = Po_0*eta_intake 
mdot_2 = mdot 

  

{Fan} 
eta_fan = (FPR^((k_c-1)/(k_c)) - 1)/(FPR^((k_c-1)/(k_c*eta_pf))-1)        "isentropic efficiency" 

T_24 -T_2 = (T_2/eta_fan)*(FPR^((k_c-1)/k_c)-1) "temperature rise" 

T_13 = T_24 
P_24 = P_13 

P_24 = FPR*P_2 

mdot_24 = mdot/(1+BPR) 
mdot_13 = mdot - mdot_24 

Wdot_f = mdot*Cp_c*(T_24-T_2) 

  
{Bypass Duct} 
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T_17 = T_13 
P_17 = P_13*eta_bypass 

mdot_13 = mdot_17 

  
{Compressor Duct} 

T_24 = T_26 

P_26 = P_24*eta_inter 
mdot_26 = mdot_24 

  

{Compressor} 
eta_comp = (PRc^((k_c-1)/(k_c)) - 1)/(PRc^((k_c-1)/(k_c*eta_pc))-1)        "isentropic efficiency" 

T_3 -T_24 = (T_24/eta_comp)*(PRc^((k_c-1)/k_c)-1) "temperature rise" 

P_3 = PRc*P_26 
mdot_3 = mdot_26*0.985 "bleed 1.5%" 

T_bleed = (T_3 + T_26)/2 

Wdot_c = mdot_3*Cp_c*(T_3-T_26) + (mdot_26-mdot_3)*Cp_c*(T_bleed-T_26) 
  

{Compressor Diffuser} 

T_31 = T_3 

P_31 = P_3*eta_inter 

mdot_31 = mdot_3 - mdot_26*0.08 - mdot_26*0.075 "bleed 8% for turbine and 7.5 for combustor" 

  
{Combustion Chamber} 

T_41 = SOT 

P_41 = P_31*dp_comb 
{heating = deltah = integral(CpdT) use F3.38A based on karosene LHV} 

F1 = 0.10118 + (2.00376E-05)*(700-T_3) 
F2 = (3.7078E-03) - (5.2368E-06)*(700-T_3) - (5.2632E-06)*T_41 

F3 = (8.889E-08)*abs(T_41-950) 

FAR = (F1 - (F1^2+F2)^0.5 - F3)*eta_comb "fuel-air-ratio" 
mdot_f = FAR*(mdot_31+mdot_26*0.075) "introduce bleed air" 

mdot_41 = mdot_31 + (mdot_26*0.075) + mdot_f 

mdot_4 = mdot_31+mdot_f 
(mdot_41-mdot_4)*Cp_c*T_31 + mdot_4*Cp_h*T_4 = mdot_41*Cp_h*T_41 "energy conservaiton" 

P_4 = P_41 

  
{Turbine Guidevane} 

mdot_415 = mdot_41 + mdot_26*0.047 "introduce 4.7% cooling air" 

mdot_41*Cp_h*T_41 + mdot_3*(0.047)*Cp_c*T_31 = mdot_415*Cp_h*T_415 "energy conservation" 
P_415 = P_41 

  

{High Pressure Turbine} 
"equate power to HPC" 

Wdot_hpt = Wdot_c/eta_mech 

Wdot_hpt = mdot_415*Cp_h*(T_415 - T_416) 
"guess expansion rate, ER = 4 if needed" 

eta_ht =(1-ER_h^(-(k_h-1)*eta_pt/k_h))/(1-ER_h^(-(k_h-1)/k_h)) 

T_415 - T_416 = eta_ht*T_415*(1-ER_h^(-(k_h-1)/k_h)) 
P_416 = P_415/ER_h 

T_44 = T_416 

mdot_416 = mdot_415 
P_44 = P_416 

mdot_44 = mdot_416 

  
{Interturbine Duct} 

T_46 = T_44 

P_46 = P_416*eta_inter 
mdot_46 = mdot_44 

  

{Low Pressure Turbine} 
Wdot_lpt = Wdot_f/eta_mech 

Wdot_lpt = mdot_46*Cp_h*(T_46-T_48) 

eta_lt = (1-ER_l^(-(k_h-1)*eta_pt/k_h))/(1-ER_l^(-(k_h-1)/k_h)) 
T_46 - T_48 = eta_lt*T_46*(1-ER_l^(-(k_h-1)/k_h)) 

P_48 = P_46/ER_l 

mdot_48 = mdot_46 
  

{Jet Loss from Cooling + Nozzle} 

 mdot_5 = mdot_48 + mdot_26*(0.01) + mdot_3*(0.033) "bleed air in 1% and 3.33%" 
"mixing energy" 
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 mdot_5*Cp_h*T_5 = mdot_48*Cp_h*T_48 + mdot_46*(0.01)*Cp_c*T_26 + mdot_3*(0.033)*Cp_c*T_3  
P_7 = P_48*eta_nozzle  

  

{Bypass Nozzle} 
{choked see Chart 3.8 @k_c=1.4 M=1 Po/Ps= 1.89 = Pcrit if P_17/P_amb>Pcrit then choked} 

PR_bycrit = 1/((1-(k_c-1)/(k_c+1)))^(k_c/(k_c-1)) 

PR_bypass = P_17/Pamb 
{} 

"choked" 

P_17/Ps_17 = PR_bycrit 
M_bypass = 1 "choked Mach number is 1" 

T_17/Ts_17 = (1 + ((k_c-1)/2)*M_bypass^2) 

Cx_bypass = M_bypass*(k_c*R*1000*Ts_17)^0.5 
mdot_17 = (A_17g*P_17*1000/T_17^0.5)*(k_c/R/1000)^0.5*((k_c+1)/2)^((-(k_c+1))/(2*(k_c-1))) 

A_17g = A_17/Cd 

Fg_bypass = mdot_17*Cx_bypass+A_17g*(Ps_17-Pamb)*1000     "gross thrust"  
rho_17 = density(Air,T=Ts_17,P=Ps_17) 

A_13 = 2.45 

A_13/A_17 = (1/M_13)* ((1+0.5*(k_c-1)*M_13^2)/(0.5*(k_c+1))) ^ ((k_c+1)/(2*(k_c-1))) 

Ts_13/T_13 = (1+((k_c-1)/2)*M_13^2)^(-1) 

P_13/Ps_13 = (T_13/Ts_13)^(k_c/(k_c-1)) 

rho_13 = density(Air,T=Ts_13,P=Ps_13) 
mdot_13 = A_13*Cx_13*rho_13 

{} 

{ 
"unchoked" 

{upstream} 
A_13 = 2.45 

Cx_13 = Cx_2 

mdot_13 = rho_13*Cx_13*A_13 "maintain axial velocity" 
A_13/A_bystar = (1/M_13)*( (1+0.5*(k_c-1)*M_13^2)   /    (0.5*(k_c+1))     )^(0.5*(k_c+1)*(k_c-1)) 

T_13/Ts_13 = (1+((k_c-1)/2)*M_13^2) 

P_13/Ps_13 = (T_13/Ts_13)^(k_c/(k_c-1)) 
M_13 = Cx_13/(k_c*R*1000*Ts_13)^0.5 

{exit} 

A_17 = 1.39 
Ps_17 = Pamb 

A_17/A_bystar = (1/M_17)*( (1+0.5*(k_c-1)*M_17^2)   /    (0.5*(k_c+1))     )^(0.5*(k_c+1)*(k_c-1)) 

T_17/Ts_17 = (1+((k_c-1)/2)*M_17^2) 
Cx_bypass = M_17*(k_c*R*1000*Ts_17)^0.5 

rho_17 = density(Air,T=Ts_17,P=Ps_17) 

Fg_bypass = mdot_17*Cx_bypass  
}  

  

{Core Nozzle} 
PR_cocrit = 1/((1-(k_h-1)/(k_h+1)))^(k_h/(k_h-1)) 

PR_core = P_7/Pamb 

{ 
"choked" 

mdot_5 = mdot_7  

P_7/Ps_7 = PR_cocrit 
M_core = 1 "choked Mach number is 1" 

T_5 = T_7 

T_7/Ts_7 = (1 + ((k_h-1)/2)*M_core^2) 
Cx_core = M_core*(k_h*R*1000*Ts_7)^0.5 

mdot_7 = (A_7*P_7*1000/T_7^0.5)*(k_h/R/1000)^0.5*((k_h+1)/2)^((-(k_h+1))/(2*(k_h-1))) 

A_7g = A_7/Cd 
Fg_core = mdot_7*Cx_core+A_7*(Ps_7-Pamb)*1000     "gross thrust" 

rho_7 = density(Air,T=Ts_7,P=Ps_7) 

A_5 = 0.753 
A_5/A_7 = (1/M_5)* ((1+0.5*(k_h-1)*M_5^2)/(0.5*(k_h+1))) ^ ((k_h+1)/(2*(k_h-1))) 

Ts_5/T_5 = (1+((k_h-1)/2)*M_5^2)^(-1) 

P_48/Ps_5 = (T_5/Ts_5)^(k_h/(k_h-1)) 
rho_5 = density(Air,T=Ts_5,P=Ps_5) 

mdot_5 = A_5*Cx_5*rho_5 

}  
{} 

"unchoked" 

{upstream} 
T_5 = T_7 
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A_5 = 0.752 
Cx_5 = Cx_2 

mdot_5 = rho_5*Cx_5*A_5 "maintain axial velocity" 

A_5/A_costar = (1/M_5)*( (1+0.5*(k_h-1)*M_5^2)   /    (0.5*(k_h+1))     )^(0.5*(k_h+1)*(k_h-1)) 
T_5/Ts_5 = (1+((k_h-1)/2)*M_5^2) 

P_48/Ps_5 = (T_5/Ts_5)^(k_h/(k_h-1)) 

M_5 = Cx_5/(k_h*R*1000*Ts_5)^0.5 
{exit} 

A_7 = 0.473 "0.4952" 

A_7g=A_7/Cd 
Ps_7 = Pamb 

A_7g/A_costar = (1/M_7)*( (1+0.5*(k_h-1)*M_7^2)   /    (0.5*(k_h+1))     )^(0.5*(k_h+1)*(k_h-1)) 

T_7/Ts_7 = (1+((k_h-1)/2)*M_7^2) 
Cx_core = M_7*(k_h*R*1000*Ts_7)^0.5 

rho_7 = density(Air,T=Ts_7,P=Ps_7) 

mdot_7 = mdot_5 
Fg_core = mdot_7*Cx_core  

{}  

  

"nozzle capacity" 

"bypass" 

Qby_crit = 40.4114 "kg sqrt(K)/(m^2 kPa s)" "assume k=1.4" 
Qby_act = mdot_17*(T_17^0.5)/A_17g/P_17 

Qby_err = (Qby_act-Qby_crit)/Qby_crit*100 

"core" 
Qco_crit = 39.3971 "assume k=1.33" 

Qco_act = mdot_7*(T_7^0.5)/A_7g/P_7 
Qco_act2 = 1000*sqrt(2*k_h/((k_h-1)*R*1000)*(P_7/Ps_7)^(-2/k_h)*(1-(P_7/Ps_7)^((1-k_h)/k_h))) 

Qco_err = (Qco_act-Qco_crit)/Qco_crit*100 

Qco_err2 = (Qco_act2-Qco_crit)/Qco_crit*100 
  

{Operating Performance} 

Cx_1/To_0^0.5 = M*(k_c*R*1000)^0.5/((To_0/Tamb)^0.5) 
Fd = mdot*Cx_1 

Fnet = (Fg_bypass + Fg_core)*0.99 - Fd 

SFT = Fnet/mdot 
SFC = mdot_f*3600/Fnet 

  

{-----------------------------------Fan Fluid Mechanics-------------------------------} 
{maintain C,V,U nomenclature} 

  

{intake 0 to fan inlet 2} 
rho_amb = density(Air,T=Tamb,P=Pamb) 

A_intake = pi*r_intake^2 

mdot=A_intake*Cx_1*rho_amb 
M_intake = 0.7 "diffusion between intake and fan" 

Cx_2/To_0^0.5 = M_intake*(k_c*R*1000)^0.5/((To_0/Tamb)^0.5) 

A_2 = pi*(r_t^2-r_h^2) 
r_t = 1 [m] 

r_h = 0.3 [m]  

hubtotipR = r_h/r_t 
mdot = A_2*Cx_2*rho_amb 

  

{velocity triangle across the fan, 2 - 3} 
rpm = 5000 "check constraints" 

rpm=omega/2/pi*60 

{meanline} 
r_m = (r_t+r_h)/2 

alpha_2 = 0 [deg] 

Cx_2 = Cx_3 
Cx_2 = C_2*cos(alpha_2) 

Cy_2 = C_2*sin(alpha_2) 

Cx_3 = C_3*cos(alpha_3) 
Cy_3 = C_3*sin(alpha_3) 

U = omega*r_m 

U = Cy_3 + Vy_3 
V_2^2 = Cx_2^2 + Vy_2^2 

V_3^2 = Cx_3^2 + Vy_3^2 

Cx_2 = V_2*cos(beta_2) 
Cx_3 = V_3*cos(beta_3) 
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tan(beta_2) = U/Cx_2 
{beta_3 = beta_2 -30 "adjust deflection as nessissary"} 

Wdot_f = mdot_2*U*(Cy_3-Cy_2)/1000 

Wdotmdot_m = U*Cy_3 
Cy_3 = K_3/r_m 

{mean checks} 

epsilon = beta_2 - beta_3 
M_2rel = V_2/aa_2 

aa_2 = soundspeed(Air,T=T_2) 

Dehal = V_3/V_2 
DiffF = 1 - V_3/V_2 + Cx_2*(tan(alpha_3) - tan(alpha_2))/(2*V_2)*(s/c) 

scr = 0.4 "compare" 

s = scr*c 
c = h/2.5 "chord cascade data" 

h = r_t-r_h "height" 

n = 2*pi*r_m/s "# blades" 
rho_blade = 4500 [kg/m^3] "titanium" 

K = 0.6 

sigma_crit = (rho_blade/2)*U^2*(1-(r_h/r_t)^2)*K/434000000 "sigma_fail = 434000000 [Pa]" 

lambda_m = Cx_2/(2*U)*(tan(beta_2)+tan(beta_3)) 

  

{tip}  
{apply free vortex radial equilibrium, n= -1} 

alpha_2t = 0 

Cx_2=Cx_2t 
Cx_2t = Cx_3t 

Cx_2t = C_2t*cos(alpha_2t) 
Cy_2t = C_2t*sin(alpha_2t) 

Cx_3t = C_3t*cos(alpha_3t) 

Cy_3t = C_3t*sin(alpha_3t) 
U_t = omega*r_t 

U_t = Cy_3t + Vy_3t 

V_2t^2 = Cx_2t^2 + Vy_2t^2 
V_3t^2 = Cx_3t^2 + Vy_3t^2 

Cx_2t = V_2t*cos(beta_2t) 

Cx_3t = V_3t*cos(beta_3t) 
tan(beta_2t) = U_t/Cx_2t 

Cy_3t = K_3/r_t 

epsilon_t = beta_2t-beta_3t 
{tip checks} 

M_2trel = V_2t/aa_2 

Dehal_t = V_3t/V_2t 
DiffF_t = 1 - V_3t/V_2t + Cx_2t*(tan(alpha_3t) - tan(alpha_2t))/(2*V_2t)*(s/c) 

sigma_critt = (rho_blade/2)*U_t^2*(1-(r_h/r_t)^2)*K/434000000 "sigma_fail = 434000000 [Pa]" 

lambda_t = Cx_2t/(2*U_t)*(tan(beta_2t)+tan(beta_3t)) 
{apply first power blading, n = 1} 

lambda_fpt = 1 + (2*ln(r_t/r_m)-1)*(1-lambda_m)  

lambda_fpt = Cx_2/(2*U_t)*(tan(beta_2t)+tan(beta_3fpt)) 
tan(beta_3fpt) = Vy_3fpt/Cx_2 

Cy_3fpt = U_t - Vy_3fpt 

Wdotmdot_fpt = U_t*Cy_3fpt 
epsilon_fpt = beta_2t-beta_3fpt 

V_3fpt^2 = Vy_3fpt^2 + Cx_2^2 

alpha_3fpt = arctan(Cy_3fpt/Cx_2) 
Dehal_fpt = V_3fpt/V_2t 

DiffF_fpt = 1 - V_3fpt/V_2t + Cx_2t*(tan(alpha_3fpt) - tan(alpha_2t))/(2*V_2t)*(s/c) 

  
  

{hub}   

{apply free vortex radial equilibrium, n= -1} 
alpha_2h = 0 

Cx_2=Cx_2h 

Cx_2h = Cx_3h 
Cx_2h = C_2h*cos(alpha_2h) 

Cy_2h = C_2h*sin(alpha_2h) 

Cx_3h = C_3h*cos(alpha_3h) 
Cy_3h = C_3h*sin(alpha_3h) 

U_h = omega*r_h 

U_h = Cy_3h + Vy_3h 
V_2h^2 = Cx_2h^2 + Vy_2h^2 
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V_3h^2 = Cx_3h^2 + Vy_3h^2 
Cx_2h = V_2h*cos(beta_2h) 

Cx_3h = V_3h*cos(beta_3h) 

tan(beta_2h) = U_h/Cx_2h 
Cy_3h = K_3/r_h 

epsilon_h = beta_2h-beta_3h 

{tip checks} 
M_2hrel = V_2h/aa_2 

Dehal_h = V_3h/V_2h 

DiffF_h = 1 - V_3h/V_2h + Cx_2h*(tan(alpha_3h) - tan(alpha_2h))/(2*V_2h)*(s/c) 
sigma_crith = (rho_blade/2)*U_h^2*(1-(r_h/r_t)^2)*K/434000000 "sigma_fail = 434000000 [Pa]" 

lambda_h = Cx_2h/(2*U_h)*(tan(beta_2h)+tan(beta_3h))  

{apply first power blading, n = 1} 
lambda_fph = 1 + (2*ln(r_h/r_m)-1)*(1-lambda_m)  

lambda_fph = Cx_2/(2*U_h)*(tan(beta_2h)+tan(beta_3fph)) 

tan(beta_3fph) = Vy_3fph/Cx_2 
Cy_3fph = U_h - Vy_3fph 

Wdotmdot_fph = U_h*Cy_3fph 

epsilon_fph = beta_2h-beta_3fph  

V_3fph^2 = Vy_3fph^2 + Cx_2^2 

alpha_3fph = arctan(Cy_3fph/Cx_2) 

Dehal_fph = V_3fph/V_2t 
DiffF_fph = 1 - V_3fph/V_2t + Cx_2t*(tan(alpha_3fph) - tan(alpha_2h))/(2*V_2h)*(s/c) 

  

{first power Wdot check} 
AF_h = 0.21 

AF_m = 0.33 
AF_t = 0.46 

Wdotmdot_fpavg = AF_h*Wdotmdot_fph + AF_m*Wdotmdot_m + AF_t*Wdotmdot_fpt 

Wdot_fp = Wdotmdot_fpavg*mdot/1000 "now power is not fully used in fan" 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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M. CFD Scripts 

 Important scripts used in the geometry creation, case setup, and post-processing of the CFD results 

is provided here to increase clarity and aid future researchers. 

M.1 Geometry Generation 

 The majority of the CFD geometry was created in CAD from measurements and drawing. 

Automation occurred mostly though ANSYS Workbench 18.0 which records user actions. The full-scale 

mixer shape needed to be scripted. So, the code (scalloped_short_16.m) for the most complex shape, the 

shortened scalloped lobed mixer, is included here. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

%% LOBE MIXER DESIGN - FULLSCALE PARAMETRIC STUDY 

close all 

clear all 

clc 

%% Base Engine Parameters 

%hardcoded because base engine is contant during parametric study 

%units in [mm] 

%core cowling slope 

m_out = (590-388)./(2000-3545); %see excel  

%core bullet slope 

m_in = (330-0)./(2000-3300); %see excel 

  

%% Find Lobe Parameters 

%end of core cowling 

x_end_out = 2971; %choose end of lobe coordinate (same as beasic TE) 

x_end_in = 2971; 

y_end_out = -1.*(m_out.*(2000-x_end_out)-590);  

y_end_in = -1.*(m_in.*(2000-x_end_in)-330); 

%enter the parameters of the desired lobed mixer 

n_lobes = 16; 

lambda = 2*pi.*y_end_out/n_lobes; %input radius of outer cowling at lobe end 

h = 2.3*lambda; %lobed height, *adapt to match areas* 

l = 1.2.*h;%lobed mixer length, *vary in param study* 

n = 1; 

crest = 0.5^n.*h; %lobe crest height *vary in param study* 

keel = 0.5^n.*h; %lobe keel height *vary in param study* 

scalloping = 0; %reminder to scallop or not 

  

%start of mixer 

x_start = x_end_out-l; %changes depending on length 

y_out = -1.*(m_out.*(2000-x_start)-590);  

y_in = -1.*(m_in.*(2000-x_start)-330); 

  

% middle y's 

h_max = y_end_out + crest; 

h_min = y_end_out-keel; 

h_mid = (h_max+h_min)/2; 

  

%% Lobe Point Generation 

%theta = pi/4:0.01:pi/2; 

theta = 0:0.01:2*pi; 
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%BLUE 

k2 = n_lobes; %even 

c2 = h_mid; %middle lobe radius 84 

amp2 = h./2; %half height 34 

r_lobe = amp2*sin(k2.*theta+pi) + c2; %pi/2 to shift maxima 

  

%% Default Nozzle Comparison 

%Start of Nozzle - RED 

r_in = y_in.*(zeros(size(theta))+1); 

r_out = y_out.*(zeros(size(theta))+1); 

  

%End Default Nozzle - BLACK 

r_end = y_end_out.*(zeros(size(theta))+1); % r_outer = 97.8 

r_lobe = r_lobe./1.2; %area correciton for mdot at Po To 

  

%plot 

figure(1) 

polarplot(theta,r_lobe,'b') 

hold on 

polarplot(theta,r_in,'r') 

polarplot(theta,r_out,'r') 

polarplot(theta,r_end,'k') 

hold off 

  

%% Metrics of Lobed Mixer 

%check metrics with desired input 

crest_lobe = c2+amp2; 

keel_lobe = c2-amp2; 

h_lobe = crest_lobe - keel_lobe; 

  

%area check 

a_lobe = (pi*(2*amp2)^2)/2 + pi*keel_lobe^2; %mm^2 

a_conical = pi*y_end_out^2; %mm^2 

area1 = 2.*pi.*c2 - (2.*amp2.*sin(pi.*k2).^2)./k2; 

area2 = (1/(8*k2))*(  4*pi*amp2^2*k2  + amp2^2*(-1*sin(4*pi*k2)) + 8*amp2*c2*cos(2*pi*k2)  - 

8*amp2*c2  + 8*pi*k2*c2^2  ) - pi*y_end_in^2;                           

  

%% Point Export 

% in YZ-plane 

theta_export = pi/4:pi/256:pi/2; 

r_export = amp2*sin(k2.*theta_export+(pi/2)) + c2; %pi/2 to shift maxima 

r_export = (r_export - 42.5)*0.939; %area correciton for mdot at Po To 

[z_lobe,y_lobe] = pol2cart(theta_export,r_export); 

x_lobe = x_end_out.*ones([1 length(theta_export)]); 

group = ones([1 length(theta_export)]); 

points = linspace(1,length(group),length(group)); 

group = transpose(group); 

points = transpose(points); 

x_lobe = transpose(x_lobe); 

y_lobe = transpose(y_lobe); 

z_lobe = transpose(z_lobe); 

XYZ = [group points x_lobe y_lobe z_lobe]; 

  

r_max = max(r_export); 

r_min = min(r_export); 

r_mid = (r_max+r_min)/2; 

  

%notch size 

h_notch = ((r_max-r_min)/2)*0.85; %this is minor axis 

notch_max = r_mid+h_notch; 

notch_min = r_mid-h_notch; 

x_start = 2530; 

l_notch2 = (x_end_out-x_start)*0.7; %this is major axis 

l_notch3 = (x_end_out-x_start)*4.65; %this is major axis 

  

% indices of notch (x point to be affected) 

k1 = find(r_export<=notch_max & r_export>=notch_min);  

[k2,k3] = min(abs(r_export-r_mid)); 

  

%notch profile (x reduction) 

x_lobe1=x_lobe; 
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x_lobe2=x_lobe; 

x_lobe3=x_lobe; 

x_lobe1(k1) = x_lobe(k1) - ( h_notch^2 - (abs(r_export(k1)'-r_mid)).^2 ).^0.5; %circle 

x_lobe2(k1) = x_lobe(k1) - ( (l_notch2/2)^2*(1-(abs(r_export(k1)'-r_mid).^2/h_notch^2)) ).^0.5; 

%elipse 

x_offset = (x_end_out-x_start)/0.5+25; 

x_lobe3(k1) = x_lobe(k1) - ( (l_notch3/2)^2*(1-(abs(r_export(k1)'-r_mid).^2/(h_notch*2)^2)) 

).^0.5 + x_offset; %offset elipse 

x_lobe3(x_lobe3>x_end_out) = x_end_out; 

  

%combine again (use 1, 2 or 3) 

XYZ = [group points x_lobe3 y_lobe z_lobe]; 

  

figure(2) 

hold on 

plot(z_lobe,y_lobe) 

axis([0 700 0 700]) 

hold off 

  

figure(3) 

hold on 

plot(x_lobe1) 

plot(x_lobe2) 

plot(x_lobe3) 

axis([0 70 x_start (x_end_out+x_offset)]) 

hold off 

  

%ANSYS Design Modeler Point Inport Format 

datafile = fopen('LobeXY-scal.txt','wt'); 

fprintf(datafile, '# List of Point Coordinates for Lobed Mixer\n'); 

fprintf(datafile, '# Format is: integer Group, integer ID, X, Y, Z\n'); 

fprintf(datafile, '# # all spaces delimited \n'); 

fprintf(datafile, '# Group1    x    y   z\n'); 

fprintf(datafile, '%f %f %f %f %f\n',transpose(XYZ)); 

fclose(datafile); 

  

%% Done 

fprintf('\n Code Complete') 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

M.2 FLUENT Case Setup 

 An example of the case setup script used in Fluent 18.1 through the TUI to prepare and solve the 

full-scale simulation of the 16-5-2.3 lobed mixer. Individual simulation setting can vary but this script 

illustrates how the scripts can be used to save the user time. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

;
3D simulation of a turbofan 1/8 section 

;Maverick Zawislak Sept. 2017 

; 
;*****************************************************

******************************************************

******************** 
;      

     

 SETUP CASE 

;*****************************************************

******************************************************

******************** 
;----------------------- Read the Mesh and Profiles-----------------------

--- 

file read-case 
"case.cas" 

;"G:\Graduate Research\PhD\Courses\Mech 940 

Turbofan\Simulations\Scripting\cruise2\case.cas" 
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;"F:\Content\Graduate 
Research\PhD\Simulation\EngineModel\Simulations\Results\New\

Cruise-3.1-SRPT\case.cas" 

;"E:\Content\Graduate 
Research\PhD\Simulation\EngineModel\Simulations\Results\New\

Cruise-3.1-SRPT\case.cas" 

; 
; 

;---------------------------------- Solver Settings---------------------------

----------------- 
; BCs, models and solver already in case 

;density-based 

define models solver density-based-imp yes 
define models energy yes 

define models viscous ke-real yes 

define models viscous near-wall non-equil yes 
define operat-cond op-pres 22600 

define materials change-create air air 

yes 

ideal-gas 

yes 

piecewise-linear 
; Number of Points 

; T(K) Cp(j/kg-k) from EngineeringToolbox 

35 
175 1002.3 

200 1002.5 
225 1002.7 

250 1003.1 

275 1003.8 
300 1004.9 

325 1006.3 

350 1008.2 
375 1010.6 

400 1013.5 

450 1020.6 
500 1029.5 

550 1039.8 

600 1051.1 
650 1062.9 

700 1075 

750 1087 
800 1098.7 

850 1110.1 

900 1120.9 
950 1131.3 

1000 1141.1 

1050 1150.2 
1100 1158.9 

1150 1167 

1200 1174.6 
1250 1181.7 

1300 1188.4 

1350 1194.6 
1400 1200.5 

1500 1211.2 

1600 1220.7 
1700 1229.3 

1800 1237 

1900 1244 
; Thermal Conductivity 

yes 

piecewise-linear 
35 

175 0.01593 

200 0.01809 
225 0.0202 

250 0.02227 

275 0.02428 
300 0.02624 

325 0.02816 
350 0.03003 

375 0.03186 

400 0.03365 
450 0.0371 

500 0.04041 

550 0.04357 
600 0.04661 

650 0.04954 

700 0.05236 
750 0.05509 

800 0.05774 

850 0.0603 
900 0.06276 

950 0.0652 

1000 0.06754 
1050 0.06985 

1100 0.07209 

1150 0.07427 

1200 0.0764 

1250 0.07849 

1300 0.08054 
1350 0.08253 

1400 0.0845 

1500 0.08831 
1600 0.09199 

1700 0.09554 
1800 0.09899 

1900 0.10233 

; Viscosity 
yes 

piecewise-linear 

35 
175 0.00001182 

200 0.00001329 

225 0.00001467 
250 0.00001599 

275 0.00001725 

300 0.00001846 
325 0.00001962 

350 0.00002075 

375 0.00002181 
400 0.00002286 

450 0.00002485 

500 0.0000267 
550 0.00002849 

600 0.00003017 

650 0.00003178 
700 0.00003332 

750 0.00003482 

800 0.00003624 
850 0.00003763 

900 0.00003897 

950 0.00004026 
1000 0.00004153 

1050 0.00004276 

1100 0.00004396 
1150 0.00004511 

1200 0.00004626 

1250 0.00004736 
1300 0.00004846 

1350 0.00004952 

1400 0.00005057 
1500 0.00005264 

1600 0.00005457 

1700 0.00005646 
1800 0.00005829 

1900 0.00006008 

;molecular weight, thermal expansion, speed of sound 
no 
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no 
no 

; 

solve set d-s k 1 
solve set d-s eps 1 

;---------------------------------- BC's---------------------------------------

----- 
;TYPE 

define bound-cond modify-zones zone-type eout pressure-inlet 

define bound-cond modify-zones zone-type vin pressure-inlet 
define bound-cond modify-zones zone-type ein pressure-outlet 

define bound-cond modify-zones zone-type vout pressure-outlet 

define bound-cond modify-zones zone-type top symmetry 
; 

define bound-cond press-in 

eout 
yes no 23340  

no 19070 

no 684.7 

no yes no no no yes 0.05 0.8 

; 

define bound-cond press-in 
vin 

yes no 11850 

no 0 
no 244 

no yes no no no yes 0.01 2 
; 

define b-c press-outlet 

ein 
yes no 0 

no 288 

no yes no no no yes 0.05 0.8 
yes yes no yes no yes no 3.5 

no 130000 no 100 

; 
;---------------------------------- Load UDF --------------------------------

---------------- 

define user-def comp-func load "libudf2" 
; 

;Adjust Hooks 

define user-defined function-hooks adjust 
"Wfan2::libudf2" 

"Stator2::libudf2" 

"SrcComp::libudf2" 
"" 

; 

; Memory Locations 
define user-defined u-d-memory 8 

; 

; 
; 

;cell-zone setup 

define boundary-cond fluid 
rotor2 

no 

yes 
0 

1 

no 
yes 

xmom_src_1::libudf2 

1 
no 

yes 

ymom_src_1::libudf2 
1 

no 

yes 
zmom_src_1::libudf2 

0 
0 

1 

no 
yes 

en_src_1::libudf2 

no 
no 

no 

0 
no 

0 

no 
0 

no 

1 
no 

0 

no 

0 

no 

no 
no 

no 

no 
; 

; 
; 

define boundary-conditions fluid 

stator2 
no 

yes 

0 
1 

no 

yes 
xmom_src_2::libudf2 

1 

no 
yes 

ymom_src_2::libudf2 

1 
no 

yes 

zmom_src_2::libudf2 
0 

0 

0 
no 

no 

no 
0.63 

no 

0 
no 

0 

no 
1 

no 

0 
no 

0 

no 
no 

no 

no 
no 

; 

define user-def e-o-d "rotor_inputs::libudf2" 
; 
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;*****************************************************
******************************************************

******************** 

;      
     

 ITERATE 

;*****************************************************
******************************************************

******************** 

file auto-save data-frequency 499 
file auto-save retain-most-recent-files yes 

file auto-save max-files 2 

solve set reporting-interval 1 
solve set limits 1 5e5 150 1000 1e-14 1e-20 1e10 0.7 

; 

;************Discretization Schemes rho-based*********** 
;***Turbulent Kinetic Energy 

;second order 

;solve set discr-scheme k 1 

;standard 

;solve set discr-scheme k 0 

;***Turbulent Dissipation 
;second order 

;solve set discr-scheme eps 1 

;standard 
;solve set discr-scheme eps 0 

;***Flow 
;second order 

;solve set discr-scheme amg-c 1 

;standard 
;solve set discr-scheme amg-c 0 

; 

;using solution steering, 0 iteration courant # check between 5 and 
25 with FMG initialization 

define models solver density-based-imp yes 

solve init compute-def pressure-inlet vin 
solve init init-flow ok 

;setup FMG init 

;--0.7 ==> 1 first to higher order blending 
solve set solution-steering yes "transonic" yes no 0.0 

solve set set-solution-steering 

100 
0 

50 

;initial courant 
5 

;max courant 

25 
0.6 

5 

;multilevel iteration breaks 
100 

250 

500 
750 

1000 

0.75 
yes 

; 

; 
define models solver pressure-based yes 

; 

solve set p-v-coupling 24 
solve set pseudo-transient 

yes 

yes 
1 

0.1 

0 
solve set high-order-term-relax enable yes 

;*** Pressure 
;second order 

;solve set discr-scheme pressure 12 

;standard 
solve set discr-scheme pressure 10 

;***Density 

;second order 
;solve set discr-scheme density 1 

;standard 

solve set discr-scheme density 0 
;***Momentum 

;second order 

;solve set discr-scheme mom 1 
;standard 

solve set discr-scheme mom 0 

;***Temperature 
;second order 

;solve set discr-scheme temp 1 

;standard 

solve set discr-scheme temp 0 

;***Turbulent Kinetic Energy 

;second order 
;solve set discr-scheme k 1 

;standard 

solve set discr-scheme k 0 
;***Turbulent Dissipation 

;second order 
;solve set discr-scheme eps 1 

;standard 

solve set discr-scheme eps 0 
define b-c press-outlet 

ein 

yes 
no 

0 

no 
288 

no 

yes 
no 

no 

no 
yes 

0.05 

0.8 
yes 

no 

yes 
yes 

no 

0.875 
no 

130000 

no 
100 

define bound-cond press-in 

vin 
yes 

no 

2962.5 
no 

0 

no 
244 

no 

yes 
no 

no 

no 
yes 
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0.01 
2 

; 

;**********Convergence Settings****************** 
solve monitors residual check-convergence 

no no no no no no no 

; 
solve init compute-def pressure-inlet vin 

solve init init-flow ok 

solve iterate 100 
; 

define b-c press-outlet 

ein 
yes no 0 

no 288 

no yes no no no yes 0.05 0.8 
yes no yes yes no 1.75 

no 130000 no 100 

define bound-cond press-in 

vin 

yes no 5925 

no 0 
no 244 

no yes no no no yes 0.01 2 

solve iterate 100 
; 

define b-c press-outlet 
ein 

yes no 0 

no 288 
no yes no no no yes 0.05 0.8 

yes no yes yes no 2.625 

no 130000 no 100 
define bound-cond press-in 

vin 

yes no 8887 
no 0 

no 244 

no yes no no no yes 0.01 2 
solve iterate 100 

; 

solve set pseudo-transient yes yes 1 1 0 
define b-c press-outlet 

ein 

yes no 0 
no 288 

no yes no no no yes 0.05 0.8 

yes no yes yes no 3.5 
no 130000 no 100 

define bound-cond press-in 

vin 
yes no 11850 

no 0 

no 244 
no yes no no no yes 0.01 2 

; 

solve iterate 1200 
; 

; 

;define b-c zone-type 
;eout 

;mass-flow-inlet 

; 

;define b-c mass-flow-inlet 

;eout 

;yes 
;yes 

;no 

;3.84 
;no 

;684.7 
;no 

;19070 

;no 
;yes 

;no 

;no 
;no 

;yes 

;5 
;0.8 

; 

;solve iterate 1200 
; 

file write-case-data output.cas yes 

; 
; 

; 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

M.3 Post Processing 

 An example of the post-processing script used in Fluent 18.1 through the TUI to organize and 

output data from the full-scale simulation of the 16-5-2.3 lobed mixer. Individual simulation outputs vary 

but this script illustrates how the TUI can be used to save the user time. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

*********************************

*********************************
*********************************

**************************** 

;   
   

   

   POST 
PROCESS 

;********************************

*********************************

*********************************

***************************** 
;------------------------------Create Points--

--------------------------- 
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;IF PHYSICAL GEOM CHANGES 
THEN CREATED GEOM NEEDS TO 

BE UPDATED 

surf point-surf 
p.inlet 

-0.7 0.4475 0.0001 

; 
surf point-surf 

p.rot.in 

-0.12 0.65 0.0001 
; 

surf point-surf 

p.rot.out 
0.12 0.6625 0.0001 

; 

surf point-surf 
p.stator.in 

0.37 0.7775 0.0001 

; 

surf point-surf 

p.stator.out 

0.61 0.7925 0.0001 
; 

surf point-surf 

p.eng.in 
0.4 0.4225 0.0001 

; 
surf point-surf 

p.eng.out 

2.0 0.46 0.0001 
; 

surf point-surf 

p.noz.by 
2.07 0.7775 0.0001 

; 

surf point-surf 
p.noz.core 

2.967 0.293 0.0001 

; 
surf point-surf 

p.upstream 

-5.0 0.1 0.0001 
; 

surf point-surf 

p.downstream 
4.0 0.001 0.0001 

; 

surf point-surf 
p.downstream2 

8.0 0.001 0.0001 

; 
surf point-surf 

p.downstream3 

12.0 0.001 0.0001 
; 

surf point-surf 

p.downstream4 
16.0 0.001 0.0001 

; 

surf point-surf 
p.lobe 

3.545 0.3815 0.0001 

; 
;----------------------------------Create 

Lines------------------------------------ 

surf line-surf 
l.inlet 

-0.6 0 0 

-0.6 0.895 0 
; 

surf line-surf 
l.wake1 

4.0 0 0.0001 

4.0 1.3 0.0001 
; 

surf line-surf 

l.wake2 
8.0 0 0 

8.0 1.3 0 

; 
surf line-surf 

l.wake3 

12.0 0 0 
12.0 1.3 0 

; 

surf line-surf 
l.rot.out 

0.12 0.325 0 

0.12 1.0 0 

; 

surf line-surf 

l.noz.by 
2.07 0.63 0 

2.07 0.925 0 

; 
surf line-surf 

l.noz.core 
2.971 0.11 0 

2.971 0.4765 0 

; 
;--------------------------------------Create 

Surfaces---------------------------------- 

surf plane 
s.z0 

-6.00 0 0.0001 

13.0 0 0.0001 
13.0 4.0 0.0001 

; 

surf plane 
s.keel 

-6.00 0 0.0001 

13.0 0 0.0001 
13.0 0.185788 0.076956  

; 

surf plane 
s.crest 

-6.00 0 0.0001 

13.0 0 0.0001 
13.0 0.52601 0.4105  

; 

surf plane 
s.upstream 

-1.0 0 0 

-1.0 2.0 0 
-1.0 2.0 0.05 

; 

surf plane 
s.downstream 

4.0 0 0 

4.0 2.0 0 
4.0 2.0 0.05 

; 

; 
surf plane 

s.downstream2 

8.0 0 0 
8.0 2.0 0 

8.0 2.0 0.05 

; 
; 

surf plane 
s.downstream3 

12.0 0 0 

12.0 2.0 0 
12.0 2.0 0.05 

; 

; 
surf plane 

s.downstream4 

16.0 0 0 
16.0 2.0 0 

16.0 2.0 0.05 

; 
surf plane 

s.noz.by.temp 

2.07 0.63 0 
2.07 0.925 0 

2.07 2.0 0.05 

surf iso-clip 

radial-coordinate 

s.noz.by 

s.noz.by.temp 
0.630 0.925 

; 

surf plane 
s.noz.core.temp 

2.967 0.11 0 
2.967 0.4765 0 

2.967 2.0 0.05 

surf iso-clip 
radial-coordinate 

s.noz.core 

s.noz.core.temp 
0.11 0.4765 

; 

surf plane 
s.inlet.temp 

-0.7 0 0 

-0.7 0.895 0 
-0.7 2.0 0.05 

surf iso-clip 

radial-coordinate 
s.inlet 

s.inlet.temp 

0 0.895 
; 

surf plane 

s.wake1.temp 
4 0 0 

4 2 0 

4 2.0 0.05 
surf iso-clip 

radial-coordinate 

s.wake1 
s.wake1.temp 

0 1.0 

; 
surf plane 

s.wake2.temp 

8 0 0 
8 2 0 

8 2.0 0.05 

surf iso-clip 
radial-coordinate 

s.wake2 

s.wake2.temp 
0 1.0 

; 

surf plane 
s.wake3.temp 
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12 0 0 
12 2 0 

12 2.0 0.05 

surf iso-clip 
radial-coordinate 

s.wake3 

s.wake3.temp 
0 1.0 

; 

surf plane 
s.wake4.temp 

16 0 0 

16 2 0 
16 2.0 0.05 

surf iso-clip 

radial-coordinate 
s.wake4 

s.wake4.temp 

0 1.0 

; 

surf plane 

s.core.temp 
3.545 0 0 

3.545 2 0 

3.545 2.0 0.05 
surf iso-clip 

radial-coordinate 
s.core 

s.core.temp 

0 0.185 
; 

; 

surf plane 
s.lobe.temp 

3.545 0 0 

3.545 2 0 
3.545 2.0 0.05 

surf iso-clip 

radial-coordinate 
s.lobe 

s.lobe.temp 

0.185 0.5425 
; 

; 

surf plane 
s.bypass.temp 

3.545 0 0 

3.545 2 0 
3.545 2.0 0.05 

surf iso-clip 

radial-coordinate 
s.bypass 

s.bypass.temp 

0.5425 1 
; 

surf plane 

s.outlet.temp 
3.545 0 0 

3.545 2 0 

3.545 2.0 0.05 
surf iso-clip 

radial-coordinate 

s.outlet 
s.outlet.temp 

0 1 

; 
; 

;rotor_in, rotor_out, ein, eout, vin, vout 

pre-made 
; 

;; Custom Field Function;; 
define custom-field-function define 

"momentum_x" 

"density*x_velocity^2" 
; 

; 

define custom-field-function define 
"ma_act" 

"velocity_magnitude/sound_speed" 

; 
; 

; 

;------------------------------------------------
-Summary------------------------------------

--------------------- 

report summary yes "summary.txt" yes 
; 

;------------------------------------------------

-Reports---------------------------------------

------------------ 

;;;;INTEGRALS;;;; 

;Near-field Drag 
; 

report forces wall-forces no 

shroud-interduct2 
shroud-plenum2 

shroud-rotor2 
shroud-stator2 

wen-interduct2 

wen-plenum2 
wen-rotor2 

wen-stator2 

lobe 
lobe-shadow 

() 

1 0 0 
yes "nearfield.txt" yes 

; 

report surf-int area 
shroud-interduct2 

shroud-plenum2 

shroud-rotor2 
shroud-stator2 

wen-interduct2 

wen-plenum2 
wen-rotor2 

wen-stator2 

lobe 
lobe-shadow 

() 

yes "nearfield.txt" yes 
; 

; Far-Field Drag 

; 
report surf-int integral 

s.upstream 

s.downstream 
s.downstream2 

s.downstream3 

s.downstream4 
s.wake1 

s.wake2 

s.wake3 
s.wake4 

s.core 

s.bypass 
s.lobe 

s.outlet 

s.noz.by 
s.noz.core 

s.inlet 
rotor_in 

rotor_out 

ein 
eout 

vin 

vout 
() 

pressure 

yes "farfield.txt" yes 
; 

; 

report surf-int integral 
s.upstream 

s.downstream 

s.downstream2 
s.downstream3 

s.downstream4 

s.wake1 

s.wake2 

s.wake3 

s.wake4 
s.core 

s.bypass 

s.lobe 
s.outlet 

s.noz.by 
s.noz.core 

s.inlet 

rotor_in 
rotor_out 

ein 

eout 
vin 

vout 

() 
momentum_x 

yes "farfield.txt" yes 

; 
; 

report surf-int mass-flow-rate 

s.upstream 
s.downstream 

s.downstream2 

s.downstream3 
s.downstream4 

s.wake1 

s.wake2 
s.wake3 

s.wake4 

s.core 
s.bypass 

s.lobe 

s.outlet 
s.noz.by 

s.noz.core 

s.inlet 
rotor_in 

rotor_out 

ein 
eout 

vin 

vout 
() 

yes "farfield.txt" yes 

; 
; 

report surf-int area 

s.upstream 
s.downstream 
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s.downstream2 
s.downstream3 

s.downstream4 

s.wake1 
s.wake2 

s.wake3 

s.wake4 
s.core 

s.bypass 

s.lobe 
s.outlet 

s.noz.by 

s.noz.core 
s.inlet 

rotor_in 

rotor_out 
ein 

eout 

vin 

vout 

() 

yes "farfield.txt" yes 
; 

; 

report surf-int area-weighted-avg 
s.upstream 

s.downstream 
s.downstream2 

s.downstream3 

s.downstream4 
s.wake1 

s.wake2 

s.wake3 
s.wake4 

s.core 

s.bypass 
s.lobe 

s.outlet 

s.noz.by 
s.noz.core 

s.inlet 

rotor_in 
rotor_out 

ein 

eout 
vin 

vout 

() 
pressure 

yes "farfield.txt" yes 

; 
; 

report surf-int area-weighted-avg 

s.upstream 
s.downstream 

s.downstream2 

s.downstream3 
s.downstream4 

s.wake1 

s.wake2 
s.wake3 

s.wake4 

s.core 
s.bypass 

s.lobe 

s.outlet 
s.noz.by 

s.noz.core 

s.inlet 
rotor_in 

rotor_out 
ein 

eout 

vin 
vout 

() 

total-pressure 
yes "farfield.txt" yes 

; 

; 
report surf-int area-weighted-avg 

s.upstream 

s.downstream 
s.downstream2 

s.downstream3 

s.downstream4 
s.wake1 

s.wake2 

s.wake3 

s.wake4 

s.core 

s.bypass 
s.lobe 

s.outlet 

s.noz.by 
s.noz.core 

s.inlet 
rotor_in 

rotor_out 

ein 
eout 

vin 

vout 
() 

axial-velocity 

yes "farfield.txt" yes 
; 

; 

report surf-int area-weighted-avg 
s.upstream 

s.downstream 

s.downstream2 
s.downstream3 

s.downstream4 

s.wake1 
s.wake2 

s.wake3 

s.wake4 
s.core 

s.bypass 

s.lobe 
s.outlet 

s.noz.by 

s.noz.core 
s.inlet 

rotor_in 

rotor_out 
ein 

eout 

vin 
vout 

() 

ma_act 
yes "farfield.txt" yes 

; 

; 
report surf-int area-weighted-avg 

s.upstream 

s.downstream 
s.downstream2 

s.downstream3 
s.downstream4 

s.wake1 

s.wake2 
s.wake3 

s.wake4 

s.core 
s.bypass 

s.lobe 

s.outlet 
s.noz.by 

s.noz.core 

s.inlet 
rotor_in 

rotor_out 

ein 
eout 

vin 

vout 

() 

temperature 

yes "farfield.txt" yes 
; 

;;;;POINTS;;;; 

; 
report surf-int facet-avg 

p.inlet 
p.upstream 

p.downstream 

p.downstream2 
p.downstream3 

p.downstream4 

p.rot.in 
p.rot.out 

p.stator.in 

p.stator.out 
p.eng.in 

p.eng.out 

p.noz.by 
p.noz.core 

() 

x-velocity 
yes "meanline.txt" yes 

; 

; 
report surf-int facet-avg 

p.inlet 

p.upstream 
p.downstream 

p.downstream2 

p.downstream3 
p.downstream4 

p.rot.in 

p.rot.out 
p.stator.in 

p.stator.out 

p.eng.in 
p.eng.out 

p.noz.by 

p.noz.core 
() 

tangential-velocity 

yes "meanline.txt" yes 
; 

; 

report surf-int facet-avg 
p.inlet 

p.upstream 

p.downstream 
p.downstream2 
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p.downstream3 
p.downstream4 

p.rot.in 

p.rot.out 
p.stator.in 

p.stator.out 

p.eng.in 
p.eng.out 

p.noz.by 

p.noz.core 
() 

radial-velocity 

yes "meanline.txt" yes 
; 

; 

report surf-int facet-avg 
p.inlet 

p.upstream 

p.downstream 

p.downstream2 

p.downstream3 

p.downstream4 
p.rot.in 

p.rot.out 

p.stator.in 
p.stator.out 

p.eng.in 
p.eng.out 

p.noz.by 

p.noz.core 
() 

pressure 

yes "meanline.txt" yes 
; 

; 

report surf-int facet-avg 
p.inlet 

p.upstream 

p.downstream 
p.downstream2 

p.downstream3 

p.downstream4 
p.rot.in 

p.rot.out 

p.stator.in 
p.stator.out 

p.eng.in 

p.eng.out 
p.noz.by 

p.noz.core 

() 
total-pressure 

yes "meanline.txt" yes 

; 
; 

report surf-int facet-avg 

p.inlet 
p.upstream 

p.downstream 

p.downstream2 
p.downstream3 

p.downstream4 

p.rot.in 
p.rot.out 

p.stator.in 

p.stator.out 
p.eng.in 

p.eng.out 

p.noz.by 
p.noz.core 

() 
ma_act 

yes "meanline.txt" yes 

; 
report surf-int facet-avg 

p.inlet 

p.upstream 
p.downstream 

p.downstream2 

p.downstream3 
p.downstream4 

p.rot.in 

p.rot.out 
p.stator.in 

p.stator.out 

p.eng.in 
p.eng.out 

p.noz.by 

p.noz.core 

() 

temperature 

yes "meanline.txt" yes 
; 

; 

report surf-int facet-avg 
p.inlet 

p.upstream 
p.downstream 

p.downstream2 

p.downstream3 
p.downstream4 

p.rot.in 

p.rot.out 
p.stator.in 

p.stator.out 

p.eng.in 
p.eng.out 

p.noz.by 

p.noz.core 
() 

total-temperature 

yes "meanline.txt" yes 
; 

; 

report surf-int facet-avg 
p.inlet 

p.upstream 

p.downstream 
p.downstream2 

p.downstream3 

p.downstream4 
p.rot.in 

p.rot.out 

p.stator.in 
p.stator.out 

p.eng.in 

p.eng.out 
p.noz.by 

p.noz.core 

() 
density 

yes "meanline.txt" yes 

; 
;------------------------------------- High-

Level Outputs--------------------- 

; 
;;;;;;;Vorticity;;;;;;;;;;; 

; 

define custom-field-function define 
"Azimuthal-Vort" 

"(z_vorticity^2+y_vorticity^2)^0.5" 
; 

; 

define c-f-f define 
"abs-vort" 

"abs(x_vorticity)" 

; 
; 

report surf-int integral 

s.upstream 
s.downstream 

s.downstream2 

s.downstream3 
s.downstream4 

s.wake1 

s.wake2 
s.wake3 

s.wake4 

s.core 

s.bypass 

s.lobe 

s.outlet 
s.noz.by 

s.noz.core 

s.inlet 
() 

azimuthal-vort 
yes "vorticity.txt" yes 

; 

; 
report surf-int facet-max 

s.upstream 

s.downstream 
s.downstream2 

s.downstream3 

s.downstream4 
s.wake1 

s.wake2 

s.wake3 
s.wake4 

s.core 

s.bypass 
s.lobe 

s.outlet 

s.noz.by 
s.noz.core 

s.inlet 

() 
azimuthal-vort 

yes "vorticity.txt" yes 

; 
report surf-int integral 

s.upstream 

s.downstream 
s.downstream2 

s.downstream3 

s.downstream4 
s.wake1 

s.wake2 

s.wake3 
s.wake4 

s.core 

s.bypass 
s.lobe 

s.outlet 

s.noz.by 
s.noz.core 

s.inlet 

() 
abs-vort 
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yes "vorticity.txt" yes 
; 

; 

report surf-int facet-max 
s.upstream 

s.downstream 

s.downstream2 
s.downstream3 

s.downstream4 

s.wake1 
s.wake2 

s.wake3 

s.wake4 
s.core 

s.bypass 

s.lobe 
s.outlet 

s.noz.by 

s.noz.core 

s.inlet 

() 

x-vorticity 
yes "vorticity.txt" yes 

; 

; 
report surf-int facet-min 

s.upstream 
s.downstream 

s.downstream2 

s.downstream3 
s.downstream4 

s.wake1 

s.wake2 
s.wake3 

s.wake4 

s.core 
s.outlet 

s.bypass 

s.lobe 
s.noz.by 

s.noz.core 

s.inlet 
() 

x-vorticity 

yes "vorticity.txt" yes 
; 

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;Drag;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

; 
; 

define custom-field-function define 

"ubar" 
"((2/0.36)*(total_pressure-

11850)+240)^0.5" 

; 
define custom-field-function define 

"Dp" 

"-1*density*axial_velocity*(ubar-240)" 
; 

; 

define custom-field-function define 
"Di" 

"0.5*density*(y_velocity^2+z_velocity^

2)" 
; 

; 

report surf-int integral 
s.upstream 

s.downstream 

s.downstream2 
s.downstream3 

s.downstream4 
s.wake1 

s.wake2 

s.wake3 
s.wake4 

s.core 

s.bypass 
s.lobe 

s.outlet 

s.noz.by 
s.noz.core 

s.inlet 

() 
dp 

yes "drag.txt" yes 

; 
; 

report surf-int integral 

s.upstream 

s.downstream 

s.downstream2 

s.downstream3 
s.downstream4 

s.wake1 

s.wake2 
s.wake3 

s.wake4 
s.core 

s.bypass 

s.lobe 
s.outlet 

s.noz.by 

s.noz.core 
s.inlet 

() 

di 
yes "drag.txt" yes 

; 

;;;;;;;;;Total Pressure Loss use numbers 
on meanline;;;;;;;;;;;; 

; 

;;;;;;;;;;;;Velocity Mixing;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
; 

; 

define custom-field-function define 
"vel-mix" 

"axial_velocity/235" 

; 
report surf-int facet-max 

s.upstream 

s.downstream 
s.downstream2 

s.downstream3 

s.downstream4 
s.wake1 

s.wake2 

s.wake3 
s.wake4 

s.core 

s.bypass 
s.lobe 

s.outlet 

s.noz.by 
s.noz.core 

s.inlet 

rotor_in 
rotor_out 

ein 

eout 
vin 

vout 
() 

axial-velocity 

yes "mixing.txt" yes 
; 

; 

report surf-int facet-min 
s.upstream 

s.downstream 

s.downstream2 
s.downstream3 

s.downstream4 

s.wake1 
s.wake2 

s.wake3 

s.wake4 
s.core 

s.bypass 

s.lobe 

s.outlet 

s.noz.by 

s.noz.core 
s.inlet 

rotor_in 

rotor_out 
ein 

eout 
vin 

vout 

() 
axial-velocity 

yes "mixing.txt" yes 

; 
; 

report surf-int integral 

s.upstream 
s.downstream 

s.downstream2 

s.downstream3 
s.downstream4 

s.wake1 

s.wake2 
s.wake3 

s.wake4 

s.core 
s.bypass 

s.lobe 

s.outlet 
s.noz.by 

s.noz.core 

s.inlet 
rotor_in 

rotor_out 

ein 
eout 

vin 

vout 
() 

vel-mix 

yes "mixing.txt" yes 
; 

report surf-int mass-weighted-avg 

s.upstream 
s.downstream 

s.downstream2 

s.downstream3 
s.downstream4 

s.wake1 

s.wake2 
s.wake3 
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s.wake4 
s.core 

s.bypass 

s.lobe 
s.outlet 

s.noz.by 

s.noz.core 
s.inlet 

rotor_in 

rotor_out 
ein 

eout 

vin 
vout 

() 

axial-velocity 
yes "mixing.txt" yes 

; 

; 

report surf-int area-weighted-avg 

s.upstream 

s.downstream 
s.downstream2 

s.downstream3 

s.downstream4 
s.wake1 

s.wake2 
s.wake3 

s.wake4 

s.core 
s.bypass 

s.lobe 

s.outlet 
s.noz.by 

s.noz.core 

s.inlet 
rotor_in 

rotor_out 

ein 
eout 

vin 

vout 
() 

axial-velocity 

yes "mixing.txt" yes 
; 

; 

report surf-int mass-flow-rate 
s.upstream 

s.downstream 

s.downstream2 
s.downstream3 

s.downstream4 

s.wake1 
s.wake2 

s.wake3 

s.wake4 
s.core 

s.bypass 

s.lobe 
s.outlet 

s.noz.by 

s.noz.core 
s.inlet 

rotor_in 

rotor_out 
ein 

eout 

vin 
vout 

() 
yes "mixing.txt" yes 

; 

; 
report surf-int integral 

s.upstream 

s.downstream 
s.downstream2 

s.downstream3 

s.downstream4 
s.wake1 

s.wake2 

s.wake3 
s.wake4 

s.core 

s.bypass 
s.lobe 

s.outlet 

s.noz.by 

s.noz.core 

s.inlet 

rotor_in 
rotor_out 

ein 

eout 
vin 

vout 
() 

axial-velocity 

yes "mixing.txt" yes 
; 

; 

report surf-int integral 
s.upstream 

s.downstream 

s.downstream2 
s.downstream3 

s.downstream4 

s.wake1 
s.wake2 

s.wake3 

s.wake4 
s.core 

s.bypass 

s.lobe 
s.outlet 

s.noz.by 

s.noz.core 
s.inlet 

rotor_in 

rotor_out 
ein 

eout 

vin 
vout 

() 

momentum_x 
yes "mixing.txt" yes 

; 

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;Areas;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
report surf-int area 

vout 

vin 
eout 

ein 

rotor_in 
rotor_out 

stator_in 

stator_out 
wen-plenum2 

s.upstream 
s.downstream 

s.wake1 

s.core 
s.bypass 

s.lobe 

s.outlet 
s.noz.by 

s.noz.core 

s.inlet 
() 

yes "mixing.txt" yes 

; 
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;Temperature 

Mixing;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 

; 
report surf-int area-weighted-avg 

s.upstream 

s.downstream 

s.downstream2 

s.downstream3 

s.downstream4 
s.wake1 

s.wake2 

s.wake3 
s.wake4 

s.core 
s.bypass 

s.lobe 

s.outlet 
s.noz.by 

s.noz.core 

s.inlet 
rotor_in 

rotor_out 

ein 
eout 

vin 

vout 
() 

temperature 

yes "mixing.txt" yes 
; 

; 

report surf-int mass-weighted-avg 
s.upstream 

s.downstream 

s.downstream2 
s.downstream3 

s.downstream4 

s.wake1 
s.wake2 

s.wake3 

s.wake4 
s.core 

s.bypass 

s.lobe 
s.outlet 

s.noz.by 

s.noz.core 
s.inlet 

rotor_in 

rotor_out 
ein 

eout 

vin 
vout 

() 

temperature 
yes "mixing.txt" yes 
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; 
; 

report surf-int facet-max 

s.upstream 
s.downstream 

s.downstream2 

s.downstream3 
s.downstream4 

s.wake1 

s.wake2 
s.wake3 

s.wake4 

s.core 
s.bypass 

s.lobe 

s.outlet 
s.noz.by 

s.noz.core 

s.inlet 

rotor_in 

rotor_out 

ein 
eout 

vin 

vout 
() 

temperature 
yes "mixing.txt" yes 

; 

; 
define custom-field-function define 

"mom-temp" 

"density*axial_velocity*temperature" 
; 

; 

report surf-int integral 
s.upstream 

s.downstream 

s.downstream2 
s.downstream3 

s.downstream4 

s.wake1 
s.wake2 

s.wake3 

s.wake4 
s.core 

s.bypass 

s.lobe 
s.outlet 

s.noz.by 

s.noz.core 
s.inlet 

rotor_in 

rotor_out 
ein 

eout 

vin 
vout 

() 

mom-temp 
yes "mixing.txt" yes 

; 

;**************Pressure 
Mixing********** 

; 

; 
; 

report surf-int mass-weighted-avg 

s.upstream 
s.downstream 

s.downstream2 
s.downstream3 

s.downstream4 

s.wake1 
s.wake2 

s.wake3 

s.wake4 
s.core 

s.bypass 

s.lobe 
s.outlet 

s.noz.by 

s.noz.core 
s.inlet 

rotor_in 

rotor_out 
ein 

eout 

vin 

vout 

() 

pressure 
yes "mixing.txt" yes 

; 

; 
report surf-int mass-weighted-avg 

s.upstream 
s.downstream 

s.downstream2 

s.downstream3 
s.downstream4 

s.wake1 

s.wake2 
s.wake3 

s.wake4 

s.core 
s.bypass 

s.lobe 

s.outlet 
s.noz.by 

s.noz.core 

s.inlet 
rotor_in 

rotor_out 

ein 
eout 

vin 

vout 
() 

total-pressure 

yes "mixing.txt" yes 
; 

; 

;************** Mixing Index 
********* 

; 

define custom-field-function define 
"ps-index" 

"((pressure+22600)-

22600)/((19070+22600)-22600)" 
; 

; 

define custom-field-function define 
"pt-index" 

"(total_pressure-11870)/(23340-11850)" 

; 
; 

define custom-field-function define 

"ts-index" 
"(temperature-215)/(668-215)" 

; 
; 

report surf-int mass-weighted-avg 

s.upstream 
s.downstream 

s.downstream2 

s.downstream3 
s.downstream4 

s.wake1 

s.wake2 
s.wake3 

s.wake4 

s.core 
s.bypass 

s.lobe 

s.outlet 
s.noz.by 

s.noz.core 

s.inlet 

rotor_in 

rotor_out 

ein 
eout 

vin 

vout 
() 

ps-index 
yes "index.txt" yes 

; 

; 
report surf-int mass-weighted-avg 

s.upstream 

s.downstream 
s.downstream2 

s.downstream3 

s.downstream4 
s.wake1 

s.wake2 

s.wake3 
s.wake4 

s.core 

s.bypass 
s.lobe 

s.outlet 

s.noz.by 
s.noz.core 

s.inlet 

rotor_in 
rotor_out 

ein 

eout 
vin 

vout 

() 
pt-index 

yes "index.txt" yes 

; 
; 

report surf-int mass-weighted-avg 

s.upstream 
s.downstream 

s.downstream2 

s.downstream3 
s.downstream4 

s.wake1 

s.wake2 
s.wake3 

s.wake4 

s.core 
s.bypass 
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s.lobe 
s.outlet 

s.noz.by 

s.noz.core 
s.inlet 

rotor_in 

rotor_out 
ein 

eout 

vin 
vout 

() 

ts-index 
yes "index.txt" yes 

; 

 
;------------------------------------------------

-Profiles---------------------------------------

------------------ 

file export tecplot 

"profiles.plt" 

l.inlet 
l.wake 

l.wake2 

l.wake3 
l.rot.out 

l.noz.by 
l.noz.core 

() 

pressure 
dynamic-pressure 

total-pressure 

temperature 
total-temperature 

axial-velocity 

radial-velocity 
tangential-velocity 

ma_act 

density 
x-vorticity 

y-vorticity 

z-vorticity 
azimuthal-vort 

() 

; 
; 

;------------------------------------------------

-Contours-------------------------------------
-------------------- 

; 

file export tecplot 
"contours_z0.plt" 

s.z0 

() 
pressure 

dynamic-pressure 

total-pressure 
temperature 

total-temperature 

x-velocity 
axial-velocity 

radial-velocity 

tangential-velocity 
ma_act 

density 

x-vorticity 
y-vorticity 

z-vorticity 

azimuthal-vort 
() 

; 
file export tecplot 

"contours_crest.plt" 

s.crest 
() 

pressure 

dynamic-pressure 
total-pressure 

temperature 

total-temperature 
x-velocity 

axial-velocity 

radial-velocity 
tangential-velocity 

ma_act 

density 
x-vorticity 

y-vorticity 

z-vorticity 

azimuthal-vort 

() 

; 
file export tecplot 

"contours_keel.plt" 

s.keel 
() 

pressure 
dynamic-pressure 

total-pressure 

temperature 
total-temperature 

x-velocity 

axial-velocity 
radial-velocity 

tangential-velocity 

ma_act 
density 

x-vorticity 

y-vorticity 
z-vorticity 

azimuthal-vort 

() 
; 

; 

file export tecplot 
"contours_downstream.plt" 

s.downstream 

() 
pressure 

dynamic-pressure 

total-pressure 
temperature 

total-temperature 

x-velocity 
axial-velocity 

radial-velocity 

tangential-velocity 
ma_act 

density 

x-vorticity 
y-vorticity 

z-vorticity 

azimuthal-vort 
() 

; 

; 
file export tecplot 

"contours_downstream2.plt" 

s.downstream2 
() 

pressure 
dynamic-pressure 

total-pressure 

temperature 
total-temperature 

x-velocity 

axial-velocity 
radial-velocity 

tangential-velocity 

ma_act 
density 

x-vorticity 

y-vorticity 
z-vorticity 

azimuthal-vort 

() 
; 

; 

; 

file export tecplot 

"contours_downstream3.plt" 

s.downstream3 
() 

pressure 

dynamic-pressure 
total-pressure 

temperature 
total-temperature 

x-velocity 

axial-velocity 
radial-velocity 

tangential-velocity 

ma_act 
density 

x-vorticity 

y-vorticity 
z-vorticity 

azimuthal-vort 

() 
; 

; 

; 
file export tecplot 

"contours_downstream4.plt" 

s.downstream4 
() 

pressure 

dynamic-pressure 
total-pressure 

temperature 

total-temperature 
x-velocity 

axial-velocity 

radial-velocity 
tangential-velocity 

ma_act 

density 
x-vorticity 

y-vorticity 

z-vorticity 
azimuthal-vort 

() 

; 
; 

; 

file export tecplot 
"contours_wake1.plt" 

s.wake1 

() 
pressure 
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dynamic-pressure 
total-pressure 

temperature 

total-temperature 
x-velocity 

axial-velocity 

radial-velocity 
tangential-velocity 

ma_act 

density 
x-vorticity 

y-vorticity 

z-vorticity 
azimuthal-vort 

() 

; 
; 

; 

file export tecplot 

"contours_wake2.plt" 

s.wake2 

() 
pressure 

dynamic-pressure 

total-pressure 
temperature 

total-temperature 
x-velocity 

axial-velocity 

radial-velocity 
tangential-velocity 

ma_act 

density 
x-vorticity 

y-vorticity 

z-vorticity 
azimuthal-vort 

() 

; 
; 

; 

file export tecplot 
"contours_wake3.plt" 

s.wake3 

() 
pressure 

dynamic-pressure 

total-pressure 
temperature 

total-temperature 

x-velocity 
axial-velocity 

radial-velocity 

tangential-velocity 
ma_act 

density 

x-vorticity 
y-vorticity 

z-vorticity 

azimuthal-vort 

() 
; 

; 

; 
file export tecplot 

"contours_wake4.plt" 

s.wake4 
() 

pressure 

dynamic-pressure 
total-pressure 

temperature 

total-temperature 
x-velocity 

axial-velocity 

radial-velocity 
tangential-velocity 

ma_act 

density 

x-vorticity 

y-vorticity 

z-vorticity 
azimuthal-vort 

() 

; 
; 

; 
file export tecplot 

"contours_lobe.plt" 

s.lobe 
() 

pressure 

dynamic-pressure 
total-pressure 

temperature 

total-temperature 
x-velocity 

axial-velocity 

radial-velocity 
tangential-velocity 

ma_act 

density 
x-vorticity 

y-vorticity 

z-vorticity 
azimuthal-vort 

() 

; 
; 

; 

file export tecplot 
"contours_bypass.plt" 

s.bypass 

() 
pressure 

dynamic-pressure 

total-pressure 
temperature 

total-temperature 

x-velocity 

axial-velocity 
radial-velocity 

tangential-velocity 

ma_act 
density 

x-vorticity 

y-vorticity 
z-vorticity 

azimuthal-vort 

() 
; 

; 

; 
file export tecplot 

"contours_core.plt" 

s.core 
() 

pressure 

dynamic-pressure 

total-pressure 

temperature 

total-temperature 
x-velocity 

axial-velocity 

radial-velocity 
tangential-velocity 

ma_act 
density 

x-vorticity 

y-vorticity 
z-vorticity 

azimuthal-vort 

() 
; 

; 

; 
file export tecplot 

"contours_outlet.plt" 

s.outlet 
() 

pressure 

dynamic-pressure 
total-pressure 

temperature 

total-temperature 
x-velocity 

axial-velocity 

radial-velocity 
tangential-velocity 

ma_act 

density 
x-vorticity 

y-vorticity 

z-vorticity 
azimuthal-vort 

() 

; 
; 

; 

exit yes yes 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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M.4 Grid Convergence Index Script 

 The script used to determine the grid uncertainty of 7 variables for the full-scale simulations using 

5 meshes (GridStudyCelikR2.m) is provided below. 

 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

% format window and clear values 

close all; 

clear all; 

clc; 

  

%dirname = sprintf('F:\Graduate Research\Paper\Figs'); 

%copy and paste excel spreadsheet into a text editor and save 

%name = sprintf('%s/gridstudyvals.txt', dirname);  

  

%first column has dx values 

Mtx = load('gridstudyvals.dat'); Mtx=sortrows(Mtx,1); 

  

juse=[2,3,4,5,6,7,8]; %columns of variables being evaluated in Mtx 

  

figure,plot(Mtx(:,1),Mtx(:,juse)./repmat(Mtx(1,juse),size(Mtx,1),1)); 

  

r21 = Mtx(2,1)/Mtx(1,1); 

r32=Mtx(3,1)/Mtx(2,1); 

r43=Mtx(4,1)/Mtx(3,1); 

r54=Mtx(5,1)/Mtx(4,1); 

eps = Mtx(2:end,juse)-Mtx(1:end-1,juse);     

s = sign(eps(2,:)./eps(1,:)); 

  

for n =1:length(juse) 

    p=1;q=1;err=1; damp=0.1; pold=2; inc=1; 

    fold = 2; 

    while abs(err)>1e-4; 

    f = p-1/log(r21)*abs(log(abs(eps(2,n)/eps(1,n)))+q); 

    q = log((r21^p-s(1))/(r32^p-s(1))); 

  

    err = f*(p-pold)/(f-fold+1e-3); 

    fold = f; pold = p; 

    p = p - damp*err; 

    ptmp(inc)=p; 

    inc = inc+1; 

if inc >10000 

    break; 

end 

    end 

    pkeepC(n) =p;%order of fit 

end 

ea=abs(eps(1,:)./Mtx(1,juse)); %approximate relative error 

Vext21=(Mtx(1,juse).*r21.^pkeepC - Mtx(2,juse))./(r21.^pkeepC-1); %extrapolated values 

e_ext=abs((Vext21-Mtx(1,juse))./Mtx(1,juse)); %extrapolated relative error 

GCI_fine=1.25.*ea(1,:)./(r21.^pkeepC-1); %grid convergence index with 25% safety 

GCI_coarse=1.25.*ea(1,:).*r32.^pkeepC./(r21.^pkeepC-1); %grid convergence index with 25% safety 

X = Mtx(:,1)./.009; %smallest grid size DeltaX 

GCI_target=0.01; % 1 percent target GCI error 

r_target = (GCI_target./GCI_coarse).^(1./pkeepC); %grid resolution for target GCI 

  

%break up for plotting 

Xp = linspace(0,2.5,100)'; 

V1 = Mtx(:,2); 

V2 = Mtx(:,3); 

V3 = Mtx(:,4); 

V4 = Mtx(:,5); 
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V5 = Mtx(:,6); 

V6 = Mtx(:,7); 

V7 = Mtx(:,8); 

  

%fit in MATLAB toolbox  

[fit1,gof1] = fit(X,V1,'power2'); 

c1=coeffvalues(fit1); 

gof1= cell2mat(struct2cell(gof1)); 

rmse1 = gof1(5); 

  

[fit2,gof2] = fit(X,V2,'power2'); 

c2=coeffvalues(fit2); 

gof2= cell2mat(struct2cell(gof2)); 

rmse2 = gof2(5); 

  

[fit3,gof3] = fit(X,V3,'power2'); 

c3=coeffvalues(fit3); 

gof3= cell2mat(struct2cell(gof3)); 

rmse3 = gof3(5); 

  

[fit4,gof4] = fit(X,V4,'power2'); 

c4=coeffvalues(fit4); 

gof4= cell2mat(struct2cell(gof4)); 

rmse4 = gof4(5); 

  

[fit5,gof5] = fit(X,V5,'power2'); 

c5=coeffvalues(fit5); 

gof5= cell2mat(struct2cell(gof5)); 

rmse5 = gof5(5); 

  

[fit6,gof6] = fit(X,V6,'power2'); 

c6=coeffvalues(fit6); 

gof6= cell2mat(struct2cell(gof6)); 

rmse6 = gof4(5); 

  

[fit7,gof7] = fit(X,V7,'power2'); 

c7=coeffvalues(fit7); 

gof7= cell2mat(struct2cell(gof7)); 

rmse7 = gof7(5); 

  

%curve fits 

v1p = c1(1).*Xp.^c1(2) + c1(3); 

v2p = c2(1).*Xp.^c2(2) + c2(3); 

v3p = c3(1).*Xp.^c3(2) + c3(3); 

v4p = c4(1).*Xp.^c4(2) + c4(3); 

v5p = c5(1).*Xp.^c5(2) + c5(3); 

v6p = c6(1).*Xp.^c6(2) + c6(3); 

v7p = c7(1).*Xp.^c7(2) + c7(3); 

  

%%custome function optimization 

% x_guess = [0.01;3;30]; 

% x_guess4 = [-0.006;10;100] 

% [x1,resnorm1]=lsqcurvefit(@pwrlawfit,x_guess,X,V1); 

% [x2,resnorm2]=lsqcurvefit(@pwrlawfit,x_guess,X,V2); 

% [x3,resnorm3]=lsqcurvefit(@pwrlawfit,x_guess,X,V3); 

% [x4,resnorm4]=lsqcurvefit(@pwrlawfit,x_guess,X,V4); 

  

%normalized by smallest value at DeltaX --> 0 

v1p2 = v1p./v1p(1); 

v2p2 = v2p./v2p(1); 

v3p2 = v3p./v3p(1); 

v4p2 = v4p./v4p(1); 

v5p2 = v5p./v5p(1); 

v6p2 = v6p./v6p(1); 

v7p2 = v7p./v7p(1); 

  

%points normalized by DeltaX ----> 0 

V1norm = V1./v1p(1); 

V2norm = V2./v2p(1); 

V3norm = V3./v3p(1); 

V4norm = V4./v4p(1); 
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V5norm = V5./v5p(1); 

V6norm = V6./v6p(1); 

V7norm = V7./v7p(1); 

 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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